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In this work a new numerical technique to prepare Cauchy data for the initial value problem (IVP) for-
mulation of Einstein’s field equations (EFE) is presented. Our method is directly inspired by the exterior
asymptotic gluing (EAG) result of Corvino [86]. The argument of [86] assumes a moment in time symmetry
and allows for a composite, initial data set to be assembled from (a finite subdomain of) a known asymp-
totically Euclidean initial data set which is glued (in a controlled manner) over a compact spatial region
to an exterior Schwarzschildean representative. We demonstrate how [86] may be directly adapted to a
numerical scheme and under the assumption of axisymmetry construct composite Hamiltonian constraint
satisfying initial data featuring internal binary black holes (BBH) glued to exterior Schwarzschild initial
data in isotropic form. The generality of the method is shown in a comparison of properties of EAG com-
posite initial data sets featuring internal BBHs as modelled by Brill-Lindquist and Misner data.
The underlying geometric analysis character of gluing methods requires work within suitably weighted
function spaces, which, together with a technical impediment preventing [86] from being fully construc-
tive, is the principal difficulty in devising a numerical technique. Thus the single previous attempt by
Giulini and Holzegel [132] (recently implemented by Doulis and Rinne [96]) sought to avoid this by em-
bedding the result within the well known Lichnerowicz-York conformal framework which required ad-hoc
assumptions on solution form and a formal perturbative argument to show that EAG may proceed. In [132]
it was further claimed that judicious engineering of EAG can serve to reduce the presence of spurious grav-
itational radiation – unfortunately, in line with the general conclusion of [96] our numerical investigation
does not appear to indicate that this is the case.
Concretising the sought initial data to be specified with respect to a spatial manifold with underlying
topology R× S2 our method exploits a variety of pseudo-spectral (PS) techniques. A combination of the ð-
formalism and spin-weighted spherical harmonics together with a novel complex-analytic based numerical
approach is utilised. This is enabled by our Python3 based numerical toolkit allowing for unified just-in-
time compiled, distributed calculations with seamless extension to arbitrary precision for problems involv-
ing generic, geometric partial differential equations (PDE) as specified by tensorial expressions. Additional
features include a layer of abstraction that allows for automatic reduction of indicial (i.e., tensorial) expres-
sions together with grid remapping based on chart specification – hence straight-forward implementation
of IVP formulations of the EFE such as ADM-York or ADM-York-NOR is possible. Code-base verification
is performed by evolving the polarised Gowdy T3 space-time with the above formulations utilising high
order, explicit time-integrators in the method of lines approach as combined with PS techniques.
As the initial data we prepare has a precise (Schwarzschildean) exterior this may be of interest to global
evolution schemes that incorporate information from spatial-infinity. Furthermore, our approach may shed
light on how more general gluing techniques could potentially be adapted for numerical work. The code-
base we have developed may also be of interest in application to other problems involving geometric PDEs.
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Suppose M is a manifold endowed with metric g. Indicial expressions shall carry the particular charac-
ter of tensor fields where unless otherwise stated, Greek indices α, β, γ, . . . may take numerical values
0, 1, 2, 3; Latin indices a, b, c, . . . may take numerical values 1, 2, 3 and Latin indices A, B, C, . . . may
take numerical values 2, 3.
Commonly occurring symbols and corresponding descriptions are as follows:
Symbol Description
A := B Quantity A defined equal to B
A=̇B Quantity A equal in coordinate representation to B
T rs(M) Set of type (r, s) tensor fields
An(M) Set of totally anti-symmetric (0, n)-tensor fields
Sn(M) Set of totally symmetric (0, n)-tensor fields
F(M) := T 00(M) Set of scalar fields
X(M) := T 10(M) Set of vector fields
Ωq(M) := Aq(M) Set of q-forms
Ti(j|k|l) Symmetrisation of T ∈ T 04(M) over slots j and lwith i and k fixed.
U[i|jk|l] Antisymmetrisation of U ∈ T 04(M) over slots i and lwith j and k fixed.
[n]X Denotes a quantity X in n dimensions
(i)δ Denotes the ith iterate of a quantity δ
rω, ω̂ Denotes regularised and normalised quantities respectively
δij Kronecker delta equal to 1 for i = j otherwise 0
sf Spin-weight s field component of f
ð, ð Derivative operators raising and lowering spin-weight respectively
Ω b Σ, Compactly contained subdomainΩwithin the manifold Σ
∂Ω, int(Ω) Boundary and interior of the domainΩ respectively
L2(Ω), L2ω(Ω) Hilbert space overΩ and weighted space respectively
where L2ω(Ω) 3 f =⇒ fω1/2 ∈ L2(Ω)
L2(Ω), L2ω(Ω) S2(Ω) tensor field analogue of the above
Ck(Ω) Set of k-times differentiable functions onΩ
Ck,α(Ω) Hölder space with k ≥ 0 and α ∈ (0, 1)
Ck,αω (Ω) Functions in Ck,α(Ω) ∩ L2ω(Ω)
Ck(Ω), Ck,α(Ω), Ck,αω (Ω) Tensor field analogues of the above
Hk(Ω), Hkω(Ω) Sobolev space where nth-weak covariant derivatives (0 ≤ n ≤ k)
of functions are L2(Ω) or L2ω(Ω)
Hk(Ω),Hkω(Ω) S2(Ω) tensor field analogue of the above
Gk(Ω), Gk,α(Ω) Open subset ofHk(Ω) and Ck,α(Ω) Riemannian metrics respectively




The battlefield of classical general relativity (GR) is an n+ 1 dimensional Lorentzian manifoldM endowed





[n+1]R[g]gµν +Λgµν = 8π[n+1]Tµν[f],
where [n+1]Ricµν is the Ricci tensor of the space-time metric gµν, [n+1]R its scalar curvature, Λ is the
cosmological constant and [n+1]Tµν the energy-momentum-stress tensor through which auxiliary, non-
gravitational matter-fields f are coupled. The tensorial character (carried by the here abstract indices µ
and ν) of all these expressions makes manifest the principle of general covariance wherein physics is inde-
pendent of coordinate choice (gauge); the encapsulation of space-time with gµν captures the principle of
equivalence and fixing the geometry with the distribution of mass and energy highlights Mach’s principle.
This beautiful connection between geometric principles and energy-matter content continues even more
than 100 years after the initial inception of the EFE [99, 100] to provide for an intensely rich area of study
both for the physicist detecting gravitational waves at LIGO [184] to the pure mathematician interested in
geometric analysis alike [122, 73]. A crucial turning point for mathematical relativity came with the result
of [115], where by adopting the harmonic (wave) gauge a proof establishing local existence (in time) of
solutions to the EFE was provided; later strengthened to a global result in [71]. Thus description as an
evolutionary system in time is permitted or, more precisely, formulation as a second order, quasi-linear,
strongly hyperbolic system of partial differential equations (PDE) that admit a well-posed Cauchy problem
[70, 245].
One may however require gauge conditions to be free for greater flexibility in specification of a particular
physical problem of interest. Indeed, consider decomposition of the EFE adapted to a space-time with
manifold M ' Σ × R where dim(Σ) = n such that submanifolds Σt := Σ × {t} with (t ∈ R) are space-
like. Then, the well-known ADM decomposition [10, 11], provides a Hamiltonian formulation, where the
spatial metric [n]gij induced on Σ fulfills the role of "configuration variable" and the extrinsic curvature
[n]Kij which may be thought of as the time-derivative of [n]gij provides the "conjugate momentum". With
this space-time is "disentangled" and indeed the EFE are recast as an initial (boundary) value problem
(IVP) or (IBVP) where data is to be provided on an initial space-like slice Σ0 which is to be evolved so as
to construct gµν. The mathematical details of the EFE are formidable and to gain understanding beyond
the sparse few, highly symmetric, idealised scenarios where exact solutions are known one may consider
numerical simulations based on an ADM-like IVP or IBVP.
To briefly motivate this latter as not just a suggestion but almost a necessity one can compare the surprising
increase of intricacy encountered when analysing (for instance) just the motion of two masses in GR against
Newtonian gravity [235, 13]. According to the Newtonian picture one may unambiguously consider two
idealised massive (point) sources of well-defined initial separations and velocities in their common centre
of mass frame where it is found that the resultant dynamics are coplanar with trajectories along a conic
section. In GR even simply formulating the equivalent problem precisely is challenging. Consider the ide-
alisation of a single, massive source as provided by the Schwarzschild solution [255] or more generally a
spinning source in the Kerr solution to the EFE [171]. Due to the existence of an event horizon, point-like
structure is now shielded in the sense that an external observer may no longer probe length-scales below
some finite cut-off value. As for the two-body problem immediate impediment now arises due to the non-
linear character of the EFE which does not permit for transparent application of a simple superposition
principle so as to assemble a configuration of two initially separated Kerr black-holes and construct their
dynamics in a straight-forward manner. Furthermore, in contrast to the Newtonian scenario, dynamics are
modified on account of emitted gravitational radiation and liberated energy eventuating in an orbital in-
spiral and merger process. Qualitatively if appropriate initial data describing the aforementioned scenario
were provided on Σ0 then it is expected to evolve generically to a single remnant Kerr black-hole. This con-
clusion is contingent on the weak cosmic censorship conjecture holding [221, 222] where generically, "naked
singularities" should not be visible to an external observer together with the no-hair theorem [162, 64] as-
serting here that the black holes are characterised by their mass and angular momentum. While a more
1 Here and in what follows geometrised units c = 1 = G are adopted.
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quantitative understanding can be attained via various approximation techniques [37, 91] the regime of
validity for approximations is necessarily restricted to a subset of the full dynamics.
Historically2, the advent of the ADM formulation and an impetus to understand the full phenomenology
of black hole mergers led to the birth of numerical relativity (NR) [103, 263, 264, 262], see however [148].
Unfortunately the ADM formulation as originally constructed and the ADM-York variant [300] do not
provide for a well-posed IVP [175, 205, 243] thus numerical calculations were plagued with instabilities.
Decades of incremental progress during which well-posed modifications of ADM were conceived such as
the generalised harmonic formulation [121, 126] and BSSN [26, 259, 207] finally led to a renaissance in the
field punctuated by the work of [232, 233, 234] where for the first time (though see also [17, 61] which
appeared virtually simultaneously) the stable numerical simulation of a complete binary black hole (BBH)
coalescence was demonstrated.
As previously remarked, during the physical BBH coalescence process energy is released in the form of
gravitational radiation – a waveform which describes the initial inspiral, merger and ringdown to a qui-
escent Kerr black hole [110, 158]. Thus one important goal of the aforementioned numerical calculations
is to assemble for purposes of interferometric based detection [120] waveform templates for distinct BBH
configurations. Theoretical templates may be convolved against experimental signals in a matched-filtering
approach and hence utilised to pinpoint a physical BBH coalescence event [164]. The main methods to com-
pute an individual waveform from a numerical space-time are based on either calculation of the Newman–
Penrose scalar Ψ4 [210, 271] or the master functions Q+ and Q× in the Zerilli-Moncrief formalism [204].
Unfortunately crucial conceptual and analytical issues arise here such as rigorous extraction of waveforms
requiring a well-defined concept of "isolated systems" and consequently access to global structure3 or in-
deed the introduction of "spurious" radiation related to the constrained choice of initial data itself. We focus
now on these these latter issues.
To be precise, we henceforth consider the purely gravitational sector of the theory, that is, vacuum [n]Tµν =
0; furthermore, set Λ = 0. While it is the case that the various ADM-like evolution schemes allow a degree
of freedom in fixing the gauge choice, together with prescription of the initial data set (Σ0, [n]gij, [n]Kij)
this latter is not arbitrary. Constraint equations must be satisfied on any Σt:














where [n]∇ is the covariant derivative compatible with [n]gij, [n]R[g] is the scalar curvature intrinsic to
Σt and HADM andMADMj are the Hamiltonian and momentum constraints respectively which may be col-
lectively denoted CADM[g, K] = 0. Thus an immediate, non-trivial obstacle is raised in how constraint
satisfying, physically relevant data is to be chosen. In particular, CADM[g, K] = 0 only restricts n+1 degrees
of freedom of the n(n+ 1) present in ([n]gij, [n]Kij) hence we have an underdetermined system.
The most common and successful way4 to construct initial data is based on the Lichnerowicz-York method
[183, 297, 298, 299, 214, 300] (see also [203]). The idea is to exploit the underdetermined character of the
problem by considering ([n]gij, [n]Kij) to be defined by related, conformally rescaled quantities (which
may be specified). Entered as an ansatz this renders CADM[g, K] = 0 a coupled nonlinear PDE system now
of definite elliptic character. Solution existence is controlled by the so-called Yamabe class data belongs
to, which in general is not a severe restriction for problems of physical interest [295, 253, 203, 74]. Thus
the effective degrees of freedom of the gravitational field are parametrised and a solution may be sought.
The procedure for doing so can be illustrated with a simple formal calculation. Fix n = 3 and consider
a moment in time (MIT) symmetry5 where Kij = 0 and conformally rescale with ψ where (ψ > 0) as
gij = ψ
4g̃ij. Entered as an ansatz for the constraints CADM[ψ4g̃, 0] = 0 results in a surprisingly simple,




2 See the reviews of [235, 66] for more extensive accounts of developments in the field.
3 Direct access to asymptotia is not a general feature of NR calculations. An approach based on the conformal space-time programme
is reviewed in [117].
4 On account of the vast scope and many, recent reviews that exist on preparing initial data from the constraint equations [83, 23, 225,
136, 273] we shall not enter extensive detail beyond brief description of commonly utilised approaches.
5 Geometrically an MIT symmetry corresponds to a suitable reflection about Σ in the space-timeM being an isometry.
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where ∇̃2[·] is the covariant Laplacian associated with the metric g̃. Suppose g̃ij is flat such that R[g̃] = 0
and adopt spherical coordinates with r being the coordinate radius. Then the fall-off condition ψ → 1 +
O(1/r) as r → ∞ together with linearity leads to the Brill-Lindquist (BL) solution [57, 25], which may be






, rξ = |x
i − Ciξ|;
where rξ is the (coordinate) separation from the centre Ciξ and mξ is the ξ
th mass. If instead one adopts
the maximal slicing condition Kkk = 0 (such that Σ0 maximises volume inM) then under an appropriate
conformally flat ansatz CADM[g, K] = 0 decouples and leads to the Bowen-York (BY) solution [50]. The BY
initial dataset can be used to describe multiple black-holes with non-zero initial momentum (see also the
related puncture method of [54]). Unfortunately, here a numerical approach is required to fully prepare
(Σ0, gij, Kij). Furthermore, while commonly employed in BBH simulations the BY dataset does not pre-
cisely coincide with two initial Kerr black-holes. Indeed it has been demonstrated in [125, 179, 178] that the
Kerr solution does not admit a space-like slicing that is axisymmetric, asymptotically flat and conformally
flat. The interpretation of BBH initial data based on BY is instead taken to be two initially perturbed Kerr
black-holes [133]. Concomitantly, within the gravitational radiation waveform of numerical space-times
evolved from such initial data a high frequency transient is present. This is referred to as spurious or junk
radiation and is an unfortunate feature of all BBH codes utilising Cauchy slices that must be heuristically
"explained away" (see for instance [235, 273]). We momentarily defer further remarks on this point.
The conformal method has a closely related counterpart in the conformal thin sandwich (CTS) technique of
[301, 228]. A freedom to specify the time-derivative of the conformal metric and mean extrinsic curvature is
granted and this is of particular interest in the construction of (quasi)equilibrium data [273]. It has however
been demonstrated that CTS is equivalent to the conformal method and a well-defined map exists between
them [194, 195].
As an aside, note that the constraints need not be cast in elliptic form. Indeed the quasi-spherical approach
of [22, 24] fixes coordinates in such a way so as to modify CADM[g, K] = 0 to parabolic form where the
freedom is now specification of data on an internal boundary and the radial coordinate may be viewed
as a "time" that "evolves" outward towards infinity. A recent alternative description of the constraints in
hyperbolic form has also been provided due to [238, 239, 240].
Instead of modifying the character of the constraints another path may be taken. Gluing techniques are a
relatively new and powerful method of geometric analysis which may be exploited to combine multiple
solutions to a PDE of interest through a gradual deformation over some open set Ω thus furnishing a
new, composite solution that approximately coincides with the original solutions away fromΩ [73, 87, 75].
Using this technique, under the assumption of an MIT symmetry, Corvino [86] showed that given an open
ball Bρ of finite radius ρ and initial data that is asymptotically flat6 in a suitable sense then there is a
new solution to the constraints identical to the original in Bρ and identical to Schwarzschild initial data
outside some bounded set containing Bρ. The truly novel feature of this exterior asymptotic gluing (EAG)
construction is that the new composite initial data set exactly coincides with its respective constituents
outside a "transition region" Ω (where Ω may be imagined to be a spherical shell of finite thickness). This
possibility of local gluing where the spliced portion of the two initial data sets is of compact support is
entirely due to the underdeterminedness of the constraint equations. By relaxing the MIT condition and
applying a similar gluing strategy it has been shown that EAG on Kerr may also be performed in the
Corvino-Schoen technique [88]. Thus quite general interior gravitational configurations may be glued to
exterior Schwarzschild or Kerr regions forming a composite solution with precise asymptotics7.
A striking variant of the above whereΩ is replaced by a conical region of infinite extent is Carlotto-Schoen
gluing [63] (see also [75]). The result is that given asymptotically flat initial data there is a new solution
to the constraints identical to the original within a cone (of infinite extent) and exactly Minkowskian (i.e.,
exactly flat) outside slightly larger cones. The construction may also be carried out the other way around
where the role of interior and exterior are interchanged. A particularly astonishing implication of this is
that for some finite duration in time it appears that in contrast to Newtonian gravity, GR allows for effective
screening by manipulating only vacuum initial data.
6 This will be made precise in §1.
7 While not based on gluing techniques a method to engineer general solutions with controlled asymptotics that may be viewed as
approximately Schwarzschildean in a well-defined sense has also been investigated in [14].
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In addition to this, the Corvino-Schoen and Carlotto-Schoen gluings may be utilised so as to construct
N-body initial data sets [76].
Related to the above is the method of connected sum or IMP gluing [160, 159, 161]. By working within the
conformal framework and consequently a determined elliptic system then given any two solutions of the
constraints: (Σ̌0, ǧij, Ǩij) and (Σ̂0, ĝij, K̂ij), say, a new solution may be produced by first removing small
neighbourhoods Ň and N̂ about the points p̌ ∈ Σ̌0 and p̂ ∈ Σ̂0 respectively. Then, new data (Σ0, gij, Kij) is
found by connecting ∂Ň along an interpolating tube to ∂N̂ with Σ0 resulting in a connected sum manifold
with the topology of Σ̌0#Σ̂0. By suitable interpolation of the pairs (ǧij, Ǩij) and (ĝij, K̂ij) a composite
constraint satisfying solution (Σ0, gij, Kij) may be found. Alternatively, identifying Σ̌0 and Σ̂0 allows for a
handle (wormhole) to be introduced to a given initial data set. On account of the determinedness this leads
to a global deformation of the initial data set small away from the gluing site. However, by combining the
results of [86, 77] it was shown in [78, 79] how the deformation may be localised.
While the above gluing results have intriguing properties an unfortunate aspect is that the geometric anal-
ysis flavour of proof technique is quite technical in nature. It is not entirely clear how to proceed if direct
numerical preparation of an initial data set based on such methods is desired. This is evidenced by only a
single attempt [132] based on formal perturbation theory to "embed" within the Lichnerowicz-York frame-
work a problem that seeks to mimic the setup of Corvino’s result in [86]. Briefly, the idea in [132] was to
work at an MIT symmetry, assume axisymmetry and fix internal BL data. Then over an annularΩ a confor-
mally transformed Brill-Wave [56] ansatz on the form ofψ is made. It was claimed that composite solutions
exist to this problem when the exterior is a suitably chosen Schwarzschildean initial data set. This approach
requires a further, completely ad-hoc treatment of the decay rates of ψ as ∂Ω is approached. That said, it
appears that a numerical solution may be constructed as demonstrated in [96]. An additional insight is
offered in [96] as to how consistent selection of exterior data (or parameters on valid internal data) may be
made by exploitation of an integrability condition. Such arguments are however not required in the proof
of [86]. It does not appear that numerical evolution has been performed based on the result of [96]. Indeed,
no numerical evolution of (Σ0, gij, Kij) as prepared based on any of the gluing techniques discussed has
been performed to date.
The goal of [132] was to provide a setting so as to allow for investigation of whether EAG may be utilised
as a tool for minimising the presence of spurious gravitational radiation within an initial data set. Based
on earlier discussion, whether this is the case is clearly an important question to address. One way to un-
derstand the relation to gluing is to consider standard expressions for mass under the assumption of an
asymptotically flat, ambient space-time (M, gij) of which Σ0 is a slice. A measure for the initial energy
associated with (Σ0, gij) is the ADM mass MADM which can be defined by a suitable integral involving
products of gij and first derivatives over a topological two sphere at spatial infinity i0 [8, 9, 10]. Assuming
that the evolution of (Σ0, gij) results in a dynamical space-time then a measure of the gravitational radia-
tion emitted is provided by the rate of change of the Bondi massMB which can be defined as an integral of
the radiated flux over a cut of (future) null-infinity8 I+ [274, 47, 250, 220]. The relation between MADM and
MB, evaluated over a cut of I+ in the vicinity of i0 is provided for time-symmetric, conformally flat data by
[177]:










where u is a retarded time coordinate, Gk are the so-called Penrose constants [212] known to be non-zero
for BL data [283]. Thus MB ≤MADM with equality at i0 (i.e., in the limit u→ −∞) and as u becomes finite
the inequality becomes strict9. Indeed this is the case even before any possible BBH collision process can
take place. It is in this sense that initial data is considered to contain spurious gravitational radiation.
Thus by working with a composite, glued initial data set one may hope to reduceMADM and consequently
spurious content – or at the very least, redistribute it over the transition region Ω. In consideration of
the Kerr BBH coalescence problem and the parameter regime being investigated even a small reduction
can have a significant effect on the phenomenology of a system. For instance in [40] BY initial data was
perturbed by Teukolsky-Nakamura waves so as to induce an approximate 1% increase inMADM leading to
an observable reduction on the duration of merger time as compared to an equivalent unperturbed scenario.
8 Let be r a radial coordinate and (u, v) := (t−r, t+r) retarded and advanced time coordinates. The point i0 is approached as r→ ∞
at fixed time whereas the region I+ is approached when v → ∞ at fixed u. Along I+ the point i0 may be approached as u → −∞.
For a more in-depth discussion see [117].
9 In the special case of a static space-time the Gk all vanish [177] and insteadMB =MADM holds.
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The purpose of this work is thus two-fold: both to provide a concrete realisation of the proof due to Corvino
[86] in a numerical technique and thus following the EAG programme allow for direct construction of new
initial data during the course of which some light may potentially be shed on how other gluing methods
could be adapted. Secondly, to address the question put forth by [132] as to whetherMADM may be reduced
and by proxy the content of spurious gravitational radiation.
Several ingredients are required in order to accomplish these goals, the first being extraction of salient tools
from [86] appropriately manipulated for numerical work. It is to be emphasised that this alone is a non-
trivial step. While Corvino’s proof is largely a constructive one, there is a technical snag. Given some
suitable, internal, initial data for which the EAG construction is to be performed a method for selection of
the correct representative in the class of Schwarzschildean initial data forming the exterior so as to fully
specify the composite solution must be found. Beyond existence [86] does not demonstrate how the appro-
priate choice may be a priori fixed for a particular set of internal data. We shall show how this may be done
by linear algebraic decomposition once our numerical setup is largely assembled.
The next issue is largely a practical concern in how geometric quantities with respect to a space-like mani-
fold Σ0 are to be described. To concretise the problem while retaining sufficient generality we fix dim(Σ0) =
3 and assume that Σ0 is diffeomorphic to R×S2. As is well known, when geometric quantities are expressed
in standard spherical coordinates apparent singularities may arise that spoil the stability of a numerical
scheme. One way this problem may be mitigated is by representing quantities with respect to a judiciously
chosen frame. By exploiting the manifold structure, the S2 portion may be treated with the so-called ð-
formalism10 which allows for a unified treatment of spinorial, vector and tensorial fields [211, 134, 223].
Based on [135, 240] the ð-formalism is further extended to treat a manifold S2ρ that has the topology of S2
but is merely diffeomorphic. This enables description of quite general field configurations. Due to a myriad
of distinct conventions appearing in the literature and to provide a transparent reference point for mapping
more general geometric PDE problems posed with respect to this geometry we have elected to synthesise a
completely self-contained and consistent treatment for decomposition of quantities over Σ0 ' R× S2ρ. Am-
biguities are avoided and explicit maps between extended ð-formalism and standard tensorial expressions
are provided free of any apparent coordinate singularities.
In order to numerically solve PDEs another choice in how fields are represented (approximated) must be
made. To this end, we make use of (pseudo)-spectral (PS) methods [275, 62, 154, 52] as they give rise to
highly efficient techniques for function and solution approximation. This choice is further motivated by
their well-established history of fruitful application to problems within NR [141] and indeed highly suc-
cessful prior application to constructing numerical solutions within the scope of the Lichnerowicz-York ap-
proach [226, 84, 227]. The overarching idea is that given a square-integrable function f ∈ L2(Ω), say, global
approximation overΩ is made via a linear combination of trial functions formed from some truncated basis
(Φn)
N
n=0 as fN :=
∑N
n=0 fnΦn. Numerical derivatives may thus be evaluated directly by considering their
action on basis functions or embedded via recursion relations on the expansion coefficients fn. The details
of how the approximation is enforced and hence how the coefficients fn are to be selected is controlled
through a choice of test functions (Ψn)Nn=0 and the inner product associated with the natural function space
for f. Commonly, the trial and test spaces are identified which results in a spectral Galerkin method. An-
other choice is the PS collocation method where fN and f are taken to exactly coincide at a set of nodes
in Ω. In this work both approaches shall be required. In particular, we shall leverage our previous work
in developing PS algorithms for the spin-weighted spherical harmonics (SWSH) [36, 35] which are ideally
suited to the ð-formalism.
Further complications arise in adapting Corvino’s result on account of a requirement to numerically com-
pute high-order derivatives. Additionally, evaluation of quotients of terms that lead to formally singular
expressions becomes necessary. In order to simultaneously address both of these concerns we consider
an approach based on complex analytic tools which may be efficiently combined with PS methods due to
[288]. Novel, spectral and direct regularisation strategies based on evaluation of functions on optimised
contours in the complex plane do not appear to have been previously utilised in the NR community and
are worth exploring in their own right. For verification purposes we augment and compare this method
with calculations performed at arbitrary precision.
Armed with a combination of the above methods we demonstrate for the first time, without recourse to
the York-Lichnerowicz framework as in [132, 96], that EAG on Schwarzschild in the sense of Corvino may
indeed achieved numerically for internal BBH initial data comprised of Brill-Lindquist or Misner data [199].
10Read ð as "eth".
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Treating all these issues requires the development of significant numerical infrastructure which we have
done by working with Python3. Leveraging extant scientific code allows for us to combine into a unified
package a mechanism to perform arbitrary precision, distributed calculations. An emphasis is placed on the
ability to seamlessly elevate precision only when required. Furthermore, standard issues of performance
encountered with interpreted languages may be mitigated based on automatic just-in-time compilation.
The upshot therefore is that with our rich numerical toolkit comes a possibility of application to much
more general classes of problems. Indeed, direct, symbolic specification of an expression representing
some geometric system of PDEs with respect to some physical grid may automatically be mapped to the
fundamental domain associated with some family of functions for a given PS scheme based on automatic
inference of chain rule terms. We demonstrate how such elevation in the layer of abstraction during specifi-
cation of a problem allows for "painless" experimentation with the evolution problem of NR by performing
calculations based on the polarised Gowdy T3 space-time from the standard testbeds in [6, 15].
STRUCTURE OF THE THESIS
This work naturally lends itself into partitioning over two parts: In Part I. the development of background
and numerical technique geared toward scalar curvature deformation and the exterior asymptotic gluing
gluing construction; In Part II. a largely self-contained, example-driven description of numerical infrastruc-
ture and the code-base we have developed.
At a more fine-grained level in Part I. §1 the idea behind Corvino’s proof at a formal level is sketched in a
manner adapted for later numerical work. To allow for treatment of any spatial manifold Σ topologically
related to R × S2 we provide a self-contained ð-formalism based treatment for the full decomposition of
standard geometric (tensorial) quantities in §2. This is accompanied by an introduction of the SWSH (and a
numerical PS algorithm for their manipulation), which, with the aforementioned, provides a full translation
of tensorial quantities written in terms of spherical coordinates to manifestly regular form. This serves as a
general reference point for later calculations. In §3 complex analytic methods are exploited for an accurate
numerical treatment based on PS methods of the radial portion of the underlying geometry. The process
of calculating high-order derivatives together with numerical regularisation of formally singular terms is
addressed. The combination of these developments allows for numerical scalar deformation together with
the gluing construction to be explicitly demonstrated in §4. EAG on Schwarzschild is demonstrated for
both internal Brill-Lindquist and internal Misner data sets and the efficiency of the construction in terms of
MADM is examined. A discussion of material developed in Part I. and possible future topics for investigation
is provided in §5. Additional supporting material pertaining to Part I. is collected in the appendix of §6.
In Part II. §7 functionality, development details and usage of our numerical infrastructure allowing for
seamless elevation of calculations to arbitrary precision and distributed calculations is discussed. In §8 ver-
ification of consistent implementation is inspected by comparing numerical evolution based on the ADM-
York and ADM-York-NOR formulations for the polarised Gowdy T3 space-time. A closing discussion
based on material in Part II. and how this may be extended in future work is provided in §9. Additional
supporting material pertaining to Part II. describing some particulars of ADM based evolution together
with functionality of our code-base is collected in the appendices of §10 and §11.
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PART I
GEOMETRIC FORMULATION AND NUMERICAL CURVATURE DEFORMATION
2
1 DEFORMATION AND GLUING PROBLEM SETUP
Here we explain the basic setup of Corvino’s scalar curvature deformation technique and how he uses
it to achieve exterior asymptotic gluing (EAG) on a time-symmetric slice of Schwarzschild space-time in
[86] (see also the general discussions of [13, 75, 73, 87]). The physical setting is vacuum with Λ = 0 at
an MIT symmetry and it is assumed that dim(Σ) = n where Σ is to be understood as an initial Cauchy
slice. Under these assumptions the constraint equations decouple with the momentum constraint trivially
satisfied (Kij = 0) and the Hamiltonian constraint assumes the scalar-flat form [n]R[g] = 0. Thus, in short,
initial EAG data (Σ, [n]gij) is sought. To explain EAG and fix the desired behaviour of [n]g from [13, 75] we
first recall that asymptotically flat (Euclidean) data is characterised by the existence of a diffeomorphism
between the "end" of Σ and Rn with a ball Bn removed. Furthermore, with the present assumptions1, end











where [n]δEuc is the Euclidean metric in manifestly flat form. For any tensor field h ∈ T (Σ) the condition
h ∈ Om(|x|−p) means the existence of a positive constant c such that |∂αh(x)| ≤ c|x|−p−|α| with α being any
multi-index2 satisfying 0 ≤ |α| ≤ m and derivatives are to be computed with respect to [n]δEuc.
The result of [86] concerns the equivalence class of Schwarzschildean initial data where a representative in









and the (n + 1)-parameter tuple (MADM, Ci) describes the ADM mass and centre. Let Bρ ⊂ Σ be the
ball of radius ρ > 0 and introduce the compactly contained domain Σ c Ωρ := B2ρ \ Bρ the closure of
which is a spherical shell (annulus) of thickness ρ to serve as a "transition region". According to [86] by
selecting ρ sufficiently large it is possible to smoothly combine any (Bρ, [n]gE) satisfying the scalar–flat
condition [n]R[gE] = 0with (Σ\B2ρ, [n]gS) overΩρ via a combination of smooth interpolation between gE
and judicious selection of representative [n]gS by tuning of the free n + 1 parameters. The procedure thus
provides (Ωρ, [n]gΩρ) where [n]R[gΩρ ] = 0 and hence the composite metric [n]g upon suitable restriction
of {[n]gE, [n]gΩρ , [n]gS} to the respective spatial subdomains discussed which satisfies [n]R[g] = 0 and thus
constitutes new initial EAG data (Σ, [n]g).
While the argument of [86] enabling the gluing requires a variety of tools from geometric analysis the
main ingredient is to view the Ricci scalar as a smooth map (operator) between weighted spaces overΩρ of
symmetric Riemmanian metrics and scalar fields such that a so-called "background solution" [n]gΩρ may be
perturbatively corrected towards the scalar-flat condition. To see this more directly, introduce the smooth
cut-off function χ equal to 1 on Bρ and 0 outside B2ρ and onΩρ set:
[n]gΩρ := χ
[n]gE + (1− χ)
[n]gS. (1.3)
Clearly [n]R[gΩρ ] = 0 on Σ \Ωρ whereas on Ωρ we have [n]R[gΩρ ] = δ where δ is compactly supported.
We shall temporarily assume δ and related quantities to be non-constant for simplicity. For reasons of
exposition we consider now a related problem. Suppose that a sufficiently small, smooth, local deformation
(compactly supported) is made δ→ δ̌ := [n]R[gΩρ ] + δ̃ and hence a suitable correction h to the background
gΩρ →gΩρ +h is required such that [n]R[gΩρ +h] = δ̌. On account of a lack of sufficiently strong estimates
on solutions [86] does not apply the inverse function theorem to the problem3. Consider the background
linearisation:
[n]R[gΩρ + h] ' [n]R[gΩρ ] + [n]LgΩρ [h], (1.4)
where the linear problem:
[n]LgΩρ [h] = δ̃, (1.5)
1 A similar fall-off condition must be imposed on the extrinsic curvature if the MIT condition is relaxed.
2 A multi-index is a vector α = (α1, · · · , αn) such that αi ∈ N0 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. The notation |α| := α1 + · · · + αn is commonly
employed. Given any α and an f of sufficient differentiability then ∂α[f] := ∂α11 [f] · · · ∂
αn
n [f].
3 The main difficulty here is the implicit compact support requirement on h – see [75] for a related toy problem posed within the
Maxwell constraints.
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is investigated so as to characterise properties of the underdetermined elliptic operator [n]LgΩ . Unfortu-
nately, [n]LgΩ fails to be injective and the question of surjectivity of
[n]LgΩρ is addressed with a demonstra-
tion of injectivity of the formal adjoint [n]L∗gΩρ which is overdetermined elliptic. This latter is then utilised,
working within L2-weighted Sobolev spaces [129] yielding a so-called "basic estimate" overΩρ where a cer-
tain growth rate of functions near ∂Ωρ is allowed (that is, boundary behaviour is implicitly controlled by
a weight-function ω and not directly imposed) and culminates in a variational based solution to the above
linear problem providing surjectivity of [n]LgΩρ . The freedom to engineer properties of the aforementioned
linear solution near ∂Ωρ with ω is sufficiently strong such that by working in Hölder spaces Schauder es-
timates may be made [129, 201]. This allows for a Picard iteration approach to obtaining a solution to the
nonlinear local deformation problem. The solution h is thus constructed by successive improvement based
on solution of a sequence of linear subproblems where [n]L∗gΩρ is held fixed and δ̃ is adjusted.
In principle, finding h such that [n]R[gΩρ + h] = 0 may also be approached in this way with a slight
modification. An obstruction exists related to the approximate non-trivial kernel K[[n]gΩρ ] := ker(
[n]L∗gΩρ
)
which becomes non-trivial precisely when a scalar-flat condition is induced as for instance when [n]gΩρ →
[n]gS. A complete characterisation of K[[n]gΩρ ] may be made in terms of (n + 1) parameters related to the
underlying symmetries of [n]gΩρ . Indeed [86] exploits the degrees of freedom appearing in specification
of [n]gS to show that it is again possible to solve the previously mentioned variational problem in this
new scenario by judicious selection of these parameters so as to work in a space transverse to ker([n]L∗δEuc)
provided ρ is chosen sufficiently large.
With this sketch as to how exterior asymptotic gluing proceeds we now embark on adapting the above ideas
to a viable numerical technique filling out further details from [86] where required. We shall fix attention to
dim(Σ) = 3 and thus prefixes indicating dimensionality are dropped. To begin, expressions for the linear
operators and related geometric quantities are constructed with specification of requisite function spaces in
§1.1. Furthermore, kernel properties of L∗g are more closely examined. In §1.1.1 the variational problem is
inspected in greater detail where a slight deviation in the prescription of [86] is discussed that will turn out
to be of crucial importance in §4. The Picard iteration procedure is described in §1.1.2 allowing for solution
of the nonlinear local deformation problem. The issue of non-trivial kernel of the adjoint linearisation
is again considered. On account of the requirement for function containment within suitably weighted
spaces we propose a solution ansatz in §1.2 to the weak-formulation that automatically enforces required
behaviour so as to simplify later numerical considerations. As concrete functions are required to perform
specific calculations candidate weight ω and cut-off χ functions adapted for our numerical scheme are
introduced in §1.3.
1.1 SCALAR CURVATURE PERTURBATIONS AS OPERATORS
We now fix conventions and provide perturbative expansions of elementary geometric fields with the aim
of providing a characterisation of the scalar curvature map and its linearisation. While calculations shall be
at the formal level results required later in the work will be phrased with respect to appropriate function
spaces. Note that overlined quantities are to be viewed as background and will be indicated directly or
through functional dependence. The radial parameter appearing in Ωρ = B2ρ \ Bρ shall now also be
suppressed.
Consider the 3-dimensional Riemannian manifold endowed with metric (Σ, g). For simplicity we assume






Introduce the (symmetric) first order perturbation:
gij → gij =gij + εhij, (h ∈ S2(Σ)) ; (1.6)
and take:
∇ : T rq(Σ)→T rq+1(Σ), (1.7)
as the usual Levi-Civita connection compatible with g. In making this choice the usual coordinate expres-




















Introducing now a second Riemannian manifold endowed with metric (Σ, g) we relate the functional
forms of elementary geometric quantities to first order in the perturbation (where terms ε2 and higher
























l − 2ε∇[kγli]j. (1.11)
























In order to fix the (co)domains of R and provide an appropriate arena for later results we follow [86]
and briefly recall some function analytic preliminaries (see also the general references [104, 245, 129, 201]).
Suppose Ω is an open subdomain of Σ that is compactly contained (i.e., Ω b Σ). Denote by L2(Ω) the
Hilbert space of square integrable functions overΩwhere the background metric g induces the integration
measure dµg. Introduce the (non-negative) smooth weight-function ω ∈ C∞(Ω). Then L2ω(Ω) is the space
of functions fω1/2 ∈ L2(Ω) where the pairing 〈f, g〉L2ω(Ω) := 〈fω1/2, gω1/2〉L2(Ω) makes L2ω(Ω) a Hilbert
space. An extension of this to symmetric, tensor fields holds with analogous definitions for L2(Ω) and









ijdµg = 〈U, T〉L2(Ω), (1.14)
with associated norm ‖ · ‖L2(Ω) := 〈·, ·〉1/2L2(Ω).
To generalise notions of continuity (weighted) Hölder spaces are employed. Recall that the space of contin-
uous functions C0(Ω) is a Banach space with respect to the norm:
‖ · ‖C0(Ω) = sup
Ω
| · |. (1.15)
To define Hölder spaces, note that f ∈ F(Ω) satisfying the estimate:












is finite then f is uniformly Hölder continuous. If Eq.(1.17) is finite for every Ω ′ b Ω then f is said to
be locally uniformly Hölder continuous with exponent α in Ω. The space of all such functions is denoted
C0,α(Ω). Combining Eq.(1.15) and Eq.(1.17) provides the norm:
‖ · ‖C0,α(Ω) := ‖ · ‖C0(Ω) + [·]α,Ω. (1.18)









4 If α = 1 then standard Lipschitz continuity is recovered.
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is finite. This latter provides sufficient structure for Ck,α(Ω) to be a Banach space [104, 245]. The weighted
Hölder space Ck,αω (Ω) := Ck,α(Ω) ∩ L2ω(Ω) is also Banach space with norm [86]:
‖ · ‖k,α,ω := ‖ · ‖k,α + ‖ · ‖L2ω(Ω). (1.20)
Analogous definitions and properties hold for the weighted Hölder space of tensor fields Ck,αω (Ω).
Some subtlety in derivative5 control is required and provided by the (weighted) Sobolev space Hkω(Ω)
comprised of L2ω(Ω) functions possessing nth order covariant derivatives (0 ≤ n ≤ k) in L2ω(Ω). The
space H2ω(Ω) is defined similarly for tensor fields with inner-products induced via the natural pairings on
functions and their derivatives. It can be verified that this latter endows both Hkω(Ω) and Hkω(Ω) with
Hilbert space structure [104, 245]. Furthermore locally integrable functions (together with derivatives) are
collected with Hkloc(Ω) which is defined by requiring elements to also be in H
k for each compact subset of
Ω. The spaceHkloc(Ω) is similarly defined for locally integrable tensor fields.
Finally, for the sake of convenience, denote by Gk(Ω) the open subset of Hk(Ω) Riemannian metrics and
similarly use Gk,α(Ω) for Ck,α(Ω).
In accordance with [86] we may now view the scalar curvature relation of Eq.(1.13) as a map between




ij 7→ −hijRicij −∇2 [hii]+∇i∇jhij. (1.21)
Alternatively, for bothR and Lg the domain and codomain may also be replaced with Gk,α(Ω) and Ck,α(Ω)
where k ≥ 0 and instead considered as a Banach space map.
































· · · ,
(1.22)






f− gij∇2 [f] + gilgkj∇l∇kf ⇐⇒ (L∗g[f])ij =− Ricijf− gij∇2 [f] +∇(i∇j)f. (1.23)
Suppose g 6= δEuc then L∗g[·]ij can be seen to have trivial kernel provided that R is non-constant with the

























To rewrite this in terms of the scalar curvature we make use of the Bianchi identity [286]:
∇[iRjk]lm = 0, (1.26)















5 That is, an interpretation of derivatives in weak sense [104, 245].







Thus Eq.(1.28) with Eq.(1.25) shows:
0 = ∇i[R]f. (1.29)
That is, at points where f does not vanish the gradient of R must vanish. Consider now the behaviour of
f along an affinely parametrised geodesic γ(s) with tangent vector ti=̇γ̇(s). Then directional derivatives D
of f along γ are:
Ds [f(γ(s))] = f ′(s) = ti∇i[f],
D
2
s [f(γ(s))] = f





∇i[f] + tjti∇j[∇i[f]]; (1.30)
where we made use of the geodesic equation [229]. With Eqs. (1.23) and (1.24) we find an ODE for the
behaviour of f along γ:








Now when f and ∇i[f] vanish at x0 := γ(0) then f(γ(0)) = 0 = f ′(γ(0)) and hence by Eq.(1.31) f(γ(s)) = 0.
It follows that f must vanish in an entire neighbourhood of x0. Due to the elliptic condition of Eq.(1.24)
Aronszajn’s unique continuation theorem [12] implies that f must vanish everywhere which would result
in a trivial ker(L∗g). Suppose instead f(x0) = 0 and∇i[f](x0) 6= 0. Then x0 is a regular value and the zero-set
of f is an embedded submanifold S of codimension 1, i.e., an embedded surface in Ω [181]. Finally, this
implies that∇i[R] = 0 onΩ \ S and by continuityR is constant on allΩ.
Therefore when R is not constant ker(L∗g) is trivial and consequently L∗g must be injective. While the com-
position Lg ◦ L∗g produces an elliptic operator of fourth order the lack of injectivity on Lg fails to lead to a
problem with a unique solution. Instead, injectivity of L∗g is used by [86] to show local surjectivity of Lg
via a variational approach which may be exploited to produce solutions in the following sense: Introduce






where hij := ωh̃ij and ω is a weight function. In §1.1.1 we construct hij indirectly, by making use of the
aforementioned variational to pose a problem in the weak-formulation avoiding the need to work with Lg
directly.
For later convenience we supplement the formal perturbative results previously stated with an expansion









β(∇iv)(∇jω) + βv∇j∇iω +ω(∇j∇iv)
])
, (1.33)


































































































where for γ = 1:
Lg[hij] = − 2(∇ih̃kk)∇
i








1.1.1 LINEAR PROBLEM - WEAK FORMULATION
Our goal is now to exploit the injectivity of L∗g where we shall assume thatR is non-constant. Introduce the










where δ̃ ∈ L2ω(Ω). In order to demonstrate the existence of a unique minimiser µδ̃ = infu∈H2ω(Ω) V[u] the




where C = C(g, Ω, ω) but independent of u. It then follows that:
V[u] ≥ C
2
‖u‖H2ω(Ω) − ‖δ̃‖L2ω(Ω)‖u‖L2ω(Ω). (1.41)
Standard functional analysis arguments then provide existence of a unique µδ̃ [86, 87]. To find such a u



















where the compact support of η enables us to drop all boundary terms. Equation (1.42) is the so-called
weak-formulation [104, 201, 129] which may be seen to be equivalent (by exploiting ellipticity of L∗g) to the










In practice, to find a solution to Eq.(1.43) one specifies δ = δ̃ω in Eq.(1.42) whereupon a solution for u is
extracted by instead working with the (injective) L∗g. Once u is found a strong-form solution hij = ωh̃ij
may be constructed using Eq.(1.32).
Notice that at the level of the integrand of Eq.(1.42) the decay of ω towards ∂Ω also allows for boundary
terms to be dropped. Thus, the compact support condition for the test space functions η may potentially
be weakened. Qualitatively, u ∈ H2ω(Ω) may blow-up towards ∂Ω and the test functions should capture
this behaviour. Indeed if η has the behaviour of u boundary conditions are still satisfied. This latter point
is briefly considered further in §1.2.
1.1.2 NONLINEAR LOCAL DEFORMATION, CONSTANT R AND GLUING
The problem we would now like to solve is: On Σ fix a choice of g and henceR and Lg together with a δ of
compact support onΩ. Find an h ∈ S2(Σ) with compact support onΩ such thatR[g+ h] = R[g] + δ.
To accomplish this we make use of the following adapted to our notation and setting:
Theorem (1 of [86]): LetΩ b Σ be aCk+3-domain in a Riemannian manifold (Σ, g) where g ∈ Gk+4,α. Sup-
pose the linearisation ofR : Ck+4,α(Ω)→ Ck+2,α(Ω) has injective formal L2-adjoint where L∗g : H2loc(Ω)→
L2loc(Ω). Then there is an ε > 0 such that for anyR[g] + δ ∈ Ck,α(Ω) for which δ ∈ Ck,αω−1(Ω) with support
inΩ ∪ ∂Ω and with ‖δ‖k,α,ω−1 < ε there is a g ∈ Gk+2,α withR[g] = R[g] + δ inΩ and g = g outsideΩ.
The idea behind proving this is based on Schauder estimates. Set (0)δ := R[g] − R[g] and solve Eq.(1.42)
for (0)u and hence construct (0)hij in accordance with Eq.(1.32). This yields (1)gij = gij + (0)hij with (0)hij
small in an appropriate Hölder space. On account of a reduction in differentiability class Newton’s method
cannot be used to now linearise about (1)gij. Instead a Picard iteration is performed with the linearisation
fixed at the background gij. With this approach the approximate solution is iteratively improved via:









where the solution (metric) is given by gij = gij+limN→∞ω∑Nm=0 (m)h̃ij. The nonlinear local deformation
problem shall be approached at the numerical level with precisely this Picard iteration scheme in §4.
An issue remains when R is constant and correspondingly a non-trivial kernel K[g] := ker(L∗g) exists (see
§1.1). This must be addressed if exterior asymptotic gluing (EAG) to a time-symmetric slice of Schwarzschild
gS is to be achieved and a solution to the constraints found. We again write Ωρ = B2ρ \ Bρ and recall that
the background metric is taken as gΩρ = χgE + (1 − χ)gS where χ is a cut-off function (equal to 1 on Bρ
and 0 outside B2ρ) and gE is a choice of asymptotically Euclidean data. The dimension of K[gΩρ ] is related
to the underlying (approximate) symmetries of gΩρ and due to gΩρ being asymptotically Euclidean must
approach that of K[δEuc] in the asymptotic regime (described below) [73, 87]. It is also known that in lin-
earisation of the full vacuum constraints (no longer at an MIT) a further contribution to the kernel of the
corresponding formal linear adjoint arises, which is comprised of the generators of translation and rotation
of R3 [73, 87]. Collectively, elements of the non-trivial kernel in this latter case are called Killing initial
data (KID) due to the one-to-one correspondence with Killing vectors in the vacuum space-time obtained
by evolving the initial data set [200]. Thus for EAG on Schwarzschild we clearly encounter an obstruction
as ρ is increased due to the fall-off properties of gΩρ and approach to the non-trivial K[gS]. Indeed most
explicitly known space-times have some sort of symmetry [267] leading to this type of obstruction. Interest-
ingly, it has however been demonstrated that the generic behaviour of solutions to the constraint equations
shows an absence of KIDs [28].









and hence L∗δEuc [·]ij annihilates affine functions of the form f = a + bkxk where a ∈ R and bk ∈ R3. That
these are the only possible functions then follows from considering the finite-dimensional space of initial
data for Eq.(1.31).
Returning to EAG on Schwarzschild note that we are only approximately approaching a non-trivial kernel.
To account for this [86] proceeds by introducing an approximating kernel K∗ := ζK0 where ζ is a smooth,
spherically symmetric bump function of compact support on Ωρ. The idea is then to solve a projected
nonlinear local deformation problem based on gΩρ as above but working with functions in the L
2(Ωρ)
orthogonal complement of K∗. When carried out at sufficiently large ρ this yields a glued solution g with
R[g] ∈ K∗ and a choice of (MADM, Ci) is shown to exist (though it is not demonstrated how to select these
parameters a priori) such that a gwithR[g] = 0may be found.
For our numerical approach a slightly different strategy shall be pursued. An alternative way to construct
an appropriately projected problem that treats non-trivial K0 indirectly is provided by linear algebraic
techniques. The idea here is to consider evaluation of the weak-formulation statement of Eq.(1.42) with a
suitably chosen dense, approximating collection of test space and solution (trial) space functions. Then, any
kernel may be removed by inspection of singular values (see §6.4). During numerical calculations involving
EAG on Schwarzschild (to be performed in §4.3.3) symmetry conditions shall be imposed. A precise identi-
fication of the dimension of the non-trivial kernel in this context may be motivated as follows: Consider the
affine functions f as annihilated by L∗δEuc [·]ij. According to [13] the parameters a and bk entering f as above
primarily affect howMADM and centre of mass Ci should be chosen in the composite (numerical) solution.
Thus in a context with a high degree of symmetry the effective dimension of the kernel may be reduced.
1.2 BOUNDARY DECAY
In §1.1.1 the solution for the potential function u that generates a perturbative correction is required to be
an element of H2ω(Ω). We now make a simple argument capturing a well-defined growth rate near ∂Ω for
uwhich may be viewed as a solution ansatz for the weak-formulation problem in §1.1.1.
Let x parametrise the minimum distance of a point within Ω to the boundary ∂Ω. From §1.1 we have that
the condition u ∈ H2ω(Ω) implies ∂kxu ∈ L2ω(Ω) for k = 0, 1, 2. That is, the products (∂kxu)ω1/2 must be
square-integrable.
Suppose7 ω ∼ x2N for N sufficiently large. Let u ∈ L2ω(Ω) which entails the existence of a function v of
bounded variation on Ω (which for our purposes we shall also assume to be of class C∞(Ω), i.e. smooth)
7 We make use of the following asymptotic notation [58]: Suppose f, g : R → R and ∃x∗ such that g(x) > 0 for all x > x∗. Then "f is
big oh of g", written f = O(g) means:





2 ∼uxN =⇒ u = vω− 12 . (1.46)
Thus we see that umay grow towards ∂Ω. Considering the derivatives:
u = vx−N, ∂xu =∂xvx




−N−1 +N(N− 1)vx−N−2; (1.47)
augmented by the integrability condition on (∂2xu)ω1/2 ∼ (∂2xu)xN yields:
(∂2xu)x
N = ∂2xv− 2N(∂xv)x
−1 +N(N− 1)vx−2 = O(1), (1.48)
which implies the further condition v ∼ x2. Thus we take u = vx−(N−2) which in terms of ω we can write
as u = vωB where B = −N+2
2N
. In the case of exponential decay of ω towards ∂Ω we have N → ∞ and
hence B → −1/2. For brevity and ease of manipulation we capture the above via explicit introduction of a
function N with quadratic decay towards ∂Ω and define a bounded, smooth ũ such that:
u =N ũωβ, β =− 1
2
. (1.49)
Equation (1.49) shall later serve as an ansatz on the numerical solution to the weak-formulation of the linear
problem described in §1.1.1.
Recall the observation in §1.1.1 that the test space function condition η ∈ C∞c (Ω) may potentially be weak-
ened on account of the fall-off rate ofω appearing in the integrand. In §4.2.3 replacing ηwith a function of
the form of Eq.(1.49) shall be considered and indeed found to possess superior numerical properties.
1.3 PROTOTYPE CUT-OFF AND WEIGHT FUNCTIONS
Here our aim is to construct functions with well-defined growth rates towards the boundary ∂Ω of a one-
dimensional interval Ω. This specification is not overly restrictive as one can consider a two dimensional
annular domain A, say, as a product of X := [a, b] and a periodic interval S1 := [0, 2π) and take a function
to be factored in a separable manner. That is ωX : X → R≥0, ωS1 : S1 → R≥0 and ω : (x, ϕ) ∈ X × S1 →
R≥0 with ω(x, ϕ) := ωX(x)ωS1(ϕ). These functions shall fulfill the role of the "weight" in the various
function spaces previously introduced. As we are interested in constructing a numerical algorithm to treat
the deformation problem explicit candidates forω are required which we now construct.
Following [208] we can achieve exponential decay near ∂Ω by constructing combinations of smooth cut-off
functions. Consider f ∈ C∞(R) defined by:
f(x) =
{
0 x ≤ 0
e−1/x x > 0
=⇒ f(n)(x) ={0 x ≤ 0
e−1/xx−2nPn−1(x) x > 0
, (1.50)
where the implication follows by induction and Pn−1(x) is a polynomial of degree n − 1. Furthermore for
n ∈ N0 we have limx→0+ f(n)(x) = 0 which may be established by L’Hôpital’s rule. In particular, note that
f(x) appearing in Eq.(1.50) is 0 for x ≤ 0 and strictly positive for x > 0. According to Cor.(2.5) of [208] for
any two non-intersecting closed sets A, B ⊂ Rn there exists a function χ ∈ C∞(RN) such that:
χ(x) = 0, x ∈ A;
χ(x) = 1, x ∈ B;
0 < χ(x) < 1, x ∈ Rn \ (A ∪ B).
(1.51)
Suppose fA vanishes onA and is strictly positive outsideA and similarly for fB then a χwith the properties





A smooth, one-dimensional cut-off function growing from 0 at x = 0 to a maximum of 1 at x = 1 may thus
be constructed via:
C∞(R) 3 χ(x) = f(x)
f(x) + f(1− x)
. (1.53)
i.e. f = O(g) means |f(x)|/h(x) is bounded. The statement "f is little oh of g", written f = o(g) means limx→∞ f(x)/g(x) = 0. In
particular, f = o(1) when limx→∞ f(x) = 0. The statement "f is on the order of g", written f(x) ∼ g(x) means limx→∞ f(x)/g(x) = 1.
Similar statements hold whenever domains are modified.
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For convenience we immediately map χ so as to grow from 0 at ρmin to 1 at ρmin + δL by defining
χL(ρ; ρmin, δL) := χ((ρ−ρmin)/δL). Similarly χR(ρ; ρmax, δR) := χ((ρmax −ρ)/δR) decays from 1 at ρmax −δR
to 0 at ρmax.
A smooth function of compact support and exponential decay over a finite interval may written in piece-
wise form:
C∞c ([ρmin, ρmax]) 3 ωC(ρ; ρmin, ρmax, δL, δR) =χL(ρ; ρmin, δL) + χR(ρ; ρmax, δR) − 1,
=̇

χL(ρ; ρmin, δL), ρ ∈ (ρmin, ρmin + δL);
1, ρ ∈ [ρmin + δL, ρmax − δR];
χR(ρ; ρmax, δR), ρ ∈ (ρmax − δR, ρmax);
0, ρ /∈ (ρmin, ρmax).
(1.54)
The property of exponential decay may be weakened by replacing exp(−1/x) in Eq.(1.50) with g(x) which
modifies Eq.(1.54) as:




, ρ ∈ (ρmin, ρmin + δL);
1, ρ ∈ [ρmin + δL, ρmax − δR];
g((ρmax−ρ)/δR)
g((ρmax−ρ)/δR)+g((ρ−ρmax+δR)/δR)
, ρ ∈ (ρmax − δR, ρmax);
0, ρ /∈ (ρmin, ρmax).
(1.55)
Now if we select g : x 7→ xN in Eq.(1.55) and consider ρ → ρ+min then we find that ω̃C ∼ (ρ − ρmin)N/δNL
whereas for ρ→ ρ−max we have ω̃C ∼ (ρmax − ρ)N/δNR .
Anticipating later numerical implementation, it may also be of use to consider the product definition:
ωC(ρ; ρmin, ρmax, fL, fR, N) :=χL(ρ; ρmin, fL(ρmax − ρmin), N)χR(ρ; ρmax, fR(ρmax − ρmin), N),




where we have normalised so as to have a function ω̂C that attains a unit value on Ω. The terms fL and
fR allow for description of the interval over which the cut-off functions grow (decay) as a fraction of the
physical domain.
Notice that Eq.(1.56) may have beneficial properties with respect to complex analytic extension which shall
be discussed in §3.2.
Another option is a generalisation of Eq.(1.54) as ωG = ωG(ρ; δL, δR, α1, α2, β1, β2) ∈ C∞c ([ρmin, ρmax])
where:












, ρ ∈ (ρmin, ρmin + δL);











, ρ ∈ (ρmax − δR, ρmax);











, ρ ∈ (ρmin, ρmin + δL);










, ρ ∈ (ρmax − δR, ρmax);
0, ρ /∈ (ρmin, ρmax),
(1.57)
which under the selection α1 = α2 = δL/2 and β1 = β2 = δR/2 can be seen to reduce toωC.
We inspect the weight functions ω̃C(ρ; ρmin, ρmax, δL, δR) (with g(x) = xN) and
ωG(ρ; δL, δR, α1, α2, β1, β2) together with derivatives in Fig.1.1.
Various other choices of weight are also possible such as normalised bump functions:








, ν ∈ (−1, 1);
















Figure 1.1: Behaviour of weight functions ω̃C with g(x) = xN as defined by Eq.(1.55) and ωG as defined
by Eq.(1.57). Set ρmin := 1, ρmax := 5 and δρ := ρmax − ρmin. Unless otherwise stated we take δL = δρ/3 and
δR = δρ/2. (Left) Scaled derivatives (factor Sn) of ω̃C with N = 6. Depicted in: (red ""): n = 0, S0 = 1;
(blue "J"): n = 1, S1 = 4.5; (green "I"): n = 2, S2 = 3.1× 101; (black "H"): n = 3, S3 = 6.9× 102; (cyan ""):
n = 4, S4 = 1.3× 104. (Right) Comparison of ω̃C andωG. Depicted in (red ""): ω̃C withN = 6; (blue "J"):
ω̃C with N = 10 and δL = δρ/10 = δR; (green "I"): ωG with α1 = 1, α2 = 3, β1 = 2 and β2 = 1; (black
"H"): ωG with α1 = α2 = δL/2 and β1 = β2 = δR/2. Note that this latter case is equivalent to selecting
g(x) = exp(−1/x) in ω̃C.




[(ρmax − ρmin)ν+ (ρmin + ρmax)]⇐⇒ ν(ρ) = 2ρ− (ρmin + ρmax)
(ρmax − ρmin)
. (1.59)
Note however that in working with functions of exponential decay the magnitude of ensuing gradients may
degrade the quality of a numerical scheme; some control of this issue may be gained in working instead
with ω̃C of Eq.(1.55) with a selection of g : x 7→ xN and similarly ω̂C of Eq.(1.56).
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2 GEOMETRY IN THE ð-FORMALISM WITH Σ ' R× S2
In this chapter we develop the geometric and numerical apparatus required to perform well-defined (coor-
dinate singularity free) calculations when the spatial manifold being worked with (Σ) is diffeomorphic to
R× S2. In particular, we require the ability to exploit underlying symmetries such as axisymmetry so as to
improve computational efficiency. Thus a natural description (coordinatisation) of Σ would be in terms of
spherical coordinates. This invariably leads to a central problem stemming from the well-known fact that
S2 cannot be covered by a single chart and hence a coordinate description of fields breaks down. This is
commonly referred to as the "pole-problem" on account of differential operators appearing "singular" with
respect to the selected coordinates.
In order to avoid this, the ð-formalism shall be used. In this approach (spinorial)-tensorial fields are rewrit-
ten with respect to a judiciously chosen frame and the usual spherical covariant derivative operator is
replaced with a new ð operator. Particularising the representation of field components to (spin-weighted)
spherical harmonics leads to expressions where the derivative action of the ð operator reduces to algebraic
manipulation and it is in this manner that the issue of coordinate singularities is avoided.
We proceed by introducing the ð-formalism in the context of S2 in §2.1 whereupon this restriction is relaxed
to allow for deformation (while maintaining topological properties) to a 1-parameter family S2ρ in §2.2. In
§2.3 we consider how geometric quantities on Σ ' R×S2ρ may be decomposed in accordance with the prod-
uct manifold structure. Furthermore we provide translation formula for expressions written with respect
to the coordinate (holonomic) basis into a form adapted for work within the ð-formalism. This convenience
shall provide the tools to rapidly map general problems. As our interest is principally in axisymmetry with
the aforementioned underlying topology we briefly discuss associated regularity conditions that must be
taken into consideration in §2.4. Our numerical scheme is introduced in §2.5 where consistency tests are
performed based on the Euler characteristic (§2.5.1) and the Kretschmann scalar (§2.5.2). Finally, while
asymptotic complexity of an algorithm certainly controls execution speed for sufficiently large choices of
parameters it is often the case that for small to moderate sized problems an asymptotically sub-optimal
approach can give rise to better performance. Thus with a view towards efficient treatment of partial dif-
ferential equation (PDE) problems when a weak-solution under the assumption of axisymmetry is sought
we describe an alternative linear algebraic approach to the aforementioned numerical scheme in §2.5.3.
2.1 ð-FORMALISM WITH S2
In this section we introduce the notion of spin-weighted quantities on S2 together with the ð operators
that permit for a rewriting of the action of covariant differentiation on fields with respect to this geometry.
Classic references include [211, 134, 223]. The following view we take is that of [36] omitting details of the
construction made there – see also [97]. In brief, rather than immediately working with S2 one considers
the manifold S3. The introduction of a smooth global frame on S3 is possible as S3 is diffeomorphic to
the Lie group SU(2) which is parallelisable, as any Lie group is known to be [181]. The idea then being
that the Hopf map (projection) π : S3 → S2 which in (Euler) spherical coordinates may be defined by
π : (θ, ψ, φ) 7→ (ϑ, ϕ) = (θ, φ) allows for one to view S3 as the principal bundle over S2 with structure
group U(1) generated by Y : =̇∂ψ. This "Hopf bundle" is identified with the bundle of orthonormal frames
on S2. Consider the open subsetU ⊂ S2 away from the poles (ϑ = 0, π) such that the Hopf map with respect
to the given coordinates is well-defined. A smooth (real) orthonormal frame ê∗I on U may be introduced







where the U(1) action, defined pointwise on U is:
m∗ 7→ m=̇eiψm∗. (2.2)
Specification of the group parameter (fibre coordinate)ψ(ϑ, ϕ) allows for inducing rotation on the complex
frame (m∗, m∗); that is, varying the choice of smooth local section in the bundle of orthonormal frames.
We now introduce the notion of spin-weight. Let (ω, ω) be the dual coframe of (m, m). Note that Eq.(2.2)
implies ω = e−iψω∗. Now consider a smooth tensor field T of type (q1 + q2, r1 + r2) for integers
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q1, r1, q2, r2 ≥ 0 on U ⊂ S2, so that the function ν : U→ C is defined by:
ν := T(ω, · · · , ω︸ ︷︷ ︸
q1 times
; ω, · · · , ω︸ ︷︷ ︸
q2 times
; m, · · · , m︸ ︷︷ ︸
r1 times
; m, · · · , m︸ ︷︷ ︸
r2 times
), (2.3)
up to a possible reordering of the arguments of T . Frame rotations induced by ψ imply that:
ν=̇ ei(r1−r2−q1+q2)ψT(ω∗, · · · , ω∗︸ ︷︷ ︸
q1 times
; ω∗, · · · , ω∗︸ ︷︷ ︸
q2 times
; m∗, · · · , m∗︸ ︷︷ ︸
r1 times





where ν∗ is defined with respect to (m∗, m∗) and thus considered independent of ψ. Evaluating:
Y [ν] =̇∂ψ [ν] = i(r1 − r2 − q1 + q2)ν = isν, (2.5)
gives rise to the spin-weight s (cf. [223]). The spin-weight of a given quantity (where defined) will be
explicitly prefixed where appropriate. Thus instead of ν we write sν. In particular, we have 0f := f for a
scalar field f. In all calculations that follow we select the preferred smooth section with ψ = 0.
The isomorphism between (co)tangent spaces is induced by introduction of a metric which we now fix via





I ⊗ dxJ = dϑ⊗ dϑ+ sin2 ϑdϕ⊗ dϕ, (ϑ, ϕ) ∈ [0, π]× [0, 2π). (2.6)




∇. The coordinatisation of Eq.(2.6) entails that










=⇒ ωI = 1√
2




subject to the complex orthonormality conditions2:






γIJ = 0; mImJ
◦
γIJ = 1, ωIωJ
◦
γIJ = 1. (2.8)
The above allows for a rewriting of Eq.(2.6) as:
◦





I = δIJ. (2.10)
Having introduced
◦
γ a vector field V=̇Vϑ∂ϑ + Vϕ∂ϕ may be mapped to the 1-form Vϑdϑ + Vϕdϕ which








I, VI =−1VωI + +1VωI,
(2.11)
where we have made use of Eqs. (2.3), (2.5) and (2.8). Note that once a field has been decomposed into
spin-weighted components over the complex frame the indicial character of a field on S2 may be rapidly
modified with the replacementsmI ↔ ωI andmI ↔ ωI. This property is of particular use in the translation
formulae later provided by Eq.(2.20).
For later reference note that an arbitrary type (0, 2)-tensor field T admits an irreducible decomposition3
[135, 223] into symmetric trace-free, trace and anti-symmetric parts:





1 This selection is made here to align with the numerical scheme we utilise in §2.5. An equivalent construction may be performed in
(for example) complex stereographic coordinates [135, 240, 134, 223].
2 To avoid later confusion we shall keep distinct m andω as in §2.2 we shall demote
◦
γ from playing the role of a metric.
3 In general such decompositions are simpler to construct by making use of spinor-calculus [223] but we shall not pursue this approach
further here.
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where we have applied Eq.(2.10). Making use of Eq.(2.8) and examining all non-zero projections onto mI
and mJ yields the result that TIJ is completely characterised by its spin-weight ±2 and 0 components. In
particular:
TIJ = −2TωIωJ + 0YωIωJ + 0ZωJωI + +2TωIωJ. (2.14)
In the case of an arbitrary symmetric tensor field SIJ we have:
SIJ = −2SωIωJ + 20Sω(IωJ) + +2SωIωJ, (2.15)
We now introduce the ð operators. As we have largely omitted the details of the construction in [36] we






ð [sf] + sfs
◦












∇J [ωI] and for the choice of Eqs. (2.6) and (2.7) we have
◦
Γ = cot ϑ/
√
2 together with:





ð [sf(ϑ,ϕ)] =̇ (sin ϑ)−s (∂ϑ + i csc ϑ∂ϕ) [(sin ϑ)ssf(ϑ,ϕ)] .
(2.17)




[sf] = −2ssf. (2.18)
We can make use of Eq.(2.16) to find (see appendix of [240], but note conventions differ):
√














= ð [nW] . (2.19)
In the case where the operand tensor field W appearing in Eq.(2.19) is not a totally symmetric field then
distinct components of coincident spin-weight may arise (cf. Eq.(2.14)).
















ð [−2T ]ωJ + ð [0Y]ωJ
)





ð [0Z]ωJ + ð [+2T ]ωJ
)





















which may be inverted for their spin-weighted components by making use of Eq.(2.8) upon projection with




∇I [VJ] = ð [+1V]. Finally we point out
that if the physical components of a tensor field W are real then under complex conjugation +sW = −sW
and furthermore the operator actions ð↔ ð are interchanged.
2.2 TOPOLOGICAL 2-SPHERES
Following the approach of [135, 240] we now relax the assumption of §2.1 and work with a manifold S2ρ
that has the topology of S2 but is merely diffeomorphic. Our goal here is to rewrite geometric quantities to
take advantage of the ð-formalism introduced in §2.1. In particular we require quantities to be represented
with respect to the reference frame selected in Eq.(2.7). Additionally we must relate covariant differentia-
tion in this new setting in a manner analogous to Eq.(2.20). The principal idea allowing us to accomplish
the latter is that two distinct covariant derivatives are related by a type (1, 2) tensor field and may hence
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be decomposed with respect to the complex (dual) frame previously defined. An alternative approach that
may potentially yield the required result would be exploiting that any two dimensional metric may be writ-
ten in conformally flat form under an appropriate coordinate transformation [67] however the integrability
conditions that must be satisfied to find the transformation are non-trivial for a general choice of metric
[206] thus we do not pursue this further.
We endow S2ρ with the metric γ in the form (cf. Eq.(2.15)):
γIJ
·
= −2γωIωJ + 20γω(IωJ) + +2γωIωJ, (2.21)
and the associated Levi-Civita connection we denote as ∇. We shall now demote ◦γ to the status of an
auxiliary field. Thus while the complex orthonormality conditions of Eq.(2.8) continue to hold indicial



















γIJ)/det (γIJ) . (2.23)
Note that:



















Γ2 Γ3 sin2 ϑ
]
, (2.25)




(Γ1 − Γ3 + 2iΓ2 csc ϑ), 0γ =
1
2
(Γ1 + Γ3), 2γ =
1
2
(Γ1 − Γ3 − 2iΓ2 csc ϑ); (2.26)
and Γi ∈ R implies −2γ = 2γ.
Our goal is now to relate the connection ∇ to
◦
∇ appearing in §2.1. According to [286] we may uniquely
relate
◦
















The tensor CKIJ arises as the difference between Christoffel symbols associated with each connection and
thus in evaluating the action of∇ on a given field the pattern of additional terms matches that of the usually






∇I[SJK] − CLIJSLK − CLIKSJL.
(2.28)













ð [+2γ]ωK + ð [−2γ]ωK
)
ω(IωJ)((
2ð [0γ] − ð [−2γ]
)

















































































If reality conditions are imposed on the physical components of the metric then ±1Č = ∓1Ĉ and ±3C = ∓3C.
Recall that sγ = −sγ and hence 0γ̃ = 0γ̃, furthermore ð↔ ð under conjugation.










2ð [+1V ] − −1Ṽð [+2γ] − +1Ṽ
[





















2ð [−1V ] − +1Ṽð [−2γ] − −1Ṽ
[










































−1Ṽ := 0γ̃ (−−2γ+1V + 0γ−1V) , +1Ṽ := 0γ̃ (0γ+1V − +2γ−1V) ;
0Ŝ := 0γ̃ (0γ0S− −2γ+2S) , 0Š := 0γ̃ (0γ0S− +2γ−2S) ;
−2S̃ := 0γ̃ (−−2γ0S+ 0γ−2S) , +2S̃ := 0γ̃ (−+2γ0S+ 0γ+2S) .
(2.33)
We shall take as a convention the general combination of terms appearing in Eq.(2.33) to define further
quantities later in the text.
Notice that in Eq.(2.32) each frame term prefactor is of consistent spin-weight. In the case of TJK where no
17



































































































In addition to the introduced covariant derivative expressions we also require formulae for the Riemann
and Ricci tensors together with the scalar curvature associated with (S2ρ, γIJ) all adapted to the ð-formalism.
In accordance with [286] the Riemann tensor is defined by:
[∇I, ∇J]ωK = RIJKLωL, (2.35)
with RicIJ := RIKJK = Ric(IJ) and R := RicII providing the Ricci tensor and scalar curvature respec-
tively. The definition of Eq.(2.35) leads to a general expression for the action of the commutator of covariant


















Inspecting the symmetries of the Riemann tensor and counting the number of independent components4
allows us to write RIJKL = RγI[KγL]J and hence RicIJ = R2 γIJ. Thus all we must do is find an expres-
sion for R. Expanding the RHS of Eq.(2.36) with the aforementioned factorisation together with Eqs. (2.9)




















































































































= 0 and the symmetry CIJK = CI(JK).

























4 Note dim(S2ρ) = 2 implies the Riemann and Ricci tensors are completely characterised by the scalar curvature (see also §7.7.3.1).
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where the indicated term can be seen to be 0 by comparison with Eq.(2.37) or alternatively, by direct expan-






























Dividing the first equation by −−2γ and the second by +2γ then considering the sum finally leads to an
























−ð [0γ]ð [+2γ] + 2ð [0γ]ð [0γ] −
ð [+2γ]ð [−2γ]
2
− ð [0γ] ð [−2γ] +
















where use of Eqs. (2.18), (2.23) and (2.31) together with the result:
ð [0γ̃] = −0γ̃2 (20γð [0γ] − ð [−2γ]+2γ− −2γð [+2γ]) , (2.45)
(and analogously for ð) has been made.
2.3 Σ DECOMPOSITION
In principle we now replicate the standard technique of ADM (N + 1) decomposition [25, 258] however
as we are decomposing geometric quantities over a purely spatial (Riemannian) manifold5 Σ ' R × S2ρ
whereupon holonomic (coordinate) quantities are to be related back to frame and consequently the spin-
weighted terms of §2.1 and §2.2 we provide details. Our (self-contained) presentation here loosely follows
that of [239, 240] however there is significant departure in later sections. Where appropriate, we shall prefix
quantities to explicitly indicate dimensionality.
Suppose Σ is endowed with metric gij and that (Σ, gij) may be smoothly foliated by a one-parameter family
of non-intersecting space-like 2-surfaces. We immediately restrict the foliating surfaces to be topological
two-spheres S2ρ considered as the level surfaces of a smooth function ρ : Σ→ R. The Levi-Civita connection
associated with gij we denote [3]∇.
Using ρ introduce the closed 1-form Ωi := [3]∇i[ρ] = ∂i[ρ] =⇒ [3]∇[iΩj] = 0, the norm of which we take to
be:
‖Ω‖2 = [3]∇i[ρ][3]∇j[ρ]gij =
1
N2
, (N > 0). (2.46)
5 Strictly speaking the topology of the foliating surface can be more general than S2 – see [239] and references therein.
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By considering the normalised, closed 1-formωi := NΩi we can construct the normal to S2ρ as:
ni = ωi = N
[3]∇i[ρ] = N∂i[ρ], (2.47)
which satisfies the normalisation condition gijnini = 1. With ni the ambient metric gij may now be
decomposed. In particular gij induces a metric γ on the submanifolds S2ρ:
gij = γij + ninj ⇐⇒ gij = gikgkj = δij = γij + ninj ⇐⇒ gij = γij + ninj. (2.48)
We may rewrite Eq.(2.48) so as to view γij as a projection tensor to the submanifold S2ρ. For instance,
consider contraction with the normal vector ni ∈ X(Σ):
niγij = n
i (gij − ninj) = nj − n
ininj = nj − g
iknink︸ ︷︷ ︸
=1
nj = 0. (2.49)
In a similar vein we can introduce projection in the normal direction; collectively:
P[S2ρ]ij :=gij − ninj, N [S2ρ]ij :=ninj, (2.50)
where as the geometry shall be fixed henceforth arguments are suppressed. Thus general tensor fields
in T rs(Σ) may be decomposed into parts tangential (normal) to S2ρ. Notice that the operators of Eq.(2.50)
indeed constitute projection operators on account of being idempotent – we shall exploit this in §2.3.1.
We now explicitly decompose ni. Let ρi be a smooth vector field on Σ tangent to the ρ axis and satisfying
ρi[3]∇i[ρ] = ρi∂i[ρ] = 1. Note that ρi is not necessarily normal to S2ρ indeed ρi = Nni + Ni where
Ni = γijρ








Note that in the terminology of space-time decomposition N would be the "lapse" function and Ni the
"shift" vector. This is depicted in Fig.2.1.
We now wish to specify quantities that may be viewed as intrinsic to the submanifold S2ρ, that is, indepen-
dent of the details of the ambient space Σ. The metric γ is a quantity intrinsic to S2ρ. We make use of it
to define the unique connection [2]∇ by imposing the compatibility condition [2]∇ [γ] = 0. Using this we
may compute covariant derivatives of tensor fields intrinsic to S2ρ in the coordinate basis with the usual
expression for the Christoffel symbols [2]Γ [γ].










Is it important to note that while the right-hand side of Eq.(2.52) makes reference to ambient quantities
when applied to tensor fields intrinsic to S2ρ it is equivalent to the covariant derivative as constructed solely
by reference to γ [43]. A crucial caveat is that when operating on a field that is not intrinsic to S2ρ one can
no longer commute γwith [2]∇.







whereωi is assumed to be tangential. For n = 2we have an intrinsic quantity determined entirely by γ.
With a notion of how to form intrinsic derivatives [2]∇ together with a specification of the curvature [2]Rijkl
we must now provide information as to how S2ρ is embedded in Σ. For this we require the extrinsic geome-
try, that is, the extrinsic curvature.
The projection of the gradient of the normal vector may be decomposed according to indicial symmetry:
θij =PkiPlj[3]∇(knl), ωij =PkiPkj[3]∇[knl]; (2.54)
where θij combines expansion and shear andωij is the rotation 2-form [25, 229]. In particular, if θ := θii > 0
then the congruence associated with n is diverging. Note that as by construction ni is a closed 1-form we
haveωij = 0 and hence orthogonality of n to S2ρ may also be verified using the Frobenius theorem [229].
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In our conventions we shall take the extrinsic curvature to coincide with the expansion tensor Kij = K(ij) =




£n [γij] , (2.55)
where £n[·] is the Lie derivative6 along ni. The trace term K := γijKij is the mean curvature and within our
conventions has the interpretation of measuring the fractional change in 2-volume (i.e. surface area) along















ρ3 = ρ2 + dρ
Nnidρ






Figure 2.1: (Left) Manifold Σ foliated by topological 2-spheres S2ρi where ρ0 < ρ1 < ρ2 < · · · . The ex-
trinsic curvature Kij measures how much normal vectors to S2ρa differ at neighbouring points and thus
describes how the 2-geometry warps when carried along ni. Note: For clarity one spatial dimension has
been suppressed. (Right) Quantities involved in decomposition of the ambient metric g of Σwhen the limit
ρ3 − ρ2 → dρ is considered. We find that the decomposition may interpreted from the view-point of the
Pythagorean theorem in a 2+ 1 setting (see in particular, Eq.(2.66)). Figures adapted from [25].
extrinsic curvature in coordinates adapted to a given foliation is that KIJ essentially consists of the normal
components of the Christoffel symbol [38] see also §2.3.1 and in particular Eq.(2.81).
Explicitly, we can see the utility of the extrinsic curvature in calculation of projections of the covariant
derivative of (co)vector fields. Suppose V ∈ Ω1(Σ) then in accordance with Eqs. (2.50), (2.52) and (2.54) we
have:
PikPjl[3]∇k [PlmVm +NlmVm] =PikPjl[3]∇k [PlmVm] + PikPjl[3]∇k [nlnmVm] ,
=PikPjl[3]∇k [PlmVm] + PikPjl[3]∇k [nl]nmVm︸ ︷︷ ︸
=KijnmVm









component induces a contribution carried by the extrinsic curvature.
In analogy to the splitting of the ambient metric gij via γij and ni the ambient curvature [3]Rijkl is decom-
posed via judicious choice of projection and the intrinsic [2]Rijkl and extrinsic Kij curvatures. To find the
6 Suppose T ∈ T qr (Σ) and X ∈ X(Σ) then recall the action of the Lie derivative in the coordinate basis is given by [137, 229]:


















which satisfies the linearity property: £X[·] = £Nn+N[·] = N£n[·] + £N[·] for X = Nn+N. If the underlying manifold is endowed with
a metric (and hence Levi-Civita connection ∇) the replacements ∂i → ∇i may be made. This follows from considering the limit
definition of the derivative of a field Y ∈ X(Σ) along the flow generated by Xwherein extension to arbitrary tensor fields is provided
by virtue of the Leibniz property [206]. Notice that if we introduce an adapted coordinate system such that Xi=̇(1, 0, . . . , 0) then











+ 2naPicPjdn[kPl]b[3]Rabcd + 2ninancPjbn[kPl]d[3]Rabcd
+ 2naPkcPldn[iPj]b[3]Rabcd.
(2.57)
The distinct projections required are furnished by the Gauss, Codazzi and Ricci equations respectively
[25, 258, 43]:
PiaPjbPkcPld[3]Rabcd = [2]Rijkl − (KikKjl − KilKjk) ,
PiaPjbPkcnd[3]Rabcd = [2]∇i [Kjk] − [2]∇j [Kik] ,
nancPidPjb[3]Rabcd = − £n [Kij] + [2]∇(iaj) − aiaj + KikKkj;
(2.58)
where ai := nj[3]∇j [ni] is the normal acceleration satisfying niai = 0. In passing, we note that the normal
acceleration may also be written as [25]:
ai = −
[3]∇i [ln(N)] . (2.59)
Forming contractions of Eq.(2.57) together with Eq.(2.58) allows us to construct relations for the Ricci tensor
and scalar curvature:





























[3]R = [2]R+ 2
(









Note that on account of dimΣ = 3 if required the full Riemann tensor may be reconstructed as7:






We now particularise the discussion by selecting a coordinatisation adapted to the foliation and vector field
ρi together with the preferred selections made within §2.1 and §2.2. This can be done by choosing (local)
coordinates xI (with I = 2, 3) on patches of one of the level surfaces S2ρ0 of the foliation of Σ and then by
Lie dragging them along integral curves of ρi see [239] and [25] for an explicit demonstration. Note that
xI=̇(ϑ, ϕ) and more generally on Σwe have xi=̇(ρ, ϑ, ϕ). Holonomic basis vectors e(α) are selected as:
ei(1)=̇∂
i








ϕ = (0, 0, 1︸︷︷︸
I
). (2.62)
Note that with these adapted coordinates the Lie derivative along ρi reduces to £ρ=̇∂ρ.








































jγIJ ⇐⇒ gij=̇ninj + δiIδjJγIJ. (2.65)
7 Here the Riemann tensor is completely characterised by the Ricci and scalar curvature on account of having 6 independent compo-
nents (see also §7.7.3.1).
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Our goal is to now rewrite operators and geometric quantities so as to make use of the ð formalism intro-
duced in §2.1 and adapted to S2ρ in §2.2. According to Eq.(2.11) and Eq.(2.24) we write:








−1Ñ := 0γ̃ (−1N0γ− +1N−2γ) , +1Ñ := 0γ̃ (−−1N+2γ+ +1N0γ) ;
(2.70)
and we now allow for 0γ̃ and sγ to acquire ρ dependence while maintaining the general form of Eqs. (2.21),
(2.23) and (2.26). Using Eq.(2.69) leads to:
NIN










−1Ñ+1N+ +1Ñ−1N, −1NωI + +1NωI
)
. (2.72)









, ni=̇ (0N, 0) ; (2.73)












i = 0, nim
i = 0.
(2.74)






















N ijmj = 0, N ijmj = 0.
(2.76)
Of use to us will also be the symmetrized contractions (see Eq.(2.67)):
Pijω(iωj) = − 0γ̃−2γ, Pijω(iωj) = 0γ̃0γ, Pijω(iωj) = − 0γ̃+2γ. (2.77)




0γ2 − −2γ+2γ sin ϑ, (2.78)





2 + −1Ñ+1N+ +1Ñ−1N
)
dρidρj + 2−1Ndρ(iωj) + 2+1Ndρ(iωj)
+ −2γωiωj + 20γω(iωj) + +2γωiωj.
(2.79)
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where we have made use of γ compatibility with [2]∇, the fact that the Lie derivative is linear in the flow
vector n together with the freedom to replace ∂ → [2]∇ and the decomposition of Eq.(2.51). As an aside
notice that if instead of Eq.(2.80) we have made use of the expansion tensor directly (Eq.(2.54)) then the
extrinsic curvature may also be related to a subset of the Christoffel symbols associated with (Σ, g, [3]∇):
KIJ = −N
[3]ΓρIJ. (2.81)
In accordance with Eqs. (2.15), (2.32) and (2.33) we may write KIJ as:









2ð [−1N] − +1Ñð [−2γ] − −1Ñ
(




























2ð [+1N] − −1Ñð [+2γ] − +1Ñ
(












2 + 20K−1Ñ+1Ñ+ +2K−1Ñ
2,
KρJ =−1KωJ + +1KωJ,
−1K :=−2K+1Ñ+ 0K−1Ñ,
+1K := 0K+1Ñ+ +2K−1Ñ;
(2.83)
where use of Eq.(2.75) has been made. In the event that a spin-weight must be associated to a quantity
without one explicitly prefixed we shall assume that s = 0, thus Kρρ should be interpreted as 0Kρρ.
A calculation similar to Eq.(2.80) yields:






NK[2]∇K [KIJ] + 2γKLKK(I[2]∇J) [NL]
))
,









2ð [−1N] 0Ǩ + 2ð [+1N]−2K̃ +
(


















ð [−1N] 0Ǩ + ð [+1N] 0K̂ + ð [+1N]−2K̃ + ð [−1N]+2K̃
+
(


















2ð [+1N] 0K̂ + 2ð [−1N]+2K̃ +
(












0K̂ :=0γ̃ (0γ0K− −2γ+2K) , 0Ǩ :=0γ̃ (0γ0K− +2γ−2K) ;
−2K̃ :=0γ̃ (−−2γ0K+ 0γ−2K) , +2K̃ :=0γ̃ (−+2γ0K+ 0γ+2K) ;
(2.85)
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and use of Eqs. (2.8), (2.15), (2.32) and (2.72) has been made. Notice that Eq.(2.85) also provides a simple
expression for the trace: Kii = PijKij = 0Ǩ+ 0K̂.























































where we have used Eqs. (2.11), (2.22), (2.32) and (2.33). The vector Kj must satisfy njKj = 0 which we








The acceleration terms appearing in Eq.(2.60) satisfy the identity [43]:
1
N
[2]∇(i[2]∇j)N = [2]∇(iaj) − aiaj, (2.88)













− +1Ňð [−2γ] − −1Ň
(
























2ð [ð [0N]] − −1Ňð [+2γ] − +1Ň
(











0γð [0N] − +2γð [0N]
)
. (2.90)
The projected relation of Eq.(2.60) for the scalar curvature can now be written as:
[3]R =[2]R− 2
(








2 + 2−2K̃+2K̃− 20K0γ̃
(




where we have made use of Eqs. (2.77), (2.82), (2.84), (2.85), (2.89) and (2.90) and defined:
0N̂ :=0γ̃ (0γ0N − −2γ+2N ) , 0Ň :=0γ̃ (0γ0N − +2γ−2N ) ;
0K̂ :=0γ̃ (0γ0K − −2γ+2K) , 0Ǩ :=0γ̃ (0γ0K − +2γ−2K) .
(2.92)
Note that in Eq.(2.91) the term [2]R is to be evaluated with Eq.(2.44).
In a similar fashion Eq.(2.60) allows for a rewriting of the Ricci tensor. As a preliminary recall that [2]RicIJ =
[2]R
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Finally, to close this section we provide ð translation formulae for various covariant derivative expressions
involving the ambient connection (cf. Eq.(2.32) and Eq.(2.33)).
In the case of 0f := f ∈ C∞(Σ):




ð [0f]ωi + ð [0f]ωi
)
. (2.98)
Before considering general covariant derivatives of covectors we note the preliminary result for any covec-
tor XI intrinsic to S2ρ which follows from Eqs. (2.32), (2.33) and (2.75):
[3]∇i [Xj] =̇
[
[3]∇ρ [Xρ] [3]∇ρ [XJ]






















































2ð [−1X] − +1X̃ð [−2γ] − −1X̃
[

























2ð [+1X] − −1X̃ð [+2γ] − +1X̃
[
2ð [0γ] − ð [+2γ]
])
,
±1X̃ := 0γ̃ (0γ±1X− ±2γ∓1X) ;
(2.100)
and ±1Ñ has been defined in Eq.(2.70). Thus in particular we may immediately compute the covariant
derivative of the shift vector (Eq.(2.72)). Making use of the normal acceleration expression provided by
Eq.(2.59) together with Eq.(2.32) and exploiting that N ijaj = 0 leads to:
ai=̇ (aρ, −1aωI + +1aωI) (2.101)
where:
aρ =−1Ñ+1a+ +1Ñ−1a, −1a =−
1√
2
ð [ln(0N)] , +1a =−
1√
2
ð [ln(0N)] . (2.102)
Let V ∈ Ω1(Σ). Projecting with Eq.(2.75) and Eq.(2.76):





dρi + −1Vωi + +1Vωi,
NijVj =
(
Vρ − +1Ñ−1V − −1Ñ+1V
)
dρi = 0NV ni;
(2.103)
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in the latter equality note that we have used 0Ndρi = ni. In order to evaluate the covariant derivative [3]∇
of V we decompose based on projections:
[3]∇i [Vj] =PikPjl[3]∇k [PlmVm] + PikPjl[3]∇k [NlmVm]
+NikNjl[3]∇k [PlmVm] +NikNjl[3]∇k [NlmVm]
+NikPjl[3]∇k [PlmVm] + PikNjl[3]∇k [NlmVm]
+NikPjl[3]∇k [NlmVm] + PikNjl[3]∇k [PlmVm] .
(2.104)
Isolating normal projected terms, it follows that:
NikNjl[3]∇k [0NV nl] =ninjnk[3]∇k [0NV ] ,
NikPjl[3]∇k [0NV nl] =niaj 0NV,
PikNjl[3]∇k [0NV nl] =Piknj[3]∇k [0NV ] ,
PikPjl[3]∇k [0NV nl] = 0NV Kij;
(2.105)
from which:
[3]∇i [0NV nj] =̇
[
[3]∇ρ [0NV nρ] [3]∇ρ [0NV nJ]
























−1Ñð [0NV ] + +1Ñð [0NV ]
)
+ Kρρ 0NV,
= 0N [∂ρ [0NV] + 0NV aρ] + Kρρ 0NV ;
[3]∇ρ [0NV nJ] = (0NaJ + KρJ) 0NV ;





ð [0NV ]ωI + ð [0NV ]ωI
)
+ KIρ 0NV ;
[3]∇I [0NV nJ] =KIJ 0NV.
(2.107)
Now we isolate tangentially projected terms:
PikPjl[3]∇k [PlmVm] = − KijnkVk + PikPjl[3]∇k [Vl] ,
PikNjl[3]∇k [PlmVm] = − KiknjVk,
NikNjl[3]∇k [PlmVm] = − ninjakVk.
(2.108)
Finally (defining vi := PijVj and making use of the adapted form for the Lie derivative along n):







































(∂ρ[−1V ]ωj + ∂ρ[+1V]ωj) , (2.110)
and the terms:
Nm[3]∇m[vl]Pjl =PmnPjlNm[3]∇n[vl], vm[3]∇l[Nm]Pjl =PmnPjlvn[3]∇l[Nm]; (2.111)















































































We now consider the partitioning of components of the covariant derivative of tangential projection:
[3]∇i [PjmVm] =̇
[
[3]∇ρ [PρmVm] [3]∇ρ [PJmVm]
[3]∇I [PρmVm] [3]∇I [PJmVm]
]
, (2.113)
where it follows that:
[3]∇ρ [PρmVm] =PρkPρl[3]∇k [PlmVm] − KρknρVk − nρnρakVk +NρkPρl[3]∇k [PlmVm] ,
=
(
































[3]∇ρ [PJmVm] =PρkPJl[3]∇k [PlmVm] +NρkPJl[3]∇k [PlmVm] ,
=
(





































































Combining Eq.(2.107) and Eq.(2.114) allows us to affect a translation of [3]∇i [Vj] to the ð-formalism for
V ∈ Ω1(Σ); furthermore, with this result expressions for the Laplacian and Hessian of a scalar field may
also be constructed.
We shall also require translated covariant derivative expressions of a type (0, 2) field. Let W ∈ T 02(Σ).
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Projecting:
Wij=̇Wρρ dρidρj + (−1Tωi + +1Tωi)dρj + dρi (−1Uωj + +1Uωj)












































































−2W − −1Ñ (+1T + +1U) − +1Ñ (−1T + −1U)











































[3]∇i [(−1Tωj + +1Tωj)dρk] =[3]∇i [−1Tωj + +1Tωj]dρk + (−1Tωj + +1Tωj) [3]∇i [dρk] ,
=
[(
































































































T ωiωj + 0
_
T ωiωj + +2Tωiωj
)]
dρk



















where [3]∇i [dρj (−1Uωk + +1Uωk)] may be found from Eq.(2.117) with the replacement T → U and ex-















Finally rather than immediately providing the decomposed result for the remaining terms involving co-
variant derivatives of tensor products of the coframe (ω, ω) (for a simplified result pertaining to the case
of a symmetric 2-tensor see Eq.(4.11)) we illustrate an alternative method. In order to construct translation
formulae involving higher-rank tensor fields it may be more efficient to instead consider application of the
Leibniz rule together with the following results:
ωI = −1ω︸︷︷︸
=1




ð [−1ω] = − cot ϑ = −ð [−1ω] ,
ð [+1ω] = cot ϑ = −ð [+1ω] ;
(2.120)















− +1Ĉ−1ωωIωJ − +3C−1ωωIωJ,














from which it follows that:




(−ωIωJ +ωIωJ) + KIJ0Nω,




(ωIωJ −ωIωJ) + KIJ 0Nω.
(2.122)
Now setting:
−2Γ := − 0γ̃−2γ, 0Γ :=0γ̃0γ, +2Γ := − 0γ̃+2γ; (2.123)































































































































































































































where we have partitioned out the cot ϑ containing terms. Notice that with Eq.(2.124) and Eq.(2.125) cot ϑ
terms compensate and lead to cancellation during evaluation of covariant derivatives in the following
sense:
[3]∇i [−2Wωjωk] =[3]∇i[−2W]ωjωk + −2W
(















cot ϑ (ωi −ωi)−2Wωjωk + −2W
(




and similarly for the 0Y, 0Z and +2W terms appearing in [3]∇i [Wjk]. Thus, collectively Eqs. (2.116), (2.117),
(2.124) and (2.125) provide an expression for the covariant derivative ofWjk adapted for the ð-formalism.
2.4 AXISYMMETRY AND REGULARITY CONDITIONS
As is well known the usage of curvilinear coordinates facilitates the incorporation of symmetries albeit at
the cost of the potential introduction of coordinate singularities. It can be convenient to restrict attention to
the case of axisymmetry and impose regularity conditions as a guide on the selection of the functional form
that various geometric quantities must take. Regularity conditions in this context were described by [21]
and more recently in [246, 258]; we briefly recall results from the latter here. The main idea behind fixing
a regular form for a given tensor field is that under axisymmetry the azimuthal vector ∂ϕ must serve as a
Killing vector or in other words the Lie derivative along this direction of the given field must vanish.














In spherical coordinates Eq.(2.127) is satisfied by the following general regular solution [258]:








where νn = νn(ω2, z) and ω2 := x2 + y2. In particular, νn may be expanded in non-negative integer
powers ofω2 and z near the origin r = 0 and the symmetric axisω = 0.
Let S be a symmetric type (0, 2) tensor field. The Killing-symmetry condition now becomes:










In spherical coordinates Eq.(2.129) is satisfied by the following general regular solution [258]:
Sρρ = sin2 ϑσ1 + cos2 ϑσ4 + 2ρ cos ϑ sin2 ϑσ5,
Sρϑ = ρ
[
















Sρϕ = ρ sin2 ϑ
[










where σn = σn(ω2, z). In the presence of reflection symmetry in the equatorial plane (z = 0), σ1 through
σ4 must be even whereas σ5 and σ6 must be odd functions of z. Note finally that in spherical coordinates:
z = ρ cos ϑ andω2 = x2 + y2 = ρ2 sin2 ϑ.
2.5 NUMERICAL APPROACH AND VERIFICATION: SPIN-WEIGHTED SPHERICAL HARMONICS
We now briefly introduce the numerical approach we take when dealing with the submanifold S2ρ. Our
algorithm is principally pseudo-spectral in nature, based on the spin-weighted spherical harmonics (SWSH)
and leverages the fast Fourier transform (FFT) as described in extensive detail in [36, 35]. We briefly recount
some key results here to fix conventions. In particular, our choices shall lead to SWSH that agree with those
of [223].
























with l ∈ N0 := N ∪ {0} (or l ∈ N0 + 1/2 for spinorial quantities), m,n ∈ Z, |m| ≤ l, |n| ≤ l. The quantity
dlmn is the reduced Wigner matrix element and satisfies dlmn = dlmn together with the indicial symmetry
dlmn = (−1)m−ndlnm. As the Wigner-D matrices form a basis for L2(SU(2)), a spin-weighted function

















Fixing the fibre coordinate as ψ = 0 we then define sf(ϑ,ϕ) := sf̂(θ,φ,ψ)
∣∣
ψ=0









During numerical work the limit in Eq.(2.135) is not taken but rather L is fixed to some finite value. We refer
to L as the band-limit. The choice of L controls how sf(ϑ, ϕ) is to be sampled and dually which salm may
be constructed within the scheme9 of [36, 35]. Furthermore when no restriction on m in the summation
of Eq.(2.135) is made beyond that explicitly indicated, the aforementioned references furnish us with a
8 Temporarily assuming the S3 coordinatisation of §2.1.
9 While we shall not venture into details, observe that Eq.(2.133) is written as a sum over various powers of trigonometric polynomials,
which suggests that function data sampled on S2 may be periodically extended in a well-defined manner. This observation is crucial
as it allows for exploitation of the FFT in order to construct an efficient algorithm.
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transformation algorithm (which may be viewed as the invertible mapF : sf(ϑ, ϕ) 7→ salm) the complexity
of which scales as O(L3). If axisymmetry is imposed then sampling in ϕ is trivial (and correspondingly
m = 0) thus the algorithmic complexity may be further improved in accordance with the usual O(L logL)
scaling associated with a one-dimensional FFT [123]. Unfortunately, in utilising the approach of [36, 35] in
an adaptive context a few points must still be sampled in the ϕ direction. More precisely Lϕ must at least
equal |s| on account of various auxiliary quantities that appear in the aforementioned implementation of the
SWSH algorithm. A useful feature of the above is that when multiple functions with s ∈ S := {s1, . . . } must
be transformed then provided that Lϕ ≥ maxs∈S |s| this may be accomplished simultaneously. In particular,
consider a multivariate spin-weighted function with coordinate dependency in addition to (ϑ, ϕ) such as
sg(ρ, ϑ, ϕ), say. Any sampling performed in the additional dimension(s) (here fixing a selection ρi) may
be interpreted as the construction of a collection of functions of the same spin-weight (sgi(ϑ, ϕ))
Lρ−1
i=0 and
hence these Lρ − 1 functions may also transformed simultaneously.





Crucially, the ð, ð operators introduced in §2.1 reduce to a simple algebraic action as follows (see also
Eq. (4.15.122)) of [223]):







(l− s)(l+ s+ 1) s+1Ylm(ϑ,ϕ); (2.137)
ð [sYlm(ϑ,ϕ)] =(sin ϑ)−s (∂ϑ + i csc ϑ∂ϕ) [(sin ϑ)ssYlm(ϑ,ϕ)] ,
=
√









s2 − l(l+ 1)
)
sYlm(ϑ,ϕ). (2.139)
The SWSH satisfy the orthonormality relation:





sYl1m1(ϑ,ϕ)sYl2m2(ϑ,ϕ) sin ϑdϑdϕ = δl1l2δm1m2 . (2.140)
which holds for functions of commensurate spin-weight.
In previous sections we have alluded to the fact that a product of spin-weighted functions may be viewed
as a new function with resultant spin-weight being the sum of those possessed by the individual operands
of the product. One way to see this directly is to consider the product:








Dl2s2m2(0, ϑ, ϕ); (2.141)
which may be decomposed with the so-called Clebsch-Gordan series which in bra-ket notation is given by
[252]10:




〈l1, l2; m1, m2| l1, l2; l, (m1 +m2)〉
× 〈l1, l2; n1, n2| l1, l2; l, (n1 + n2)〉




where Λ := {max(|l1 − l2|, |m1 +m2|, |n1 +n2|), . . . , l1 + l2}. Note that each Clebsch-Gordan coefficient in
the series is real, i.e. 〈·, · ; ·, ·| ·, · ; ·, ·〉 ∈ R. Define:
Al(s1, l1,m1; s2, l2,m2) :=
√




〈l1, s1; l2, s2| l1, l2; l, (s1 + s2)〉
× 〈l1,m1; l2,m2| l1, l2; l, (m1 +m2)〉 .
(2.143)
Equation (2.142) together with Eq. (2.143) thus provides us with the following decomposition of Eq. (2.141):
s1Yl1,m1(ϑ, ϕ)s2Yl2,m2(ϑ, ϕ) =
∑
l∈Λ ′
Al(s1, l1,m1; s2, l2,m2)(s1+s2)Yl,(m1+m2)(ϑ, ϕ), (2.144)
10Temporarily assuming the S3 coordinatisation of §2.1.
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where Λ ′ := {max(|l1 − l2|, |s1 + s2|, |m1 +m2|), . . . , l1 + l2}. The above thus verifies our original claim.
In the pseudo-spectral approach taken in this work the decomposition described is instead evaluated im-
plicity. One approach [36] is as follows:
Suppose we initially have the coefficients s1 f̃l1m1 and s2 g̃l2m2 representing two, smooth spin-weighted
functions s1f, s2g ∈ L2(S2) sampled at some band-limit L as per Eq.(2.135). Now suppose we require a
coefficient space representation of their product s1+s2h. Proceed by performing the transformations:
F−1 :(s1 f̃l1m1) 7→ s1 f̃, F−1 : (s2 g̃l2m2) 7→ s2 g̃. (2.145)
Now take the pointwise product and transform the result:
F : s1 f̃ s2 g̃ 7→ (s1+s2 h̃lm). (2.146)
In order for this pseudo-spectral scheme and a direct approach making use of Eq.(2.144) to coincide (to
numerical tolerance) at the chosen band-limit L one can implemented the so-called "Orszag 2/3 rule" [52];
this stipulates that one should select 2
3
LPS ' L the net effect being suppression of spurious aliasing.
The above together with the algebraic action of the ð, ð operators of Eq.(2.137) and Eq.(2.138) embedded
in the coefficient space representation of a function forms the basis of our pseudo-spectral scheme to treat
fields intrinsic to S2ρ.
2.5.1 TOPOLOGICAL 2-SPHERES
We now check consistency and convergence properties of our derivation at the numerical level. Our ap-
proach is to compute numerically a well known topological invariant (here we select the Euler characteristic
χ) by utilising Eq.(2.44) for the scalar curvature [2]R. Numerical comparison is facilitated by the simplicity
of the analytical result (to follow).
Let M be a compact, orientable Riemannian manifold (where dim(M) = 2) with boundary ∂M. Denote by
K the Gaussian curvature of M together with Kg the geodesic curvature of the positively oriented curve





Kg ds = 2πχ(M). (2.147)
where χ[M] is the Euler-characteristic of M and may be related to the genus g of the manifold as χ[M] =
2− 2g.




[2]R(ϑ, ϕ)√γ dϑdϕ = 8π, (2.148)






























on account of Eq.(2.131) (to write 0Y00(ϑ, ϕ) = 1/(2
√
π ) = 0Y00(ϑ, ϕ)) and Eq.(2.140).
As a test problem consider an ellipsoid with semi-axis lengths (a, b, c). Let f : E → R3 be a (Euclidean)
embedding of the ellipsoid into R3 defined by:
f : (ϑ, ϕ) 7→ (a sin ϑ cosϕ︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:x
, b sin ϑ sinϕ︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:y









a2 cos2ϕ+ b2 sin2ϕ
)





+ (−a2 + b2) cos ϑ sin ϑ cosϕ sinϕ︸ ︷︷ ︸
=Γ2
(dϑ⊗ dϕ+ dϕ⊗ dϑ)
+
(






With the identified Γi in Eq.(2.152) the sγmay be constructed with Eq.(2.26) and represented as a truncated
expansion of the form of Eq.(2.135).
The scalar curvature [2]R is computed according to the definition provided by Eq.(2.44) where evaluation
of the ð (ð) action is performed in the coefficient representation according to Eq.(2.137) and Eq.(2.138).
Selecting a = b = c = 1 in Eq.(2.152) leads to Γ1 = 1 = Γ3 and Γ2 = 0 such that Eq.(2.26) immediately yields
±2γ = 0 and 0γ = 1. Consequently γE is seen to coincide with
◦
γ appearing in Eq.(2.9). With this choice all
tensorial fields may be projected onto their spin-weighted representation via Eq.(2.11) and furthermore the
relevant covariant derivative translation formulae are simply Eq.(2.20).
If instead only the restriction a = b is made then Eq.(2.152) may be viewed as the induced metric of an
axisymmetric deformation of S2. We shall take the view that the planar x − y semi-axes are equal but now
allow for a generalisation such that they may acquire a ϑ dependence. This is performed at the level of the
embedding map f̃with the replacements a→ α = α(ϑ) and c→ β(ϑ). Consequently:
γ̃E=̇
(
cos2 ϑα2(ϑ) + sin 2ϑα(ϑ)α ′(ϑ) + sin2 ϑ
(
(α ′(ϑ))2 + β2(ϑ)
)
− sin 2ϑβ(ϑ)β ′(ϑ) + cos2 ϑ(β ′(ϑ))2
)
dϑ⊗ dϑ
+ α2(ϑ) sin2 ϑdϕ⊗ dϕ,
(2.153)
where that metric coefficients are now free of ϕ dependence. For our test problem in this case we shall set:
α(ϑ) := 1+ exp(− cos(4ϑ)), β(ϑ) := 1− exp(− cos ϑ)/2. (2.154)
We expect that given smooth spin-weighted functions the decay of the magnitude of the averaged coef-
ficient Al := 〈alm〉m should be exponential, that is, (∃A, B ∈ R) such that Al ∼ A exp(−Bl) for large l
[170, 52]. This expectation is borne out in the tests we have performed as depicted in Fig.2.2 and indeed we
have found consistent behaviour.
2.5.2 Σ QUANTITIES
Having verified that the derivations of §2.1 and §2.2 behave consistently when results are made use of at
the numerical level we now check the Σ ' R × S2ρ decomposition discussed in §2.3 and §2.3.1. The idea
here is that we check a (scalar ) quadratic invariant computed analytically (using the standard holonomic
basis) against that as got from the results we derived. Both quantities should coincide when inspected
within the ‖ · ‖∞ norm or alternatively, the magnitude of the relative error should tend to zero. As we are
primarily interested in axisymmetric problems we immediately impose the conditions of §2.4 and compute
the Kretschmann scalar [3]K (defined Eq.(2.163)). As [3]K requires intermediate geometric results developed
in §2.3.1 the numerical calculations performed here shall serve a dual purpose: to check consistency on the
analytical side and to verify that the numerical scheme extends to Σwithout spurious behaviour.
As a preliminary we write the metric associated with Σ making use of the adapted expressions introduced
35






























Figure 2.2: (Left) Absolute difference in Euler characteristic and the numerical quadrature of Eq.(2.150)
based on the ð-formalism. (red ""): γε of Eq.(2.152) with a = b = 4, c = 1/2 and L = Lϑ = Lϕ. (blue "J"):
γε of Eq.(2.152) with a = b = 4, c = 1/2 and L = Lϑ but Lϕ = 4. (green "I"): γ̃ε of Eq.(2.153) with α(ϑ) and
β(ϑ) as in Eq.(2.154); L = Lϑ but Lϕ = 4. (black "H"): γ̃ε of Eq.(2.153) with α(ϑ) and β(ϑ) as in Eq.(2.154);
L = Lϑ but Lϕ = 8. The relatively large band-limit required to resolve χ to numerical round-off in the
case of γ̃E we ascribe to the self-intersecting, pinched structure associated with the embedding map when
viewed as a parametrisation of a surface f(ϑ, ϕ) (see right). Note that the expected property of exponential
convergence is a clear feature prior to encountering numerical round-off (see text for further description).
Furthermore, if instead we had taken β(ϑ)→ 1+exp(− cos ϑ)/2 then the surface does not self-intersect and
exponential decay of |χ − 2| would instead plateau at a similar value when L ∼ 250. (Right) Embedding
map of Eq.(2.151) considered as a surface parametrisation with a = b, a → α(ϑ) and c → β(ϑ) subject to









































ρ2σ3 + σ1 − σ4 + 2ρσ5 cos(ϑ)
)


















where the determinant ratio term (Eq.(2.23)) may be written as:
1
0γ̃ρ4
= − ρ2 sin4(ϑ)
(






+ σ1 sin2(ϑ) (σ4 + ρ cos(ϑ) (ρσ3 cos(ϑ) − 2σ5)) + σ21 cos
2(ϑ).
(2.157)





[ρσ5 cos(2ϑ) + (σ1 − σ4) cos(ϑ)] + iρ
[




We may infer an explicit expression in terms of σn for 0N from gρρ = N2 + NKNK by making use of the













































where the positive square root yields 0N. Note that we have found if (∃i) σi = 0 it is advantageous to make
use of Eq.(2.71) at the numerical level so as to avoid the requirement of explicit intermediate simplification
of Eq.(2.159) (at the analytical level) which would otherwise be required to maintain regularity.
We now have sufficient information to construct (sγ, 0γ̃, 0N, ±1Ñ) for a given choice of σi. Alternatively
the metric gij may be specified directly by the aforementioned spin-weighted quantities. As we are work-
ing with Σ quantities there is now an additional ρ dependence that quantities possess with respect to our
preferred coordinatisation and hence we shall expand terms with explicit spin-weight as:







sXlmnPn(ξ(ρ; ρmin, ρmax)) sYlm(ϑ, ϕ), (2.160)
where (Pn)∞n=0 is an orthogonal polynomial basis (see §7.6.1.1). We shall make use of Chebyshev polyno-
mials11 of the first kind Tn in this section sampled on a Gauss-Lobatto lattice (see §7.6.1.2) on account of
their near-minimax property (see §6.1). For numerical differentiation in ρ we make use of mapped differ-
entiation matrices prepared at high precision (see §7.6.1.3). The functions σn when required are sampled in
the nodal representation and implicitly used to construct terms with well-defined spin-weights, therefore
we do not explicitly prefix any s value to the σn.
The Kretschmann scalar is a quadratic invariant defined as [198]:
[3]K = [3]Rijkl[3]Rijkl. (2.163)
We now performed a comparison by computing the Kretschmann scalar according to Eq.(2.163) with re-
spect to the coordinate basis for choices of gij and compare the analytical result12 to a numerical calculation
performed within our adapted framework. In the latter case Eq.(2.61) is exploited together with the decom-
positions of §2.3.1.
As a test we select (sγ, 0N, ±1N) directly as:
∓2γ(ρ, ϑ, ϕ) =∓2Y2,0(ϑ, ϕ)
ρ
100
, 0γ(ρ, ϑ, ϕ) = 0Y0,0(ϑ, ϕ)ρ;
∓1N(ρ, ϑ, ϕ) = ± ∓1Y1,0(ϑ, ϕ)
ρ
100
, 0N(ρ, ϑ, ϕ) = 0Y0,0(ϑ, ϕ)ρ;
(2.164)
note that these choices have been made observing the complex conjugate relation provided by Eq.(2.136)
so as to preserve −sX = +sX which holds for any field X with real (coordinate) components. Furthermore
the ϕ dependence drops out on account of each term having m = 0 (cf. Eq.(2.131) and Eq.(2.132)). To
ensure that numerical calculations are sufficiently robust in the case of more general metric coefficients we
11If a function f is continuous and either of bounded-variation or satisfies a Dini-Lipschitz condition on [−1, 1] then the Chebyshev





N→∞ ‖f(ν) − fN(ν)‖2 = 0. (2.161)
Furthermore for f ∈ Cm+1([−1, 1]) we have the bound |f(ν) − fN(ν)| = O(N−m) for all ν ∈ [−1, 1] [193]. We shall in general












12The Kretschmann scalar we compute with the aid of xCoba [296]. For the cases tested verbose expressions arise and thus we omit
the details.
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also take Eq.(2.164) and multiply each spin-weighted term with 0m(ρ, ϑ) := exp(−ρ cos(ϑ)). Modulating
amplitudes of spin-weighted terms with 0m preserves the s of the modified term while simultaneously
providing a (smooth) function with a dense modal representation.
As in the tests performed in §2.5.1 we observe exponential convergence which provides further confidence
in our approach – we display the results of these numerical calculations in Fig.2.3. As an aside, note that if
the modal representation of 0γ̃ does not decay sufficiently rapidly for a given selection of band-limit then





= ð [sX/0γ̃] = ð [sX] /0γ̃+ sXð [1/0γ̃] , (2.165)
together with Eq.(2.45) in order to ensure rapid (exponential) convergence. However, for the examples
tested we have not found this approach necessary.





























Figure 2.3: Numerical consistency testing with geometric quantities involving Σ based on the ð-formalism.
In both figures Lϕ = 4, ρ ∈ (1, 3/2) and all intermediate calculations make use of expansions of the form
of Eq.(2.160). (Left) Magnitudes of normalised (by maximum absolute value) modal representations with
root-mean-square (RMS) over nodal ρ samples with Nρ = 32 for geometric quantities computed based on
the choice made in Eq.(2.164) where in (red ""): K; (blue "J"): [2]R; (green "I"): [3]R. We also display decay
in the case where each component in Eq.(2.164) is multiplied by 0m(ρ, ϑ) = exp(−ρ cos ϑ) where in (black
"H"): K; (cyan ""): [2]R; (red "•"): [3]R. (Right) Absolute relative error associated with the Kretschmann
scalar (εr[K]) as analytically computed for gij specified by Eq.(2.164) (together with result of modulating by
0m) based on Eq.(2.163) and numerical ð-formalism calculation. The band limit Lϑ is varied together with
Nρ where in (red ""): Nρ = 16; (blue "J"): Nρ = 32; (green "I"): Nρ = 48. We also display εr[K] in the case
where each component in Eq.(2.164) is multiplied by 0mwhere in (black "H"): Nρ = 16; (cyan ""): Nρ = 32;
(red "•"): Nρ = 48. Note that the expected property of exponential convergence is a clear feature.
2.5.3 LINEAR ALGEBRAIC SWSH QUADRATURE, TRIPLE PRODUCT INTEGRALS AND AXISYMMETRY
As previously noted in the context of axisymmetry the azimuthal (ϕ) dependence of field quantities and
indeed that of their formal expansions in terms of SWSH drops out. Unfortunately the numerical algo-
rithm we leverage (see §2.5) requires a minimal number of nodes (i.e. non-trivial Lϕ) to be sampled in ϕ
during calculation of quantities involving the ð and ð operators and quantities with s 6= 0. This issue may
however be obviated to an extent by augmenting our current SWSH algorithm with a Gauss quadrature
scheme based on the least-squares solution of an associated system imposing the orthonormality relation
of Eq.(2.140) (see also the discussion in §7.6.1.5).
Our aim is to utilise the SWSH transformation algorithm so as to numerically construct quadrature weights
swj such that for an axisymmetric spin-weighted function sf(ϑ) we have:∫π
0




where this becomes exact (to numerical round-off) when sf(ϑ) is replaced by sYl(ϑ) for as high a value of l
as possible. For the SWSH algorithm we employ the number of samples on [0, π] when working at a given
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band-limit Lϑ is selected to be Nϑ = 2(Lϑ + 2) and the sampling interval is given by ∆ϑ = 2π/(2(Nϑ − 1)).
This is done so as to satisfy the Nyquist condition and provide for periodic extension see [36] for details. In




sYl1(ϑ)sYl2(ϑ) sin ϑdϑ = δl1l2 , (2.167)
where here and henceforth we suppress the m = 0 index and the ϕ argument; furthermore, axisymmetric
SWSH functions are manifestly real (cf. Eq.(2.131) and Eq.(2.132)) hence the complex conjugate that appears
in the inner-product relation has been dropped. In order to find the weights we use the standard method
of undetermined coefficients; SWSH values are constructed by populating sal values and applying the
transformation algorithm. Define:








in the least squares sense by truncating all singular values of magnitude less than 10−9 (see pseudo-
inverse property of Cor.(6.4.2) in §6.4). As an important consistency check on the numerical solution we
verified that swj > 0 (see §7.6.1.5) and that the orthonormality relation of Eq.(2.167) is maintained for
s ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 6} with Lϑ ranging up to 256 at an accuracy of ∼ 10−14 (with respect to the ‖ · ‖∞ norm) or
better. In particular, we find that the degree of precision of the scheme is sufficiently high to resolve ax-
isymmetric spin-weighted functions band-limited to Lϑ. Thus once a solution to Eq.(2.169) is precomputed
at fixed s and Lϑ the resultant weights swj can be used as an alternative method to perform the SWSH
transformation if a given function is first appropriately masked with basis functions.
We shall have cause in subsequent sections to apply this quadrature-weight approach to triple integrals of
the form: ∫π
0
sYl(ϑ)ðm1 [ðn1 [s1Yl1(ϑ)]] ðm2 [ðn2 [s2Yl2(ϑ)]] sin ϑdϑ; (2.170)
where the various derivative operators are applied in the modal representation according to Eq.(2.137) and
Eq.(2.138). As an aside note that Eq.(2.170) may be evaluated directly. One way of realising this is to imme-
diately replace all ð operators appearing in Eq.(2.170) with their algebraic action whereupon the resultant
SWSH can be written in terms of reduced Wigner matrix elements (see Eq.(2.131) and Eq.(2.132)). This latter
may in turn be written solely in terms of the associated Legendre polynomials Pml [202]. Consequently the
problem is reduced to the evaluation of an integral over a triple product of Pml (cos(ϑ)). The solution of this
may be written in terms of Wigner 3j symbols [95] for which explicit expressions are known [216, 98]. How-
ever, based on the simplicity of the purely numerical quadrature approach we have elected to not follow
the aforementioned analytical scheme.
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3 COMPLEX ANALYTIC NUMERICAL TOOLS
Utilising the weight and cut-off functions appearing in §1.3 requires some finesse when working at the
numerical level. Recall that our goal is to construct a (pseudo)-spectral scheme to solve for the potential
function u appearing in Eq.(1.42). An immediate pitfall is accuracy of high-order derivatives (up to 4th) is
required which is known to be an ill-posed numerical problem when formulae are constrained to work with
real arithmetic1 (see also the demonstration in §7.6.1.4). Furthermore, on account of the ansatz u = N ũωβ
appearing in §1.2 various ratios of weight function terms (and their derivatives) must be computed (see
Eq.(1.34) for example). Additionally we shall require a method for the accurate determination of Nδ/√ω
where only the numerical result of the product δ = fω is known. That is, we also require a method for the
numerical calculation of the division of two quantities that vanish towards ∂Ω in a manner that is known
from analytical results to yield a quotient with a well-defined value without appealing to the standard tool
provided by l’Hôpital’s rule for indeterminate forms.
One potential approach is to make use of complex analytic tools. In particular, let the real function f pos-
sesses a complex analytic extension such that f : U→ C is holomorphic and U is open. Suppose the closed
disc of radius R satisfies DR ⊂ U then the Cauchy representation formula allows us to determine the value














where Γ is a piecewise C1 closed curve equipped with counter-clockwise orientation in U \ {z0} that can be
continuously deformed in U \ {z0} to ∂DR.
While the above can give rise to extremely accurate numerical derivatives for entire functions (holomorphic
on C) (see discussion in §3.2) it must be kept in mind that ω itself is in general smooth but not entire and
therefore the possible choices of DR are constrained, that is, any (holomorphic) analytic extension may be
limited. A quotient of weight functions (and derivatives thereof) however may give rise to a larger domain
of analyticity. Furthermore, performing the previously outlined division process on a complex contour may
be feasible. Unfortunately there is a further impediment to implementing a robust complexified scheme
inasmuch as according to Eq.(1.49) of §1.2 square roots of weight functions need be taken – it is well known
that such functions are multi-valued when considered in the complex plane, containing a branch point
[143] which in the course of devising a numerical scheme for their treatment can significantly degrade
convergence properties [277]. We shall describe how this may be ameliorated by a simple modification of
the ansatz of Eq.(1.49) in §3.2.
An alternative approach to consider is modification of a spectral division algorithm due to [116, 118]. Here
the idea is to construct spectral approximants of numerator and denominator wherein the desired division
process is embedded in the solution of an associated linear system formulated in the modal representation
of the respective functions; care must be taken to specifically engineer this associated system so as to avoid
spurious aliasing effects. Unfortunately for the problem at hand this technique is less applicable as the
ratios to be dealt with contain quantities which are not of finite order (with respect to representation in
terms of some basis provided by an appropriate family of polynomials) thus we shall not pursue it further.
Finally we may instead make use of a combination of explicit regularisation and the numerical infrastruc-
ture developed in Part II. In principle, given an expression one may factor all quantities involving ∂mρ [N ]
and ∂nρ [ω], treating these separately the result of which may be combined together with manifestly regular
1 Ill-posed in the sense that small perturbations in the function to be differentiated may lead to large errors in the differentiated result
[172, 197, 247].
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N (3)ω3 + βωω ′ ((3β− 1)N ′ω ′ + (3β− 2)Nω ′′)
+ω2
(
(3β+ 1)N ′′ω ′ + β
(
3N ′ω ′′ +Nω(3)
))





3ω2N ′′ +ω (2(3β+ 1)N ′ω ′ + 3βNω ′′) + β(3β− 1)Nω ′2
)
,
N̂2 :=ωβ (3ωN ′ + (3β+ 1)Nω ′) ,
N̂3 :=Nωβ+1;
(3.2)
where explicit expressions are to be provided for the terms N̂n. In order to achieve numerical stability when
working with floating-point arithmetic for the aforementioned terms further manipulation may be required
(i.e. regrouping or explicit simplification). The automatic expression parsing toolkit Herbie of [219] may
potentially be of use in this context wherein a database of standard techniques of numerical analysis is
heuristically tested on a given expression to determine candidate rewrites which may be complementarily
combined so as to generate a resultant, transformed expression with improved accuracy. For purposes of
verification however, we shall make use of evaluation at arbitrary precision based on the toolkit of Part
II. While this latter approach lacks elegance to an extent and dramatically increases the amount of work
required in deriving expressions it is robust and we shall make use of it for comparison. Thus we now turn
our attention to regularisation of some key expressions in §3.1 whereupon the complex analytic approach
adapted to the (pseudo)-spectral method we follow will be described in §3.2. A path to extension when
the domain of holomorphicity of a given function to be treated is severely restricted is briefly considered in
§3.3.
3.1 WEIGHT FUNCTIONS: REGULARISATION AND NUMERICAL CALCULATION
As a preliminary note that if we takeΩ := [ρmin, ρmax] then the boundary behaviour of a (smooth) function
f ∈ L2(Ω) satisfying2 f = o(1) can be explicitly controlled via f(ρ) = N (ρ; α)f̃(ρ) where it is assumed that
f̃ = O(1) and N : Ω× N0 → R is defined by:












(ρmax − ρmin)2α+1(α!)2︸ ︷︷ ︸





and the maximum of N (ρ; α) occurs at (ρmax + ρmin)/2. The prefactor has been selected so as to mitigate
the dependence of the overall magnitude of N on the extent ofΩ.
For notational convenience define:
0 < δρ−(ρ) :=
ρ− ρmin
δL
=⇒ δρ ′−(ρ) = 1δL ,
0 < δρ+(ρ) :=
ρmax − ρ
δR
=⇒ δρ ′+(ρ) = − 1δR ;
(3.4)
together with:




RÑ (ρmin, ρmax, α)
, (3.5)
which allows us to write:
Nα(ρ; ρmin, ρmax) = δρ−(ρ)αδρ+(ρ)α. (3.6)
We shall require the derivative expressions:
∂nrNα =δρα−n− δρα−n+ Ñ (n)α , (3.7)
2 The notation here is to be understood as taking the limit asΩ 3 ρ→ ρ∗ ∈ ∂Ω.
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where it follows that:
Ñ (0)α := 1,
Ñ (1)α :=αδ−1L δ−1R (−δLδρ− + δRδρ+) ,








































































∂n−kρ [Nα(ρ; ρmin, ρmax)]∂kρ[f̃],
=δαLδ
α









+ Ñ (n−k)α ∂kρ[f̃].
(3.9)
Consider Eq.(1.34) and Eq.(1.37) together with the ansatz of Eq.(1.49). Given a choice of weight function
(see §1.3) explicit factoring of terms requires evaluation of expressions of the form (n ∈ {0, · · · , 4}):




ω(ρ)γ(ω ′(ρ))δ(ω ′′(ρ))ε, (3.10)
together withN (ρ; α)δ(ρ)ω(ρ)β. In practice, direct construction of rω (ρ; n, α, β, γ, δ, ε) rapidly becomes
unwieldy as n is increased thus we make use of Mathematica to build explicit expressions whereupon
Python code is generated. Ensuing expressions are then evaluated at arbitrary precision so as to avoid the
need to regroup any terms by hand. We illustrate the behaviour of Eq.(3.10) in Fig.(3.1) for various choices
of parameters.









































Figure 3.1: Numerically regularised evaluation (i.e. high precision calculation with expanded expressions)
of rω appearing in Eq.(3.10). In all cases α = 2, β = −γ and unless otherwise stated δ = 0 and ε = 0. We
utilise the weight function of Eq.(1.56) with g(x) = xN and f := fL = fR where in (red ""): N = 4, n = 1,
β = −1/2, f = 8/10 and S = 1.8 × 101; (red ""): N = 4, n = 1, β = −1, f = 8/10 and S = 4.9 × 101; (blue
"J"): N = 4, n = 2, β = −1/2, δ = 1, f = 8/10 and S = 1.2 × 103; (blue "I"): N = 4, n = 2, β = −1, δ = 1,
f = 8/10 and S = 4.4 × 103; (black "N"): N = 4, n = 2, β = −1/2, ε = 1, f = 8/10 and S = 1.1 × 104; (black
"H"): N = 4, n = 2, β = −1/2, ε = 1, f = 12/10 and S = 1.4 × 103; (green "F"): N = 4, n = 2, β = −1/2,
δ = 1, f = 3/10 and S = 2.0× 105. For comparison we also make use of ωB appearing in Eq.(1.58) which is
shown in: (green "•"): n = 2, β = −1/2, δ = 1 and S = 2.6 × 104. Qualitatively monotonic decay in |rω| is
observed as the end-points of the interval are approached without the appearance of any "spurious" points.
This serves as an indication that numerical regularisation based on high precision arithmetic is tenable.
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3.2 COMPLEX ANALYTIC APPROACH
As previously remarked numerical calculation of high-order derivatives suffers from being a notoriously
ill-conditioned problem. It has however previously been suggested (see [128, 48] and references therein)
and recently shown that by instead performing calculations in the complex plane through Cauchy integrals
that the stability of the process can be improved for several classes of analytic functions [48]. We pursue this
further here briefly recounting the discussion of [48] centered about Taylor series coefficient calculations
whereupon we consider the recent proposal of [288] extending the aforementioned work to Chebyshev
expansion coefficients. Additionally we examine whether working in the complex plane allows for one to
reap a viable solution to the division problem previously described.
Following [48], consider the function f, analytic on U appearing in Eq.(3.1). Expanding as a Taylor series
about z0 ∈ DR (convergent on at leastDR) allows for an immediate description of the function as a sequence





n =⇒ fn = f(n)(z0)
n!
(|z− z0| < R). (3.11)




∣∣∣∣ z = z0 + reiθ, (0 ≤ θ ≤ 2π)∧ (z0 ∈ C)
}
. (3.12)















This latter integrand is nothing but a periodic, analytic function and therefore a natural choice for its ap-





















This approach for calculating fn was advocated for by [187] together with the identification of rnfn as got
from Eq.(3.14) being readily evaluated via the FFT [188]. A delicate question of how to select3 r ∈ (0, R)
now arises as while from the perspective of Eq.(3.1) any choice is valid, numerical stability degrades in the
limits r → 0 and r → R [48]. While an early algorithm exists for determination of r by a search procedure
[112, 111] it has disadvantages due to the assumption that (rnfn)m−1n=0 be approximately proportional to
a geometric sequence which may not be the case generally and a requirement for judicious selection of
starting value in the search [111]. A key result of [48] is the existence of and method for identification of the
optimal r∗ ∈ (0, R) in the sense of minimising round-off error during numerical work.
The stability issues of evaluating Eq.(3.14) when working at finite precision arise from small, finite error in
evaluation of f amplifying to large error in evaluation of the sum. To analyse this [48] examines both the
absolute and relative error associated with calculating the coefficients fn. By considering a perturbation f̂ of
fwithin a bound of the absolute error εwith respect to the L∞ norm over the contour ΓC it is found that the
normalised coefficients rnfn of Eq.(3.13) and their approximations rnfn(m, r) by Eq.(3.14) remain within
the same ε bound which follows from noting that the integral and sum are both rescaled mean values of f.
Thus normalised Taylor coefficients are well conditioned with respect to absolute error. Define the relative
condition number associated with the Cauchy integral of Eq.(3.13) [156]:







∣∣∣∣ , η(Γ, n) :=
‰
Γ




where κ(Γ, n) ≥ 1. In the case that κ(Γ, n)  1 a large amount of cancellation on account of the oscillatory











(1+ εr(θ)) , ‖εr‖∞ ≤ε; (3.16)
3 We shall assume that for a fixed n the value of m has been selected so as to avoid spurious aliasing (m > n); this bound is further
refined based on the particular behaviour of f (see [48] for comprehensive details, including an algorithm for determination of an
optimalm).
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≤ κ (ΓC(r, z0), n) ε. (3.17)
Analogously a perturbation f̂n(m, r) of fn(m, r) appearing in Eq.(3.14) yields a bound [48]:
∣∣fn(m, r) − f̂n(m, r)
∣∣
|fn(m, r)|


















Furthermore, we have that for sufficiently largem (when Eq.(3.14) is a good approximant to the quadrature


















on account of the integrand being a smooth, periodic function of θ; thus κ (ΓC(r, z0), n) ' κm(n, r). Note
that this latter may provide a numerical tool for estimation of the condition number. By examining the
behaviour of κ (ΓC(r, z0), n) for various classes of functions4 [48] establishes (for fixed n): continuity of κ




κ(n, r), r∗(n) = arg min
0<r≤R
κ(n, r); (3.21)
furthermore r∗(n) satisfies a (increasing) monotonicity condition in n.
With a view towards numerical implementation of a pseudo-spectral scheme we now briefly describe the
proposal of [288] which extends the above to the case of Chebyshev expansion coefficients (see also f.n.11
on pg. 37 for conventions). Define the shifted Bernstein ellipse contour ΓE with foci at z0± 1 and major and









iθ + r−1B e
−iθ
)
, (0 ≤ θ ≤ 2π)∧ (z0 ∈ C)
}
; (3.22)
where it is assumed that rB ≥ 1. For simplicity set z0 = 0. Note that there is an equivalency of Chebyshev,











where the parameter rB controls the extent of the complexified form of fundamental domain variable ν ∈
[−1, 1]. Suppose f is analytic on int(ΓE(rB, 0)) then the Chebyshev series (Eq.(2.161)) is convergent on
int(ΓE(rB, 0)) [277]. Explicit connection to the results of [48] may be made by noting that the Chebyshev














which is analytic on int (ΓC(rB, 0)). Whereas by virtue of Laurent series expansion of 2f(z) the coefficients

























Unfortunately for functions such as f ∈ H1(int(ΓC(r, z0))) with r < ∞ then it is the case that κ∗(n) → ∞ as n → ∞; in particular
if f ∈ Ck, α(ΓC(r, z0)) then κ∗(n) ≥ cnk+α for some constant c > 0 [48]. Thus numerical schemes based on circular contours may
suffer an unavoidable degradation in relative stability for this class of functions.
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which on account of analyticity and periodicity of the integrand may be efficiently approximated with the






























In complete analogy to [48] the absolute and relative stability of the above approximation is then consid-
ered by [288] where it is shown that evaluation of the Chebyshev coefficients is absolutely stable however
the relative error depends on the rB selected and is controlled again by the relative condition number
κm(Γ(rB, 0), n). If f ∈ Pn and all that is desired is absolute stability then fixing rB = 1 and selecting
m ≥ 2n + 1 in Eq.(3.26) allows for efficient determination of the Chebyshev coefficients via FFT. Unfortu-
nately the problem of simultaneous selection ofm and determination of r∗(n) for more general f so as to op-
timise for relative stability requires extensive use of asymptotic approximations to infer κ directly [48, 288].
This latter is crucial as recall that in order to compute approximations to derivatives of the truncated ex-
pansion i.e. ∂kν [fL(ν)] where the band-limit we now denote with L, (cf. Eq.(2.161)) under the proviso that








n , n ∈{L− k+ 1, . . . , 1} (3.27)
initialised as f(0)n := fn (0 ≤ n ≤ L) and subject to the condition f(k)L−k+2 = f
(k)
L−k+1 = 0.
In order to provide a practical, numerical method for approximate determination of κwe propose to instead
directly evaluate Eq.(3.15) on some ΓE(rB, 0) via the m-point trapezoidal rule of Eq.(3.26). The convexity
of log(κ) together with monotonicity of r∗(n) allows for us to employ the downhill simplex minimisation
algorithm [230]. We initialise the search at n = 0 with rB = 1 constructing r∗(0). For n ≥ 1 the search is
initialised with r∗(n−1) which, once complete yields r∗(n). Thus an order-dependent sequence (r∗(n))n=0
is iteratively generated5. Consider the entire functions:
f(z) = exp(z), g(z) = cos(2z) + 2;
F(ρ(z)) = 1+ sin2 (πρ(z)) , G(ρ(z)) = ρ(z)2;
(3.28)
where z ∈ ΓE(rB, 0) and the physical domain variable ρ ∈ [ρmin, ρmax] is to be mapped in accordance with
Eq.(1.59) and the variable ν ∈ [−1, 1] has been complexified to z. We display the results of generating r∗(n)
in accordance with our numerical algorithm in Fig.3.2 (left). If the replacement rB → r∗(n) is made in the
expression for f̃n of Eq.(3.26) then efficient usage of the FFT is precluded – thus we propose a compromise:
on account of the rapid convergence of Chebyshev series for smooth functions (see f.n.11 on pg. 37) we may
instead consider using the average 〈r∗(n)〉n≤nσ where:








and σ is a tolerance corresponding to a normalised coefficient magnitude. As only the scaled, absolute
value of f̃n is required in Eq.(3.29) we may determine nσ by making use of Eq.(3.26) with rB = 1 and
subsequently recalculate for an improved (relative) accuracy. Consider two functions f and g sampled on a
numerical grid (νj)
L
j=0 then the maximum, absolute, pointwise error is computed via the error functional:
εa[f, g] := max
0≤j≤L
|f(νj) − g(νj)| . (3.30)
Calculation of derivatives of the functions of Eq.(3.28) via the recursion relation of Eq.(3.27) is compared in
the nodal representation6 to symbolically prepared expressions with εa[·, ·] in Fig.3.2 (right).





5 A caveat: If f ∈ Pn∗ then according to Eq.(3.25) f̃n = 0 for n > n∗ and hence a zero-division occurs in Eq.(3.15). We detect this
behaviour by monitoring whether |r∗(n) − r∗(n − 1)| < τ where based on numerical experiments we have selected τ = 10. If it is
the case that the above inequality is not satisfied then the value of the numerator (i.e. the η appearing in definition of κ) is optimised
whereupon we fix r∗(n) = r∗(n∗ − 1) for n ≥ n∗.
6 For simplicity here the map fn 7→ f(ν) is induced via dot-product with Tn(ν) sampled on a Gauss-Lobatto grid (see §7.6.1.2). A
more efficient approach is offered via FFT based methods (see §10.3).
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Figure 3.2: Optimal radius r∗ for minimisation of relative condition number κ of the Cauchy integral as-
sociated with the functions appearing in Eq.(3.28) together with the maximum, absolute pointwise error
εa of derivatives computed with Eq.(3.27) in the (real) nodal representation is depicted. (Left) We inspect
the result of generating r∗ in accordance with our numerical scheme (see text) where in (red ""): f(z);
(blue "J"): g(z); (green "I"): F(ρ(z)); (black "H"): G(ρ(z)). Extremely good agreement with the asymptotic
approximation of [288] is also shown in (red "•"): for f(z) with r∗(n) ∼ 2n + 1; (blue ""): for g(z) with
r∗(n) ∼ (2n + 1)/2. (Right) εa of derivatives in the nodal representation for a function h where ∂2ν[h(ν)]
is computed with r∗(n) in the recursive sense of Eq.(3.27) and ∂4ν[h(ν)] with 〈r∗〉n≤nσ is compared with
∂4ν[h(ν)] as based on the matrix collocation approach (where the numerical representation of derivative
operators is prepared at high precision) respectively where in (red solid "", "", dashed "×"): h(ν) = f(ν);
(blue solid "J", "I", dashed "H"): h(ν) = g(ν); (green solid "×", "•" dashed "+"): h(ν) = F(ρ(ν)); (black solid
"H", "N" dashed "•"): h(ν) = G(ρ(ν)). During calculation of 〈r∗〉n≤nσ we take σ = 10−10 in order to find nσ
via Eq.(3.29). It is clear that the contour approach leads to derivatives with an excellent, uniform level of
absolute error whereas simple matrix collocation displays spurious growth towards the end-points of the
interval. In particular, the averaged optimal radius remains competitive when contrasted against order by
order optimisation for the examples examined. Note: In all cases we have fixed L = 128with 2L+ 1 spatial
samples (see Eq.(3.26)) and the physical domain during mapping of the functions F and G is taken to be
ρ ∈ [10, 20]. Qualitatively similar behaviour is observed when N is increased or the physical domain is
varied.
together with ω̂C(ρ(z); ρmin, ρmax, fL, fR, N) of Eq.(1.56). In the latter the complex analytic extension is
immediately well-defined in contrast to other piecewise defined functions of that section. It can be seen in
Fig.3.3 (left) that the introduction of a simple pole (via the q(z) of Eq.(3.31)) shifted outside the fundamental
domain ν ∈ [−1, 1] does not appear to degrade the quality of our numerical scheme.
We now turn our attention to the division problem. As an initial, commonly encountered setting consider
the coordinate representation of the Laplace-Beltrami operator for the Euclidean metric in standard spher-
ical coordinates acting on a smooth function H = H(ρ, ϑ, ϕ) [169]:










∆S2 [H(ρ, ϑ, ϕ)]. (3.32)
We already have the tools (see §2) to treat evaluation of the spherical Laplacian ∆S2 [H(ρ, ϑ, ϕ)] term in
a regular fashion at the numerical level (in particular, Eq.(2.139)). Thus we presently turn our attention
as to how the radial derivative and specifically the division by ρ2 may be evaluated in a simple manner
leveraging the complex analytic tools previously discussed. For clarity, fix (ϑ0, ϕ0) and define an auxiliary




















where the right-most expression we shall refer to as the "expanded form" in what follows. During the course
of numerical calculations involving the operatorDρ[H̃(ρ)] with ρ ∈ [0, ρ∗] special care must be taken on ac-
count of division operations involving ρ→ 0. While a staggered numerical lattice excluding the point 0may
be employed (Gauss, or Radau say – see §7.6.1.2) it is more usual to explicitly impose the behaviour of H̃(ρ)
in the vicinity at the origin such that accuracy be maintained. To do so a judicious ansatz for the explicit
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functional form of H̃(ρ) can be imposed wherein expansions may be performed so as to lead to manifestly
regular expressions. Consider making the replacements H̃(ρ) → F(ρ) or H̃(ρ) → G(ρ) (see Eq.(3.28)); this
would lead to limρ→0Dρ[F(ρ)] = 6π2 or limρ→0Dρ[G(ρ)] = 6 respectively. Furthermore, as H̃ is by assump-
tion smooth, we anticipate that the result of evaluating Eq.(3.33) must also remain so, in particular at the




where hn is necessarily smooth and must satisfy a parity condition [186, 251]. Common approaches for
the approximation of H̃ in this context include mapping the physical domain ρ ∈ [0, ρ∗] to ξ ∈ [0, 1] and
expanding H̃ in the so-called one-sided Jacobi polynomials [186]: Gn(ξ; α β, l) := rlP
(α,β)
n (2ξ
2 − 1) or
by explicitly imposing parity by taking (hn)n to be alternate order Chebyshev polynomials. For further
applications exploiting this and related approaches see [46, 191] and references therein together with the
comprehensive discussion of [52].
The complex analytic approach furnishes us with an alternative: we may construct the averaged optimal
radius for a given function and perform the full calculation on the associated contour whereupon the result
may be sampled back to the (real) Gauss-Lobatto grid. We do so, evaluating Eq.(3.33) for the functions
F(ρ(z)) and G(ρ(z)) of Eq.(3.28) and examine the maximum, absolute pointwise error in Fig.3.3 (right).


















Figure 3.3: Maximum, absolute pointwise error εa for derivatives computed according to the complex-
analytic approach in the (real) nodal representation. (Left) Averaged optimal radii are computed for the
functions q of Eq.(3.31) and ω̂C of Eq.(1.56) whereupon derivatives are calculated in accordance with
Eq.(3.27) (cf. Fig.3.2). Selecting a band-limit of L = 256with 2L+ 1 spatial samples (see Eq.(3.26)) we depict
εa where in (red ""): ∂2z[q(z)]; (blue "J"): ∂4z[q(z)]. We consider ∂Mρ(z) [ω̂C(ρ(z); ρmin, ρmax, fL, fR, N )] with
f := fL = fR, where in (green "I"):M = 2,N = 4 and f = 8/10; (black "H"):M = 4 = N and f = 8/10; (cyan
"•"):M = 2,N = 4 and f = 1; (magenta ""):M = 4 = N and f = 1; (red "N"):M = 2,N = 4 and f = 12/10;
(blue "F"):M = 4 = N and f = 12/10; (green "×"):M = 2,N = 6 and f = 12/10; (black "+"):M = 4,N = 6
and f = 12/10. Note that we have selected ρmin = 10 and ρmax = 20. (Right) εa ensuing from complex
evaluation of radial derivative operator appearing in Eq.(3.33) arising from the Laplace-Beltrami operator.
Selecting a band-limit of L = 128we denote in (red "" and "•"): DefinedDρ [F(ρ)] and expanded expression
respectively both evaluated on the averaged optimal radius 〈r∗〉n≤nσ following from the function F(ρ(z)) of
Eq.(3.28); (blue "H"): Defined Dρ [G(ρ)] evaluated on the averaged optimal radius 〈r∗〉n≤nσ following from
the function G(ρ(z)) of Eq.(3.28). In (green "J" and "I"): evaluation of the derivative operator on a newly
optimised average radius based on the full expression of the initial definition forDρ [F(ρ(z))] together with
the expanded form respectively. It is clear that error does not accumulate in a skewed manner as ρ→ 0 but
rather remains distributed approximately uniformly along the interval [0, 5]. See text for further discussion.
The difference in the behaviour of the maximum, absolute pointwise error of Dρ [F(ρ(z))] and Dρ [G(ρ(z))]
can be understood by noting that G(ρ(z)) = ρ(z)2 itself appears as a divisor within the operator definition
of Eq.(3.33) and thus in this latter case optimising an average contour radius forG simultaneously optimises
to an extent the radius required for the full expression.
An alternative method for working with expressions where potentially multiple contour radii are employed
in the evaluation of functions is to instead consider evaluating arithmetical operators directly in the modal
representation of each operand. To illustrate: introduce the analytic functions s = s(z) and t = t(z) and
suppose we construct truncated expansions in accordance with Eq.(3.26) where it is the case that two dis-
tinct averaged optimal radii are employed: rs := 〈rs∗〉n≤nsσ and rt := 〈rt∗〉n≤ntσ respectively. Addition,
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subtraction and scalar (division) multiplication of sn (and tn) are trivial to compute element-wise. In order
to evaluate:


















n=0 to their (symmetric) Laurent analogues where multiplication may be performed effi-
ciently via convolution and division is computed directly (see [277] and in particular, the polynomial series
implementation of [168]). For the sake of simplicity however any expressions involving terms sampled on
distinct contour radii that must be combined shall instead be initially converted to the modal representa-
tion of Eq.(3.26) whereupon interpolation to a new commensurate radius can then be made in passing to
the (complex) nodal representation by exploiting Eq.(3.23).
We close this section with a final remark related to the branch-cut issue during evaluation of the complexi-
fied analogue of the ansatz made in Eq.(1.49). Recall that the function ω̂C of Eq.(1.56) is to obey a power-law
in the vicinity of the boundary of the physical domain, i.e., ω̂C(ρ) ∝ |ρ−ρ∗|N asΩ 3 ρ→ ρ∗ ∈ ∂Ω. Provided
the scheme of §1 and in particular application of §1.2 leads to a sufficiently robust numerical approach a
further modification may be considered: Replace N → N/2 and instead work with ω̂C(ρ)2 which allows
for us to immediately modify Eq.(1.49) to:
u =N ũωβ, β =− 1. (3.35)
Accordingly weight-function terms appearing in Eq.(1.42) and Eq.(1.44) should be squared during solution
of the deformation problem when Eq.(3.35) is imposed. We now inspect how the replacement ωC → ω2C
affects accuracy when rB is varied by expanding rω appearing in Eq.(3.10) and evaluating on ΓE for var-
ious choices of parameters in Fig.3.4. To particularise the discussion to the branch-cut issue all deriva-
tives (of ω̂C) are prepared symbolically (see however Fig.3.3) with the Leibniz rule applied to the term
(N (ρ; α)ω̂C(ρ)β)(n) appearing in rω and sampled on contours in which case we map to the modal rep-
resentation (see Eq.(3.26)) whereupon the (real) nodal representation is constructed (see f.n.6 of pg.46) or
evaluated directly on a mapped (real) CGL grid at high precision for purposes of comparison. It is clear
that by working with u as in Eq.(3.35) (where ũ is assumed smooth and
√· has been removed) affords
us a greater degree of freedom in choice of a accuracy preserving rB with respect to regularisation issues.
Ultimately however, the maximum rB that can be reasonably chosen is controlled by the decay powerN, an
increase in the latter of which decreases the maximum value of rB that should be chosen towards 1. Notice
that in all cases tested either choice of β = −1/2 or β = −1 allows for a selection of rB > 1 such that rω of
Eq.(3.10) may be calculated precisely with floating point arithmetic without recourse to arbitrary precision
numerics. The case of β = −1 provides a superior option when considering maximum, absolute pointwise
error in the sense that a smaller band-limit i.e., L ' 128 may be utilised in contrast to L ' 512 required for
β = −1/2.
3.3 COMPLEX ANALYTIC APPROACH: GENERIC Γ CONSTRUCTION
In §3.2 we demonstrated a complex analytic based approach to treating differentiation and regularising di-
vision closely tied to Chebyshev polynomials. While this method appears to lead to an effective numerical
technique there is an intrinsic limitation inasmuch as functions utilised are sampled on Bernstein ellipses on
the interior of which the property of analyticity is required. This is an issue when the piecewise definitions
of §1.3 are considered or essential singularities appear (as in Eq.(1.58)). Furthermore for f ∈ H1(DR) con-
struction of an optimal radius parameter according to the algorithm described in §3.2 may not be feasible –
see f.n.4 of pg.45.
If one confines work to be done in the nodal representation then an intriguing possibility is offered by the
work of [49]. Rather than constraining description of a function at a base point z0 circumscribed by a circle
or ellipse the contour Γ is built as a graph of line-segments on a (complex) lattice by optimisation of the
η in Eq.(3.15). We now briefly sketch the aforementioned approach following [49]; see also [291, 290] for
discussion in the context of preconditioning the Riemann-Hilbert problem. In this section, without loss of
generality we take the physical grid to be [−1, 1] so as to coincide with the usual fundamental domain of
Chebyshev polynomials and allow for direct identification of ρwith the complexified variable z ∈ C.
To introduce the idea fix a finite, rectangular subdomain of the complex plane D ⊂ C containing the base-
point z0. Put ζ ∈ D and denote a Cartesian grid on D with spacing h and k in the directions <(ζ) and =(ζ)
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Figure 3.4: Scaled maximum, absolute pointwise error ε̂a[g, h] := εa[g, h]/max |g| for rω of Eq.(3.10)
where the weight-function is ω̂C of Eq.(1.56) and sampling is performed on ΓE the radius parameter rB of
which is varied. The effect of varying band-limit Lρ at fixed rB is also inspected. (Left) Set f := fL = fR in
Eq.(1.56) together with N = 4 and N = 6 respectively depicted in solid and dashed lines. Furthermore fix
α = 2, β = −γ and δ = ε = 0 in Eq.(3.10) and work at L = 512. Then remaining parameter choices are
denoted by: (red ): β = −1/2 and f = 4/10; (blue J): β = −1 and f = 4/10; (green I): β = −1/2 and
f = 8/10; (black H): β = −1 and f = 8/10; (red •): β = −1/2 and f = 12/10; (blue ): β = −1 and f = 12/10.
Notice that in the latter two cases rB remains at floating-point round-off to at least rB = 1.5. (Right) Legend
and parameters as in left subfigure where rB = 1.11 has been fixed and band-limit L is swept to inspect the
effect on ε̂a. Observe that the property of exponential convergence is satisfied. Note that in all cases we
have selected ρmin = 5 and ρmax = 15. See text for further discussion.
respectively7 by Ωh,k. The grid Ωh, k can now be identified with a finite graph8 G = (V, E). The set of
points inΩh,k is identified with the set of vertices V . The linear segment connecting two nearest-neighbour
points (diagonals permitted) ζi and ζj ofΩh,k forms an (undirected) edge, denoted ζiζj. The set of all such
edges is E. A path is a graph P of the form:
V(P) = {ζ1, ζ2, · · · , ζl}, E(P) = {ζ1ζ2, ζ2ζ3, · · · , ζl−1ζl}; (3.36)
and a walkW in G is any alternating sequence of connected vertices and edges – thus a path is a walk with
distinct vertices. We writeW = (ζ1ζ2, ζ2ζ3, · · · , ζl−1ζl) and if ζ1 = ζl thenW is a closed walk denotedW.
Furthermore, the base-point z0 in said to be enclosed by W if the winding number is ind(W; z0) = 1. The
contour Γ(z0) appearing in η of Eq.(3.15) may thus be identified with a closed walk in Ωh,k and split into
piecewise linear segments along the edges ζiζj which we denote as Γi,j(z0). With the definition of Eq.(3.15)
each edge has the weight η(Γi,j, n) assigned (base-point suppressed) and the task is now to find:
W∗ = arg min
W∈Π
η(W, n), (3.37)
where Π is the set of all possible enclosing walks on Ωh,k and η(W, n) =
∑
i η (Γi,i+1, n). Denote the
shortest path between ζj and ζk by Pζjζk then for any shortest enclosing walk (SEW) one has [49, 237]:
W∗ =
(
Pζ1ζj , ζjζj+1, Pζj+1ζ1
)
, (3.38)
for at least one j. Thus it follows that:
W∗ ∈ Π̃ := {(Pζξ, ξχ, Pχζ) |ζ, ξ, χ ∈ V, ξχ ∈ E } . (3.39)
Now [237] extracts W∗ by first constructing Π̃ then removing all SEW that do not enclose z0 and finally
selecting a walk such that η(W, n) is minimised. Making use of the Fibonacci heap implementation of
Dijkstra’s algorithm [119] to construct all Pζξ yields an algorithmic complexity of O(|V ||E| + |V |2 log |V |)
[237]. A heuristic due to [49] reduces |Π̃| by always fixing one vertex as:
ζ∗ = arg min
ζ∈Ωh,k
|η̃(ζ, n)|, (3.40)
7 In contrast to [49] our implementation allows for arbitrary spacing in <(ζ) and =(ζ).
8 Nomenclature and conventions of [44].
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where η̃ is defined in Eq.(3.15) and with which the algorithmic complexity becomes O(|E| + |V | log |V |).
While fixing a ζ∗ modifies Π̃ this is done in a region where the contribution to η is minimal and thus should
not significantly affect the overall result of the optimisation.
We construct optimised contours with our implementation of [49] on a fixed Ωh,k for the functions ωC
(with N = 4 and f = fL = fR = 12/10) and ωB of Eq.(1.56) and Eq.(1.58) respectively together with
their reciprocals in Fig.3.5 for a selection of base-points. Denote the fundamental (real) Chebyshev-Gauss












































Figure 3.5: Calculation of optimal contours Γ based on minimisation of η as described in text. Derivative
order n = 2 is considered with sampling on <(z) ∈ [−1.3, 1.3] with N<(z) = 147 and =(z) ∈ [−0.3, 0.3]
with N=(z) = 101. Evaluation of numerical quadrature was performed with a Clenshaw-Curtis rule for
each piecewise linear segment Γij at NΓij = 64; reducing this to NΓij = 8 did not affect generated Γ . Base-
points and contours in all subfigures are denoted as (green ""): z0 = 0; (red "•"): z0 = −1/2; (black
""): z = −9/10. Functions chosen in subfigures: (Upper-left) ωC; (Upper-right) 1/ωC; (Lower-left) ωB;
(Lower-right) 1/ωB. Non-Γ -specific colours correspond to ln(|η̃(z)|) with z0 = 0 where small values are
shown in white and large values in blue. Notice that the points z = ±1 are automatically excluded based
on conditioning.
grid as G (see Eq.(7.48)). One may envisage construction of derivatives on G by combining the base-point
specific optimal Γ shown in Fig.3.5 in evaluation of Eq.(3.1). The functions ωC and ωB together with
their reciprocals are considered in Fig.3.6. We find excellent accuracy with respect to the relative error εr
particularly when reciprocal functions are considered and the points z = ±1 are approached. Furthermore,
once an optimal contour for a given base-point z0 is generated our numerical experiments indicate that
other points z∗ ∈ int(Γ(z0)) may also be accurately sampled. In the case where ωB and its reciprocal are
considered the observed uniform behaviour of the error for points in G ∩ int(Γ(z0)) is remarkable when it
is borne in mind thatωB(ρ)−1 varies by ∼ 21 orders of magnitude on [−0.99, 0].
According to [49] additional improvement in efficiency is possible by making use of multi-level refinement
on Ωh,k which may be crucial in order to construct values for all G when working at higher resolution NG
as nodes cluster towards z = ±1 and optimal contours shrink in that limit for the functions considered
here.
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Figure 3.6: Absolute relative error for second order derivatives of functions sampled on G∩int(Γ(z0)) where
the number of nodes on G isNG = 16 and Γ(z0) are the optimised contours of Fig.3.5. Numerical quadrature
for each piecewise linear segment Γij(z0) was performed with a Clenshaw-Curtis rule at NΓij(z0) = 64.
In both subfigures sampling points are selected according to: (black "") G ∩ int(Γ(−9/10)); (red "•") G ∩
int(Γ(−1/2)); (green "") G∩ int(Γ(0)). (Left) Second order derivatives ofωC (solid lines) and 1/ωC (dashed
lines). (Right) Second order derivatives of ωB (solid lines) and 1/ωB (dashed lines). Note: Derivatives for
comparison were prepared symbolically.
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4 SCALAR CURVATURE DEFORMATION IN THE ð-FORMALISM
Our goal is now to make use of §2 so as to reformulate the deformation problem of §1 in the ð-formalism
thus providing regular (in the sense of coordinatisation) expressions adapted to numerical work. We shall
consider the spatial manifold endowed with metric (Σ, g) to constitute the background with reference to
which the geometric quantities of §2.3.1 are formulated. The Levi-Civita connection compatible with g is
denoted as [3]∇where we shall continue to prefix dimensionality for salient quantities.
Upon mapping the representation of required geometric quantities in §4.1 we subsequently reduce the
scope of the problem under consideration via the imposition of spherical symmetry in §4.2 and particularise
the deformation algorithm to this context in §4.2.1. While less interesting from the physical perspective this
initial reduction allows us to temporarily partition out the need for the SWSH algorithm introduced in §2.5.
In a sense this remains the more difficult part of the numerical problem to gain control over on account of the
requirement of working with weight-functions possessing well-defined decay properties. Initially, in §4.2.2,
we consider the performance of our numerical scheme subject to the compact test space assumption made
in §1.1.1. This assumption is then dropped and the ansatz of §1.2 instead made in §4.2.3. The (complex)
regularisation and differentiation techniques introduced in §3 are made use of and compared with a hybrid
complex-analytic floating-point arithmetic and arbitrary precision approach. A relaxation to axisymmetry
is finally investigated in §4.3. Here all tools previously introduced are coupled. In particular for the test
problem of §4.3.2 we combine the hybrid scheme of §4.2.3 with the SWSH algorithm. Following this in
§4.3.3 we consider implementation of the gluing construction as applied to the vacuum constraints at a
moment in time (MIT) symmetry for the case of binary black hole data which is to (asymptotically) tend to
a Schwarzschildean end.
4.1 ð-FORMALISM TRANSLATION
To simplify notation in this section we shall drop the usual overline taken to denote background quantities.





= − [3]Ricij 0f− gij[3]∇2 [0f] + [3]∇(i[3]∇j) [0f] ,
=̇ lρρ dρidρj + −2lωiωj + 2−1ldρ(iωj) + 20lω(iωj) + 2+1ldρ(iωj) + +2lωiωj,
(4.1)
where the frame coefficients of L∗g have been collected into the newly introduced linear functionals lρρ[0f]
together with sl[0f]. To provide explicit expressions for these terms and consequently L∗g with respect to the
frame covectors translated formulae for the derivatives of f appearing in Eq.(4.1) are required which we
now proceed to assemble.
Direct application of Eq.(2.98), Eq.(2.107) and Eq.(2.114) leads to the expressions:
[3]∇(i[3]∇j) [0f] =̇fρρ dρidρj + −2fωiωj + 2−1fdρ(iωj) + 20fω(iωj) + 2+1fdρ(iωj) + +2fωiωj, (4.2)
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fρ − +1Ñ−1f− −1Ñ+1f
)
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definitions of the remaining geometric terms appearing in Eq.(4.3) may be found in §2.3.1. Contraction
results in an expression for the scalar Laplacian:







2 − 2−1f+1Ñ+ 20f−1Ñ+1Ñ− 2+1f−1Ñ
)
+ 0 f̂ + 0 f̌;
(4.5)
where 0 f̌ and 0 f̂ are defined according to Eq.(2.33). Thus we see that lρρ[f] together with sl[f] may be formed




















iωj + 0 ľ[f]m
iωj + 0 l̂[f]m






















j. For notational convenience we temporarily relabel the components lρρ and
sl with the argument function when L∗g (Eq.(4.6)) is formally applied to η and u. Upon juxtaposition and
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0Λ̃[η, u] + 0N




























where we have defined the auxiliary functionals:
−2Λ[η, u] := 4−1η−1u+ ηρρ −2u+ 0N
2(−2η̃ 0u+ −2η 0ǔ+ 0η̌−2u+ 0η−2ũ) + −2ηuρρ,
−1Λ̃[η, u] :=−1η̃ 0u+ −1η 0ǔ+ 0η̌−1u+ 0η−1ũ+ +1η̃−2u+ +1η−2ũ+ −2η̃+1u+ −2η+1ũ,
0Λ[η, u] := 0η̌ 0u+ 0η̂ 0u+ 0η 0ǔ+ 0η 0û+ +2η̃−2u+ +2η−2ũ+ −2η̃+2u+ −2η+2ũ,
0Λ̃[η, u] :=+1η̃−1u+ +1η−1ũ+ −1η̃+1u+ −1η+1ũ,
±1Λ[η, u] := 2±1η 0u+ 2 0η±1u+ ∓1η±2u+ ±2η∓1u,
+1Λ̃[η, u] :=+1η̃ 0u+ +1η 0û+ +2η̃−1u+ +2η−1ũ+ 0η̂+1u+ 0η+1ũ+ −1η̃+2u+ −1η+2ũ,
+2Λ[η, u] := 4+1η+1u+ ηρρ +2u+ 0N
2(+2η̃ 0u+ +2η 0û+ 0η̂+2u+ 0η+2ũ) + +2ηuρρ.
(4.8)
We additionally require ð-formalism adapted expressions for the linearisation operator itself (Eq.(1.21)). To
this end translated expressions for the covariant derivative of a symmetric 2-tensor and associated contrac-
tions are necessary. As a step towards this end set:
Sρρ :=Wρρ, −1S :=
1
2
(−1T + −1U) , 0S :=
1
2
(0Y + 0Z) , +1S :=
1
2
(+1T + +1U) , ±2S :=±2W; (4.9)
in Eq.(2.115) and related results where:
Sij :=W(ij)=̇Sρρ dρidρj + −2Sωiωj + 2−1Sdρ(iωj) + 20Sω(iωj) + 2+1Sdρ(iωj) + +2Sωiωj. (4.10)
It follows that:
[3]∇i [Sjk] =̇ (0sdρi + −1sωi + +1sωi)dρjdρk + (−2tdρi + −3tωi + −1tωi)ωjωk
+ 2 (−1udρi + −2uωi + 0uωi)dρ(jωk) + 2 (0vdρi + −1vωi + +1vωi)ω(jωk)
+ 2 (+1wdρi + 0wωi + +2wωi)dρ(jωk) + (+2tdρi + +1tωi + +3tωi)ωjωk,
(4.11)
where:
0s =∂ρ [Sρρ] + 2(∂ρ [ 0NS] 0N+ ∂ρ [+1S] −1Ñ
+ ∂ρ[−1S]+1Ñ) +
(






























ð [Sρρ] + 2(ð [ 0NS] 0N+ ð [+1S] −1Ñ+ ð [−1S] +1Ñ)
)






















ð [Sρρ] + 2(ð [ 0NS] 0N+ ð [−1S] +1Ñ+ ð [+1S] −1Ñ)
)















Sρρ + 2+1K 0NS,
(4.14)







































































































































































































































































0v =∂ρ [ 0S] −
( 0Ǩ 0N
2 + 0K̂ 0N
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and taken 0Ŝ, 0Š, ±1S̃ and ±2S̃ to be as in Eq.(2.33). We now introduce a new covector Sk resulting from
contraction of Eq.(4.11):






0s + (0ǔ + 0ŵ)0N
2 − (+1s + +1w)−1Ñ+ +2w−1Ñ
2 − (−1s + −1u)+1Ñ








−1u − (0u + 0v)−1Ñ− +1v−1Ñ
2 − (−2t + −2u)+1Ñ








+1w− (0w+ 0v)+1Ñ− −1v+1Ñ
2 − (+2t + +2w)−1Ñ





with new terms containing diacritic marks defined as in Eq.(2.33) and we have set:
−1 ť := 0γ̃ (0γ−1t − +2γ−3t) , +1 t̂ := 0γ̃ (0γ+1t − −2γ+3t) . (4.33)
We compute one further contracted derivative of S (using the intermediate Sk definition). According to
Eqs. (2.103), (2.107) and (2.114):
[3]∇i[Sj] =Sρρ dρidρj + (−1Tωi + +1Tωi)dρj + dρi (−1Uωj + +1Uωj)
+ −2Wωiωj + 0V̌ωiωj + 0V̂ωiωj + +2Wωiωj,
(4.34)
where we have set:













































ð [0NS] − 0Ǩ−1S − −2K̃+1S
)
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−1a 0NS − 0Ǩ−1S − −2K̃+1S
)
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−2W :=−2K 0NS +
1√
2








Sρ − +1Ñ−1S − −1Ñ+1S
)
; (4.40)
and the quantities ±2S, ±1S̃, 0
^S and 0
_S are defined according to Eq.(2.100).
Contracting Eq.(4.34) yields:































where sΓ has been defined in Eq.(2.123).
Having mapped all required geometric quantities required for the weak formulation of §1.1.1 we now turn
our attention to test cases.
4.2 SPHERICAL SYMMETRY REDUCTION
We begin our numerical exploration by imposition of spherical symmetry so as to initially reduce the com-
plexity of the problem and effectively partition out the SWSH introduced in §2.5. This initial simplification
shall allow for us to gain familiarity with the numerical properties of the local deformation problem and in
particular provide for a simple context as to the inspection of weight function behaviour. Furthermore, this
approach yields a simple setting for the construction of self-consistent convergence tests (SCCT) and also
provides reassurance on the veracity of expressions heretofore derived. Note that we shall continue sup-
pressing overlines for background quantities and furthermore take primes to denote differentiation with
respect to the physical domain variable ρ.
We impose spherical symmetry for Σ in dim(Σ) = 3 via the metric ansatz:
gij=̇diag
(
F(ρ), G(ρ), G(ρ) sin2(ϑ)
)
, (4.42)
which when compared to Eq.(2.79) leads to:
0N =
√
F(ρ) , 0γ =G(ρ), ±1N =±1Ñ = 0 = ±2γ, (4.43)
and according to Eq.(2.78): √
h =
√
F(ρ)G(ρ) sin ϑ. (4.44)














(2F(ρ)G ′′(ρ) − F ′(ρ)G ′(ρ)) , ±2K = 0. (4.46)
The contracted derivative expression of Eq.(2.86) leads to ±1K = 0. Similarly the acceleration ai and related
terms of Eq.(2.89) are identically zero.
Notice that the intrinsic part of Eq.(4.42) is nothing but a 2-sphere the radius of which has been scaled by




















0 Ric = 1+
1
4F(ρ)2
(F ′(ρ)G ′(ρ) − 2F(ρ)G ′′(ρ)) .
(4.48)
We now have all intermediate results required for the construction of the action of L∗g on a scalar field 0u.





′′(ρ) − F ′(ρ)0u

















































































For numerical testing we also require an expression to construct the δ term appearing in Eq.(1.43) directly
from a selected potential function. In accordance with Eqs. (1.32) and (4.51) the unweighted perturbative
correction to the background metric g is of the form:
h̃ij=̇lρρ[u]dρidρj + 20l[u]ω(iωj), (4.53)
where we consider 0u to be the potential function introduced in Eq.(1.32). If we multiply by the weight
ω(ρ) and define:
hρρ :=ω(ρ)lρρ[u], 0h := ω(ρ)0l[u], (4.54)
then we may apply the definition of Eq.(1.21) to provide an expression for the action of Lg on hij and















may be constructed with Eq.(4.50) and by observing that hii = hρρ/F(ρ) + 20h/G(ρ).
The last term [3]∇i[3]∇jhij may be found by successively using Eqs. (4.11), (4.34) and (4.41). In particular



































































′(ρ) + F ′(ρ)0h




































Combining the above we arrive at the expression:



























(G ′(ρ))2 − 2G(ρ)G ′′(ρ)
]






Notice that Eqs. (4.51), (4.54) and (4.60) may be used to write the deformation δ as a linear combination of
terms arising from the weight function:


























(G ′(ρ))2 − 2G(ρ)G ′′(ρ)
]

















We now fix the region of Σ over which the deformation is to be performed to be the spherical shell (with
finite thickness)Ω := [ρmin, ρmax]×S2. On account of spherical symmetry the weak-formulation (Eq.(1.42))
leads to a one-dimensional problem where angular dependence integrates out and hence we shall write the
integration weight (cf. Eq.(4.44)) as:
dµg=̇
√
g dρdϑdϕ ∼ 4π
√
F(ρ)G(ρ)dρ. (4.62)

























0ηn ′Ψn ′(ρ); (4.64)
may be substituted into Eq.(4.63). As the test space functions are arbitrary this leads to the linear algebraic

























which, once extracted solve the minimization problem of Eq.(1.42).
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4.2.1 SPHERICAL SYMMETRY: SCCT AND LOCAL NON-LINEAR DEFORMATION ALGORITHM
For convenience the algorithm followed when the (local) non-linear deformation problem is under con-
sideration (see also §1.1.2) as adapted to the current spherically symmetric metric ansatz is now briefly
summarised. Overlines will once again denote (fixed) background quantities. The simplifying assumption
of non-constant scalar curvature is made. Thus we seek to solve [3]R[g] − [3]R[g] = δ for g where δ ∈
L2
ω−1
([ρmin, ρmax]). In order to do so a background metric gij is chosen by fixing the functions (F(ρ), G(ρ))
of Eq.(4.42); this provides [3]R[g] via Eq.(4.47). The iterative scheme of §1.1.2 is then implemented by
constructing a sequence of solutions (k)un to Eq.(4.65) with the fixed (F(ρ), G(ρ)). At each iterate the re-
placement δ̃ω = δ→ (k)δ is made, where (k)δ is defined according to Eq.(1.44). Corrected metric functions
are given by:






















for m = 1, 2 are calculated by making use of the Leibniz
rule such that ω containing terms may be treated separately. The updated terms of Eq.(4.66) are only to be




and consequently determination of (k)δ; all other quantities remain
with respect to the fixed choice of background.
4.2.2 TEST PROBLEM: EXPONENTIALLY DECAYING WEIGHT-FUNCTIONS
We now perform self-consistent convergence tests (SCCT) on a prototype problem. At the linear level
this entails selection of a background metric g (through fixing a choice of F and G appearing in Eq.(4.42)) a
weight functionω together with a potential function uA which allows for the generation of a deformation δ
via Eq.(4.61). We shall refer to uA as a "seed" potential henceforth. The idea being to sample the analytically
constructed δ and attempt to use the weak formulation of Eq.(4.64) and Eq.(4.65) to reconstruct a numerical
solution uN that in principle is to coincide with the original uA. Furthermore we may also use the generated
δ and attempt to construct a numerical solution for the metric g satisfying R[g] = R[g] + δ, that is, solve the
local deformation problem.
To begin we shall select the family of test space functions (Ψn)n=0 to be of compact support in accordance
with the proof of [86]. In order to accomplish this consider the Hermite polynomials Hn which are defined
on (−∞,∞) and orthogonal with respect to the weight w(z) := exp(−z2) and construct the orthonormal






w(z)Hn(z) (see §7.6.1.1). Note that multiplication of a polyno-
mial such as Hn(z) with a Gaussian such as that appearing in w(z) leads to exponential decay to 0 as |z| is
increased, i.e. ψn(z)→ 0 as z→ ±∞.
Consider the maps z(·) : [ρmin, ρmax]→ (−∞,∞) and their inverses defined by1:
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zL(ρ; λ) = λ arctanh
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2ρ− ρmin − ρmax
ρmax − ρmin
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where zT , zA and zL are trigonometric, algebraic and logarithmic maps respectively and the parameter
λ serves as a length-scale. The maps of Eq.(4.67) allow us to compactify the domain of definition of the
Hermite functions which on account of their fall-off properties leads to functions of compact support on
[ρmin, ρmax]. Thus given a choice of map from Eq.(4.67) functions of the form Ψn(ρ; λ) := ψn(z(·) (ρ; λ))
1 Conventions chosen (with λ > 0) so as to preserve orientation.
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provide for a one parameter candidate family of compact support which shall be taken to form the test
space.
To complete specification of the prototype problem the physical domain2 is fixed as ρ ∈ [1, 2] together with
background metric functions:
F(ρ; M, P) = 1+M sin2(Pπρ), G(ρ) = ρ2; (4.68)
the selection of which is motivated by both simplicity and construction of a prototype problem with non-
constant background scalar curvature such that for M 6= 0 non-triviality of the kernel of L∗g is avoided. In
particular, according to Eq.(4.47):
[3]R[g; M, P] =
2M
(




In this section we shall fix parameters as M = 1 and P = 1. The weight function ω(ρ) is taken as the
normalised bump function of Eq.(1.58) mapped to the chosen physical domain with Eq.(1.59). The seed








wherein we generate the (factored) deformation δ(·) (and consequently δ itself) via Eq.(4.61). This latter
leads to verbose and somewhat opaque expressions thus to gain some insight we expand in Chebyshev
polynomials Tn (see §7.6.1.1). The decay of the resulting scaled expansion coefficients
δ̂(·),n := δ(·),n/maxi |δ(·)(ρ(νi))| together with ûn := un/maxi |un(ρ(νi))| is displayed in Fig.4.1 (left);
additionally, the background scalar curvature and deformation are depicted. Notice that while the modal
Figure 4.1: Prototype problem specification. (Left) Scaled coefficients where in (red "×"): |δ̂A,n|; (green "+"):
|δ̂B,n|; (blue "•"): |δ̂C,n|; (black ""): |ûn|. It is clear that working at a band-limit of Lρ = 64 is sufficient to
accurately represent the potential and deformation coefficient functions when considering the linear prob-
lem (see text). Note that we have divided by the constants: (C(δA), C(δB), C(δC), C(u)) = (2.9, 0.28, 9.6×
10−3, 2.4 × 10−5). (Right) Depicted in green: background scalar curvature [3]R[g]; black: deformed target
[3]R[g] + δwhere δ is prepared directly from Eq.(4.60); cyan dashed: [3]R[g] + δA[u]ω+ δB[u]ω ′+ δC[u]ω ′′
calculated according to Eq.(4.47) and Eq.(4.61); red: deformation δ.
representation of the various functions inspected in Fig.4.1 (left) demonstrate rapid decay properties (Lρ '
64 is sufficient to capture scaled coefficients to numerical round-off). In contrast terms involving ω(m)(ρ)
where m ∈ N0 however possess poor decay properties3 albeit due to the factoring of δ via Eq.(4.61) this is
not an issue for initial preparation of the linear SCCT.
Having fixed salient geometric quantities we now turn our attention to solution of Eq.(4.65). The trial space
family we take to be (Tn)
Lρ−1
n=0 . On account of the poor convergence properties (with respect to Chebyshev
2 Strictly speaking under the assumption of spherical symmetry the physical domain is of the form Ω := [ρmin, ρmax] × S2 however
for the sake of brevity and on account of all angular quantities integrating out we shall refer to [ρmin, ρmax] as the "physical domain".
3 For instance the presently selected normalised, bumpω(ρ) ∈ C∞c ([1, 2]) in the modal representation requires k∗ ' 198 such that for
k > k∗ |ωk| ' 10−15.
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expansions) of the ω(ρ) appearing in the integrands of Eq.(4.65) we make use of an adaptive Clenshaw-
Curtis (CC) rule [275] (see also §7.6.1.5) to evaluate numerical quadrature. Fix i and j appearing in Eq.(4.65).
Evaluation of this particular quadrature is initially performed on a coarse Chebyshev-Gauss-Lobatto (CGL)
grid withNc+1 nodes yielding a value Ic, say, and compared with instead utilising a finer grid4 comprised
of Nf := 2Nc + 1 nodes yielding If. If the absolute relative difference |1 − Ic/If| exceeds a given tolerance
τr then the integration region is recursively partitioned (see §6.2) and the procedure repeated. For the sake
of robustness, if the magnitude of a contribution to the total quadrature is below a given tolerance τa then
further partitioning is terminated. This adaptive approach is tenable as the background metric coefficients,
potential and weight functions are explicitly known and the test and trial space families may be sampled































are calculated based on the recursion relations of
§7.6.1.1.
In Fig.4.2 (left) we show the maximum, absolute pointwise error (εa) associated with the numerically re-
constructed potential uN as compared to the original seed potential uA := u where uN is found based
on the above approach to Eq.(4.65) subject to the chosen prototype for the maps of Eq.(4.67) at a variety
of grid length-scales λ and band-limits Lρ. Solution of the linear algebraic problem is made by exploiting
a standard, direct LU decomposition [89]. Optimal values for λ as determined by a search based on the
derivative-free method of Brent [55] together with the associated error of these solutions are also shown.
Unfortunately even for this relatively simple prototype problem the quality of the linear solution is ex-
tremely sensitive to the choice of z(·)(ρ; λ) and in particular the associated error does not appear to converge
with increased band-limit.
The sensitivity of the error with respect to variation of λ can be understood as follows: According to [270]
an asymptotic bound on the root z∗ :=
(
arg maxzHn(z) = 0
)
is provided by z∗ ∼
√
2n + O(n−1/6). Upon
construction of ψn(z(·)(ρ; λ)) the frequency of oscillation in value of test space functions for a given order
n will be up-chirped towards both end-points of the physical domain ρ ∈ [1, 2]. This is reflected in the
accumulation of pointwise error (in uN) towards the interior of the physical domain. In a similar manner
to engineering a remapping of a finite, fundamental domain I := [−1, 1] into itself so as to redistribute how
nodes cluster can lead to improved accuracy [154, 257] modification of λ serves to mitigate the clustering of
the roots of Ψn whereby accuracy is improved (see Fig.4.2); unfortunately a single choice of λ does not treat
the issue for all n.
We now turn our attention to local scalar curvature deformation. While it is clear from our linear SCCT
prototype that the numerical quality of any single element comprising a sequence of iterative corrections is
fundamentally limited it may be the case that iterating "smooths out" spurious behaviour. More prosaically:
a slight correction accumulated many times over is better than none at all.
To be concrete, we take the background metric to be as in Eq.(4.42) with coefficients chosen in accordance
with Eq.(4.68) and background scalar curvature being calculated according to Eq.(4.47) yielding Eq.(4.69).
We again take δ to be constructed in accordance with Eq.(4.61) making use of the potential u appearing in
Eq.(4.70) wherein the target scalar curvature is taken to be (see also Fig.4.1):
[3]R[g] = [3]R[g] + δ. (4.72)
The idea is now to proceed as in §4.2.1, iteratively constructing I corrections, say, yielding the functions
(I+1)F(ρ) and (I+1)G(ρ) associated with the metric g.
Note that during each iterate derivatives of the corrected corrected functions are required. This poses an
issue on account of the appearance ofω(ρ) within the definition (Eq.(4.66)). Recall the relatively high band-
limit (see f.n.3 on pg.63) required to sample and accurately representω(ρ) within the modal representation
which directly affects the accuracy of numerically determining ω(m)(ρ); furthermore it would appear that
simply working at a higher band-limit of Lρ ∼ 198 is not an option on account of the degradation of solution
quality at the linear level (see Fig.4.2). Thus, instead, we expand derivatives of the terms in Eq.(4.66)
together with Eq.(4.51) and exploit the Leibniz rule directly, i.e.: (ω 0l) ′ = ω ′0l+ω0l ′, mutatis mutandis for
4 This choice ofNf is motivated by observing thatNc+1 nodes with be coincident with the coarse grid and hence the required number
of function evaluations may be reduced (see also §7.6.1.2 and in particular Eq.(7.48)).
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Figure 4.2: Linear SCCT calculations of the exponential decay prototype problem where grid mapping
functions are as in Eq.(4.67). Denoted by (black ""): zT (ρ, λ); (blue "+"): zA(ρ, λ); (green "•"): zL(ρ, λ).
(Left) Dashed lines indicate the maximum, absolute pointwise error (defined according to Eq.(3.30)) of the
solution to Eq.(4.65) associated with choosing a fixed length scale parameter λ = 1; solid lines represent
the error when λ has been numerically optimised. (Right) Optimal length-scale λ as a function of band-
limit Lρ as determined by Brent’s method where the pointwise error is minimised. Note: During numerical
quadrature calculation with the adaptive CC approach we take Nc = 2048 and Nf = 2Nc + 1; quantities
controlling tolerances during integration are selected as τr = 10−11 together with τa = 10−16. See text for
further discussion.
higher order derivatives whereupon all occurrences of ω(m)(ρ) are replaced with analytically determined
expressions numerically sampled on the relevant CGL grid. The results of this calculation are shown in
Fig.4.3. Unfortunately the lack of convergence with increasing Lρ of the linear SCCT (cf. Fig.4.2) is reflected
to an extent in the local scalar curvature deformation. The value of maxj
∣∣(i)δ(ρj)
∣∣ we take to serve as a
surrogate for the maximum, absolute pointwise error concomitant with the target [3]R[g] and the value
at iterate i calculated in accordance with Eq.(4.47) using the updated coefficients of Eq.(4.66). It is clear
that in addition to the selection of optimal length-scale λ the choice of grid-mapping is crucial in order to
attain a solution of even moderate quality with zL(ρ, λ) faring best; unfortunately while initially rapid the
maximum, absolute pointwise error of the updated scalar curvature saturates at ∼ 10−9 which is well before
numerical round-off.
As an initial alternative to test space functions of compact support and grid-mapping for increase in nu-
merical precision we also performed numerical experiments where (Ψn)Nn=0 and (Φn)
N
n=0 were variously










ν=±1 = 0 for m ∈ {0, . . . , p}; we tested up to p = 2. Unfortunately this replacement
(and a similar idea based on Legendre polynomials with fixed, high order quadrature) did not improve
matters. For explicit definitions of these functions see §6.3. Finally, modification of the weight function to
ωG of Eq.(1.57) under a wide selection of the parameters (δL, δR, α1, α2, β1, β2) precluded construction
of solution to even the linear SCCT. A necessary requirement for any practical numerical scheme is that it
be robust thus rather than pursue precisely the above any further we instead next turn our attention to an
alternative approach in §4.2.3.
4.2.3 TEST PROBLEM: ALTERNATIVE TREATMENT OF WEIGHTS
Having explored a linear SCCT and local scalar curvature deformation problem in §4.2.2 it was found that
even for a very innocuous choice of background metric (Eq.(4.42) with Eq.(4.68)) and relatively simple
target deformation (induced via Eq.(4.70)) solution quality degrades rapidly with increasing band-limit Lρ.
We ascribe this largely to the requirement of a test space comprised of functions with compact support
which can be only partially controlled by judicious choice of length-scale in construction5. Our goal here
is to avoid these requirements entirely. Recalling the discussion of §1.2: rather than working with test
space functions of compact support as in §4.2.2 we now explicitly impose behaviour of the potential via
5 This is also observed indirectly by inspecting the condition number κ of Aij appearing in Eq.(4.65) (considering, say, the ratio of
maximum to minimum singular values [89]; see also §6.4) where for the prototype problem of §4.2.2 we found that at higher Lρ the
value of κ is large enough so as to degrade numerical solution quality completely (in the sense of §7.2.1.3).
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Figure 4.3: Convergence behaviour of the iterative sequence computing the local deformation based on the
grid mapping functions of Eq.(4.67) and optimal parameters λ as determined in Fig.4.2 and fixed for all
iterates. Denoted by: black "•" zT (ρ, λ); blue "" zA(ρ, λ); green "I" zL(ρ, λ). (a,b,c) Maximum magnitude
of scalar curvature perturbative correction in the nodal representation at band-limits of Lρ = 32, Lρ = 64
and Lρ = 128 respectively. (d,e,f) Maximum magnitude of current iterative correction term uj in the nodal
representation at band-limits of Lρ = 32, Lρ = 64 and Lρ = 128 respectively. Note that for Lρ = 128
convergence could not be attained with the compactification maps zA(ρ, λ) or zT (ρ, λ). During numerical
quadrature calculation with the adaptive CC approach we take Nc = 2048 and Nf = 2Nc + 1; quantities
controlling tolerances during integration are selected as τr = 10−11 together with τa = 10−16. See text for
further discussion.
the ansatz of Eq.(1.49). For the functions appearing in the expansion of Eq.(4.64) we may thus embed the
solution ansatz directly through:
Ψn(ρ) = Φn(ρ) = N (ρ; α)ω(ρ)βTn(ν(ρ)), (4.73)
whereN is defined in Eq.(3.3), ν is the map of Eq.(1.59) and Tn is a Chebyshev polynomial of the first kind.
The symmetric treatment of test and trial space in Eq.(4.73) above immediately yields an additional benefit
inasmuch as the ensuing linear problem of Eq.(4.65) results in a symmetric Aij and therefore assembly
requires approximately half as many operations in comparison to the previous section. Additionally, in
solution of the linear algebraic problem Cholesky decomposition may be employed which offers another
factor of two performance increase over the LU decomposition previously used in §4.2.2 [89].
Given the function families (Ψn)n=0 and (Φn)n=0 as defined by Eq.(4.73) involveω(ρ)β withβ < 0 regular-
isation of expressions may be required so as to preserve numerical stability during evaluation of Eq.(4.65).
The idea is we substitute the ansatz made on the aforementioned function families into the weak formu-
lation, expand and collect terms as described in §3 so as to have an expression with manifestly regular
coefficient functions multiplying rω(ρ; n, α, β, γ, δ, ε) as defined by Eq.(3.10).
Introduce the weighted operator:





and for notational convenience set:
rωn(ρ) :=
rω(ρ; n, α, β, ζ, η, θ). (4.75)
In order to evaluate the integrand appearing in the expression for Aij in Eq.(4.65) in a regular fashion
for a given choice of weight function (cf. Fig.3.1) we require expressions for D0ρ[ζ, η, θ] [lρρ [Ψn(ρ)]] and
D0ρ[ζ, η, θ] [0l [Ψn(ρ)]]. These are provided in §6.5; in particular, see Eq.(6.30).
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Furthermore, with a view towards performing linear SCCT set δ(ρ) = δ̃(ρ)ω(ρ). Considering the fac-
tored expression of Eq.(4.61) entails that we also requireD1ρ[ζ, η, θ] [lρρ [Ψn(ρ)]],D1ρ[ζ, η, θ] [0l [Ψn(ρ)]] and
D2ρ[ζ, η, θ] [0l [Ψn(ρ)]] (see Eqs. (6.31)–(6.33)). Thus all quantities of Eq.(4.65) may be evaluated in a regular
manner provided that rω appearing in Eq.(3.10) can be evaluated and the potential function u is used to
seed the deformation δ(ρ).
Unfortunately while the explicit regularisation offered by Eq.(6.30) together with related terms does appear
to provide for a scheme that avoids division by "near-zero" quantities in the construction and evaluation of
the weak formulation problem described by Eq.(4.65) during linear SCCT an issue remains. Recall that the
non-linear deformation problem requires construction of updated deformation terms (n)δ in accordance






F(ρ) G(ρ)dρ, (β < 0); (4.76)
is to be evaluated. However during numerical construction of the update it is (m)δ(ρ) = (m)δ̃(ρ)ω(ρ) that is
known and hence a term of the form (m)δ(ρ)ω(ρ)β with β < 0must be explicitly evaluated, which, in turn
may potentially lead to inaccuracy as ρ → ∂Ω on account of the behaviour of ω in this limit (cf. Fig.1.1).
Numerical inaccuracy of this latter may be mitigated to an extent by selection of a weight function which
has polynomial-like decay towards ∂Ω – for instance ω̂C of Eq.(1.56).
We are in precisely the formal zero-division situation described in the introduction to §3 and hence we shall
begin by examining the performance of the numerical complex-analytic technique described in §3.2, in par-






we continue to perform with respect to the real CGL numeri-
cal grid based on recursion however the background metric coefficients (F, G) fixing the background metric
g through Eq.(4.42) shall now be represented by sampling on a mapped Bernstein ellipse ΓE (see Eq.(3.22))
so as to provide a spectral representation (as in Eq.(3.26)) the radius parameter rB of which shall be selected
for each function to be the average 〈r∗(n)〉n≤nσ where r∗(n) is the optimal radius of Eq.(3.21) and nσ is
defined by Eq.(3.29). Derivatives of the background metric coefficients are no longer to be prepared sym-
bolically and sampled but rather computed via the recursion relation of Eq.(3.27). The regularisation term
rωn(ρ(z)) we shall evaluate with r◦ := rB selected (uniformly for all basis function orders n) from Fig.3.4








individual terms sampled on distinct con-
tours will be first transformed to their respect modal representation whereupon sampling back to a complex
nodal representation of a single, commensurate radius (i.e., r◦) may be performed (exploiting the definition
of Eq.(3.23)).
Finally we note that in the evaluation of the now factored numerical quadrature of Eq.(4.65) the integrand
will be sampled back to the real nodal representation whereupon evaluation with Clenshaw-Curtis at a
fixed resolution of Nρ := 2Lρ + 2. The aforementioned setup provides us with an approach that requires
absolutely no arbitrary precision calculations, however, on account of making use of numerical complex
analytic tools we are forced to constrain our choice of weight-function to ω̂C of Eq.(1.56) on account of
the requirement of analyticity (see §3.2). We now consider again the (F, G) of Eq.(4.68) together with the
seed potential of Eq.(4.70). Furthermore, we supplement the usual linear SCCT with direct specification of a
















where with Eq.(4.77) the target scalar curvature becomes:




PC : j 7→

(fL, fR, N, β, γ) 7→ (1.2, 1.2, 4, −1/2, 1/2) , j = 0;
(fL, fR, N, β, γ) 7→ (1.2, 1.2, 2, −1, 1) , j = 1;
(fL, fR, N, β, γ) 7→ (0.8, 0.8, 2, −1, 1) , j = 2; (4.79)
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where N, fL and fR respectively correspond to the polynomial power and interval fractions of the weight-
function appearing in Eq.(1.56) whereas β and γ are the powers appearing in the corresponding regulari-
sation of Eq.(3.10). The results of performing linear SCCT together with scalar curvature deformation are
depicted in Fig.4.4.


































Figure 4.4: Numerical complex-analytic approach applied to calculating scalar curvature deformation. Pa-
rameters selected according to PC of Eq.(4.79) and r◦ = 1.05 (cf. Fig.3.4). The physical domain is selected




are as in Eq.(4.68) withM = 1 = Pwherein
we determine optimal radii parameters as 〈r∗(F; n)〉n≤nσ = 3.3 and 〈r∗(G; n)〉n≤nσ = 1.2 with σ = 10−10.
(Left) Linear SCCT based on the seed potential defined in Eq.(4.70) and the factored prescription of §4.2.3
for evaluation of Eq.(4.65) utilising the operators Dmρ [ζ, η, θ][·] and complex regularised terms rωn(ρ(z)).
Optimal radius of the potential function is given by 〈r∗(u; n)〉n≤nσ = 1.9. Remaining parameter choices are
denoted by: (red ""): PC(0); (blue "J"): PC(1); (green "I"): PC(2). Even at moderate band-limit (Lρ ' 64)
we find that convergence to numerical round-off is attained. Furthermore, at higher Lρ error no longer spu-
riously grows. (Right) Absolute maximum of deformation over the real CGL grid when the target [3]R[g]
is provided by Eq.(4.77) and Eq.(4.78) with number of iterations taken as I = 25 (saturation verified by
doubling). Deformation function Ri(ρ(z)) (Eq.(4.77)) optimal radii determined as 〈r∗(R1; n)〉n≤nσ = 1.9
and 〈r∗(R2; n)〉n≤nσ = 6.4. Denoted by: (red ""): R1[ρ(z)] and PC(0); (blue "J"): R1[ρ(z)] and PC(1); (green
"I"): R1[ρ(z)] and PC(2); (black "H"): R2[ρ(z)] and PC(0); (red "•"): R2[ρ(z)] and PC(1); (blue ""): R2[ρ(z)]
and PC(2). In order that the deformation sequence maintains stability we apply an Orszag-style low-pass
filter via (i)un = 0 (n > 23Lρ) [154, 52]. Note: in both subfigures prior to saturation linear tails clearly
indicate the property of exponential convergence. See text for further discussion.
While we find that in contrast to §4.2.3 linear SCCT may be carried out with far superior accuracy that
is not particularly sensitive to the choice of parameters describing rωn the sequence of linear solutions
entering the deformation problem is far more susceptible to instability. We ascribe this latter to the numer-
ical division process required in Eq.(4.76) where (small) local error in the vicinity of ∂Ω accumulates and
is represented by spuriously populating high-order modes which in turn grow in scale with each iterate
and gradually pollute low-order modes. Suppression of this is provided by filtering. While it is the case
that either choice of ansatz on the potential u provided by Eq.(1.49) or Eq.(3.35) appears to lead to conver-
gence, unfortunately, as can be seen in Fig.4.4 (right) saturation in convergence still presents well before
numerical round-off. We also considered element-wise application of a vector analogue of the well-known
non-linear sequence transformation of Shanks [30] on the partial sums (i)un representing the potential in
the modal representation considering variously the first 6 to 12 iterates albeit this did not lead to a tangible
improvement in convergence.
We shall now pursue a hybrid scheme where only the rωn terms are computed using arbitrary precision
whereas all other quantities are calculated using standard floating-point arithmetic. One reason for this is
that a direct comparison with §4.2.3 cannot be made within the purely complex analytic approach we have
introduced on account of the δ there constructed utilising ωB(ν(ρ)) of Eq.(1.58) which contains essential
singularities at ν = ±1 thus precluding the use of the Cauchy representation formula (Eq.(3.1)) with Γ = ΓE
and rB > 1.
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The background scalar curvature [3]R[·] for the metrics gA and gB is provided by Eq.(4.69) with (M, P) =
(1, 1) and (M, P) = (1, 1/3) respectively whereas Eq.(4.47) yields:
[3]R[gC] =
1









ρ3(8 sin(8ρ) − 1)
−
(
(3(ρ− 8)ρ+ 32)ρ4 + 4 exp(ρ)(ρ− 6)(ρ− 2)
)























We shall construct prototypical local non-linear deformation problems via Eq.(4.72) where δ is generated
from the potentials of Eq.(4.82). Also, again, Eq.(4.77) and Eq.(4.78) allow for direct specification of δ. For
convenience, set:
PH : j 7→

(fL, fR, N, β, γ) 7→ (1.2, 1.2, 4, −1/2, 1/2) , j = 0;
(fL, fR, N, β, γ) 7→ (1.2, 1.2, 2, −1, 1) , j = 1;
(fL, fR, N, β, γ) 7→ (0.8, 0.8, 4, −1/2, 1/2) , j = 2;
(fL, fR, N, β, γ) 7→ (0.4, 0.4, 4, −1/2, 1/2) , j = 3;
(4.83)
where N, fL and fR respectively correspond to the polynomial power and interval fractions of the weight
function appearing in Eq.(1.56) whereas β and γ are the powers appearing in the corresponding regulari-
sation of Eq.(3.10).
For the background metrics of Eq.(4.80) we depict in Fig.4.5 a selection of deformations δ associated with the
potentials ũi of Eq.(4.82) where the seed potential is taken to be of the form uk(ρ) := N (ρ; α)ω(ρ)βũk(ρ)
together with δ [g, Rk, ω] where the definitions of Eq.(4.77) are used and various choices ofω together with
[ρmin, ρmax] are made.
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of target deformations δ. (a) Background metric gA in the form of Eq.(4.42) where
coefficient functions are defined in Eq.(4.80) (cf. Eq.(4.68)) and δ is constructed according to the potential ũ1
of Eq.(4.82) where uniquely for this case the new solution ansatz is not applied in construction of δ, i.e., u1 =
ũ1 andωB of Eq.(1.58) is selected (see also Eq.(4.70) of §4.2.2 and cf. Fig.4.1 (right)). Depicted in (blue "J"): δ
based on weight function ω2B; (black "H"): δ based on weight function ωB; Note: maxj
∣∣[3]R[gA(ρj)]
∣∣ = 3.3.
(b) Background metric gC where coefficient functions are defined in Eq.(4.80). The potential ũ2 of Eq.(4.82)
together with ω̂C of Eq.(1.56) are used in construction of δ. Parameters of ω̂C are selected according to PH
of Eq.(4.83) where in (red ""): δwithPH(0) and S = 4.1×10−5; (blue "J"): δwithPH(1) and S = 5.15×10−5;
(green "I"): δ with PH(2) and S = 1.7 × 10−4; (black "H"): δ with PH(3) and S = 9.3 × 10−3. The scaling
factor S has been introduced to improve readability. Note: maxj
∣∣[3]R[gB(ρj)]
∣∣ = 2.0. (c) Background metric
gB. Direct specification of deformation δ by virtue of R1(ρ) of Eq.(4.77) together with ω̂C and the definition
of Eq.(4.78). Parameters of ω̂C together with legend are as in (b) however no scaling has been imposed.
Note: maxj
∣∣[3]R[gC(ρj)]
∣∣ = 0.2. (d) Background metric gC with R2(ρ) utilised in construction of δ. All
other parameters and legend are as in (c). Note: maxj
∣∣[3]R[gC(ρj)]
∣∣ = 2.0.
With the candidate deformations and choice of parameters described above and for a selection of those
inspected in Fig.4.5 we turn our attention to solving the local non-linear deformation problem. In particular,
the arbitrary precision numerical regularisation shall now allow for a direct comparison with the problem
of §4.2.2. In this case the approach is to construct δwithωB of Eq.(1.58), however, theω entering rωn shall
be ω̂C of Eq.(1.56). Additionally, the performance of the numerical scheme shall be considered where all
weight-function terms are simply ω̂C. The results of our calculations are displayed in Fig.4.6.
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Figure 4.6: Numerical hybrid approach applied to calculating scalar curvature deformation. The maximum
of the absolute value of the deformation on the real CGL grid after I = 50 iterations have been performed
(saturation verified by doubling). In (red ""): Target deformation δ constructed based on the seed potential
u of Eq.(4.70) and ωB of Eq.(1.58) with background metric coefficients those of Eq.(4.68) where (M, P) =
(1, 1) and ρmin = 1 and ρmax = 2. Parameters of ω̂C entering rωn are selected via PH of Eq.(4.83) where
for this case PH(0) is chosen. Now consider δ[ũ2] constructed based on Eq.(4.82) with background metric
gC (see Eq.(4.80)). The physical domain is selected with ρ ∈ [10, 20]. Remaining parameters chosen as:
(blue "J"): PH(0); (green "I"): PH(1). Now consider δ[gB, R1, ω̂C] constructed based on Eq.(4.77) and
Eq.(4.78). Taking ρ ∈ [5, 10] where in: (black "H"): PH(0); (red "•"): PH(2). Finally consider δ[gC, R2, ω̂C]
with ρ ∈ [10, 20] then in: (blue ""): PH(1); (green "F"): PH(3). Note: Remaining problem parameters
not depicted here but inspected in Fig.4.5 elicited qualitatively similar convergence properties. In all cases
tested approximate exponential convergence is a clear feature. See text for further discussion.
In contradistinction to the compact test-space of §4.2.2 and the numerical complex-analytic (floating-point
arithmetic) approaches we find that the results of calculations based on the hybrid approach presented in
Fig.4.6 all lead to exponential convergence with a saturation in maxj
∣∣(I)δ(ρj)
∣∣ that is near numerical round-
off. No filtering is required and there does not appear to be much sensitivity with respect to how parameters
of ω̂C are selected. Indeed even with δ prepared as in §4.2.2 whereωB is utilised we find convergence in the
hybrid approach that does not degrade with increasing Lρ (cf. Fig.4.3). It would appear, fortuitously, that in
calculation of the quadrature involving (m)δ̃i via Eq.(4.76) during solution of the local deformation problem
(when (m)δ(ρ)/ω(ρ)|β| with β < 0 is required) naively carrying out the division process and evaluating the
numerical quadrature is sufficient to suppress any spurious behaviour towards ρmin and ρmax. This can be
understood by observing that a judicious choice of parameters in numerical construction of ω̂C(ρ) leads to
a quantity that is numerically not precisely 0 which in turn allows for ω̂C(ρ)β to be computed. In contrast
numerical preparation of δ leads to a quantity that is exactly 0 on ∂Ω and thus remains so throughout the
calculation. This is in contrast to the purely complex-analytic approach where values may (significantly)
deviate from 0. We emphasise however that in the case of assembling Aij (see Eq.(4.65)) explicit factoring
of the integrand as described previously is indeed required in order for numerical solutions to be found
(linear or otherwise) based on the methods we have discussed.
4.3 AXISYMMETRIC DEFORMATION
Having investigated our numerical approach under the imposition of spherical symmetry (§4.2) we now
turn our attention to scalar curvature deformation when the underlying metric is merely axisymmetric.
That is, the coordinate (and consequently spin-weighted) components of the background metric are as
provided by Eq.(2.155) and shall be assumed to carry no ϕ dependence (cf. also §2.4). On account of the
success of the mixed complex-analytic floating-point and arbitrary precision arithmetic hybrid approach
described in §4.2.3 a similar strategy shall be pursued here. As metric coefficients now carry a ϑ dependence
that does not integrate out decompositions of fields shall be made by leveraging the SWSH functions and
transformation algorithm described in §2.5.
Set Ωρ := [ρmin, ρmax], Ωϑ := [0, π] and Ωϕ := S1 then the full domain of interest is Ωρ ×Ωϑ ×Ωϕ for the
sake of brevity we shall suppress the trivialϕ dependence and simply refer toΩ := Ωρ×Ωϑ as the physical
domain. Additionally taking the view that ω serves to impose boundary conditions by inducing decay
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towards ∂Ωρ on salient fields we shall henceforth assume the dependence ω = ω(ρ). Thus, immediately












treating expansion functions of both spaces symmetrically (cf. Eq.(4.73)):
0Φnl(ρ, ϑ) = 0Ψnl(ρ, ϑ) = N (ρ; α)ω(ρ)βTn(ν(ρ))0Yl(ϑ); (4.85)
where N has been defined in Eq.(3.3), Tn is a Chebyshev polynomial of the first kind and 0Yl is an axisym-
metric SWSH function of §2.5. The solution ansatz of Eq.(1.49) on the potential function has been embedded





Amknl 0unl = δ̃mk, (4.86)




















g(ρ, ϑ) is the determinant of the background metric (Eq.(2.78)) and the internal contraction between L∗g
operators is to be evaluated in accordance with Eq.(4.7). To implement a regularisation scheme analogous
to that of §4.2.3 define the vector operator:
L[0u] ˙:=
(
0u, ∂ρ [0u] , ∂
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where the (ω independent) functions sCqr now complete specification of the contraction. Each sCqr car-
ries a spin-weight s such that when combined with both L[·] the product has resultant spin-weight 0
(cf. Eq.(2.144)). In the simple case where Ni appearing in the metric decomposition of Eq.(2.79) vanishes6
we provide the coefficients sCqr in §6.6.
The aforementioned factoring serves an additional purpose beyond numerical regularisation in the assem-
bly of Amknl. As the expansions of Eq.(4.84) are truncated such that form and n together there is a storage
requirement of L2ρ elements for each of which in turn k and lmust be specified, i.e. the number of elements
appearing in Amknl (ignoring symmetry) scales as O(L2ρ(Lϑ + 1)2). However, numerical quadrature must
still be evaluated7. Thus, if all elements are immediately constructed and sampled then naive intermediate
calculations involvingAmknl result in a storage requirement scaling asO
(





Embedding a quadrature evaluation at the intermediate stage is more efficient. To accomplish this we
perform a further regrouping of individual terms in the integrand of Amknl. On account of the tensor
product basis utilised the action of the weighted operator L̃[·] := ω(ρ)1/2L[·] may be decoupled to ρ and ϑ











[Φn] (see Eq.(4.74)). Set:
sC̃qr(ρ, ϑ) :=
√
g(ρ, ϑ) sCqr(ρ, ϑ) csc ϑ = 0N(ρ, ϑ)
√
0γ(ρ, ϑ)2 − −2γ(ρ, ϑ)+2γ(ρ, ϑ) sCqr(ρ, ϑ), (4.91)
6 In our numerical implementation this assumption is not made; this leads to verbose expressions which we compute with the aid of
xTensor [192].
7 As in §4.2.3 along the ρ direction this shall be accomplished by making use of a fixed resolution Clenshaw-Curtis (CC) rule requiring
Nρ = 2Lρ + 2 samples whereas for the ϑ direction Nϑ = 2(Lϑ + 2) samples are required (see §2.5.3).
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Lϑ[0Yk]qLϑ[0Yl]r sin ϑdϑ. (4.92)
The inner quadrature sAmn(ϑ) is numerically evaluated with a CC rule whereupon expansion with the
family (sYj(ϑ))Lϑj=0 allows for evaluation of the outer quadrature as in Eq.(2.170) of §2.5.3.
Linear SCCT requires evaluation of δ(ρ, ϑ) = δ̃(ρ, ϑ)ω(ρ) appearing in the integrand of δ̃nl of Eq.(4.87) for
a given choice of seed potential u(ρ, ϑ) = N (ρ)ũ(ρ, ϑ)ω(ρ)−1/2. In analogy to §4.2.3 the spin-weighted
terms ∂mρ [ω(ρ)lρρ[u(ρ, ϑ)]] and ∂mρ [ω(ρ)sl[u(ρ, ϑ)]] for m = 0, 1, 2 we prepare explicitly based on expan-





to Eq.(1.43) we may form δ(ρ, ϑ) by application of Lg[·]. Note that the linearisation operator may be con-
structed via Eqs. (1.21), (4.5), (4.7) and (4.41). Finally, resultant terms are expanded and regrouped such
that all ω containing terms are collected and represented solely via the weighted operators Dnρ introduced
in Eq.(4.74).
4.3.1 AXISYMMETRY: SCCT AND LOCAL NON-LINEAR DEFORMATION ALGORITHM
We now briefly summarise again the metric update rule when the (local) non-linear deformation problem
is under consideration and ð-formalism adapted expressions are desired. All caveats pertaining to fixing
background quantities and calculation of ∂mρ [·] for the updated quantities are entirely analogous to §4.2.1.
Recall that a background metric represented with respect to the preferred set of coordinates xi=̇(ρ, ϑ, ϕ)
may be related to spin-weighted components
(
0N, ±1N, 0γ, ±2γ
)
by virtue of Eq.(2.155) and as such we
consider here an update rule for these coefficients directly. Furthermore, on account of the underlying
axisymmetry we may drop the distinction between ±|s| (see §2.1).
For notational convenience, given a sequence of potential function solutions (k)unl define the update func-
tional:





(j)u(ρ, ϑ); 0N, −1N, 0γ, −2γ

 , (4.93)
where we have emphasised the assumed background dependence of l. Then:
(i+1)
s γ(ρ, ϑ) =U [sγ, sl; i](ρ, ϑ), (i+1)−1 N(ρ, ϑ) =U [−1N, −1l; i](ρ, ϑ). (4.94)
In order to update 0N first compute:
(i+1)gρρ(ρ, ϑ) = U [gρρ, lρρ; i](ρ, ϑ), (4.95)
together with:
(i+1)










where we have used the definition of Eq.(2.23) and Eq.(2.155). Now set:
(i+1)
0 N(ρ, ϑ) =
√













Having introduced a fair amount of additional intricacy to the proposed numerical scheme we construct a
simple problem so as to gain some initial familiarity with qualitative properties. On account of the restric-
tion ω := ω(ρ) convergence properties in the axisymmetric case are largely controlled by the resolution
selected in ρ. Essentially, for a sufficiently large, fixed Lϑ we observed behaviour as in §4.2.3. Hence, for the
sake of expediency we will not discuss these in extensive detail.













F(ϑ) := 1+ 0Y1(ϑ), G±(ϑ) := 1+ 0Y1(ϑ)± −2Y2(ϑ). (4.99)
We now represent g in terms of the spin-weighted components
(
0N, −1N, 0γ, −2γ
)
. According to the
partition of Eq.(2.64) we may immediately take NI = 0 which on account of Eq.(2.69) yields −1N = 0.
Consequently, from Eq.(2.71) we have NIN
I
= 0 and it follows that 0N(ρ, ϑ) = ρ
√
F(ϑ) /5. The intrinsic




−2Y2(ϑ), 0γ(ρ, ϑ) =
ρ2
100
(1+ 0Y1(ϑ)) . (4.100)
Target scalar curvature shall be defined by:
[3]R[g] := [3]R[g] + δ(ρ, ϑ; ω), (4.101)
where in this section we take δ as:




Spin-weighted metric coefficients shall be sampled in Ωρ with mapped ΓE at fixed rB = 1.6 in order to
numerically determine (up to 4th order) partial derivatives in ρ based on the techniques discussed in §3.2
which are then sampled back to the real, mapped Chebyshev-Gauss-Lobatto grid. Sampling in Ωϑ and
differentiation is based on the axisymmetric SWSH algorithm discussed in §2.5.
A representative calculation for local scalar-curvature deformation is inspected in Fig.4.7 where geometric










































































Figure 4.7: Background scalar curvature [3]R[g] constructed based on Eq.(2.91) and the spin-weighted met-
ric coefficients of g as in the text together with deformation δ(ρ, ϑ) of Eq.(4.102) used to generate the target
[3]R[g] defined by Eq.(4.101) and magnitude of updated deformation
∣∣(I)δ(ρ, ϑ)
∣∣ where I = 80 iterations
have been taken (saturation verified by doubling). Weight-function is ω̂C(ρ) of Eq.(1.56) with parameters
provided via PH(0) of Eq.(4.83); this enforces δ → 0 as ρ → ∂Ωρ. Band-limits are selected as Lρ = 128
and Lϑ = 64. Note the comparable magnitudes of [3]R[g] and δ. Colouring of all subfigures corresponds to
function values.
A further remark is in order, while we have selected g such that −1N = 0 a priori nothing inhibits non-zero
updates to this quantity during the iterative construction of [3]R[g]. Indeed we find this is the case for the
present example (see Fig.4.8 (left)). Furthermore on account of
∣∣(i)δ(ρ, ϑ)
∣∣ accumulating towards ∂Ωϑ when
ρ ' 1
2
(ρmax − ρmin) we inspect how modal representations in ρ decay when averaging is performed over ϑ
and vice versa for background and updated metric coefficients together with the spin-weighted contraction
coefficients sCmn of Eq.(4.89). In order to compactly represent sCmn an additional average overm and n is
taken over all coefficients of fixed s. Coefficient decay is displayed in Fig.4.8 (middle, right). It is clear that



























































Figure 4.8: (Left) Resulting (I)−1N(ρ, ϑ) where I = 80 for scalar curvature deformation with g and target
δ of the text. Color selected according to (I)−1N(ρ, ϑ) value. (Middle) Normalised (by maximum absolute
value) modal representations of functions with RMS over nodal ϑ samples where the function sf in (green
"I", blue "J", red ""): −2Cmn, −1Cmn and 0Cmn are selected respectively; (black solid, dashed "H"): 0N and
(I)
0 N respectively; (red "•"):
(I)
−1 N; (green solid, dashed "F"): −2γ and
(I)
−2 γ respectively; (blue solid, dashed
""): 0γ and
(I)
0 γ respectively. (Right) Legend as before; normalised, RMS is now performed over nodal ρ
samples. Note: While construction of the Picard iteration damps the original exponential decay we find
that coefficient magnitudes are sufficiently small at larger band-limits to accurately represent functions.
4.3.3 GLUING: INTERNAL BINARY BLACK HOLES AND EXTERNAL SCHWARZSCHILD
We finally turn our attention to a problem of physical interest. Specifically gluing of binary black hole
(Brill-Lindquist [57] and Misner [199]) data to an exterior asymptotic Schwarzschildean end. As in [96] our
approach shall be construction of initial data on a spherical shell Ω = Ωρ ×Ωϑ ×Ωϕ ⊂ Σ. On the interior
ball bounded byΩ for which ρ < ρmin a vacuum constraint (at a MIT symmetry) satisfying, asymptotically
Euclidean metric gE is prescribed whereas to the exterior ofΩwhere ρ > ρmax Schwarzschildean initial data
is chosen. For gΩ where ρ ∈ Ωρ we select a suitably cut-off combination of the aforementioned choices (see
Eq.(4.107)). In contrast to [96] we no not follow the proposal of [132] but rather the construction of Corvino’s
proof [86] through our numerical scheme.
For convenience, recall the Euclidean metric with dim(Σ) = 3 in spherical coordinates is:
δEuc=̇dρ⊗ dρ+ ρ2
(
dϑ⊗ dϑ+ sin2 ϑdϕ⊗ dϕ
)
. (4.103)
We can leverage the standard conformal transformation programme so as to provide an interesting gE by
rescaling δEuc via the factor (function) ψ as [25, 5]:
gE = ψ
4δEuc. (4.104)
Selection of initial data that can be interpreted as corresponding to a quantity of Ξ black holes is provided






, rξ = |x
i − Ciξ|; (4.105)
where rξ is the (coordinate) separation from the centreCiξ of the ξ
th black hole. In order to compare with [96]
we work within the context of axisymmetry where symmetrically spaced, on-axis, equal mass, binary black
hole data, i.e., Ξ = 2, m = m1 = m2 and (in Cartesian coordinates) Ci1=̇(0, 0, d/2) = −C
i
2 is chosen. We
emphasize that the ψ transformation made here resulting in a diagonal gE is not required for our method
and is done simply for the sake of convenience.
Free parameters appearing in gE are fixed as m = 2 and d = 10 so as to facilitate comparison with [96].
A further reason for this selection is to have a scenario where the two interior black hole horizons do not
intersect and to avoid the formation of a tertiary outer horizon which is the case if the inequalitym/d . 0.64
is satisfied (see also [57]).








8 In [96] this choice is justified by the observation that the positive mass theorem [254] must be satisfied consequently leading to an
integrability condition based on an argument due to [56].
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where MADM is the mass of the full g on Σ which is to satisfy [3]R[g] = 0. The underlying axisymmetry
together with invariance under z → −z for gE entails that gS need not be shifted from the origin and the
only physical parameter to be adjusted for the gluing construction isMADM.
OnΩ put:
gΩ = χRgE + (1− χR)gS, (4.107)
where χR is the mapped cut-off function of Eq.(1.53) with parameters selected such that if ρ → ρ+min then
χR → 1 and similarly ρ→ ρ−max yields χR → 0. The ω entering the update formulae of §4.3.1 together with
the weak formulation of Eq.(4.87) is selected as ω̂C of Eq.(1.56) with fL = fR = 12/10 and in both χR and
ω̂C polynomial decay with N = 4 is chosen.
In the present context a further complication resulting from constant (i.e. zero) [3]R exists. Specifically, if
g → δEuc then the kernel of the formal adjoint L∗g[·]ij becomes non-trivial (see §1.1), hence, as described in
§1.1.2 a modified projected problem must instead be treated. In order to avoid extensive changes to our
numerical scheme we propose to solve Eq.(4.86) via truncated singular-value decomposition (TSVD) (see
§6.4). For a more general choice of axisymmetric gE (no longer invariant under z → −z) the centre of gS
may also need adjustment during the gluing process thus we have two degrees of freedom if we view gS as
a parametrised family of candidate solutions – accordingly all but the two smallest singular values σi shall
be retained.
In Fig.4.9 we display the results of a numerical calculation where the gluing constructed is implemented
as previously described. In addition to determination of all updated geometric quantities we must further
fix the "optimal" MADM in the sense that the resulting scalar curvature is minimised (and ideally 0). This
is accomplished by varying about 2m. In agreement with [96] we find that the mass parameter entering







































Figure 4.9: Maximum absolute value of scalar curvature after deformation for gluing of BL data. The
domainΩρ andMADM of gS is variedMADM → 2m+δMwhere the background gΩ is that of Eq.(4.107). In
both subfigures the number of iterations taken is I = 20 (saturation verified by doubling) where solid lines
correspond to (Lρ, Lϑ) = (128, 32) and dotted lines to (Lρ, Lϑ) = (64, 16). For (Lρ, Lϑ) = (128, 32) with
δM selected such that the resulting scalar curvature is minimised put r := maxρ, ϑ
∣∣[3]R[gΩ]
∣∣. (Left) Internal
value ρmin fixed at 25. Set Ωρ = Ωρ(µ) := [25, 30 + 15µ]. Denoted in (red ""): Ωρ(1), r = 7.6× 10−5; (blue
"J"): Ωρ(2), r = 1.5 × 10−5; (green "I"): Ωρ(3), r = 4.9 × 10−6; (black "H"): Ωρ(4), r = 2.0 × 10−6. (Right)
Scaling applied to both end-points in the radial extent of Ω. Set Ωρ = Ωρ(µ) := 2µ−1[25, 50]. Denoted
in (red ""): Ωρ(0), r = 4.1 × 10−5; (blue "J"): Ωρ(1), r = 1.5 × 10−6; (green "I"): Ωρ(2), r = 4.8 × 10−8;
(black "H"): Ωρ(3), r = 1.6 × 10−9. In both subfigures it is clear that 2m is approached from above with
MADM → 2m as Ωρ is enlarged. Furthermore, increasing band-limit does not significantly alter the value
of δM that minimises the resultant scalar curvature.
gS must satisfy MADM ≥ 2m for the gluing construction to proceed. Qualitatively, similar behaviour is
found when parameters selected for ω̂C and χR are modified. Unfortunately as the number of iterations I
is increased it would appear that an approach of gΩ to (I)g such that [3]R
[
(I)g
] → 0 as I → ∞ is limited
to an extent for the parameters selected. It is the case that strictly speaking the construction of [86] should
only proceed in the asymptotic regime and indeed we find that our numerical implementation performs
better as the regionΩρ is enlarged.
In consideration of an MIT symmetry an alternative option for gE is possible. By making use of Eq.(4.104)
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and Eq.(4.105) with Ξ = 2 in construction of gE we implicitly assumed a three-sheeted topology, i.e., black
hole throats are disconnected and not isometric [25]. Instead, one may work with Misner data [199], which,
based on the technique of spherical inversion images allows for a symmetric identification of the throats
resulting in a "wormhole" within what is now a single, asymptotically flat, multiply connected manifold.
For an observer external to a horizon the consequence of this topological manipulation is a modification to
the interaction energy [130, 131] and hence we investigate this within the context of the gluing construction.
For concreteness, in cylindrical coordinates (r,ϕ, z) the Euclidean metric takes the form:
δEuc=̇dr⊗ dr+ r2dϕ⊗ dϕ+ dz⊗ dz. (4.108)









r2 + (z+ zn)2
+
1√
r2 + (z− zn)2
)
, (4.109)







In fact any representative in this family of data is completely characterised by selection of µ on account of










To provide a direct comparison with the previous setup we solve Eq.(4.110) for µwhen µADM = 4 using the
techniques of §10.4 to find µ = 1.14960525757536. This in turn fixes ψM of Eq.(4.109) which, upon mapping
to spherical coordinates allows us to take gE = ψ4MδEuc. The results of this numerical calculation are shown
in Fig.4.10. While it is the case that the new internal data reduces the required δM and thus may be thought







































Figure 4.10: Calculation of Fig.4.9 repeated with gE constructed based on Misner data (see text for details);
all salient parameters as there unless otherwise stated. (Left) Internal value ρmin fixed at 25. Set Ωρ =
Ωρ(µ) = [25, 30+15µ]. Denoted in (red ""): Ωρ(1), r = 2.6×10−5; (blue "J"): Ωρ(2), r = 5.2×10−6; (green
"I"): Ωρ(3), r = 1.7 × 10−6; (black "H"): Ωρ(4), r = 6.8 × 10−7. (Right) Scaling applied to both end-points
in the radial extent of Ω. Set Ωρ = Ωρ(µ) := 2µ−1[25, 50]. Denoted in (red ""): Ωρ(0), r = 1.4 × 10−5;
(blue "J"): Ωρ(1), r = 4.9 × 10−7; (green "I"): Ωρ(2), r = 1.6 × 10−8; (black "H"): Ωρ(3), r = 5.3 × 10−10.
In both subfigures it is clear that 2m is again approached from above with MADM → 2m as Ωρ is enlarged;
efficiency is improved in contrast to Fig.4.9.
of as being more "efficient" we again find that the MADM parametrising the external Schwarzschildean
representative must be tuned to exceed the mass of gE, that is, the metric onΩ tends to introduce additional
energy to the gluing construction.
To close, we outline two further potential strategies for treating issues related to the kernel of the formal
adjoint operator. Inspecting the values σi for Amknl constructed based on gΩ one finds that while the sin-
gular value spectrum does possess distinct discrete jumps for the last two values these are not particularly
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pronounced and as ρmin or the extent of [ρmin, ρmax] is reduced a gradual decay is instead found. This is
not unexpected for it is the case that [3]R[gΩ] → 0 only when ρ → ∞, i.e., we are only working with an
approximate kernel for L∗gΩ [·]ij. Based on this observation instead of TSVD a Tikhonov regularisation may





‖Az − δ̃‖22 + λ2‖Lz‖22
)
, (4.112)
where λ ≥ 0 is a scalar parameter to be specified and L is a regularisation operator we select as the identity
I so as to favour small solution norm [215]. The TSVD and Tikhonov methods may be contrasted by writing








where ui, σi and vi are defined in §6.4 and φi is a filter factor. For TSVD:
φi =
{
1, i = 1, · · · , k;







, i = 1, · · · , N; (4.115)






















, σi  λ.
(4.116)
Hence working with Eq.(4.116) allows for a gradual dampening which may serve to prevent any spurious
oscillations in the potential function sought when a non-trivial kernel for L∗gΩ [·]ij is merely approached.
Finally we note that if generality is sacrificed and data restricted to be of the form g(·)=̇ψ4δEuc then a
potentially simpler, direct construction of L∗gΩ [·]ij and consequently Amknl may be possible and hence a
more transparent treatment of the issues outlined above.
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5 DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY: PART I
In Part I we have for the first time demonstrated a numerical technique directly inspired and based on
the exterior asymptotic gluing (EAG) construction result of Corvino [86] that does not rely on conformal
Lichnerowicz-York decomposition of the constraints nor the Brill-wave ansatz approach of [132, 96]. Our
technique enabled us to fashion new solutions to the Einstein constraints in vacuum at an MIT symmetry
based on internal Brill-Lindquist (BL) and Misner data glued over a transition region to a Schwarzschildean
exterior gS. Unfortunately, for all calculations we performed the MADM of the interior set appeared as a
lower bound in the sense that to construct composite initial data (Σ, g) the parameter M = MADM + δM
entering gS and enabling the gluing to proceed must be selected as δM ≥ 0. Thus a reduction of MADM
based on BL internal data as claimed by [132] to be possible could not be found. This conclusion agrees
with the general indications provided by the numerical result of [96].
To briefly recapitulate how this was achieved: Upon formally describing key features of the geometric
analysis based result of [86] allowing for the local non-linear deformation of scalar curvature together with
the EAG to Schwarzschild in §1 several crucial steps were required to construct its viable realisation in
a numerical technique. Firstly, a self-contained development of Σ ' R × S2 decomposition in the con-
text of the frame-based ð-formalism was provided in §2. This latter yields a general and robust treatment
of issues stemming from coordinate singularities for geometric PDEs particularised to a chart utilising
standard spherical coordinates. A more practical concern was also addressed inasmuch as the usual frus-
tration of consistently synthesising a myriad of conventions encountered in derivation of expressions is
completely avoided. Thus our discussion may also serve as a useful starting point for future calculations
of more general problems posed with respect to this geometry. With the relevant geometric details under
control we demonstrated the numerical performance of our pseudo-spectral (PS) based scheme leverag-
ing the (adaptive) spin-weighted spherical harmonic (SWSH) algorithm under two strenuous scenarios
within the ð-formalism. Motivated by [135] in §2.5.1 the classical Gauss-Bonnet theorem was directly ex-
ploited so as to relate the Euler characteristic χ of a manifold endowed with metric γ and possessing S2
topology to the scalar curvature [2]R[γ] by numerical quadrature. Perhaps surprisingly, the property of
exponential convergence towards the expected χ = 2 was found to be preserved even in the case of an
axisymmetrically deformed ellipsoid the Euclidean embedding in R3 of which possessed self-intersection
(see Fig.2.2). A similar test for the three-manifold Σ endowed with metric g involving the Kretschmann
scalar quadratic invariant [3]K[g] also demonstrated exponential convergence properties. Such tests served
a two-fold purpose: to ensure quality numerics and indeed to provide further confidence in the validity of
derived expressions. For purposes of optimising efficiency in the evaluation of numerical quadrature over
triple products of SWSH and their derivatives within the context of axisymmetry a simple linear-algebraic
method was provided in §2.5.3.
Two further crucial elements requiring treatment in constructing a numerical scheme based on §1 were con-
trol over (test and trial) function spaces and accurate numerical calculation of 4th order derivatives arising
from the linear operator Lg ◦L∗g generating the correction term (i)δ and corrected scalar curvature [3]R[(i)g].
Thus, in order to allow for relaxation of the (suspiciously) strong criterion of a test space of compact support
made in [86] and also inspect symmetric enforcement of function containment within H2ω(Ωρ) a reweight-
ing ansatz on the solution potential function (§1.2) was embedded within the linear weak-formulation prob-
lem. Unfortunately this ansatz introduced a further complication through the appearance of quotient terms
involving the division of quantities simultaneously tending to 0. To address the concern of said quotient
terms and furthermore provide a method enabling accurate calculation of high-order derivatives we con-
sidered a complex analytic based PS scheme making use of Chebyshev polynomials sampled on complex
Bernstein ellipses ΓB in §3. While a drastic improvement in accuracy compared with real collocation is of-
fered with this approach there is a restriction in the sense that working with functions containing essential
singularities (in particular ωB) is precluded. How this restriction may potentially be addressed by aban-
doning ΓB and instead inferring an "optimal" Γ based on numerical condition ifωB, say, is indeed required
together with a possible path to adapting the technique for use in PS methods was briefly addressed in §3.3.
Such complex analytic techniques do not appear to have been previously applied within the numerical rela-
tivity community and in consideration of the almost effortless numerical regularisation of, for instance, the
radial portion of the Laplacian operator (see Eq.(3.33)) may provide for a simpler, more expedient approach
cf. standard methods. As shown, terms involving an apparent (coordinate) singularity can be evaluated by
circumscribing the formally singular point with ΓB eventuating in numerical evaluation of the operator in
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the coefficient space representation that may then be sampled back to a real grid. It was found that with
this approach uniform accuracy is attained on the real grid. This may be of significant interest in treatment
of such formally singular problems in general.
With §4 the previously discussed developments were brought together. Upon mapping all salient geomet-
ric quantities and operators the local non-linear deformation problem was investigated under the assump-
tion of spherical symmetry in §4.2. It was found that while working with a test space of compact support
(based on the Hermite functions evaluated on compactified grids) together with exponentially decaying
weight-functions ω is possible it results in a "brittle" numerical technique. As the maps facilitating the
compactification provide a freedom in the choice of length-scale λ a partial remedy was pursued by op-
timising λ so as to minimise error at the level of linear self-consistent convergence testing (SCCT). While
this served to mitigate up-chirping of the compact family providing the test space (see §4.2.2) and hence
improve solution quality to an extent, good convergence properties as band-limit was increased could not
be attained. This unfortunate behaviour was reflected in the rapid saturation in convergence when the
local non-linear deformation problem was examined. In contrast, a symmetric treatment of test and trial
spaces in §4.2.3 as H2ω(Ωρ) spaces together with a relaxation of ω to be of polynomial decay towards ∂Ωρ
results in exponential convergence for linear SCCT for a wide variety of parameters. Indeed it was also
observed that the local non-linear deformation problem could be solved accurately, provided filtering was
employed. In order to allow for target deformations involving ωB a hybrid scheme was also considered
where a suitable redistribution of a division process involving powers of the weight-function was made
and numerically regularised with a subset of calculations performed in arbitrary precision arithmetic. This
yielded a numerical solution to the local non-linear deformation problem approaching numerical round-off
for all prototype problems investigated.
Having demonstrated the utility of the hybrid approach this was then the method applied in axisymmetry
together with the SWSH algorithm in §4.3 where we verified the consistency of our technique on a local non-
linear deformation prototype problem where the background scalar curvature had comparable magnitude
to the target deformation δ itself. No restrictions on the allowable form of the resultant metric (beyond
coefficient independence from ϕ) were imposed and indeed an originally diagonal background metric can
during the course of the Picard iteration naturally acquire non-zero ±1N(ρ, ϑ) terms.
Finally, we demonstrated in §4.3.3 that by restricting a choice of initial data set to Bρ (variously BL and
Misner initial data) that EAG on a Schwarzschildean representative may be accomplished by direct con-
struction of a numerical solution to [3]R[gΩρ ] = 0 on a transition regionΩρ. The axisymmetry ansatz made
through the assumption of ϕ independence of the metric coefficients is sufficient to lead to the form of a
Brill wave at an MIT symmetry without direct specification of a Weyl-type metric as in [132, 96]. In consid-
eringMADM of the internal metric to be equal for a given BL or Misner family representative a distinction in
the gluing efficiency was found and it would be of interest to better understand this contrasting behaviour.


















For the parameters d = 10 and MADM = 4 it is the case that εBL = −1/10 and εM ' −0.43. Thus the
binding energy of the pure Misner initial data may serve as a partial explanation for the distinction in
gluing efficiency. The work of [1] has however argued that at more negative binding energies (ε  −1)
pure Misner initial data leads to more gravitational energy radiated in comparison to pure BL. While such
considerations may shed further light on the physics contained in the EAG data sets we have constructed,
ultimately a complete investigation of the phenomenology requires evolution. At this juncture it would
appear however that due to MADM of the internal data being a lower-bound the glued region Ωρ tends to
introduce spurious gravitational wave content into the composite initial data set (Σ, g) rather than remove
it. Further engineering the choice of ω by allowing for angular dependence so as to minimise particular
gravitational wave modes remains a potential option which we have not investigated and thus cannot
categorically refute the claim of [132].
It would also be of considerable interest to extend our numerical technique to incorporate the generalisation
of Corvino’s result [86] to exterior asymptotic gluing on Kerr as in [88]. For EAG on Kerr the proof tech-
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nique remains similar albeit the MIT symmetry condition is relaxed. In particular, this means that the full
constraint system must be considered inasmuch as the momentum constraint is no longer trivially satisfied
due to the appearance of extrinsic curvature Kij. From the point of view of numerical technique it should
be feasible to employ a similar approach as in the EAG Schwarzschild scenario however clearly the system
is now more involved. Potentially, while the technique of SVD decomposition augmented with counting
degrees of freedom based on KID may still be fruitful, Tikhonov regularisation or a direct treatment of
the approximate kernel of the adjoint linearisation operator (see §1.1.2) may be required. The upshot of
the increase in intricacy is a reduction in the rigidity of the possible composite (Σ, gij, Kij) forming initial
data sets. For instance an analogous investigation to that made in this work could be based on internal
Bowen-York initial data [50] and a similar question as to whether spurious gravitational wave content may
be reduced may be asked. As we have not made use of conformal techniques (other than for the sake of
convenience in specifying data to glue) this question is not obstructed by the results of [125, 179, 178] and
may be worthwhile exploring further in this new setting.
In Part II. we turn our attention to the numerical infrastructure we have developed and made extensive use
of during construction of the EAG initial data sets together with an investigation of how it may potentially
be used in future work considering the evolution problem.
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6 APPENDIX: PART I
6.1 LEBESGUE CONSTANTS: NEAR MINI-MAX APPROXIMATION
The Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind (Tn)∞n=0 are commonly used on account of their near-minimax
property. Indeed, it can be shown that this leads to superior convergence properties when compared against
other polynomial families [193, 289, 52]. Here we describe the notion of "near-minimax".
Recall the fundamental result concerning uniform polynomial approximation [247, 89]:
Theorem 6.1.1 (Weierstrass’s Approximation Theorem): Suppose f is continuous on a closed, bounded




|f(x) − p(x)| < ε. (6.1)
Equivalently, one may say the set of polynomials is dense in C0[a, b].
We also have the result [247, 89]:
Theorem 6.1.2: The unique polynomial I ∈ Pn interpolating the function f at the distinct points xi i ∈












In particular, lj(xi) = δij.








As an aside note that the form of Eq.(6.3) is primarily suitable for derivation of analytical results whereas
when performing numerical work it is preferable (for the sake of stability) to instead adopt the so-called
barycentric form [34]. To be concrete, consider a function Ψ : Rk → R sampled as Ψi1···ik on the product
grid specified by (x1i1 , . . . , x
k
ik
) ∈ [x1min, x1max]× · · · × [xkmin, xkmax]. We extend the one-dimensional formulae
















where the (multivariate) interpolating polynomial becomes:
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During the course of performing interpolation zero division in Eq.(6.6) may potentially occur. When this is
the case, values may be replaced by the originally sampled function.
The results of Thrm.(6.1.1) and Thrm.(6.1.2) may be be connected through the following [154]:
Theorem 6.1.3: Suppose f ∈ C0[a, b] with I being the corresponding nth order Lagrange polynomial inter-
polant based on the grid points xj. Then:
‖f− I‖∞ ≤ [1+Λn] ‖f− pn‖∞ , (6.7)
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are the Lebesgue constant and Lebesgue function, respectively.









+ o(1) ≤ Λn, (6.9)
where γ is Euler’s constant. Due to this unbounded, logarithmic growth of the Lebesgue constant for
arbitrary choice of node distribution one can show [105, 265] that there exist f ∈ C0[−1, 1] such that the
Lagrange polynomial interpolant does not converge uniformly to f. Fortunately, such examples are patho-
logical, that is, if f is not too badly behaved and Λn is not too large, then uniform convergence is achieved
[265].
The Lebesgue constant sensitively depends on how nodes are distributed. For example with an equidistant

















that is, CGL nodes are remarkably close to the optimal value of the Lebesgue constant that minimizes
interpolation error in the L∞ norm. It is in this sense that Chebyshev approximation is "near minimax". See
also [155] as to further efforts to improve node locations.
6.2 DOMAIN MAPPING FOR ADAPTIVE QUADRATURE
For convenience we construct linear mappings between a domain that is particularised to the physical
extent of a given problem and the so-called fundamental domain associated with a polynomial family (see
§7.6.1.2). Furthermore, we provide explicit expressions for mapping integrals under interval partitioning
which is of use during numerical computation of quadrature with refinement.
































2ξ− ξa − ξb
ξb − ξa




2ρ− ρmax − ρmin
ρmax − ρmin




4ρ− (ρmax − ρmin)(ξa + ξb) − 2(ρmin + ρmax)
(ρmax − ρmin)(ξb − ξa)
=⇒ ν ′(ρ) = 4
(ρmax − ρmin)(ξb − ξa)
.
(6.13)
The variables ρ ∈ [ρmin, ρmax] and ν ∈ [−1, 1] we view as physical and fundamental domain variables
respectively and the introduction of the intermediate variable ξ is made so as to facilitate (adaptive) parti-
tioning during evaluation of numerical quadrature. Introduce a finite indexing set I and select ξa,i < ξb,i
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(i ∈ I) such that [−1, 1] = ⋃i∈I [ξa,i, ξb,i] and any pairwise intersection is either empty or a singleton
























ψm(ξ(ν; ξa,i, ξb,i))ψn(ξ(ν; ξa,i, ξb,i))ξ























f(ρ(ν; ξa,i, ξb,i))ψn(ξ(ν; ξa,i, ξb,i))ξ
′(ν; ξa,i, ξb,i)dν.
(6.16)
6.3 POLYNOMIAL FAMILY RECOMBINATION
In this section we construct basis functions with adapted end-point behaviour (with respect to the salient
fundamental domains) via basis recombination. We shall consider both the Legendre and Chebyshev poly-
nomial families of §7.6.1.1.
Legendre polynomials Pn provide a basis for L2([−1, 1]). Let ν ∈ [−1, 1]. We seek [c]P̃n such that the





= 0. We proceed by reducing results pertaining to
the Jacobi polynomials of which the Legendre polynomials arise as a subset of at fixed parameter values.













(ν− 1)n−k(ν+ 1)k, (α, β > −1); (6.17)









, P(α,β)n (ν) =(−1)
nP(β,α)n (−ν); (6.18)





α(1+ ν)β dν =
2α+β+1
(2n+ α+ β+ 1)
Γ(n+ α+ 1)Γ(n+ β+ 1)
Γ(n+ 1)Γ(n+ α+ β+ 1)
δmn, (6.19)







Γ(α+ β+ n+ 1+ k)














, · · ·
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
k terms with n+ 1 elements each
(6.21)
are carried out via a recursive procedure over n. In particular, explicit construction of the derivative oper-
ator action (via collocation matrices, say) may be avoided.
The Legendre polynomials we define by setting α = β = 0, that is Pn(ν) := P
(0,0)
n (ν). Making use of













(n− 1)n(n+ 1)(n+ 2), P ′′n(1) =
1
8
(n− 1)n(n+ 1)(n+ 2).
(6.22)
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Introduce the notation [c]P̃n where c denotes maximal derivative order that vanishes at ν = ±1. In order to












= 0, j ∈ {0, . . . , c}. (6.23)














(1+ (−1)n)(2+ n)(7+ n)P0(ν) −
1
20




(1+ (−1)n)(4+ n)(5+ n)P2(ν) +
1
20
























(−1+ (−1)n)(3+ n)(5+ n)(8+ n)(10+ n)P5(ν) + Pn+6(ν).
(6.24)





















0, 0, [1]P̃ ′′n(ν),
















Note that [c]P̃n(ν) is a polynomial of degree 2(c+ 1) + n.





where with this definition, Eq.(6.18) and Eq.(7.14) we find:
Tn(−1) =(−1)
n, Tn(1) =1;
T ′n(−1) = − n(n(−1)
n), T ′n(1) =n
2;
T ′′n (−1) =
(−1)n
3




















((1+ (−1)n)(2+ n)(6+ n))T0(ν) −
1
16































((−1+ (−1)n)(3+ n)(5+ n)(7+ n)(9+ n))T5(ν) + Tn+6(ν).
(6.28)
6.4 SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION (SVD)
In this section, following [261] we provide a brief summary of results we make use of associated with the
singular value decomposition (SVD) which allows for factorisation of a given matrix A. For our purposes
we shall consider entries of A to be in R.
The SVD exists by virtue of the following:
Theorem 6.4.1 (5.15 of [261]): Let A be an m × n matrix. There exists an m ×m orthogonal matrix U, an
n× n orthogonal matrix V and an m× n diagonal matrix Σ with diagonal entries σ1 ≥ σ2 ≥ · · · ≥ σp ≥ 0,
with p = min{mn}, such that A = UΣVT . The numbers σi are uniquely determined by A.
Set B := ATA then B = VΣ2VT we see that the σi are the eigenvalues of B and serve as the so-called
singular values of A. Geometrically, if we consider T : Rn → Rm as a linear transformation with matrix
A with respect to the standard bases then the column vectors U = [u1, · · · , um] and V = [v1, · · · , vn]
(appearing in Thrm.(6.4.1)) provide bases of Rm and Rn respectively. The matrix T with these bases is
diagonal with non-negative entries.
We also make use of the following:
Corollary 6.4.2 (5.7 of [261]). Let A = UΣVT be the SVD of A. Suppose σr 6= 0 and σr+1 = 0. Then
(i) rank(A) = r;
(ii) (compact SVD) A = [u1 · · · , ur]diag(σ1, · · · , σr)[v1, · · · , vn]T ;
(iii) ker(A) = span{vr+1, · · · , vn};
(iv) range(A) = span{u1, · · · , ur};
(v) (pseudo-inverse) If A† = [v1, · · · vr]diag(1/σ1, · · · 1/σr)[u1, · · · , ur]T then x = A†b is a least squares






We draw attention to (vi) of Cor.(6.4.2). Explicitly, we have that A may be written as a sum of r rank-one
matrices. Practically, truncating the sum appearing in (vi) at k ≤ r allows for a rank-k approximation to A.
Finally, if A is a real and symmetric matrix then on account of the Principal Axes Theorem it must be or-
thogonally diagonalisable. That is, A = UDUT where U and D are formed from the eigenvectors and
eigenvalues of A respectively. Thus if the diagonal elements D are written in order of descending magni-
tude and the eigenvectors are permuted appropriately then the SVD and eigen-decomposition coincide up
to a possible change of sign in individual terms.
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6.5 SPHERICALLY SYMMETRIC WEAK FORMULATION REGULARISATION FUNCTIONS
Here we collect explicit expressions required for the regularisation discussed in §4.2.3.
As a preliminary set:
Ψ(ρ) := N (ρ; α)ω(ρ)βP(ρ). (6.29)
Recall the definition of the weighted operator Dnρ [ζ, η, θ][·] made in Eq.(4.74) together with the notation of
Eq.(4.75). Based on the definition of Eq.(3.10) together with Eq.(4.51) and Eq.(6.29) it follows that:





























Similarly it can be seen that:




































































































































































































































































































































































































































6.6 AXISYMMETRIC WEAK FORMULATION COEFFICIENT FUNCTIONS
Here we enumerate terms appearing in the contraction C[0η, 0u] := L∗g[0η]ijL∗g[0u]ij of Eq.(4.87). Working
with the assumptions of axisymmetry and real fields we freely make use of simplifications such as ±sf = ∓sf
and similarly for the ð together with ð operator action in what follows (see §2.1).
Recall the definition of the vector operator L[·] of Eq.(4.88) together with contraction operator C[·, ·] of
Eq.(4.89). For simplicity we shall assume that the vector Ni appearing in the metric decomposition of
Eq.(2.79) vanishes albeit clearly analogous expressions may be constructed in the case it does not. We
expand and regroup the terms of Eq.(4.89) by direct appeal to Eq.(4.7) and Eq.(4.8) together with related
quantities and prefix the resultant spin-weight found for each coefficient prior to imposition of spin-weight






































































































































































































































2(0Ǩ + −2K̃) + 20γ0K − −2γ(−2γ(0Ǩ + −2K̃) + 2−2K)
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where sCmn = sCnm, 1C61 = −1C64 = −1C76 = 0 and we have defined:
∆γ :=0γ
2 − −2γ








The purpose of Part I. has been the numerical construction of Corvino’s gluing procedure so as to solve the
vacuum Einstein constraint equations during the course of which we have developed extensive numerical
infrastructure. The scope of our code-base is however quite general and hence we now turn our attention
to an overview of the functionality of our Python3 package (previously presented in [94]). The main intent
is to provide infrastructure for arbitrary precision numerical calculations involving the solution of geomet-
ric partial differential equations (PDE)s as specified by (spinorial) tensorial expressions in abstract index
notation via a combination of (pseudo)-spectral (PS) and time-marching schemes based on the method of
lines (MOL) idea. Even aside from questions of numerical analysis many steps are involved in attacking
this problem: From the automated mapping of grids and differential (integral) operators associated with a
chosen coordinatisation of charts of an atlas on a manifold to the reduction of field expressions based on
internal (abstract) indicial symmetries.
On the purely numerical front we demand that each step of a calculation may be seamlessly switched
between the standard double precision limit (recall the usual relative error bound εr ' 2.22 × 10−16 for
discernment of two quantities [128, 278]) and arbitrary precision in a simple manner. Principally this is
to have a mechanism so as to avoid issues such as loss of precision that arise during calculation of ill-
conditioned subproblems that commonly appear during application of PS methods where unfortunately
completely generic preconditioners "black-box" are not known [52]. Additionally it is desirable for just-in-
time (JIT) compilation to be readily available. If the aforementioned requirements are fulfilled in a robust
fashion then implementation of a new algorithm (solution scheme for a problem) need only be done exactly
once.
Furthermore we also require parallelism together with the ability to perform out-of-core and distributed
calculations as problems scale in size. When working with Python3 even the former requirement can be a
non-trivial request on account of the so-called global interpreter lock (GIL).
There is good motivation for working with Python3 on account of the underlying object-oriented nature of
the language allowing for a reduction in the complexity of code during implementation and furthermore
the richness of the extant scientific computational infrastructure available. In particular we make extensive
use of Numpy [287], Scipy [168], mpmath [166], gmpy2 [157] (providing direct bindings to the GNU multi-
precision arithmetic library [142]) and sympy [196] thus allowing for switching of precision and symbolic
calculations to be performed together with Numba [180] to facilitate JIT compilation. Distributed calcula-
tions (and local parallelism) are made possible by use of Dask [248, 93] wherein operations over distributed
arrays are converted into a directed, acyclic graph (DAG) representation which may then be evaluated with
an appropriate executor (local or distributed) depending on the desired calculation type. We have elected
to utilise Dask over alternatives such as PETSc [18] and mpi4py [90] on account of simplicity in scalability,
the similarity of the API to Numpy and native Python3 implementation allowing for simpler extension of
functionality.
While solution of PDEs is the fundamental goal many other applications of our code may be envisaged and
hence may be of potential interest to others. All exposed functions within our code are documented in a
manner emulating the style of Numpy however the typical workflow of a calculation is somewhat distinct
from that package thus with an eye towards future release we proceed with a high-level, example driven
description of functionality largely avoiding details of the internal implementation as follows: In §7.2 we
describe fundamental computational objects appearing in our package. In particular §7.2.1.1 introduces the
idea of function delegation based on a so-called libev object which carries information pertinent to a back-
end numerical library and allows for immediate, seamless switching of type and function implementation
during construction of numerical quantities associated with various mathematical functions. In §7.2.1.2
we describe the typed_array, a simple but useful extension to Numpy arrays that underpins our approach
when multidimensional data is encountered and a backend numerical library does not natively support
it. As JIT compilation can dramatically improve execution speed of a numerical calculation we show how
Numba can be used in §7.2.1.4 by presenting a simple example of automatic construction of compiled func-
tions based on libev objects. We describe how dynamic modification of a central function delegator object
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is accomplished together with function caching based on input in §7.2.1.5. Our approach to parallelism and
distributed calculation is described in §7.3. In particular, §7.3.1 provides a description of direct specification
of DAG with Dask and in §7.3.2 we discuss manipulating array-like distributed data with dn_typed_array.
In §7.3.3 we briefly describe the fcn_delegator spawning technique that allows for usage of Dask in an ar-
bitrary precision context and is crucial for the distributed numerical infrastructure to function. With §7.4.1
the notion of function containers is introduced together with grid containers that allow for rapid, high-level
specification and manipulation of mixed symbolic and numerical data; the utility of lexicographical canon-
icalisation is demonstrated. The aforementioned containers provide a natural setting for the introduction of
(integral) derivative operators the action and specification of which is described in §7.6. A brief description
of the (pseudo)-spectral approach to solving PDE problems is provided in §7.6.1 so as to set the context
and demonstrate how these fundamental tools are implemented in our package. In §7.6.2 we demonstrate
explicitly how the operators function, how various transformations are automatically embedded and asso-
ciated quantities such as chain-rule terms and Jacobians are implicitly inferred. How a prototype evolution
problem may be solved using the integrator infrastructure is discussed in §7.6.3. Next §7.7 raises the level
of problem abstraction once again, demonstrating how manifold together with abstract field structures are
implemented, manipulated and how this all pieces together with previously introduced functionality.
For the purposes of verification of our code-base and a demonstration of how all the previously mentioned
functionality may be coupled together in the context of numerical relativity (NR) §8 examines some proto-
type problems based on the polarised Gowdy T3 space-time advocated for by [6, 15]. Numerical solutions
are constructed based on directly evolving field quantities associated with the space-time. Furthermore, we
inspect how a more general treatment via ADM-York and ADM-York-NOR formulations performs. Given
our ability to extend precision this provides for some novel scenarios that may be considered such as time-
evolution with arbitrarily close approach to an initial cosmological singularity.
In §9 we conclude with a discussion involving some possible future directions.
Note: Unless otherwise stated the code-snippets in a section share definitions. Current package depen-
dencies are shown in §11.1. A listing of currently exposed public methods with function signature and a
condensed description of purpose are given in §11.2. Each function listed there has a more verbose descrip-
tion available from the Python interpreter upon package import via the usual help command or a bound
method info.
7.2 FUNDAMENTAL COMPUTATION OBJECTS
We now introduce some of the structures we make use of during basic calculations. The key idea we pursue
is that algorithmic logic pertaining to a calculation should ideally be specified once. If an explicit (reduction)
increase in precision is required by a user then interfaces should transparently handle delegation to the
appropriate functions within the appropriate backend numerical library.
7.2.1 EVALUATION LIBRARIES THE FUNCTION DELEGATOR AND TYPED ARRAYS
7.2.1.1 Unified interfaces: The libev and fcn_delegator objects
In order to control which numerical library should be used during evaluation and build unified interfaces
for functions we introduce the so-called libev object. The purpose of libev is to store information such
as which numerical library one wishes to use together with desired type and other internal parameters
associated with numerical objects. We illustrate specification of library-dependent parameters for Numpy,
mpmath and sympy:
1 import _core as core
2 ln = core.libev(lib_name="numpy", lib_type="float64")
3 lm = core.libev(lib_name="mpmath", lib_type="mpf", lib_dps=30)
4 ls = core.libev(lib_name="sympy", lib_type="rational")
5 libs = (ln, lm, ls)
6
7 # extract the associated classes
8 >>> [lib.lib_type_as_class for lib in libs]
9 [numpy.float64, mpmath.ctx_mp_python.mpf, sympy.core.numbers.Rational]
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10
11 # round-off: from IEEE defn. of binary repr. and: |(7/3− 4/3) − 1|
12 >>> [lib.lib_eps for lib in libs]
13 [2.2204460492503131e-16, mpf('1.97215226305252951352932141320697e-31'), 0]
Various additional information is accessible via bound attributes and methods. For example, an (automat-
ically generated) minimal bytes representation of the object is provided by ls.lib_bytes_minimal from
which it may be reconstructed. Another example is ln.lib_info.types_complex which is a collection of all
known complex numerical types for the Numpy library which in this case is ('complex64', 'complex128',
'complex256') where 'complex64' is associated with numpy.complex64 and so on. Additionally there are
bound methods such as ln.lib_info.is_type_complex that allow for further characterisation of proper-
ties. For a full listing see §11.2.2. In construction and usage of libev the assumption is that external library
parameters are not manipulated directly; if this is done then in general spurious behaviour will ensue.
Due to our libev instances carrying information about the class associated with the str specification of
lib_type we have sufficient information to construct flexible methods with a single interface that automat-
ically pass data to the correct numerical library and generate output accordingly. A natural starting point
is core.num which allows for string-like specification of a number or alternatively automatic conversion
based on numerical input to the target numerical type (but note below the dangers of this latter approach):
1 # internally push to the appropriate constructor of the target library
2 >>> [core.num('11/2', libev=lib) for lib in libs]
3 [5.5, mpf('5.5'), 11/2]
4
5 # explicit control of type promotion with kwarg (R→ C)
6 >>> [core.num('1/3, 7', allow_type_promotion=True, libev=lib) for lib in libs]
7 [(0.33333333333333331+7j),
8 mpc(real='0.333333333333333333333333333333317', imag='7.0'),
9 1/3 + 7*I]
10
11 # use a temporary context
12 >>> with core.libev(lib_name='mpmath', lib_type='mpf', lib_dps=40) as lib:
13 print(core.num('1.1231231231231231231231231231231231231231', libev=lib))
14 1.123123123123123123123123123123123123123
15 # automatic conversion [note the pitfall of precision loss]:
16 >>> core.num(1.1231231231231231231231231231231231231231, libev=lm)
17 mpf('1.12312312312312312378992373851361')
As the numerical classes in construction can simply be drawn from libev implementation we do not go
into further detail. We would of course like to do something more interesting than simply build numbers
and this is where the function delegator (fcn_delegator) object enters our discussion.
In the case of Numpy, Scipy, mpmath, gmpy2 and Sympy a comprehensive selection of elementary and special
functions is available which we utilise1. When required mathematical functions are not available we can of
course implement them with internal details tailored to a particular libev.
We now provide an example of simple functionality whereupon at the end of this section we briefly describe
how the fcn_delegator works.
When performing a calculation we take the approach: Construct a desired libev specification; build nu-
merical data for use in evaluation with core.num and then by calling a bound method of a fcn_delegator
instance the desired mathematical function from a target numerical library is transparently selected and
called. In action:
1 >>> fd = core.fcn_delegator()
2
3 >>> # analytically tan(π/3) −
√
3 = 0
4 >>> [fd.tan(fd.pi(libev=lib) / 3, libev=lib, squeeze_to_scalar=True) -
5 fd.sqrt(fd.num('3', libev=lib), libev=lib, squeeze_to_scalar=True)
1 Unfortunately the actual details of what is being calculated together with internal naming conventions are not always uniform.
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6 for lib in (ln, lm, ls)]
7 [-4.440892098500626e-16, mpf('-3.94430452610505902705864282641393e-31'), 0]
The role of squeeze_to_scalar is to coerce output of a call to a scalar if possible (see §7.2.1.2). For a listing
of available standard functions via fcn_delegator see §11.2.3.
One approach to transparently collect methods from all the numerical libraries and achieve functionality in
the style of core.num and as above is to leverage the notion of function dispatch wherein the type of input
arguments to an interface function dictates which implementation is to be executed. The upside of this is
that one has precise control of an execution path, however a potential downside is that with multivariate
functions together with multiple libraries the number of conditions on input quickly becomes unreasonable.
Furthermore there are issues associated with resolving ambiguities when working with generic function
signatures.
We can however capture the spirit of the above idea using libev instances and build a fcn_delegate dec-
orator which provides the requisite implementation dependent functionality in an efficient fashion. To
accomplish this we modify an idea due to [281] on multi-methods. For our approach the assumption is
made that any function called with a libev instance is being passed appropriate data such that execution
may be handled by the target background numerical library without issue. In the following minimal work-
ing example a global registry is built and indexed by function name which points to a registry indexed by
a libev minimal bytes representation.




5 self.libmap = {}
6
7 def __call__(self, *args, libev=None, return_fcn_handle=False, **kwargs):
8 fcn_handle = self.libmap[libev.lib_bytes_minimal]
9
10 if return_fcn_handle:
11 return fcn_handle # return handle of original function
12 res = fcn_handle(*args, **kwargs) # compute result
13 # additional processing of result would go here...
14 return res
15
16 def _insert(self, libev, function):
17 self.libmap[libev.lib_bytes_minimal] = function
Additionally we require a method to instantiate the Delegated_fcn either directly with a function call or via
decoration (i.e. syntactic sugar). Thus combining the previous class definition with what follows provides
what may be viewed as a class factory:
1 def fcn_delegate(fcn_name=None, libev=None):
2 def insert(function, fcn_name=fcn_name, libev=libev):
3 if fcn_name is None:
4 fcn_name = function.__name__
5 df = fcn_bucket.get(fcn_name) # attempt to grab from global bucket
6 if df is None:




With the above definitions we can immediately have:
1 >>> import mpmath as mp
2 >>> import numpy as np
3
4 >>> # provide delegated definitions for 'sin'
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5 >>> sin = fcn_delegate(fcn_name='sin', libev=ln)(np.sin)
6 >>> sin = fcn_delegate(fcn_name='sin', libev=lm)(mp.sin)
7
8 >>> sin(1, libev=ln)
9 0.8414709848078965
10 >>> sin(return_fcn_handle=True, libev=ln) # direct access to numpy ufunc
11 <ufunc 'sin'>
12
13 >>> sin(1, libev=lm)
14 mpf('0.841470984807896506652502321630345')
15 >>> sin(return_fcn_handle=True, libev=lm) # mpmath implementation
16 <function mpmath.ctx_mp_python.PythonMPContext._wrap_libmp_function.<locals>.f>
Consider line 5 in the above. We call fcn_delegate with fcn_name='sin' and libev=ln whereupon
fcn_delegate then attempts to extract a Delegated_fcn instance from the global fcn_bucket dictionary
which if missing is created on the fly. Once we have a Delegated_fcn instance the function handle (in this
case np.sin) is associated with the minimal bytes representation of ln (see Delegated_fcn._insert) and
which will subsequently be transparently accessed on all future calls with this choice of libev.
At its essence the above idea is the general approach of function delegation in our package – the methods
thus constructed are collected to a central fcn_delegator object for ease of use and further modification
(see §7.2.1.5).
With a view towards the array-like manipulations of the next section (§7.2.1.2) and future extensibility we
however remark that in our actual implementation control of delegation based upon an explicitly specified
subset of target libev attributes which may further be subject to function calls of the form 'lib_eps':
lambda x: x > 1e-20, say. Further we allow for calls to bound methods of libev.lib_info which return
bool to give further control (i.e. Scipy function incompatibility for 'float128' requires an alternate imple-
mentation). Additionally broadcasting information (making use of numpy.frompyfunc) can be implicitly
added, together with wrapping of output to our typed_array class. Documentation injection to a bound
method info()is embedded to make the resultant functions slightly more convenient to work with. We






6 def sin(z, libev=None):
7 '''




12 z : number-like (array-like)








21 Defaults are delegation dependent in general.
22 '''
23 # here one can provide a default (libev agnostic) implementation
24 raise NotImplementedError("Behaviour undefined for {}.".format(libev))
25
26 for _fcn_name in ('sin', ): # ... one can add many more
27 _libs = {'numpy': _np, 'mpmath': _mp, 'gmpy2': _gp, 'sympy': _sp}
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28
29 for lib_name, lib_imp in _libs.items(): # populate using libraries
30 if lib_name == 'numpy':
31 _broadcast_as = None # ufunc already broadcasts
32 else:




37 kw_defaults={'return_typed_array': True, 'pass_libev': False,
38 'squeeze_to_scalar': False, 'return_fcn_handle': False},
39 broadcast_as=_broadcast_as,
40 wrap_output_slots_typed_array=None)(getattr(lib_imp, _fcn_name))
7.2.1.2 Numerical container: The typed_array
In order to represent multidimensional collections of ordered elements comprised of numbers generated
by the various libraries utilised we exploit the numpy.ndarray data structure [287]. The crucial idea here
is that while numpy.ndarray is optimised for numerical types such as numpy.int and numpy.float64 (for
example) the storage of arbitrary objects is also possible while continuing to support the usual arithmetical
operations between arrays, slicing and vectorization functionality.
We implement the typed_array which is a light-weight subclass of numpy.ndarray following [213]. Func-
tionality is extended by additionally carrying (amongst others) a libev attribute together with __hash__
and new __reduce__ bound methods. The idea being to seamlessly allow for parsing of a string specifica-
tion of each element when required and furthermore enable convenient hashing and pickling (for object
serialisation) when using typed_array instances.
1 # new typed_array with direct numerical specification
2 A = core.typed_array([core.num('3/2, 1', libev=lm), core.num('1', libev=lm)],libev=lm)
3 # parse input elements
4 B = core.typed_array(['3/2, 1', '1'], parse_elements=True, libev=lm)
5 # alternative construction (recall however precision pitfall)
6 C = core.typed_array([1.5 + 1j, 1], parse_elements=True, libev=lm)
7 >>> C
8 typed_array(
9 [mpc(real='1.5', imag='1.0') mpf('1.0')],
10 shape=(2,),
11 libev=libev(lib_name=mpmath, lib_type=mpf, lib_dps=30))
12 >>> fd.max(fd.abs(A - B, libev=lm), squeeze_to_scalar=True)
13 mpf('0.0')
In this example we demonstrate the direct construction of a typed_array in three ways: making use of
core.num, str parsing and numerical parsing. On line 12 we make use of a fcn_delegator instance to
compute the maximum, absolute error where the result returned is coerced to a scalar due to the kwarg
squeeze_to_scalar. Notice that libev does not need to be explicitly passed to fd.max but can be inferred
as a bound attribute of the result returned (a typed_array) from fd.abs.
Most of the usual array template methods are available and mirror Numpy naming conventions. Here we
build a standard first order finite difference approximant:
1 def Dv(Nv, libev=None): # rescaled finite-difference d/dv
2 fo = fd.ones(Nv, libev=libev)
3 return (-fd.diag(fo[:-1], -1) + fd.diag(fo[:-1], +1)) / 2
4
5 >>> lib, Nx = ln, 1024
6 >>> x = fd.linspace(-1, 1, num=Nx, libev=lib)
7 >>> dx, fx = x[1] - x[0], fd.sin(x)
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8 >>> fd.max(fd.abs(fd.dot(Dv(Nx, libev=lib), fx) / dx - fd.cos(x))[1:-1]).item()
9 6.3702603636528465e-07,
Many elementary functions and some special functions are available – for instance here we make use of
Eq.(8.15) together with Newton’s method in order to compute the 20th root of j(0, 2πx):
1 >>> lib = lm
2 >>> pi = fd.pi(libev=lib)
3 >>> j = lambda nn, xx, libev=lib: fd.special_Besselj(nn, xx, libev=libev)
4 >>> x0 = fd.typed_array(core.num('10', libev=lib), libev=lib) # appr. from plot
5 >>> fd.root_finding((lambda x: j(0, 2 * pi * x), lambda x: -2 * pi * j(1, 2 * pi * x)),
6 >>> x0=x0, x_tol=lib.lib_eps * 10, method='Newton',
7 >>> libev=lib).item()
8 mpf('9.87532058290982628993787136200032')
For convenience and to facilitate file input/output libev and bytes conversion methods are also provided:
1 >>> C.libev_convert(libev=ls)
2 typed_array(
3 [1/2 + I 1],
4 shape=(2,),
5 libev=libev(lib_name=sympy, lib_type=rational))
6 >>> C.to_bytes_array() # (libev adapted) bytes repr.
7 bytes_array(
8 [b'0,1,-1,1;0,1,0,1' b'0,1,0,1'],
9 shape=(2,), libev=libev(lib_name=mpmath, lib_type=mpf, lib_dps=30))
10 >>> _.to_typed_array() # convert previous result back
11 typed_array(
12 [mpc(real='0.5', imag='1.0') mpf('1.0')],
13 shape=(2,),
14 libev=libev(lib_name=mpmath, lib_type=mpf, lib_dps=30))
While the parent class numpy.ndarray represents data that is mutable it can be useful to construct hashes for
arrays which – if care is taken – may later be used for caching (see §7.2.1.5). For hash calculation we make
use of a pickled representation of the array which implies that upon writing to an element recalculation
is required – this is done only on-demand. Upon calculation a hash value is also cached internally in the
typed_array instance for rapid lookup.
1 >>> hash(C) # by default (non-cryptographic) murmurhash3
2 989643475052189438
3 >>> C # note __repr__ change
4 typed_array(
5 [mpc(real='1.5', imag='1.0') mpf('1.0')],
6 shape=(2,),
7 libev=libev(lib_name=mpmath, lib_type=mpf, lib_dps=85),
8 hash=0x63739464acd6fd04b21f4859e20ceec0,
9 internal_pickle=True)
10 >>> C[1] = core.num('1/4', libev=lm)
11 >>> C # automatically drop hash on __setitem__ call
12 typed_array(
13 [mpc(real='1.5', imag='1.0') mpf('0.25')],
14 shape=(2,),
15 libev=libev(lib_name=mpmath, lib_type=mpf, lib_dps=85))
16 >>> hash(C) # cf. line 2 result
17 71019925297905963
18 >>> C.del_pickle() # remove the hash and pickle info directly
19 >>> import pickle as pk




23 [mpc(real='1.5', imag='1.0') mpf('0.25')],
24 shape=(2,),




One final technical remark is necessary. Set L = fd.linspace(-1, 2, num=11, libev=ls), say. We find
that an additional private attribute _op_priority must be added (which we fix to 10.1) so as to prevent
spurious casting when mixed scalar-array operations such as 2 * L (cf. L * 2) are performed and Sympy
is used as the numerical backend. An alternative to this library dependent "magic number" is to exploit
commutativity of binary operations where possible by writing custom operators so as to control the casting
strategy when objects of different types are combined, however, this approach significantly increases code
complexity and thus we avoid it.
7.2.1.3 Linear algebra: Conditioning and the Hilbert prototype problem
In order to test whether we have correctly interfaced with the linear algebraic portion of various numerical
libraries we follow [114] and introduce an ill-conditioned, classical, prototype problem concerned with
polynomial approximation.
Fix N ≥ 1. Let f(x) be a continuous function on x ∈ [0, 1]. We seek an approximant to f(x) given by
an N − 1 degree polynomial p(x) =
∑n−1
i=0 aix
i that minimises the squared error. That is {an}N−1n=0 must




2 dx is minimised. Setting ∂Φ/∂ai = 0 for










xif(x)dx (i, j = 0, . . . , N− 1), (7.1)
and a is known to exist and be unique [114]; in particular, HN may be viewed as a Cauchy matrix and
hence a general element of H−1N may be expressed in closed form for any N [173]. From [128] we have the









Heuristically one loses approximately logb κ digits of precision in the result of a numerical calculation [278].
The exponentially rapid growth of κ2(HN) withN indicates that even for relatively low polynomial degree
a naive calculation at floating point precision will be inaccurate. Evaluating Eq.(7.2) and rounding to the
nearest integer yields: log10(κ2(H5)) = 7, log10(κ2(H10)) = 15 and log10(κ2(H15)) = 23. In order words
numerical inversion of H15 (or solution via decomposition) with floating point precision is an untenable
proposition. We shall now compare a numerical calculation performed with extended precision.
AsHN is symmetric and positive-definite (SPD) we attempt to find a numerical solution of the linear system
HNa = b via Cholesky decomposition. With (b)i=̇(1/2, 1, . . . , 1, 1/2) a solution may be constructed via:
1 N_min, N_max = 2, 21
2 err = fd.zeros((N_max - N_min + 1), libev=ln) # store errors with numpy float64
3
4 with core.libev(lib_name="mpmath", lib_type="mpf", libdps=30) as lib: # make ctx
5 for idx, N in enumerate(range(N_min, N_max + 1)):
6 H = fd.linalg_proto_Hilbert(N, libev=lib) # prototype mat.
7 L = fd.linalg_decomp_Cholesky(H, is_lower=True, libev=lib)
8 N1_2 = fd.num('1/2', libev=lib)
9 b = fd.vstack((N1_2, fd.ones((N - 2, 1), libev=lib), N1_2), libev=lib)
10 a = fd.linalg_solver_Cholesky(L, b, is_lower=True) # infer libev
11
12 # ε [H, b; N] := maxi
∣∣∣
∑N−1
j=0 (H)ij(a)j − (b)i
∣∣∣
13 err[idx] = fd.max(fd.abs(fd.linalg_residual(H, a, b)), squeeze_to_scalar=True)
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The results of a calculation based on this code are displayed in Fig.7.1. For N = 50 we find that mpmath
and an operating dps of 80 is required to attain a precision within usual machine round-off as measured
by the residual – this is not surprising in light of the precision loss heuristic as due to Eq.(7.2) we have
log10 κ2(H50) = 76 (rounded).























Figure 7.1: Cholesky prototype ε [H, b; N] := maxi
∣∣∣
∑N−1
j=0 (H)ij(a)j − (b)i
∣∣∣ for various choices of libev.
Depicted in (red "•"): the results of a Numpy calculation performed at double precision where the bold
point indicates the largest value of N for which Numpy / Scipy can verify the SPD character of HN; (blue
"J"): mpmath with dps=30; (green "I"): mpmath with dps=50; (black "H"): mpmath with dps=80. Results of
the calculation repeated with the implemented distributed infrastructure (see §7.3) are also shown where:
(cyan ""): mpmath with 30; (red ""): mpmath with 50; (blue "N"): mpmath with 80; and in each case chunks is
selected such that bN/3c.
7.2.1.4 JIT: Numba
One advantage for interpreted languages such as Python is that rapid code development is possible cf. di-
rectly programming a complex simulation with a lower-level language such as Fortran or C. Unfortunately
even with a judicious choice of algorithm execution speed can suffer in a native implementation. In par-
ticular, there exists large interpreter overhead for nested loops. Instead a common idiom is to view Python
as a kind of "glue" language wherein data representing some numerical calculation is manipulated at a
"high-level" and bindings to lower level language implementations of computationally intensive elements
are used. An example would be vectorization of code with Numpy or linear-algebraic problems solved with
Scipy bindings to LAPACK [7].
One can however directly implement algorithms in Python without paying a penalty for using an inter-
preted language. Here we draw attention to the Numba library [180] which we make use of internally. Numba
leverages the LLVM compiler so as to automatically generate machine code from Python code on the fly.







sin(k+ l) + (k+ 1)(l+ 1)−1 (k < l)∧ (k < j)
exp(−j) + (k+ 1)(l+ 1)−1 otherwise
. (7.3)
Working with Numba a native, numerical evaluation of Eq.(7.3) utilising nested loops is modified by the
addition of two (tail commented) lines leading to a factor of ∼ 80 increase in execution speed as follows:
1 from numpy import (arange, ndindex, sin, exp)
2 import numba as nu # provide numba library
3
4 @nu.jit(nopython=True, nogil=True) # JIT via syntactic sugar
5 def ex_sum(N):
6 s_t = 0
7 for j in arange(N // 2):
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8 for k, l in ndindex((N, N)):
9 if (k < l) and (k < j):
10 s_t += sin(k + l) + (k + 1) / (l + 1)
11 else:
12 s_t += exp(-j) + (k + 1) / (l + 1)
13 return s_t
This example is of course for a single scalar input N to the function ex_sum however more generic function
signatures are possible together with input comprised of a more general variety (such as numpy.ndarray).
Type inference of input is automatic (in this case N is an int). Here within the decorator are additionally
specified nopython=True and nogil=True the reason being that when a numerical type can be inferred (such
as fixed-width integer types up to 64-bits in size or 64 bit floats) Numba can release the global interpreter lock
(GIL) and is able to run in parallel threads. If types cannot be inferred or are general Python objects then
"loop-lifting" is attempted, that is, within the generated code an attempt is made to unroll loops which
may potentially increase performance by reducing interpreter overhead. One last feature we note is that
Numba allows for compilation of functions that internally call other Numba-compiled functions. Automatic
inference of possible nu.jit settings based on libev can be accomplished with methods listed in Tab.11.84
of §11.2.19.
For the sake of convenience and generality of implementation we have built an fcn_delegate_compiler
method to accompany the delegation strategy described in §7.2.1.1 which we now demonstrate the use of
as applied to the previous example:
1 @fcn_delegate_compiler(
2 fcn_name='ex_sum',
3 libev_attrs={'lib_name': 'numpy'}, # attrs to match






10 def ex_sum(N=None, libev=None, patch_delegate=None, numba_jit=None):
11 '''





17 # local function definitions used for compilation
18 _sin = sin(libev=libev, return_fcn_handle=True)
19 _exp = exp(libev=libev, return_fcn_handle=True)
20
21 @numba_jit # auto. constructed
22 def _cmp_fcn(N=None, arange=arange, ndindex=ndindex, sin=_sin, exp=_exp):
23 s_t = 0
24 for j in arange(N // 2): # can use np fcns too!
25 for k, l in ndindex((N, N)):
26 if (k < l) and (k < j):
27 s_t += sin(k + l) + (k + 1) / (l + 1)
28 else:
29 s_t += exp(-j) + (k + 1) / (l + 1)
30 return s_t
31 # inject compile fcn back to delegator and immediately evaluate
32 return patch_delegate(_cmp_fcn)(N=N, libev=libev)
In calling ex_sum compilation of the internal _cmp_fcn is performed whenever a new input argument sig-
nature is encountered. Note that all the previous wrapping behaviour is available:
1 >>> ex_sum(100, libev=ln, squeeze_to_scalar=True)
2 1325502.434463551
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3 >>> ex_sum(libev=ln, return_fcn_handle=True) # this is a compiled fcn
4 CPUDispatcher(<function ex_sum.<locals>._cmp_fcn at 0x7fa1a2379950>)
5 >>> _(100) # which can be called
6 1325502.434463551
Finally we note that while other approaches to improving performance such as Cython [27] and F2PY [224]
are of course possible the simplicity of the fcn_delegate_compiler approach allows for rapid implementa-
tion of high-performance numerical algorithms; furthermore, this strategy may be extended for automatic
compilation of symbolic functions (see §7.4.2 for a discussion of symbolic function containers).
7.2.1.5 Mutability of fcn_delegator and caching
During implementation or application of a numerical algorithm in the solution of some problem of interest
it is often the case that a fair quantity of auxiliary data must be prepared and unless these intermediate
results are explicitly stored many redundant and potentially computationally intensive calculations are
performed.
Caching (memoizing) provides an alternative approach wherein intermediate results of a calculation are im-
plicitly stored and transparently returned when a function is called repeatedly with equivalent arguments
(where equivalence is determined based on the hash of input objects). Thus to each fcn_delegator instance
we can by default add a cache for bound methods that are known to be expensive to call where defaults are
controlled based on the settings model (see §7.5). Additionally, fine-grained control of which bound meth-
ods of instances that are cached can be explicitly controlled at runtime by making use of the fcn_delegator
bound method mutate_delegator_bound_method_lru_cache. The utility of taking this approach will be-
come apparent when we describe our distributed evaluation model in §7.3. As of Python 3.6 the standard
library method functools.lru_cache is now (for CPython) implemented directly in c however by default
we make use of the fastcache package implementation via clru_cache. Custom implementations may
also be utilised (see Tab.11.18).
In addition to having a caching strategy that may be controlled at runtime we also allow for mutability of
the available functionality of fcn_delegator instances. The method mutate_delegator_bound_injector
allows for new bound method definitions to be incorporated to an instance as required. Once again, the
true utility of this kind of monkey-patching will become apparent in §7.3.
As a brief example consider the dynamic programming approach to calculation of the Fibonacci sequence
where we inject the definition of fib into a fcn_delegator instance and exploit caching:
1 >>> def fib(n, fcn_delegator=None, **kwargs):
2 ... return n if n < 2 else (fcn_delegator.fib(n - 1, **kwargs) +
3 ... fcn_delegator.fib(n - 2, **kwargs))
4 >>> fd.mutate_delegator_bound_method_injector(method_name='fib', method_handle=fib,
5 ... apply_fcn_delegator=True)
6 >>> fd.mutate_delegator_bound_method_lru_cache(method_name='fib')






7.3 PARALLELISM AND DISTRIBUTED CALCULATIONS
In order to have access to parallel algorithms and the possibility of performing distributed calculations in
a simple fashion we make use of a subset of the recent package Dask [248], in particular dask.array and
dask.distributed. The principal idea behind Dask is given array-like data, say, to split it into "chunks"
hence employing a "divide-and-conquer" strategy to solve problems. More specifically a calculation is
considered from the viewpoint of a sequence of blocked algorithms that are to be applied and represented
using Python dictionaries, (nested) tuples and callables. This embedded data structure may be thought of
as a directed acyclic graph (DAG) the various vertices of which are operations in the calculation that are to
be performed. A sequence of instructions encoded by a DAG may then be executed using a pool of (local)
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distributed workers where results may be semantically linked futures or raw numerical data. An advantage
of the structure provided by dask.array is that it largely mirrors the interface of numpy.ndarray hence
allowing for rapid translation of a code representing a calculation. There are two important exceptions
however: a dask.array is immutable and additionally during graph construction the shape of each data
element must generally be known in advance.
Thus ideally we would like to simply subclass dask.array.core.Array and provide a libev attribute and
hence have all the fcn_delegator functionality described in §7.2 immediately available allowing for seam-
less blocked evaluation of quantities associated with a desired numerical library. Unfortunately achieving
functioning distributed execution requires more work – we now elaborate upon the above points with
examples and some of the ideas behind how we accomplish this.
7.3.1 DAG AND DELAYED EVALUATION MODEL
As previously mentioned the crucial idea that Dask exploits is the representation of calculations via graphs
that have a logical direction with no closed internal cycles i.e. DAG. To illustrate how this idea is put into
practice we now modify a toy example of [248]. Consider the sequence of operations defining variables:
u← 11, v← u− 7, w← v3, x← uw and y← ux+ sin(v). These operations are represented and evaluated
as:
1 >>> from operator import (add, sub, mul, pow)
2 >>> from math import sin
3 >>> from dask import get # use local (threaded) scheduler
4 >>> dsk = {'u': 11, 'v': (sub, 'u', 7), 'w': (pow, 'v', 3),
5 ... 'x': (mul, 'u', 'w'), 'y': (add, (mul, 'u', 'x'), (sin, 'v'))}
6 >>> [get(dsk, k) for k in ('u', 'v', 'w', 'x', 'y')] # do required calc. to get vars.
7 [11, 4, 64, 704, 7743.243197504692]





Tuple specification of function application such as {'v': (sub, 'u', 7)} is what allows for delayed eval-
uation – when more complicated function signatures are required, in particular kwargs then one can make
use of functools.partial.
7.3.2 NUMERICAL CONTAINER: THE dn_typed_array
The fine-grained controlled offered by the explicit graph construction in §7.3.1 is useful when precise con-
trol is required over an execution pathway however is too complicated for simple use-cases. In partic-
ular we are interested in performing calculations involving array-like objects. Dask has a series of dif-
ferent collections of which we are principally interested in the Array class which largely mirrors the
numpy.ndarray with an additional chunks parameter that controls how data is to be partitioned. In a cer-
tain sense each contiguous block of data corresponding to a dask.array.Array is a numpy.ndarray. Thus
the idea is that to the partitioned array one can apply Numpy functions and perform operations element-
wise over blocks of data. Implicit to the whole process is the automatic generation of DAG representing
these operations. As a simple example consider calculating the root-mean-square value of cos(2πx) with
x ∈ [−1, 1]:
1 >>> from dask import compute
2 >>> from dask.array import (cos, linspace, sqrt, sum)
3 >>> from numpy import pi
4
5 >>> N, ch = 100000, 25000
6 >>> sqrt(sum(cos(2 * pi * linspace(-1, 1, num=N, chunks=ch)) ** 2) / N)
7 dask.array<sqrt-ce..., shape=(), dtype=float64, chunksize=()>
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Here we have sampled x with four partitions each using 2.5 × 104 points. Note that we use the compute
method which can take multiple collections and calculate all required results, furthermore intermediate
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One goal of our package is to provide a similar kind of mechanism of evaluation albeit augmented with
an additional libev keyword argument that delegates chosen functions to the correct numerical backend
based on the fcn_delegator. The analogy is that in our package we subclass dask.array.Array to a
new dn_typed_array object of which contiguous data blocks represent typed_array instances. Rather
than element-wise application of a native Numpy function we instead wish to draw appropriately delegated
definitions from fcn_delegator instances. Unfortunately this approach quickly becomes rather involved
and presently we reimplement a large portion of dask core code in order to accomplish this. We conclude
this section with examples of dn_typed_array usage and defer discussion of the key idea behind solving
the problem of delegation to §7.3.3.
We perform an equivalent calculation to the previous code snippet with libev=lm and 10 times the number
of sampling points:
1 >>> N, ch = 1000000, 250000
2 >>> (fd.sqrt(core.dn.sum((core.dn.cos( # implicitly distr. data is processed
3 ... 2 * fd.pi(libev=lm) * core.dn.linspace(-1, 1, num=N,
4 ... chunks=ch, libev=lm)) ** 2) / N)) -
5 ... 1 / fd.sqrt(2,libev=lm)).item() # extract scalar
6 mpf('0.000000353553302204970308028180903239003') # 3.5× 10−7
As a final note scheduler overhead introduces a fundamental limit on parallel task granularity; largely
effective task partitioning is problem dependent and is best determined by performing tests.
For a listing of available functionality see §11.2.3 and §11.2.7.
7.3.3 dask.distributed AND fcn_delegator SPAWNING
The library dask.distributed provides a managed task scheduler where a central (master) process controls
distribution of tasks to worker (slave) processes over TCP (thus local or network deployment is possible);
asynchronous and event driven architecture allows for submission of computations as DAGs which are
handled concurrently [92]. Integration with Dask is seamless, that is, when DAG execution is required one
can use the scheduler provided via distributed.Executor.get as a drop-in replacement to dask.get for
instance. Whether execution on workers is performed with multiprocessing or threads can be explicitly
controlled and is best chosen by noting whether a particular calculation can release the GIL. Object seriali-
sation is achieved via a combination of pickle, cloudpickle and some internal Dask-dependent methods.
In order to achieve the functionality described in §7.3.2 with a distributed layer of execution we shall make
the assumption that each worker is running in multiprocessing mode. That is, each worker has (an) asso-
ciated Python interpreter process(es) running. The distributed package allows for execution of functions
remotely on every worker – we do this, instantiating a so-called distributed_layer class which during
initialisation in turn instantiates a worker-specific fcn_delegator instance. In short, on each worker a
fcn_delegator is spawned. By recycling a fair amount of Dask code we can map blocks of data to func-
tions associated with these worker-specific instances within the distributed_layer classes. Thus data
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blocks that have been passed to a worker can be processed with functions based on an appropriate numer-
ical backend which is controlled by a central libev bound attribute assigned to a dn_typed_array.
We can also leverage the function injection and caching strategy described in §7.2.1.5 together with the
JIT facilities described in §7.2.1.4 when operating with the distributed layer. This gives rise to quite a
powerful evaluation model allowing for rapid specification of functions that are automatically compiled
and evaluated in an element-wise fashion which we may exploit (see the as_compiled_fcn mechanism of
§7.4.1 in particular).
7.3.4 CONVENIENT SWITCHING OF LOCAL AND DISTRIBUTED: meta_delegator
When a model becomes sufficiently computationally demanding such that a distributed calculation is war-
ranted one approach during development is to perform comparison at a low resolution between distributed
and local implementations of the calculation so as to ensure consistency. To greatly simplify this process we
introduce the so-called meta_delegator which is essentially a thin wrapper that draws function definitions
from either a local fcn_delegator instance or from core.dn based on a single use_dn boolean. Usage is as
follows:
1 >>> md = core.meta_delegator(use_dn=True, fcn_delegator=fd)
2 >>> md.fcn('special_Gamma') # distributed imp. of Γ(x)
3 <bound method type.special_Gamma of
4 <class _core._execution_layers._distribution_layer.distribution_layer>>
5
6 >>> md.fcn('special_Gamma', force_local=True) # use fcn_delegator
7 <function _core._math._special_fcns._gamma_fcn_interface.special_Gamma>
Additionally, automatic filtering of 'chunks' containing parameters may be performed:
1 >>> md.use_dn = True # rapid switching of execution layer
2 >>> ones, la_Hil, la_Chold, la_Chols = md.fcn(
3 ... ('ones', 'linalg_proto_Hilbert', 'linalg_decomp_Cholesky',
4 ... 'linalg_solver_Cholesky'))
5 >>> N = 80
6 >>> c_kwargs = md.process_chunks_kwargs({'chunks': N // 4, 'libev': lm})
7 >>> H = la_Hil(N, **c_kwargs)
8 >>> L = la_Chold(H, is_lower=True, **c_kwargs)
9 >>> # etc...
Control of function injection together with caching is also possible in this manner, we omit the details here
but see §11.2.8.
7.4 FUNCTION CONTAINERS, GRIDS AND EVALUATION MODEL
In order to facilitate the specification of quantities (numerical or symbolic) associated with some mathe-
matical expression and abstract operations such as the action of (integral) differential operators and modi-
fication under remapping of coordinates (grids) we now introduce some additional abstract structure in the
form of container grids and functions. In particular, we begin by introducing symbolic function containers
(cntnr_sym_fcn) which may also be automatically compiled by making use of numba (see §7.2.1.4). Next
numerical (cntnr_num_fcn) and collective (cntnr_fcn) are discussed. Consistent generation and manip-
ulation of numerical data from a symbolic specification leads us to introduce the grid container function
(cntnr_grid_fcn) where (symbolic) numerical data, grid functions and labels representing variables are
coupled. The cntnr_grid_fcn is based on a so-called variable specification manipulator (var_spec_manip)
which ensures consistency when performing standard algebraic operations between the various contain-
ers and is based on lexicographical canonicalisation of the variable dependency that a particular container
must be assigned.
7.4.1 CONTAINER FUNCTIONS: cntnr_sym_fcn
The object cntnr_sym_fcn carries a symbolic definition (sym_def attribute) which may be specified during
initialisation as a str, sympy expression or general function provided that symbolic evaluation is possible.
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In addition to this a bound attribute var_dep is associated with the symbolic definition which serves to
store variable dependency as a tuple of strings. For a given var_dep the associated symbolic definition
is automatically canonicalised based on alphabetical (lexicographical) order, that is, function arguments
(slots) are reordered appropriately.
As a first example of usage we consider the specification of a few functions via str:
1 >>> # variable dependency is automatically extracted via sympy symbol parser
2 >>> fcn = core.cntnr_sym_fcn(sym_def='sin(x) + 2*x', fcn_delegator=fd)








11 sym_def=z * sin(x))
we also have a convenience method for the conversion of Mathematica expressions (as str) to a sympy
expression:
1 >>> import _utilities.tools as _ut
2 >>> sp_expr = _ut.tools.conv_Mathematica_str_to_sympy_expr('Sin[Cos[x]^2] + z')




7 sym_def=z + sin(cos(x)**2))
On occasion is may also be useful to instantiate a symbolic container based on a generic Python function
definition:
1 >>> def jacpoly4(x, fcn_delegator=None, libev=None):
2 >>> # Fixed Jacobi polynomial: P
(1/3,−1/3)
4 (x) (see 7.6.1.1)
3 >>> n1d3 = fcn_delegator.num('1 / 3', libev=libev)
4 >>> return fcn_delegator.poly_values_Jacobi_P(4, n1d3, -n1d3, x, libev=libev)
5
6 >>> # in making use of the above var_dep must be explicitly specified




11 sym_def=-10*x*(x + 1/3)/9 + 7*x...)
All the usual arithmetical operations are now possible between objects that are cntnr_sym_fcn instances
(or may be converted to such):
1 >>> -fcn ** 2 / gcn + '27 / 11' # mixed num as int / str-like
2 cntnr_sym_fcn(
3 var_dep=('x', 'z')
4 sym_def=27/11 - (2*x + sin(x))**2/(z*sin(x)))
5 >>> '2 / 7' * fcn + 'tanh(chi) / 7' # note implicit var_dep parsing
6 cntnr_sym_fcn(
7 var_dep=('chi', 'x') # note auto-canonicalisation
8 sym_def=4*x/7 + 2*sin(x)/7 + tanh(chi)/7)
In addition we may also leverage the capability of the sympy engine to perform differentiation, integration





4 sym_def=cos(x) + 2)
5 >>> (hcn * 'cos(z)').sym_diff(('z', 1), ('x', 2)) # or combining manipulations
6 cntnr_sym_fcn(
7 var_dep=('x', 'z')
8 sym_def=-(z + sin(cos(x)**2))*sin(z) + cos(z))
9 >>> fcn.sym_integ(integ_pars=('x', )) # or definite via ie. ('x', 1, 2)
10 cntnr_sym_fcn(
11 var_dep=('x',)
12 sym_def=x**2 - cos(x))
13 >>> gcn(**{'x': 'x + k/2'}) # var. replacement x→ x+ k/2
14 cntnr_sym_fcn(
15 var_dep=('k', 'x', 'z')
16 sym_def=z*sin(k/2 + x))
17 >>> icn(fcn).sym_simplify() # composition: P
(1/3,−1/3)
4 (sin(x) + 2x)
18 cntnr_sym_fcn(
19 var_dep=('x',)
20 sym_def=-10*(2*x + sin(x))*(6*x + 3*sin(x) + 1)/27 - 35*(2*x + sin(x))*(42*x - 3*(2
21 *...)
For certain functions the numerical calculation of which is implemented via recursion symbolic replacement
to the appropriate derivative function is made (default replacements are controlled via JSON: see §7.5):
1 >>> ('2' + 'x' * core.cntnr_sym_fcn(sym_def='poly_values_Chebyshev_T(n, x)',
2 ... fcn_delegator=fd)).sym_diff(('x', 2))
3 cntnr_sym_fcn(
4 var_dep=('n', 'x')
5 sym_def=x*poly_values_Chebyshev_dT(2, n, x) + 2*poly_values_Chebyshev_dT(1, n, x))
The definitions associated with a symbolic function container may also be compiled via Numba (see §7.2.1.4).
Optional definition injection into a local (distributed) fcn_delegator instance is also possible:
1 >>> c_fcn = fcn.as_compiled_fcn()
2 >>> c_gcn = gcn.as_compiled_fcn(inj_to_fcn_delegator=True,
3 ... inj_to_dn=True, method_name='gcn')
4 >>> c_icn = icn.as_compiled_fcn(inj_to_fcn_delegator=True,
5 ... inj_to_dn=True, method_name='icn')
where compiled analogues of the symbolic definitions within fcn and gcn are now available; additionally
there are now new core.dn.gcn and fd.gcn methods. Thus the following operations are now possible:
1 >>> # prepare (dense) (distributed) grids
2 >>> x, z = fd.linspace(1, 2, num=20, libev=ln), fd.linspace(0, 5, num=50, libev=ln)
3 >>> d_x = core.dn.linspace(1, 2, num=20, chunks=5, libev=ln)
4 >>> d_z = core.dn.linspace(0, 5, num=50, chunks=10, libev=ln)
5 >>> # libev inferred from input; note the intermediate blocking dn_compute operation
6 >>> r1, r2 = fd.gcn(x[:, None], z[None, :]), core.dn.gcn(d_x[:, None], d_z[None, :])
7 >>> fd.max(fd.abs(r1 - core.dn_compute(r2)))
8 0.0
We may compare evaluation graphs of icn and the injected core.dn.icn function (see Fig.7.2):
1 >>> x = core.dn.linspace(-1, 1, num=500, chunks=250, libev=lm)
2 >>> # extract definition as string; eval then uses 'x' as above
3 >>> delayed_icn, delayed_cmp_icn = eval(icn.as_str()), core.dn.icn(x)



















































































Figure 7.2: The DAG for direct evaluation of P(1/3,−1/3)4 (x) when x is partitioned in two and the sym-
bolic definition of the icn container function is used directly is compared to evaluation with the injected
distributed definition core.dn.icn (inset).
For a full listing of cntnr_sym_fcn functionality see §11.2.14
7.4.2 DELAYED EVALUATION AND LAMBDIFICATION: cntnr_sym_fcn
The issue of delayed evaluation and automatic construction of expression trees by use of Python lambda
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expressions together with how this fits in with automatic construction of sympy function representatives of
fcn_delegator functions and the various pathologies that arise is somewhat delicate; we omit these pure
implementation details as they are not exposed to a user however one should be aware that "lambdfica-
tion" of functions is being performed behind the scenes when making use of symbolic expressions for the
sake of speed and for deeply nested expressions collapsing a cntnr_sym_fcn internal definition to a sympy
expression may be required so as to avoid recursive limits.
7.4.3 CONTAINER FUNCTIONS: var_spec_manip
The cntnr_sym_fcn introduced in §7.4.1 provides a convenient way to specify function definitions sym-
bolically. When numerical evaluation is necessary or one wishes to associate to a multivariate function a
multidimensional numerical array where the order of the axes falls in line with the underlying independent
variable dependency of an associated symbolic definition then for consistency canonicalisation must be per-
formed. Consider for example two numerical arrays n_A and n_B with shapes (32, 77) and (3, 99, 77)
respectively. Suppose that n_A represents data with coupled variable labels var_dep_A=('z', 'x') and n_B
represents data with variable labels var_dep_B=('a', 'y', 'x'); equivalently nA = nA(z, x) and nB =
nB(a, y, x). In order to perform the binary operation n_A + n_B we first canonicalise the axes (reorder via
transpositions which are based on lexicographic ordering of var_dep) then a minimal redimensionalisation
(exploiting slicing and broadcasting properties) is made. An instance of core.var_spec_manip takes care
of these manipulations.
At the outset we restrict our attention to variables of three possible types: A variable label may correspond
to a Kronecker-product type dimension; a (coupled) ordered tuple; a constant. As an example of specifica-
tion:
1 >>> var_spec = {
2 ... 'x': {'dim_type': 'kp', 'dim_lbl': 'kp_1'}, # Kronecker-product type; lab. 'kp_1'
3 ... 'y': {'dim_type': 'kp', 'dim_lbl': 'kp_1'}, # distinct 'dim_lbl' for mul. grids
4 ... 'z': {'dim_type': 'kp', 'dim_lbl': 'kp_1'},
5 ... 'par_c': 'c' # this label corresponds to a const.
6 ... }
7 >>> vsm = core.var_spec_manip(var_spec=var_spec)
8 >>> # update specification of instance (here we add a coupled, ordered tuple)
9 >>> vsm.update_vars(
10 ... var_spec={'a': {'dim_type': 'ot', 'dim_lbl': 'ot_1',
11 ... 'is_coupled': True, 'coupling_spec': ('a', 'b')},
12 ... 'b': {'dim_type': 'ot', 'dim_lbl': 'ot_1',
13 ... 'is_coupled': True, 'coupling_spec': ('a', 'b')}})
14 >>> vsm # check var_spec_manip instantiated with expected parameters
15 var_spec_manipulator(
16 id=0x7f3ae5ba6668
17 a dim_type=ot dim_lbl=ot_1 coupled=('a', 'b')
18 b dim_type=ot dim_lbl=ot_1 coupled=('a', 'b')
19 par_c dim_type=c dim_lbl=def
20 x dim_type=kp dim_lbl=kp_1
21 y dim_type=kp dim_lbl=kp_1
22 z dim_type=kp dim_lbl=kp_1
23 )
24 >>> vsm['z', 'x'] # extract information (note implicit canonicalisation)
25 OrderedDict([('x', {'dim_lbl': 'kp_1', 'dim_type': 'kp'}),
26 ('z', {'dim_lbl': 'kp_1', 'dim_type': 'kp'})])
Now we build some numerical data with dimensionality and variable label coupling as considered at the
start of the section:
1 >>> x, z = fd.linspace(2, 7, num=77, libev=lm), fd.linspace(-3, 7, num=32, libev=lm)
2 >>> y = fd.linspace(-7, 7, num=99, libev=lm)
3 >>> a = core.typed_array(tuple(fd.num(i, libev=lm) for i in range(3)), libev=lm)
4
5 >>> n_A = fd.cosh(fd.sin(x[None, :]) / 2) + z[:, None] # n_A.shape = (32, 77)
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6 >>> n_B = (a[:, None, None] * y[None, :, None] +
7 ... x[None, None, :]) # n_B.shape = (3, 99, 32)
The variables n_A and n_B can now be canonicalised and redimensionalised (for the operation n_A + n_B):
1 >>> # at the individual level
2 >>> can_info_n_A = vsm.infer_canonicalisation(var_dep=('z', 'x'))
3 >>> can_info_n_A
4 can_info(can_var_dep=('x', 'z'), T_info=(1, 0)) # namedtuple
5 >>> # immediate preparation for binary operations
6 >>> brd_info = vsm.infer_broadcast(var_dep_A=('z', 'x'), var_dep_B=('a', 'y', 'x'))
7 >>> c_n_A, c_n_B = vsm.use_broadcast_info(brd_info, data_A=n_A, data_B=n_B)
8 >>> (c_n_A.shape, c_n_B.shape)
9 ((1, 77, 1, 32), (3, 77, 99, 1))
10 >>> nApB = c_n_A + c_n_B # perform op.
Note that this approach of canonicalisation and redimensionalisation together with broadcasting allows for
a reduction in the total memory required to store intermediate numerical data.
While the above operations are relatively rapid in the sense of execution speed, at tight timings (or when
performed a multitude of times) we have found that caching of infer_broadcast significantly improves
performance.
Various further helper methods such as conversion between string-like variable dependency and equivalent
numerical slot index are also implemented. Additionally a "split-canonicalisation" method is of use when
application of linear-algebraic operations (such as a dot-product reduction) to axes labelled by variable
dependency is required (see §11.2.10).
7.4.4 CONTAINER FUNCTIONS: cntnr_num_fcn
The var_spec_manip object described in §7.4.3 provides a useful mechanism for manipulation of numerical
data that is implicitly coupled to an assigned variable dependency, direct usage however is inconvenient.
It is useful to introduce a layer of abstraction to automatically track the coupling and allow for simple
evaluation of operations via the cntnr_num_fcn object.
1 >>> # input will be automatically canonicalised based on var_spec_manip







9 num_def.libev=libev(lib_name=mpmath, lib_type=mpf, lib_dps=30))
10 >>> nc_B = core.cntnr_num_fcn(num_def=n_B, var_dep=('a', 'y', 'x'), var_spec_manip=vsm)
Standard operations are now available:
1 >>> nc_A + nc_B
2 cntnr_num_fcn(
3 id(var_spec_manip)=0x7f3ae5ba6668
4 var_dep=('a', 'x', 'y', 'z')
5 type(num_def)=core.typed_array
6 num_def.shape=(3, 77, 99, 32)
7 num_def.libev=libev(lib_name=mpmath, lib_type=mpf, lib_dps=30))
8 >>> # implicit conversion to compatible numerical type is attempted
9 >>> nc_Ap = nc_A ** '1 / 3'
Instances of core.cntnr_num_fcn carry numerical data (in the bound attribute num_def) that may be a
typed_array or dn_typed_array, in the case of the latter some additional convenience functionality is
available. Consider:
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1 >>> # take original (uncanonicalised) data push to distributed
2 >>> d_n_A = core.dn_typed_array(n_A, chunks=(8, 30))
3 >>> d_n_B = core.dn_typed_array(n_B, chunks=(3, 33, 30))
4 >>> # now build numerical containers and automatically canonicalise
5 >>> d_nc_A = core.cntnr_num_fcn(num_def=d_n_A, var_dep=('z', 'x'),
6 ... var_spec_manip=vsm)
7 >>> d_nc_B = core.cntnr_num_fcn(num_def=d_n_B, var_dep=('a', 'y', 'x'),
8 ... var_spec_manip=vsm)
9 >>> d_nc_A + d_nc_B
10 cntnr_num_fcn(
11 id(var_spec_manip)=0x7f3ae5ba6668
12 var_dep=('a', 'x', 'y', 'z')
13 type(num_def)=core.dn_typed_array
14 num_def.shape=(3, 77, 99, 32)
15 num_def.chunks=(3, 30, 33, 8)
16 num_def.libev=libev(lib_name=mpmath, lib_type=mpf, lib_dps=30))
in this example the chunks parameter has been selected so as to give rise to blocks of data with compatible
dimensions if however this were not the case then:
1 >>> d_nc_C = core.cntnr_num_fcn(num_def=core.dn_typed_array(n_A, chunks=(4, 15)),
2 ... var_dep=('z', 'x'), var_spec_manip=vsm)
3 >>> d_nc_B.rechunk_from_other(d_nc_C) # take care of rechunking automatically




8 var_dep=('a', 'x', 'y', 'z')
9 type(num_def)=core.dn_typed_array
10 num_def.shape=(3, 77, 99, 32)
11 num_def.chunks=(3, 15, 33, 4) # previously (3, 30, 33, 8)
12 num_def.libev=libev(lib_name=mpmath, lib_type=mpf, lib_dps=30))
For a full listing of available methods see §11.2.13.
7.4.5 CONTAINER FUNCTIONS: cntnr_grid_fcn
With a view towards function evaluation over grids that themselves are generated by functions of various
parameters that one may wish to dynamically modify (band-limits, step-size etc.) we have implemented
a grid container object cntnr_grid_fcn that embeds a var_spec_manip instance (which provides requisite
canonicalisation and broadcasting methods) and couples the grid specifying functions. This will prove
useful when we combine cntnr_sym_fcn and cntnr_num_fcn into a collective container in §7.4.6.
As a simple example we build a (distributed) Kronecker-product type grid in x and y coordinates (variable
labels) over a fundamental Legendre-Radau numerical lattice (see §7.6.1):
1 >>> var_spec = {
2 ... 'x': {'fcn': core.dn.poly_lattice_Legendre_P,
3 ... 'dim_type': 'kp,kp_1', # type, label
4 ... 'fcn_args': ('Nx',),
5 ... 'fcn_kwargs': {'libev': 'libev', 'chunks': 'chunks_x'}},
6 ... 'y': {'fcn': core.dn.poly_lattice_Legendre_P,
7 ... 'dim_type': 'kp,kp_1',
8 ... 'fcn_args': ('Ny',),
9 ... 'fcn_kwargs': {'libev': 'libev', 'chunks': 'chunks_y'}}
10 ... }






16 x dim_type=kp dim_lbl=kp_1 spec_type=fcn
17 y dim_type=kp dim_lbl=kp_1 spec_type=fcn
18 )
Notice that in the above we have not explicitly specified the parameters: 'Nx', 'chunks_x', 'Ny',
'chunks_y' or 'libev'; in order to do so we simply call gr_cn with appropriate arguments in order to
perform replacements:
1 >>> gr_cn(Nx=16, chunks_x=8, Ny=32, chunks_y=17, libev=lm) # ordering irrelevant
2





8 libev=libev(lib_name=mpmath, lib_type=mpf, lib_dps=30)),)
9










20 libev=libev(lib_name=mpmath, lib_type=mpf, lib_dps=30)))
In addition to functions it can be convenient to have a mechanism for specifying numerical data directly:
1 >>> gr_cn.update_vars(num_data=core.dn.linspace(-1, 1, num=200, chunks=50, libev=lm),
2 ... var_lbls='z', dim_type='kp,kp_1')
For numerical data no evaluation is required as all parameters have been fixed. We may now evaluate a
cntnr_sym_fcn instance over the distributed grid. For example one may numerically sample hcn (§7.4.1)
with hcn(*gr_cn['x', 'z']).
Where possible, once function parameters that appear in var_spec provided to the cntnr_grid_fcn have
been fixed caching is exploited. If subsequently parameter values are modified then the cache is purged.
See §11.2.12 for a full listing of functionality.
7.4.6 CONTAINER FUNCTIONS: cntnr_fcn
One can imagine the utility of collecting together the previously introduced functionality of cntnr_sym_fcn,
cntnr_num_fcn and cntnr_grid_fcn into a convenient single container object – cntnr_fcn – and hence we
have done this.
To illustrate usage we take gr_cn as specified in §7.4.5:





6 sym_def=sin(x) + y
7 num_def=None)









16 num_def.libev=libev(lib_name=mpmath, lib_type=mpf, lib_dps=30))








25 num_def.libev=libev(lib_name=mpmath, lib_type=mpf, lib_dps=30))
Alternatively one can initialise a cntnr_fcn instance with a num_def and var_dep kwarg or with combina-
tions.
In performing binary operations with objects that involve cntnr_fcn instances automatic inference is made
as to whether intermediate conversion to cntnr_num_fcn or cntnr_sym_fcn is required, furthermore im-
plicit numerical evaluation is made if numerical data already exists in one of the two operands. If a binary
operation involving a cntnr_fcn (or related object) with strictly symbolic (or equivalent) data is performed
with another object that has strictly numerical data then evaluation of the symbolic definition is made
wherein the result is combined so as to be strictly numerical.
For further functionality see §11.2.15.
7.5 SETTINGS MODEL
Our package stores most default settings within JSON files which are plain-text and human-readable within
a settings sub-folder. The syntax largely mimicks that of a Python dict structure apart from a few minor
deviations. We shall not go into particulars beyond mentioning that default (distributed) fcn_delegator
caching settings, geometric prototype maps (see §7.6.2.1) and Butcher tableaux (see §10.2) may be rapidly
modified and extended with changes immediately reflected upon a clean import of our package.
7.6 INTERFACES AND OPERATOR APPROACH
We now introduce further abstraction in order to capture the action of various operators in a simple man-
ner. The motivating principle of this is that by simplifying the specification of fundamental operations
such as grid-mapping, and automating the computation of chain-rule terms and Jacobians for differentia-
tion and integration respectively we facilitate extremely rapid exploration of problems. We shall find that
this approach is particularly useful when treating problems formulated with respect to the more abstract
geometric structures discussed in §7.7. In the following we briefly touch upon the implemented (pseudo)-
spectral methods (§7.6.1) describing construction of orthogonal function families (§7.6.1.1) their associated
fundamental lattices (§7.6.1.2) together with the operation of differentiation by the collocation approach
in the fundamental domain nodal representation (§7.6.1.3) closing the scheme requires an ability to calcu-
late the numerical quadrature of functions sampled on the aforementioned domains (§7.6.1.5). In §7.6.1.6
we check consistency of our implementation whereupon we examine an SCCT for a Helmholtz prototype
problem in §7.6.1.8.
On account of the (symbolic) function containers previously introduced, in §7.6.2 we describe how partial
automation of calculating various quantities that allow for mapping of problems between physical and fun-
damental domains is achieved via core.operators. Finally in §7.6.3 we give a short example of integration
of a system by making use of core.integrators.
7.6.1 (PSEUDO)-SPECTRAL METHODS
Recall that the crucial idea behind (pseudo)-spectral methods in general is that certain classes of functions
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commonly encountered in practical problems may be expanded in the form:
f(x1, . . . xm) =
∑
i, ..., k
f̂i ···kφ1, i(x1) · · ·φm,k(xm) =
∑
i, ..., k
f(x1, i, . . . xm,k)l1, i(x1) · · · lm,k(xm). (7.4)
In particular, the underlying assumption critical for numerical work is that truncation of the above sum
at a finite band-limits (N1, . . . , Nm) gives rise to an accurate approximation of the original function with
respect to some conveniently chosen norm. It is common to choose the φ as eigenfunctions emerging from
the solution of a Sturm-Liouville (SL) problem wherein the equivalent Lagrange interpolating polynomials
are weighted by function values sampled at grid locations controlled by the roots of φ (and derivatives).
To fix conventions recall the action of the Sturm-Liouville operator is given by [72, 3, 154, 62]:








+ q(x)φ(x) = λw(x)φ(x), (7.5)
to which separated BC have been imposed:
α±φ(±1) + β±φ ′(±1) = 0, (7.6)
where α2± + β2± 6= 0, α±, β± ∈ R and α−β− ≤ 0, α+β+ ≥ 0. In the regular SL problem it is assumed:
• p(x) ∈ C1[−1, 1] with p(x) > 0 on x ∈ (−1, 1).
• q(x) ∈ C0[−1, 1] with q(x) ≥ 0 and bounded.
• w(x) ∈ C0[−1, 1] with w(x) ≥ 0.
Under the above conditions the SL eigenvalue problem has unique solutions (φn(x), λn) where the eigen-
functions φn(x) form a complete basis in L2w[−1, 1]. In the singular SL problem p(±1) = 0 is permitted –
this is a useful condition as convergence rates can be shown to improve by imposing it [154].








arise as the only polynomial solutions to the singular SL problem with
[216, 154, 62]:
p(x) =(1− x)α+1(1+ x)β+1, w(x) =(1− x)α(1+ x)β, q(x) =cw(x), (α, β > −1), (7.7)













(x− 1)n−k(x+ 1)k, (α, β > −1); (7.8)





α(1+ x)β dx =
2α+β+1
(2n+ α+ β+ 1)
Γ(n+ α+ 1)Γ(n+ β+ 1)
Γ(n+ 1)Γ(n+ α+ β+ 1)
δmn. (7.9)
Numerically the general procedure for calculating the value of a particular Jacobi polynomial at any point
x ∈ [−1, 1] is recursive [2]:
anP
(α,β)
n+1 (x) =(bn + cnx)P
(α,β)




an =2(n+ 1)(n+ α+ β+ 1)(2n+ α+ β),
bn =(2n+ α+ β+ 1)(α
2 − β2),
cn =(2n+ α+ β)3 = (2n+ α+ β)(2n+ α+ β+ 1)(2n+ α+ β+ 2),
dn =2(n+ α)(n+ β)(2n+ α+ β+ 2),
(7.11)
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In making use of Eq.(7.10) and Eq.(7.11) it is convenient to initialise the recursion using the following:
P
(α,β)





(α− β+ (2+ α+ β)x) . (7.13)







Γ(α+ β+ n+ 1+ k)




where in order to improve numerical stability at high polynomial order we make use of the relations [2, 29]:
ln Γ(z+ n) = ln Γ(z) +
n−1∑
j=0
ln(z+ j), Γ(z+ 1) =zΓ(z). (7.15)
Now as α+ β ∈ (−2,∞) we have:
Γ(α+ β+ n+ 1+ k)




(α+ β+ 2+ j). (7.16)
Note that the Jacobi polynomials allow for one to write the so-called ultra-spherical polynomials as:
P(α)n (x) :=
Γ(α+ 1)Γ(n+ 2α+ 1)
Γ(2α+ 1)Γ(n+ α+ 1)
P(α,α)n (x); (7.17)
where the value α = −1/2 must be treated via a limiting procedure due to the existence of a pole induced
by the Γ term. The ultraspherical polynomials are also related to the Gegenbauer polynomials as:





Derivatives of P(α)n and C
(λ)
n may be computed with Eq.(7.14) together with the appropriate normalisations.




and derivatives may be computed via Eq.(7.14).
Chebyshev polynomials (of the first four kinds) are related to the Jacobi polynomials as follows (this may





























































where additionally we have made use of Γ(1/2) =
√
π [29]. Derivatives of φn ∈ {Tn, Un, Vn, Wn} may be
computed using Eq.(7.14).




n , Pn, Tn, Un, Vn, Wn} together with their
derivatives are implemented within the local and distributed layers of our package which where possible
leverages numba (see §7.2.1.4).
As an example of usage (with similar naming conventions for the other families):
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1 >>> fd.poly_values_Chebshev_T(fd.arange(150, 155, libev=ln),
2 ... fd.linspace(-1, 1, num=5, libev=ln))
3 typed_array(
4 [[ 1. 1. -1. 1. 1. ]
5 [-1. -0.5 -0. 0.5 1. ]
6 [ 1. -0.5 1. -0.5 1. ]
7 [-1. 1. 0. -1. 1. ]




12 >>> d_m = core.dn.arange(3, chunks=3, libev=lm)[:, None, None, None]
13 >>> d_n = core.dn.arange(150, 170, chunks=10, libev=lm)[None, :, None, None]
14 >>> d_a = core.dn.linspace(core.num('1 / 4', libev=lm), 7, num=7, chunks=7,
15 ... libev=lm)[None, None, :, None]
16 >>> b = -core.num('1 / 2', libev=lm)
17 >>> d_x = core.dn.linspace(-1, 1, num=25, chunks=25, libev=lm)[None, None, None, :]
18 >>> dP = core.dn.poly_values_Jacobi_dP(d_m, d_n, d_a, b, d_x)
19 >>> dP # which could now be passed to core.dn_compute, say
20 dn_typed_array(
21 name=dd:poly_values_Jacobi_dP-e724c986aa910f023f140b8b7d930ff7,
22 shape=(3, 20, 7, 25),
23 chunksize=(3, 10, 7, 25),
24 libev=libev(lib_name=mpmath, lib_type=mpf, lib_dps=30))
For unbounded domains we introduce the Laguerre and Hermite polynomials together with their weight
function analogues.







(α > −1) provide an orthogonal basis for L2w[0,∞)
where [216]:
p(x) =xα+1 exp(−x), w(x) =xα exp(−x), q(x) =0, λn =n. (7.24)








From [216] we have:
L
(α)
0 (x) =1, L
(α)



























n (x) = − (n+ 1)L
(α)
n+1(x) + (n+ α+ 1)L
(α)
n (x). (7.28)
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The Hermite polynomials {Hn}∞n=0 also commonly arise in physical application ([72, 144]) and provide an
orthogonal basis for L2w(−∞,∞) where [216]:
p(x) = exp(−x2), w(x) = exp(−x2), q(x) =0, λn =2n. (7.34)
They may be defined recursively:
H0(x) =1, H1(x) =2x, Hn+1(x) =2xHn(x) − 2nHn−1(x). (7.35)
Derivatives satisfies:
H ′n(x) = 2nHn−1(x) =⇒ dkdxk [Hn(x)] = 2knkHn−k(x). (7.36)
There are two conventions commonly in use, that of the physicists {Hn}∞n=0 and statisticians {Hen}∞n=0. The








































−∞ψm(x)ψn(x)dx = δmn. (7.40)
Unfortunately the recursive definition of Eq.(7.35) is not well-suited for numerical implementation. Instead
we normalise as [230]:
















From Eq.(7.41) the ψ functions may be immediately computed by multiplication with
√
w(x) .


























The (unbounded domain) polynomial (function) families {L(α)n , λ
(α)
n , Hn, ψn} together with their deriva-
tives are implemented. As an example of usage:
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1 >>> fd.poly_values_Hermite_H(n=fd.arange(5, libev=ln),
2 ... x=fd.linspace(-10, 10, num=3, libev=ln),
3 ... weighted=False, denorm=True)
4 typed_array(
5 [[ 1.00000000e+00 1.00000000e+00 1.00000000e+00]
6 [ -2.00000000e+01 0.00000000e+00 2.00000000e+01]
7 [ 3.98000000e+02 -2.00000000e+00 3.98000000e+02]
8 [ -7.88000000e+03 -0.00000000e+00 7.88000000e+03]
9 [ 1.55212000e+05 1.20000000e+01 1.55212000e+05]],
10 shape=(5, 3),
11 libev=libev(lib_name=numpy, lib_type=float64))
12 >>> fd.poly_values_Laguerre_dlambda(m=2, n=fd.arange(4, libev=ln),
13 ... a=core.num('1/2', libev=ln),
14 ... x=fd.linspace(2, 7, num=5, libev=ln))
15 typed_array(
16 [[ 0.03630618 0.04362269 0.03019773 0.01863894 0.01098093]
17 [ 0.26975925 0.13170097 0.04438142 0.00450292 -0.00975381]
18 [ 0.43682287 0.04407903 -0.0760839 -0.07845991 -0.04994469]
19 [ 0.30203603 -0.20710324 -0.17661045 -0.0560188 0.02092631]],
20 shape=(4, 5),
21 libev=libev(lib_name=numpy, lib_type=float64))
A full listing of implemented functions for the orthogonal families is provided in Tab.11.23.
7.6.1.2 Fundamental lattice (grid) construction
In order to construct a robust (pseudo)-spectral method one must numerically sample functions on a grid
which is associated with the roots of the various polynomials (functions) and their derivatives discussed in





∣∣∣ (φN+1(z)|zj = 0)∧ (zj ∈ (−1, 1)
}
, (7.45)
which may be viewed as an internal lattice on (−1, 1).
• Gauss-Lobatto:












∧ (zj ∈ (−1, 1))
}
∪ {1} , (7.46)
which may be viewed as a lattice containing both end-points of the fundamental interval [−1, 1].




N chosen such that r
±
N[φ; ±1] = 0 then:





r±N[φ; zj] = 0
)
∧ (zj ∈ [−1, 1])
}
, (7.47)
which may be viewed as a lattice with either end-point ±1 included but the other ∓1 excluded.
with appropriate modifications for unbounded intervals. Unfortunately, analytical results do not exist for
all the function families discussed in the previous section. However, for the Chebyshev polynomials of the
first kind we have [154]:





















For L±R [T ; N]:



















In the absence of an explicit analytical formulae for a fundamental lattice of interest one approach to con-
struction is to take a known grid associated with a related function family and deform it to the target
family via a robust root-finding technique. Another method is to make use of the so-called Chebyshev-
proxy [53, 51] for root extraction (where for families on unbounded intervals an initial compactification to
(−1, 1) is made) – see also §10.4. In practice however we exploit the eigensystem approach of Gautschi (see
[257] and references therein) which is based on the construction of a tridiagonal matrix associated with the
recursion relation of a function family.
Usage is straightforward:
1 >>> fd.poly_lattice_Chebyshev_T(N=16, grid_type='RR', libev=ln) # L+R [T ; 16]
2 typed_array(
3 [-0.99547192 -0.95949297 -0.88883545 -0.78605309 -0.65486073 -0.5
4 -0.32706796 -0.14231484 0.04758192 0.23575894 0.41541501 0.58005691
5 0.72373404 0.84125353 0.92836793 0.9819287 1. ],
6 shape=(17,),
7 libev=libev(lib_name=numpy, lib_type=float64))
8 >>> # set x← LG[C(1); 64] and verify C(1)65 (x) = 0 with distributed layer
9 >>> gr = core.dn.poly_lattice_Gegenbauer_G(N=64, l=1, grid_type='G', chunks=32,
10 ... libev=lm)
11 >>> fd.max(fd.abs(core.dn.poly_values_Gegenbauer_G(65, 1, gr, libev=lm)),
12 ... squeeze_to_scalar=True)
13 mpf('9.14939971379916843505146794879981e-27'),
As the calculation of a lattice may be expensive when operating at higher band-limits and making use of
arbitrary precision we employ a caching strategy. For a full method listing see Tab.§11.22.
7.6.1.3 Differentiation on fundamental grids
An essential ingredient of any spectral scheme is the ability to numerically evaluate the action of differ-
ential operators. One approach to this end advocates for the use of differentiation matrices based on the
underlying numerical grid where one can construct the nodal differentiation matrix (see [19, 20, 292, 293]










, zj ∈ L [φ; N] ; (7.50)
where φ is a general function, w(z) is the weight function with respect to which members of {φN}N are
orthogonal and l is a Lagrange interpolating polynomial. Note that in general D(m) 6= (D(1))m. One may
useD[φ; N] appearing in Eq.(7.50) to calculate derivatives of a function based on its values as sampled over
the previously introduced fundamental grids of §7.6.1.2.
The nodal differentiation matrix of Eq.(7.50) may be adapted to the function families introduced in §7.6.1.1.
































































































as working with λ̃(α)(x) rather than λ(α)n (x) allows us to avoid the appearance of numerically singular
terms during construction of differentiation matrices associated with the left Radau grid. If we write v =

















































1 ≤ k ≤ N, j = 0
− α
2zj









































zk k = j
, zj ∈ LG
[
H, H̃, ψ; N
]
. (7.58)








0 k = j
, zj ∈ LG
[
H, H̃, ψ; N
]
. (7.59)
As an example of usage we verify that a derivative of the Legendre polynomial evaluated over the associ-
ated Legendre-Gauss-Lobatto nodes is zero. That is, we check the implementation of Eq.(7.50) and lattice
generation by the eigenvalue approach by verifying the definition of LGL[P; N]:
1 >>> gr_L = fd.poly_lattice_Legendre_P(N=128, grid_type='GL', libev=lm)
2 >>> D_L = fd.diff_matrices_generic_nodal(M=1, x=gr_L, libev=lm)
3 >>> fd.max(fd.abs(fd.dot(D_L, fd.poly_values_Legendre_P(128, gr_L))[1:-1]),
4 ... squeeze_to_scalar=True)
5 mpf('3.22360120309514264163448760917158e-24')
For further derivative methods see Tab.11.24.
7.6.1.4 Chebyshev derivative error accumulation
As discussed in §3 computing derivatives of a function numerically is a notoriously ill-conditioned problem
in general [172, 197, 247]. In Fig.7.3 we simply inspect the behaviour of the collocation approach to differ-
entiation in the nodal representation using Chebyshev-Gauss-Lobatto nodes and observe that this common
issue may also be mitigated by switching numerical backend. This provides an alternative approach to
coefficient space representation construction based on Bernstein contours in the complex plane discussed
in §3.2.
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Figure 7.3: Chebyshev-Gauss-Lobatto fundamental lattice point-wise absolute error for derivatives of
exp(χ) at a band-limit of N = 128. Define εi := |dm/dχ
m [exp(χ)]i − exp(χi)|. Depicted in (red ""):
m = 2 with Numpy at double precision we find maxi εi = 6.8× 10−8; (red "J"): m = 4 with Numpy at double
precision we find maxi εi = 1.2; (blue "I"): m = 2 with mpmath at dps=40 we find maxi εi = 9.4 × 10−33;
(blue "H"): m = 4 with mpmath at dps=40 we find maxi εi = 2.2 × 10−25. Observe that error accumulates
towards the end-points of the interval, this property becomes more pronounced as derivative order and
band-limit are increased. Switching the numerical backend allows for compensation of this behaviour.
Note that qualitatively similar behaviour is observed when repeating this calculation on a Radau or Gauss
lattice.
7.6.1.5 Numerical calculation of quadrature
To fully specify a (pseudo)-spectral scheme, one last ingredient is required – the ability to numerically
compute quadrature. Recall that a numerical quadrature method consists of approximating the weighted
integral of some function f over a domain of interest via selection of an optimal, finite distribution of nodes





f(xj)wj + εN[f], (7.60)
where {xj, wj}Nj=0 are the quadrature nodes and weights. If εN[f] = 0 we say the quadrature rule is exact
for the chosen f. Following [257] we say that if:
εN[p] =0, ∀p ∈ Pm but ∃q ∈ Pm such that εN[q] 6= 0 (7.61)
for a specified {xj, wj}Nj=0 then Eq.(7.60) has a degree of precision (DOP)m.
Introduce the notation:
QG [φ; N] [f] =
N∑
j=0
f(zj)wG[φ; N]j, zj ∈LG[φ; N], (7.62)
mutatis mutandis for Gauss-Lobatto and Radau grids. Collecting Theorems 3.5, 3.7 and 3.8 of [257] we
have:
Theorem 7.6.1: For a given weight functions w(x) associated with the orthogonal family {φn}n and the
lattice L[φ; N] there exists a unique, positive setw[φ; N] such that the integral of Eq.(7.60) may be evaluated
using the discrete summation of Q[φ; N][f] with DOP 2N+ δwhere:
δ =

1 L[φ; N] = LG[φ; N],
−1 L[φ; N] = LGL[φ; N],
0 L[φ; N] = L±R [φ; N].
(7.63)
Rather than provide derivations for w[φ; N] we simply state results together with modification we make
so as to improve numerical stability and point the reader to [89, 257, 154]. In general analytical expressions
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Γ(N+ α+ 2)Γ(N+ β+ 2)







(α+ 1+ k)(β+ 1+ k)
(k+ 1)(α+ β+ 2+ k)
;
(7.64)


















)2 , zj ∈LG[P
(α,β); N]; (7.65)
Making use of the result (Eq.(7.15)):
Γ(N)Γ(N+ α+ 1)





Γ(β+ 1)Γ(α+ β+ 2)
N−1∏
k=0
(k+ 1)(k+ α+ 1)








=2α+β+1(β + 1)Γ2(β + 1)
[
Γ(N)Γ(N + α + 1)





Γ(α + 1)Γ(β + 1)
Γ(α + β + 2)
N−1∏
k=0
(k + 1)(k + α + 1)










P(α+1,β+1); N − 2
]
j−1
1 − LG [P(α+1,β+1); N − 2]
2
j−1









Γ(α + 1)Γ(β + 1)
Γ(α + β + 2)
N−1∏
k=0
(k + 1)(k + β + 1)
(k + α + β + 2)(k + α + 1)
.
(7.67)
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, (1 ≤ j ≤ N);
(7.68)




























(k+ 1)(k+ β+ 1)
(k+ α+ 2)(k+ α+ β+ 2)
.
(7.69)
According to Thrm.(7.6.1) uniqueness implies the quadrature weights (with appropriate α and β) may
be generated from Eqs.(7.65–7.69) for the families
{
T, V, U, W, P, P(α), C(λ)
}
. In the case of Chebyshev
polynomials of the first kind it is possible to arrive at the analytical result [154, 257]:








2 j = 0, N
1 j ∈ (1, . . . , N− 1)
,




2 j = 0
1 j > 0




1 j < N,




We now turn our attention to unbounded domains. In the case of Hermite the interval of integration is
(−∞, ∞) and hence we only consider a Gauss rule:







, zj ∈ LG[H, H̃, ψ]; (7.71)
where we have made use of Eq.(7.42).
In the case of Laguerre the interval of integration is (0, ∞) hence we can construct a Gauss rule and a left
end-point Radau rule. As a preliminary note that Eq.(7.15) implies:
Γ(N+ α+ 1)

































For Radau with left end-point included:
w−R [L
(α); N]0 =
(α + 1)Γ2(α + 1)N!
Γ(N + α + 2)
=
(α + 1)Γ(α + 1)






















]2 , zj ∈ L−R [L(α), λ(α)N ; N]
j
, (1 ≤ j ≤ N).
(7.74)
Finally we remark that it is also possible to extract quadrature weights from the eigenvectors associated
with the Gautschi’s eigensystem approach used to generate the various fundamental grids [257]. For com-
parison we have also implemented the Clenshaw-Curtis method (a variant of Fejér quadrature) which has
a DOP ofN forN+ 1 Chebyshev-Gauss-Lobatto nodes with respect to a weight functionw(x) = 1 [89, 275]
see also discussion of [276]. As an example we examine how DOP affects polynomial integration:
1 >>> fcn, N = lambda x, pow: x ** pow, 32
2 >>> gr_LGL = fd.poly_lattice_Legendre_P(N, grid_type='GL', libev=lm)
3 >>> wei_LGL = fd.poly_quad_wei_Legendre_P(N, grid_type='GL', libev=lm)
4 >>> gr_TGL = fd.poly_lattice_Chebyshev_T(N, grid_type='GL', libev=lm)
5 >>> wei_CC = fd.quadrature_weights_ClenshawCurtis(N, libev=lm)
6




8 >>> (fd.dot(wei_LGL, fcn(gr_LGL, 62)) - core.num('2 / 63', libev=lm)).item()
9 mpf('-3.88267476788466747976085153225121e-31')
10
11 >>> # DOP is N = 32 so not sufficient for "exact" integration
12 >>> (fd.dot(wei_CC, fcn(gr_TGL, 62)) - core.num('2 / 63', libev=lm)).item()
13 mpf('-0.0000000120101046223252307640604944337356')
See Tab.11.21 for a listing of the implemented quadrature weight methods.
7.6.1.6 Quadrature and derivative implementation consistency
In order to ensure the results and conventions chosen are consistent we now build a test problem that
combines polynomial (function) evaluation together with lattice generation, derivative and quadrature cal-
culation for the classical SL functions: φ ∈
{
P(α,β), P, T, H, L(α), . . .
}











X [φ; N]ijf(xj), (xj ∈ LX[φ; N]) ; (7.75)



















Clearly D(2)G [φ; N][fN]gN ∈ P2N−2 and 3xfND
(1)
G [φ; N][gN−2] ∈ P2N−2. Define:










Then the discrete quadratures:
QG [φ; N] [ρG[φ; N, ∆]] , ∆ ∈ G∆ ={0, . . . , 3};
QGL [φ; N] [ρGL[φ; N, ∆]] , ∆ ∈ GL∆ ={0, 1};
Q±R [φ; N]
[
ρ±R [φ; N, ∆]
]
, ∆ ∈ R±∆ ={0, 1, 2};
(7.79)
are guaranteed to be exact to numerical round-off. To simultaneously check this in a convenient fashion we
introduce the aggregate error functional:





|QG [φ; N] [ρG[φ; N, ∆]]|+
∑
∆∈{0 1}




|QR− [φ; N] [ρR− [φ; N, ∆]]|−
∑
∆∈{0, 1}




which according to Eq.(7.79) is analytically zero. The result of evaluating Eq.(7.80) for a selection of function
families is shown in Fig.7.4a. Spurious features do not appear and furthermore by switching the numerical
backend we may reduce numerical error as much as desired.
For unbounded intervals the issue of numerical overflow can arise during intermediate evaluations; to
inspect this carefully we make use of the results [140]:
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where analytically the discrete quadratures are exact for the degree of polynomials specified. It is thus






































































The result of evaluating Eq.(7.84) is shown in Fig.7.4b.




















(a) φ from bounded domain SL

















(b) φ from unbounded domain SL
Figure 7.4: (a) Error functional of Eq.(7.80) where φn is selected as (red "·"): Tn; (blue "J"): Un; (green "I"):
Vn; (black "H"): Wn; (cyan ""): Pn; (red "•"): P(2/10)n ; (blue "N"): C(1/10)n ; (green "×"): P(2/10,−1/20)n . (b) Error
functional of Eq.(7.84) where (red "·"): f = h̃2N
∣∣
G
; (blue "J"): f = g̃2N|G; (green "I"): f = g̃2N|R− . Note: in
both subfigures dashed lines correspond to numerical evaluation at double precision with numpy whereas
solid lines denote calculations with mpmath at 40dps.








































. In the evaluation of Eq.(7.86) we make use of Eq.(7.52) together with







is defined analogously and the discretised dif-
ferential operator is evaluated according to Eq.(7.51).








































. In the evaluation of Eq.(7.87) we make use of Eq.(7.56) together with the







is defined analogously and the discretised
differential operator is evaluated according to Eq.(7.55).
We also check the action of Hermite adapted differential operators with:













where xj ∈ LG
[
H, H̃, ψ; N
]
. In evaluation of Eq.(7.88) we implicitly make us of Eq.(7.58) together with
Eq.(7.41) and Eq.(7.36). The Hermite function error functional ε [ψ|G ; N] is defined analogously and during
evaluation we make use of an analogous recursion relation together with Eq.(7.59) and Eq.(7.44).
We display the results of evaluating Eqs. (7.86)–(7.88) and ε [ψ|G ; N] in Fig.7.5 again we find consistent
behaviour where the numerical error may be controlled by appropriately selecting a numerical backend.
7.6.1.7 Periodicity, the discrete Fourier transform and efficiency
In addition to the classical SL based methods previously discussed we have also implemented the usual
Fourier-based methods adapted to periodic domains and centred around trigonometric function expan-
sions as (fcn_delegator and distributed methods): poly_lattice_S1 for generation of an S1 lattice;
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; (green "I"): f = L(22/10)
∣∣
R−
. For unweighted polynomials on unbounded domains the
maximum error accumulates exponentially based on an initial value associated with the working precision
of the numerical library. (b) Error functionals based on Eq.(7.87) and Eq.(7.88) where: (red "·"): f = ψ|G;
(blue "J"): f = λ̃
∣∣
G
; (green "I"): f = λ̃
∣∣
R−
. Note: in both subfigures dashed lines correspond to numerical
evaluation at double precision with numpy whereas solid lines denote calculations with mpmath at 40dps.
diff_matrix_Fourier for preparing collocation-type derivative matrices; poly_quad_wei_Fourier for gen-
eration of weights to be used in numerical quadrature. Furthermore we have implemented fast calculation
methods based on the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) for use in an arbitrary precision environment (see
§10.3).
7.6.1.8 Helmholtz prototype SCCT: weak formulation
For the sake of simplicity we work on premapped-fundamental grids. Here we seek a solution Ψ ∈




Ψ(χ) = f(χ) χ ∈ (−1, 1)
Ψ(χ) = 0 χ = ±1
, f ∈ C∞((−1, 1)), λ > 0. (7.89)















The Dirichlet problem may now be written in weak form. Let Φ ∈ H10([−1, 1]) then expanding with P,
multiplying Eq.(7.89) and integrating by parts leads to the linear problem
∑N
























We now perform a self-consistent convergence test (SCCT) where f(χ) is analytically constructed based on
a choice of Ψ̃(χ). Whereupon with f(χ) fixed Ψ(χ) is numerically reconstructed with Eq.(7.91) and solution
of the associated linear system. Put:















We select a lattice of Gauss type associated with the Legendre polynomials and perform the calculation
using the distributed execution layer. The results of our SCCT are displayed in Fig.7.6 where it can be
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seen that switching numerical backend allows for arbitrarily high precision in the constructed solution. In
particular we observe exponential convergence towards the numerical round-off of the selected numerical
backend.





















Figure 7.6: Helmholtz SCCT error: ε[Ψ, Ψ̃; N] := maxi
∣∣Ψ(χi) − Ψ̃(χi)
∣∣. For Ψ̃G(χ; 1/(2
√
10 ), 90) we have:
(blue "I") Numpy with float64; (blue "•") mpmath with dps = 60. For Ψ̃G(χ; 1/(2
√
10 ), 140) we have: (green
"J") Numpy with float64; (green "") mpmath with dps = 60. For Ψ̃S(χ) we have: (red "N") Numpy with float64;
(red "H") mpmath with dps = 60. See text for discussion.
7.6.2 AUTOMATED GRID MAPPING, DIFFERENTIATION AND INTEGRATION
In §7.6.1.8 we performed an SCCT which was formulated with respect to the fundamental domain χ ∈
[−1, 1], in general one has arbitrary physical grids which must first be mapped prior to application of the
(pseudo)-spectral methods as previously described – this is inconvenient, particularly so when we come to
treating general problems involving (spinorial) tensorial fields in §7.7. Thus we now explore mechanisms
for performing automatic mapping of functions between physical and fundamental domains together with
how differential (integral) operators must be suitably modified.
7.6.2.1 Grid mapping: The grid_map object
To facilitate automatic mapping of grids we introduce a grid_map object together with several default pro-
totype maps (defaults stored as JSON – see §7.5) that are commonly encountered. Additional grid mappings
are also simple to specify. Building a grid_map and inspecting known transformations proceeds are follows:
1 >>> gm = core.geometry.build_grid_mapping(fcn_delegator=fd) # build the grid_map object
2 >>> gm.grid_specification.get_known_transformations() # inspect known defaults
3 ('AxOz', 'AzOx', 'LxOz', 'LzOx', 'TxOz', 'TzOx', 'cart_of_cyl', 'cart_of_s2',
4 'cart_of_sph', 'chiOx', 'cyl_of_cart', 'id', 'inv_multivar_b', 'multivar_b',
5 's2_of_cart', 'sph_of_cart', 'xOchi')
6 >>> # extract further information
7 >>> gm.grid_specification.get_transformation('cyl_of_cart')
8 {'name_inv': 'cart_of_cyl',
9 'notes': 'Cylindrical coordinate mapping.',
10 'sym_def': ['sqrt(x ** 2 + y ** 2)', 'atan(y / x)', 'z'], # cpt-wise specification
11 'var_dep': ['x', 'y', 'z'],
12 'var_independent': [['x', 'y'], ['x', 'y'], ['z']], # slot dependencies
13 'var_map': ['s', 'ph', 'z']}
14 >>> gm.grid_specification.get_inverse_transformation_name('cyl_of_cart')
15 'cart_of_cyl'
16 >>> gm.grid_specification.get_transformation('cart_of_cyl') # inverse definition
17 {'name_inv': 'cyl_of_cart',
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18 'notes': 'Cylindrical coordinate mapping.',
19 'sym_def': ['s * cos(ph)', 's * sin(ph)', 'z'],
20 'var_dep': ['s', 'ph', 'z'],
21 'var_independent': [['s', 'ph'], ['s', 'ph'], ['z']],
22 'var_map': ['x', 'y', 'z']}
As an example of mapping between physical and fundamental domains let (x, y, z) ∈ [−2, 1] × [7, 11) ×
[0, 2] and introduce the function f : (x, y, z) 7→ x2 sin(x + y) + exp(−y−z)
y−11 . Suppose that we wish to sample
this function on a mapped Kronecker product of fundamental Chebyshev-Gauss-Lobatto, Legendre-Radau
and Gegenbauer-Gauss-Lobatto grids, that is constructing (µ, ν, o) based on §7.6.1.2 such that we may
view the physical variables as x = x(µ; , ax, bx), y = y(ν; ay, by), z = z(o; az, bz)) then we can proceed as
follows:
1 >>> gm.grid_specification.get_transformation('xOchi') # linear mapping prototype
2 {'name_inv': 'chiOx',
3 'notes': 'Linear interval mapping.',
4 'sym_def': '(b - a) * chi / 2 + (a + b) / 2',
5 'var_dep': ['chi', 'a', 'b'],
6 'var_independent': 'chi',
7 'var_map': 'x'}
8 >>> # insert the above into grid_map implicitly relabelling variables
9 >>> # note that immediate numerical replacement of 'a_x' etc. is also permitted
10 >>> gm.add_map(name='xOchi', rep_var={'chi': 'mu', 'a': 'a_x', 'b': 'b_x'})
11 >>> gm.add_map(name='xOchi', rep_var={'x': 'y', 'chi': 'nu', 'a': 'a_y', 'b': 'b_y'})




16 var_dep=('x', 'y', 'z')
17 var_independent=('mu', 'nu', 'om')
18 var_args=('x(mu)', 'y(nu)', 'z(om)')
19 inv_var_args=('mu(x)', 'nu(y)', 'om(z)')
20 map_names=('x:xOchi', 'y:xOchi', 'z:xOchi')
21 inv_map_names=('x:chiOx', 'y:chiOx', 'z:chiOx'))
22 >>> gm['x'] # inspect a map (or multiple maps)
23 {'x': cntnr_sym_fcn(
24 var_dep=('a_x', 'b_x', 'mu')
25 sym_def=a_x/2 + b_x/2 + mu*(-a_x + b_x)/2)}
26 >>> fcn = core.cntnr_sym_fcn(sym_def='x ** 2 * sin(x + y) + exp(-y-z) / (y - 11)',
27 ... fcn_delegator=fd) # on physical domain
28 >>> m_fcn = fcn(gm) # core.cntnr_sym_fcn.__call__ can handle grid_map input
29 >>> m_fcn # f(x(µ; ax, bx), y(ν; ay, by), z(o; az, bz))
30 cntnr_sym_fcn(
31 var_dep=('a_x', 'a_y', 'a_z', 'b_x', 'b_y', 'b_z', 'mu', 'nu', 'om')
32 sym_def=(a_x/2 + b_x/2 + mu*(-a_x + b_x)/2)**2*sin(a_x/2 + a_y/2 + b_x/2 + b_y/2 +
33 m...)
34 >>> m_fcn = m_fcn(**{'a_x': -2, 'b_x': 1, # interval end-points
35 ... 'a_y': 7, 'b_y': 11, 'a_z': 0, 'b_z': 2})
36 >>> m_fcn
37 cntnr_sym_fcn(
38 var_dep=('mu', 'nu', 'om')
39 sym_def=(3*mu/2 - 1/2)**2*sin(3*mu/2 + 2*nu + 17/2) + exp(-2*nu - om - 10)/(2*nu -
40 2))
We can now use the cntnr_grid_fcn instance gr_cn of §7.4.5 add new variable information and sample
the mapped function numerically:
1 >>> gr_cn.update_vars(var_spec={'mu': {'fcn': fd.poly_lattice_Chebyshev_T,
2 ... 'dim_type': 'kp,kp_2', 'fcn_args': ('N_mu',),
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3 ... 'fcn_kwargs': {'libev': 'libev'}},
4 ... 'nu': {'fcn': fd.poly_lattice_Legendre_P,
5 ... 'dim_type': 'kp,kp_2', 'fcn_args': ('N_nu',),
6 ... 'fcn_kwargs': {'libev': 'libev',
7 ... 'grid_type': 'grid_type_nu'}},
8 ... 'om': {'fcn': fd.poly_lattice_Gegenbauer_G,
9 ... 'dim_type': 'kp,kp_2', 'fcn_args': ('N_om', ),
10 ... 'fcn_kwargs': {'libev': 'libev', 'l': 'l_om'}}})
11 >>> gr_cn(N_mu=8, N_nu=10, grid_type_nu='RL', N_om=16, l_om=1)
12 >>> core.cntnr_fcn(sym_def=m_fcn, cntnr_grid_fcn=gr_cn).num_ev()
13 cntnr_fcn(
14 id(cntnr_grid_fcn)=0x7f3c58ffc358
15 var_dep=('mu', 'nu', 'om')
16 sym_def=(3*mu/2 - 1/2)**2*sin(3*mu/2 + 2*nu + 17/2) + exp(-2*nu - om - 10)/(2*nu - 2)
17 type(num_def)=core.typed_array
18 num_def.shape=(9, 11, 17)
19 num_def.libev=libev(lib_name=mpmath, lib_type=mpf, lib_dps=30))
Further information pertaining to the grid_map object and grid_specification is listed in §11.2.16.1 and
§11.2.16.2. We next turn our attention to how operators that act on functions must be modified.
7.6.2.2 Chain rule terms and derivative operators
Consider the fundamental grid constructions described in §7.6.1.2 in §7.6.1.3 we described how derivative
operators adapted to these underlying grids may be constructed with our package. We begin by turning our
attention to usage of the grid_map object in the scenario where explicit construction of chain rule terms is
required. In practice however one may wish to avoid this for complicated expressions and thus an implicit
(automatic) construction is desirable; this may be accomplished by utilising the
core.operators.op_derivative (and related) object which is also demonstrated in this section.
For concreteness consider µ ∈ [−1, 1] corresponding to a generic lattice L[φ; , N] and related to a physical
variable x ∈ [a, b] by the (invertible) maps x = x(µ; a, b) and µ = µ(x; a, b). Furthermore we shall assume
that the action of derivative operators is well-defined (using the §7.6.1.3 approach, say). Thus we want a
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= . . . (7.93)
We demonstrate explicit extraction of the chain rule quantities with the grid_map of §7.6.2.1:
1 >>> gm.chain_rule_terms(deriv_spec='x=1', use_inverse_map=True) # dµ/dx
2 ({'cr_terms': {(1, 0, 0): Derivative(mu(x), x)}, # grid_map has 3 vars
3 'fcn_args': ('mu(x)', 'nu(y)', 'om(z)')},
4 {(1, 0, 0): cntnr_sym_fcn( # the required term
5 var_dep=('a_x', 'b_x')
6 sym_def=-2/(a_x - b_x))},
7 {(1, 0, 0): {'mu': 1}}) # conv. deriv. syntax
8 >>> gm.chain_rule_terms(deriv_spec='mu=1', use_inverse_map=False) # dx/dµ
9 ({'cr_terms': {(1, 0, 0): Derivative(x(mu), mu)},
10 'fcn_args': ('x(mu)', 'y(nu)', 'z(om)')},
11 {(1, 0, 0): cntnr_sym_fcn(
12 var_dep=('a_x', 'b_x')
13 sym_def=-a_x/2 + b_x/2)},
14 {(1, 0, 0): {'mu': 1}})
The above captures the essential idea. We could immediately evaluate and apply terms to derivative ex-
pressions however working in this fashion is somewhat awkward. Furthermore analogous functionality
is also required for multivariate functions and arbitrary variable interdependency within a grid mapping
thus making the process of tracking individual terms explicitly more intricate and error-prone.
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For the sake of efficiency one could in principle automatically generate adapted code for particular orders
by use of generalisations of the Leibniz rule and a result of Faà di Bruno [153, 82]:
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and we have made use of the linear order:
µ ≺ ν⇐⇒ (|µ| < |ν|)∨ (|µ| = |ν|, µ1 = ν1, . . . , µk = νk, µk+1 < νk+1 (1 ≤ k ≤ n)) . (7.97)
For the sake of simplicity in implementation however we follow a dynamical programming strategy that
leverages the symbolic capabilities of sympy with recursive application of the chain rule together with the
product rule. By caching intermediate terms general expressions may be rapidly constructed and simpli-
fied. Thus for instance:
1 >>> gm.chain_rule_terms(deriv_spec='mu=1,nu=1', use_inverse_map=False) # cross-term
2 ({'cr_terms': {(1, 1, 0): Derivative(x(mu), mu)*Derivative(y(nu), nu)},
3 'fcn_args': ('x(mu)', 'y(nu)', 'z(om)')},
4 {(1, 1, 0): cntnr_sym_fcn(
5 var_dep=('a_x', 'a_y', 'b_x', 'b_y')
6 sym_def=(a_x - b_x)*(a_y - b_y)/4)},
7 {(1, 1, 0): {'mu': 1, 'nu': 1}})
We embed automatic generation of symbolic terms as above within the core.operators.op_derivative
object:
1 >>> opts = {'grid_map': gm, 'cntnr_grid_fcn': gr_cn,
2 ... 'trivial_on_missing_var_dep': False,
3 ... 'allow_kronecker_split': True}
4 >>> Dmu, Dnu, Dom = [core.operators.op_derivative(var_dep=v, **opts)
5 ... for v in ('mu', 'nu', 'om')]











Which allows for calculation of arbitrary order (symbolic) derivatives (where chain rule terms are appro-
priately masked) as:
1 >>> # ∂yf(x(µ; ax, bx), y(ν; ay, by), z(o; az, yz))|µ(x;ax, bx), ν(y;, ay, by), o(z;az, bz)
2 >>> Dnu(fcn(gm), 'y=1')
3 >>> _
4 cntnr_sym_fcn(
5 var_dep=('a_x', 'a_y', 'a_z', 'b_x', 'b_y', 'b_z', 'mu', 'nu', 'om')
6 sym_def=-2*((-a_y/2 + b_y/2)*(a_x/2 + b_x/2 + mu*(-a_x + b_x)/2)**2*cos(a_x/2 + a_y
7 /...)
8 >>> # compare mapped operator action and direct symbolic result mapped a posteriori




The object core.operators.op_derivative_numerical_collocation allows for the embedding of a nu-
merical implementation as:
1 >>> # provide numerical implementation details
2 >>> nDmu, nDnu, nDom = [core.operators.op_derivative_numerical_collocation(D)
3 ... for D in (Dmu, Dnu, Dom)]
4
5 >>> # fix all grid (interval) parameters
6 >>> gr_pars = ('a_x', 'b_x', 'a_y', 'b_y', 'a_z', 'b_z')
7 >>> gr_cn.update_vars({vl: {'fcn': core.num, 'dim_type': 'c', 'fcn_args': (vl, ),
8 ... 'fcn_kwargs': {'libev': 'libev'}}
9 ... for vl in gr_pars})
10 >>> for vl in gr_pars:
11 ... gm.add_map(name='id', rep_var={'z': vl}) # identity mapping
12 >>> gr_cn(a_x=-2, b_x=1, a_y=7, b_y=11, a_z=0, b_z=2) # finally set parameters
which by default utilises the fcn_delegator bound method diff_matrices_generic_nodal. Thus we can
now for instance compute:




5 var_dep=('a_x', 'a_y', 'a_z', 'b_x', 'b_y', 'b_z', 'mu', 'nu', 'om')
6 sym_def=(a_x/2 + b_x/2 + mu*(-a_x + b_x)/2)**2*sin(a_x/2 + a_y/2 + b_x/2 + b_y...
7 type(num_def)=core.typed_array
8 num_def.shape=(9, 11, 17)
9 num_def.libev=libev(lib_name=mpmath, lib_type=mpf, lib_dps=30))
10 >>> Dnu(Dmu(n_fcn.cntnr_num_fcn, 'x=1'), 'y=2') # action only on numerical container
11 cntnr_num_fcn(
12 id(var_spec_manip)=0x7f51e73fc438
13 var_dep=('a_x', 'a_y', 'a_z', 'b_x', 'b_y', 'b_z', 'mu', 'nu', 'om')
14 type(num_def)=core.typed_array
15 num_def.shape=(9, 11, 17)
16 num_def.libev=libev(lib_name=mpmath, lib_type=mpf, lib_dps=30))
More complicated specification is also available where one can directly modifying default (kw)args or
provide a custom imp_num method for calculating derivatives by subclassing the
core.operators.op_derivative_numerical object.
As a further example we now compute the action of the scalar Laplacian on a function specified with respect
to a spherical geometry (using the standard spherical polar coordinatisation). Using the nodal representa-
tion of differentiation matrices for this problem. We shall select f(r, ϑ, ϕ) = exp(−(r − 5)2/4)Y31(ϑ, ϕ)
where Ylm(ϑ, ϕ) is the usual scalar spherical harmonic eigenfunction satisfying ∆2SY
l










eiϕ sin ϑ(1 − 5 cos2 ϑ) [216]. We can make use of a symbolic implementation
as follows:
1 >>> def sym_Lap_sph(fcn):
2 ... # Symbolic action of Laplacian in standard spherical polar coordinates:
3 ... # ∆R×S2 [f]=̇r
−2∂r[r
2∂r[f]] + (r
2 sin ϑ)−1∂ϑ[sin ϑ ∂ϑ[f]] + (r sin ϑ)−2∂ϕϕ[f]
4 ... return ('r ** -2' * ('r ** 2' * fcn.sym_diff('r')).sym_diff('r') +
5 ... '(r ** 2 * sin(th)) ** -1' * ('sin(th)' *
6 ... fcn.sym_diff('th')).sym_diff('th') +
7 ... '(r * sin(th)) ** -2' * fcn.sym_diff('ph').sym_diff('ph'))
wherein the analytical result ∆R×S2 [f(r, ϑ, ϕ)] =
3(3+1)
48r2
(r(r− 4)((r− 6)r− 5) − 48)
× exp(−(r− 5)2/4)Y31(ϑ, ϕ) is immediately verified as:
1 >>> gcn = core.cntnr_sym_fcn( # note the split angular (radial) product defn.
2 ... sym_def=('-1 / 8 * exp(I * ph) * sqrt(21 / pi) * (5 * cos(th) ** 2 - 1) * '
3 ... 'sin(th)'), fcn_delegator=fd) * 'exp(-(r - 5) ** 2 / 4)'
4 >>> (sym_Lap_sph(gcn) - gcn * '(r * (r - 4) * ((r - 6) * r - 5) - 48) * 3 * (3 + 1) / '




We now implement the numerical action of the Laplacian by specification of grid mappings and fundamen-
tal (numerical) grids together with differentiation matrices as:
1 >>> gm_sph = core.geometry.build_grid_mapping(fcn_delegator=fd) # build grid mapping
2 >>> r_max = '10'
3 >>> gm_sph.add_map(name='xOchi', rep_var={'chi': 'rh', 'x': 'r', 'a': '0', 'b': r_max})
4 >>> gm_sph.add_map(name='xOchi', rep_var={'chi': 'tt', 'x': 'th', 'a': '0', 'b': 'pi'})
5 >>> gm_sph.add_map(name='id', rep_var={'z': 'ph'})
6
7 >>> gr_sph = core.cntnr_grid_fcn( # numerical sampling
8 ... grid_label='gr_sph',
9 ... var_spec={'rh': {'fcn': fd.poly_lattice_Chebyshev_T,
10 ... 'dim_type': 'kp', 'fcn_args': ('N_rh', ),
11 ... 'fcn_kwargs': {'libev': 'libev', 'grid_type': 'grid_type_rh'}},
12 ... 'tt': {'fcn': fd.poly_lattice_Chebyshev_T,
13 ... 'dim_type': 'kp', 'fcn_args': ('N_tt', ),
14 ... 'fcn_kwargs': {'libev': 'libev', 'grid_type': 'grid_type_tt'}},
15 ... 'ph': {'fcn': fd.poly_lattice_S1,
16 ... 'dim_type': 'kp', 'fcn_args': ('N_ph', ),
17 ... 'fcn_kwargs': {'libev': 'libev'}}})
18 >>> # select grids such that no point on the z axis is sampled explicitly
19 >>> gr_sph(N_rh=64, grid_type_rh='RR', N_tt=64, grid_type_tt='G', N_ph=16, libev=ln)
20
21 >>> # specification of derivative operators
22 >>> opts = {'grid_map': gm_sph, 'cntnr_grid_fcn': gr_sph,
23 ... 'trivial_on_missing_var_dep': True,
24 ... 'allow_kronecker_split': True}
25 >>> Dr, Dth, Dph = [core.operators.op_derivative(var_dep=v, **opts)
26 ... for v in ('rh', 'tt', 'ph')]
27 >>> nDr, nDth = [core.operators.op_derivative_numerical_collocation(D)
28 ... for D in (Dr, Dth)]
29 >>> nDph = core.operators.op_derivative_numerical_collocation(
30 ... Dph, diff_mat_fcn=fd.diff_matrix_Fourier, diff_mat_req_args=('M', 'N'))
Next we may write down the Laplacian as:
1 >>> def num_Lap_sph(ncn):
2 ... # Numerical action of Laplacian with mapped spherical polar coordinates
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3 ... r, sinth = [core.cntnr_fcn(sym_def=sdef, cntnr_grid_fcn=gr_sph,
4 ... fcn_delegator=fd)(gm_sph).num_ev().cntnr_num_fcn
5 ... for sdef in ('r', 'sin(th)')]
6 ... return (r ** -2 * Dr(r ** 2 * Dr(ncn, 'r=1'), 'r=1') +
7 ... (r ** 2 * sinth) ** -1 * Dth(sinth * Dth(ncn, 'th=1'), 'th=1') +
8 ... ((r * sinth) ** -2 * Dph(Dph(ncn, 'ph=1'), 'ph=1')))
Comparing evaluation with sym_Lap_sph and num_Lap_sph with parameters as selected above results in an
RMS error of 5.7× 10−8; if instead one selects libev=lm then an RMS error of 6.7× 10−12 is found the dif-
ference of which we ascribe to the loss of precision in the intermediate application of various operators (see
also Fig.7.3 and related discussion). Specification of composite operators the action of which is defined over
multiple coordinates simultaneously is also possible however we omit details. For a listing of functionality
see §11.2.18.
7.6.2.3 Jacobians and integral operators
In same vein as §7.6.2.2 we make use of the grid_map object to compute associated terms upon application
of a grid mapping. In particular if a mapping is applied then the integrand picks up a Jacobian determi-
nant factor which must be calculated. Some care must be taken as the internally implemented quadrature
weights arising from a particular orthogonal family are adapted to a weight function that depends on the
family itself.
Consider for instance the mapping from physical {r} to fundamental {ρ} coordinates provided by Φ : r 7→
r(ρ) which induces the Jacobian determinant |J(Φ)| := |∂rρ|. This must be included in the integrand and
additionally as the function family associated with the sampling in this dimension is the Chebyshev polyno-
mial of the first kind φ = T according to Eq.(7.7) and Eq.(7.20) one must also include the weight 1/
√
1− ρ2











Keeping the above in mind we now demonstrate a couple of examples which may be verified analytically.
First set up operators as:
1 >>> # specify integral operators and embed numerical specification
2 >>> I_opts = {
3 ... 'grid_map': gm_sph, 'cntnr_grid_fcn': gr_sph,
4 ... 'trivial_on_missing_var_dep': False,
5 ... 'allow_kronecker_split': True,
6 ... }
7 >>> Ir = core.operators.op_integral(var_dep=('rh',), action_drops_var_dep=('rh',),
8 ... **I_opts)
9 >>> Iph = core.operators.op_integral(var_dep=('ph',), action_drops_var_dep=('ph',),
10 ... **I_opts)
11
12 >>> # specify grid types and dimension (size) offset cf. band-limit
13 >>> import functools as _f
14 >>> qw_rh_fcn = {('rh',): _f.partial(fd.poly_quad_wei_Chebyshev_T, grid_type='RR')}
15 >>> qw_ph_fcn = {('ph',): fd.poly_quad_wei_Fourier}
16 >>> nIr = core.operators.op_integral_numerical_quad_wei(Ir, quad_wei_fcns=qw_rh_fcn)
17 >>> nIph = core.operators.op_integral_numerical_quad_wei(Iph, quad_wei_fcns=qw_ph_fcn,
18 ... quad_wei_dN={('ph',): 1})
Now we examine integration on a domain associated with the physical variable r – note from the previous




r2(1− (r/5− 1)2)−1/2 dr = 5
∫1
−1
(5ρ+ 5)2(1− ρ2)−1/2 dρ = 375π/2
2 >>> ecn_1 = core.cntnr_fcn(sym_def='r ** 2', cntnr_grid_fcn=gr_sph,
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3 ... fcn_delegator=fd)(gm_sph).num_ev()





exp(−r)(1− (r/5− 1)2)−1/2 dr = 5πI0(5)/ exp(5)
7 >>> ecn_2 = core.cntnr_fcn(sym_def='exp(-r)', cntnr_grid_fcn=gr_sph,
8 ... fcn_delegator=fd)(gm_sph)
9 >>> # compare error with two numerical backends
10 >>> Iecn_2_err = lambda lib: (
11 ... Ir(ecn_2.num_ev(), integ_spec='r').num_def - 5 * fd.pi(libev=lib) *
12 ... fd.special_Besseli(0, 5, libev=lib) / fd.exp(5, libev=lib)).item()
13 >>> gr_sph(libev=lm); Iecn_2_err(lm) # automatically recompute numerical grid
14 mpf('-1.97215226305252951352932141320697e-30')
15 >>> gr_sph(libev=ln); Iecn_2_err(ln) # switch back to double precision
16 -2.220446049250313e-15
In the case of the angular coordinate ϕ the mapping has been specified as the identity map id, furthermore





2 >>> fcn_1 = core.cntnr_fcn(sym_def='sin(ph) ** 2', cntnr_grid_fcn=gr_sph,
3 ... fcn_delegator=fd)(gm_sph).num_ev()





cos(sin2(ϕ))6 sin(ϕ) cos(ϕ)dϕ = 0
7 >>> # (exploit periodicity and note integrand is an odd function)
8 >>> fcn_2 = core.cntnr_fcn(sym_def='cos(sin(ph) ** 2) ** 6 * sin(ph) * cos(ph)',
9 ... cntnr_grid_fcn=gr_sph, fcn_delegator=fd)(gm_sph).num_ev()
10 >>> Iph(fcn_2, integ_spec='ph').num_def.item()
11 -1.1102230246251565e-16
Finally we note that making use of the above approach when multidimensional Kronecker-product type
grids are utilised is also straightforward. Assuming the conditions of Fubini’s theorem are satisfied for
an integrand [241] then application of the operators may simply be iterated and internally the variable






sin2(ϕ) exp(−r)(1− (r/5− 1)2)−1/2 drdϕ = 5π2I0(5)/ exp(5)
2 >>> ef_cn1 = core.cntnr_fcn(sym_def='exp(-r) * sin(ph) ** 2', cntnr_grid_fcn=gr_sph,
3 ... fcn_delegator=fd)(gm_sph).num_ev()
4 >>> # compare error with two numerical backends
5 >>> Iefcn_1_err = lambda lib: (
6 ... Iph(Ir(ef_cn1.num_ev(), integ_spec='r'),
7 ... integ_spec='ph').num_def - 5 * fd.pi(libev=lib) **
8 ... 2 * fd.special_Besseli(0, 5, libev=lib) / fd.exp(5, libev=lib)).item()
9 >>> gr_sph(libev=lm); Iefcn_1_err(lm) # automatically recompute numerical grid
10 mpf('-6.31088724176809444329382852226229e-30')
11 >>> gr_sph(libev=ln); Iefcn_1_err(ln) # switch back to double precision
12 -8.881784197001252e-15
For a full listing of functionality see §11.2.18.
7.6.3 (PARAMETRIC) INTEGRATION OF SYSTEMS
A description of generic integrators in the context of time-evolution together with available features within
our package and a verification of consistency is provided in §10.2. Our purpose here it to describe usage
of the integrators in a simple context. In particular we demonstrate how the Kepler prototype problem
Eq.(10.23) and Eq.(10.24) of §10.2.3 may be solved.
We first build an integrator object based on Butcher tableau and specify required parameters:
1 >>> integ_sys = core.integrators.integrator_from_Butcher_tableaux(
2 ... meta_delegator=core.meta_delegator(use_dn=False))
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3 >>> # ERK of order 8 or more
4 >>> integ_sys.get_known(order=8, is_embedded=False, is_explicit=True)
5 ('RK_Cooper_Verner_8', 'RK_Feagin_10', 'RK_Feagin_12', 'RK_Feagin_14', 'RK_Hairer_10',
6 'RK_Hiroshi_Ono_10', 'RK_Hiroshi_Ono_12')
7 >>> integ_sys.name, integ_sys.libev = 'RK_Cooper_Verner_8', lm # fix parameters
8 >>> # one can extract salient parameters associated with the Butcher tableau directly
9 >>> sorted(integ_sys.meta.keys())
10 ['BT_A', # raw parameters (str-like)
11 'BT_B',
12 'BT_C',




17 'min_BT_A', # zero entries filtered out of table
18 'min_BT_B',
19 'min_BT_C',
20 'min_num_BT_A', # numerical representation of coefficients
21 'min_num_BT_B',
22 'min_num_BT_C',




27 >>> integ_sys.meta['min_BT_C'] # stage time-step adjustment factor
28 {1: '1/2', 2: '1/2', 3: '(7 + sqrt21)/14', 4: '(7 + sqrt21)/14', 5: '1/2',
29 6: '(7 - sqrt21)/14', 7: '(7 - sqrt21)/14', 8: '1/2', 9: '(7 + sqrt21)/14', 10: '1'}
30 >>> integ_sys.meta['min_num_BT_C'] # numerical representation wrt. cur. backend
31 {1: mpf('0.5'), 2: mpf('0.5'),
32 3: mpf('0.82732683535398857189914622812347'),
33 4: mpf('0.82732683535398857189914622812347'),
34 5: mpf('0.5'), 6: mpf('0.172673164646011428100853771876579'),
35 7: mpf('0.172673164646011428100853771876579'), 8: mpf('0.5'),
36 9: mpf('0.82732683535398857189914622812347'), 10: 1}
Internally available methods maybe be inspected as above and are also listed in Tab.10.1. We now specify
the system we are interested in solving together with a post-step call-back function the latter of which for
more general problems is of use in data retention, error control etc.:
1 >>> def sys_fcn(t, z, meta_delegator=None, libev=None, **kwargs):
2 ... return core.typed_array(
3 ... [z[2, 0], z[3, 0],
4 ... -z[0, 0] / (z[0, 0] ** 2 + z[1, 0] ** 2) ** core.num('3 / 2',
5 ... libev=libev),
6 ... -z[1, 0] / (z[0, 0] ** 2 + z[1, 0] ** 2) ** core.num('3 / 2',
7 ... libev=libev)],
8 ... libev=libev)[:, None] # slice to column vector
9
10 >>> def sys_post_step_fcn(t, z, meta_delegator=None, libev=None, **kwargs):
11 ... # for post-processing upon a step calculation
12 ... # 'N_cur' and 'stats' default; 'N_key' specified
13 ... if kwargs['N_cur'] % kwargs['N_key'] == 0:
14 ... print(kwargs['stats'])
Now we fix initial data together with integration range and associate the above functions with the integ_sys
object:
1 >>> def prepare_Kepler(N=None, libev=None):
2 ... # ensure numerical backend on integrator is consistent
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3 ... integ_sys.libev = libev
4 ... # choices exploit underlying solution periodicity for error check
5 ... # cf. initial conditions
6 ... e = core.num('3/10', libev=libev) # eccentricity parameter
7 ... integ_sys.sys_par_ini = core.num('0', libev=libev)
8 ... integ_sys.sys_par_fin = fd.pi(libev=libev, squeeze_to_scalar=True) * 2
9 ... integ_sys.sys_par_step_num = N
10 ... integ_sys.sys_par_configuration_ini = fd.typed_array( # specify ini. config.
11 ... [1 - e, 0, 0, fd.sqrt((1 + e) / (1 - e), libev=libev,
12 ... squeeze_to_scalar=True)], libev=libev)[:, None]
13 ...
14 ... integ_sys.sys_fcn, integ_sys.sys_post_step_fcn = sys_fcn, sys_post_step_fcn
15 ... # specify key for info print
16 ... integ_sys.sys_post_step_fcn_kwargs = {'N_key': 100}
Numerical construction of solutions is now achieved with:
1 >>> prepare_Kepler(N=5e3, libev=lm) # 5000 steps on [0, 2π]
2 >>> integ_sys.solve_system()
3 {'solution': typed_array(





9 libev=libev(lib_name=mpmath, lib_type=mpf, lib_dps=30)),
10 'stats': {'num_call_sys_fcn': 55000,
11 'success': True}} # 5000 steps with 11 stage method
12









22 'stats': {'num_call_sys_fcn': 55000, 'success': True}}
Thus by exploiting the property of solution periodicity to monitor error we see that numerical solutions of
arbitrary accuracy may be constructed.
In more general problems the role of z may no longer be a simple typed_array but rather a collection of
function containers or field-like objects (see §7.7) in this situation one can make use of
core.integrators.integrator_field_collection wherein an object is constructed to which the integra-
tor interface can internally apply the appropriate coefficients thus generating the time-marching scheme.
Finally we note that making use of adaptive integrators is similar – for a function listing see §11.2.17.
7.7 ABSTRACT GEOMETRIC STRUCTURES
Once again the level of abstraction that functions within our code-base target is raised. Introduce the
standard definitions of a (pseudo)-Riemannian manifold [206, 286]. Consider the pair (M, g) i.e. a (smooth)
manifoldM endowed with metric g and further denote the associated atlas by A and suppose charts (i.e.
coordinatisations) have been selected as ψ, ϕ. Introduce (global) fields β ∈ F(M), A ∈ T 3(M), B ∈ X(M)
and X ∈ T 4(M). Further introduce the holonomic basis vectors ei := ∂i. Here we are interested in direct
translation of abstract tensorial expressions such as βXkjkl +AjliBi + Bi∂kXljik into expressions such as:
>>> (β[d_] * X[dk, dj, uk, dl] + A[dj, dl, di] * B[ui] +
... B[di] * pd[dk](X[dl, dj, ui, uk]))
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where internal contractions, transvection and indicial (anti)-symmetry properties are automatically incor-
porated. We allow for such abstract expressions to carry internal (component) definitions that are entirely
arbitrary, that is, from the point of view of our package we may insert a dn_typed_array, cntnr_fcn etc.
for each fixed numerical index.
Thus the goal of this section is to describe how the above may be specified, further manipulated and evalu-
ated based on a chosen coordinatisation (together with operator action) for a given manifold. This provides
a powerful mechanism for the rapid prototyping of intrinsically geometric PDE systems.
Object-oriented C++ based implementations of geometric structures with a focus on multi-domain, spectral
method calculations in NR have previously been considered in packages such as LORENE [190]. Our Python3
based approach seeks to avoid some of the underlying complexity involved and furthermore provide for
generality in the sense that the numerical backend utilised during a calculation is left completely free.
It should be emphasised that the structures to be introduced in this section are to be viewed mainly as
convenience features and we do not support derivation of abstract geometric results as in xTensor [192] and
SageManifolds [138]. However, by making use of cntnr_sym_fcn for component values some coordinate
specific results may be directly evaluated (see §7.7.2).
We proceed by starting with a demonstration of how a manifold, indicial structures and (abstract) fields
are specified and manipulated in §7.7.1. In §7.7.1.1 we describe how chart coordinatisation together with
the (numerical and symbolic) action of operators may be fixed and further how this may be exploited so
as to calculate standard geometric entities (§7.7.2). In §7.7.3 and §7.7.4 we provide some details as to how
abstract expressions are parsed internally.
7.7.1 MANIFOLDS: FIELDS AND OPERATOR SPECIFICATION
We may introduce a manifold endowed with metric (M, g) where dim(M) = 4 and signature is (−1, 1, 1, 1)
via:
1 >>> M = core.geometry.abstract_geometry.manifold(






8 (dim, zero_idx)=(4, 0)
9 signature=(-1, 1, 1, 1)
10 atlas.chart.names=()
11 fields: # default fields
12 Ricci, Riemann, connection_Gamma, metric, scalar_curvature
13 operators: # def. operators
14 pd
15 abstract_idx: # def. idx labels
16 'vector': (a, a0, ..., z0, z1)
17 'vector_frame': (alpha, alpha0, ..., omega0, omega1)
18 meta_delegator(id=0x7f676eee30f0, use_dn=False)
19 )
where various auxiliary geometric objects are automatically prepared. Now for convenience, we use the
bound method M.idx to associate variables describing abstract (and numerical) index labels:
1 >>> di, dj, dk, dl, dm, dn, do, dp = tuple( # abstract indices
2 ... M.idx(l, char=-1, idx_type='vector')
3 ... for l in ('i', 'j', 'k', 'l', 'm', 'n', 'o', 'p'))
4 >>> ui, uj, uk, ul, um, un, uo, up = tuple( # corresponding upstairs
5 ... M.idx(l, char=+1, idx_type='vector')
6 ... for l in ('i', 'j', 'k', 'l', 'm', 'n', 'o', 'p'))
7 >>> d = M.idx('') # abstract scalar
8
9 >>> # numerical
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10 >>> d0, d1, d2, d3 = tuple(M.idx(l, char=-1) for l in (0, 1, 2, 3))
11 >>> u0, u1, u2, u3 = tuple(M.idx(l, char=+1) for l in (0, 1, 2, 3))
12 >>> d_ = M.idx(None) # scalar
For a simple example of indicial manipulation and field value specification we now introduce two dummy
charts ψ and ϕ which may be viewed as global Cartesian charts (the actual coordinatisation of which shall
be modified later) to the atlas A associated withM. Thus, as a first step we restrict our attention to pure
tensors and investigate field functionality thereafter. Introduce a Minkowski contractor ηij, permutation
symbol εijk, two tests vectors Ai and Bi and standard unit vectors ei. Our aim here is to compute the
analogue of A×B with the expression ηilεljkAjBk for (globally) fixed, numerical component values. Fields
may be specified and populated with values as:
1 >>> ψ, φ = M.atlas.chart.add('ψ'), M.atlas.chart.add('φ') # introduce charts
2 >>> # see 7.7.3
3 >>> η = M.fields.add(name='η', idx_spec=M.idx.idx_spec(rank=2, sym=(0, 1)))
4 >>> ε = M.fields.add(name='ε', idx_spec=M.idx.idx_spec(rank=3, aym=(0, 1, 2)))
5
6 >>> # specify values (the same for each chart)
7 >>> η[u0, u0], η[u1, u1], η[u2, u2], η[u3, u3] = M.signature
8 >>> ε[d1, d2, d3] = 1 # antisymmetry fixes other components
9




11 >>> for i in range(M.zero_idx, M.dim + M.zero_idx):
12 ... M.fields.add(name='e_' + str(i), idx_spec=M.idx.idx_spec(rank=1))
13 ... M.fields['e_' + str(i)][M.idx(i, char=+1)] = 1
the method M.idx.idx_spec is used to specify the indicial structure of geometric quantities – usage is
further described in §7.7.3. Definition inspection is as follows:












13 is_diagonal={'φ': True, 'ψ': True}
14 )
15 >>> ηd = η[M.idx(M.zero_idx, M.dim + M.zero_idx, char=+1),
16 ... M.idx(M.zero_idx, M.dim + M.zero_idx, char=+1), 'ψ']
17 >>> # filter out η components on ψ that take the default field value
18 >>> {cn: {ix: v for ix, v in ixv.items()
19 if v != η.idx_field_value_storage.def_field_value}
20 ... for cn, ixv in ηd.items()}
21 {'ψ': {(idx(0, char=1), idx(0, char=1)): -1, (idx(1, char=1), idx(1, char=1)): 1,
22 (idx(2, char=1), idx(2, char=1)): 1, (idx(3, char=1), idx(3, char=1)): 1}}
Now we construct the product and inspect the result:
1 >>> # build abstract expressions for products of basis ei × ej and
2 >>> # verify cyclic property of "×"
3 >>> cp = lambda a, b: (η[ui, ul] * ε[dl, dj, dk] * M[a][uj] * M[b][uk]).ev_delayed()
4 >>> e_12, e_13, e_23 = cp('e_1', 'e_2'), cp('e_1', 'e_3'), cp('e_2', 'e_3')
5
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6 >>> e_12[M.idx(start=M.zero_idx, stop=M.dim, char=+1), 'ψ'] # examine numerical result
7 {'ψ': {(idx(0, char=1),): 0, (idx(1, char=1),): 0, (idx(2, char=1),): 0,
8 (idx(3, char=1),): 1}}
9 >>> e_13[M.idx(start=M.zero_idx, stop=M.dim, char=+1), 'ψ']
10 {'ψ': {(idx(0, char=1),): 0, (idx(1, char=1),): 0, (idx(2, char=1),): -1,
11 (idx(3, char=1),): 0}}
12 >>> e_23[M.idx(start=M.zero_idx, stop=M.dim, char=+1), 'ψ']
13 {'ψ': {(idx(0, char=1),): 0, (idx(1, char=1),): 1, (idx(2, char=1),): 0,
14 (idx(3, char=1),): 0}}
15
16 >>> e_23[M.idx(start=M.zero_idx, stop=M.dim, char=+1), 'φ'] # ϕ should be the same
17 {'φ': {(idx(0, char=1),): 0, (idx(1, char=1),): 1, (idx(2, char=1),): 0,
18 (idx(3, char=1),): 0}}
Note that the bound method ev_delayed parses an input abstract indicial expression by inferring requisite
numerical indices together with any internal operations (such as contraction) that must be performed (see
§7.7.4).
Observe that when multiple charts have been specified then multiple (in general distinct) calculations are
performed simultaneously:
1 >>> A, B = [M.fields.add(name=nf, idx_spec=M.idx.idx_spec(rank=1)) for nf in ('A', 'B')]
2 >>> # align vertically with charts
3 >>> for cn, _A, _B in zip(('ψ', 'φ'), ((7, 23, 8), (1, 2, 1)),
4 ... ((3, 8, 7), (7, -6, 3))):
5 ... A[u1, cn], A[u2, cn], A[u3, cn] = _A
6 ... B[u1, cn], B[u2, cn], B[u3, cn] = _B
7 >>> # cross-product on both charts
8 >>> cp('A', 'B')[M.idx(M.zero_idx, M.dim + M.zero_idx, char=+1)]
9 {'φ': {(idx(0, char=1),): 0, (idx(1, char=1),): 12,
10 (idx(2, char=1),): 4, (idx(3, char=1),): -20},
11 'ψ': {(idx(0, char=1),): 0, (idx(1, char=1),): 97,
12 (idx(2, char=1),): -25, (idx(3, char=1),): -13}}
The (abstract) index labels are just that, labels which according to their character (char value) and selection
of alphabet partition the type of operation and meaning of a field component. By convention indices in
(a, a0, ..., z0, z1) (with char= ±1) are taken to correspond to a holonomic basis whereas indices in
(alpha, alpha0, ..., omega0, omega1) (with char= ±2) are those corresponding to a frame with the
two connected by a vielbein field. We state this more precisely following [206]: Set p ∈ M then TpM is
spanned by ea := ∂a and T∗pM by ea := dxa. Introduce:
êα =eα
a∂a, eα
a ∈GL(m, R), det(eαa) >0. (7.99)
The frame êα is obtained by an orientation-preserving GL(m, R) rotation of ea induced by the (invertible)
vielbein field eαa. We impose the requirement that êa be orthonormal with respect to the metric g. That is:
g(êα, êβ) =eα
aeβ
bgab = ηαβ ⇐⇒ gab = eαaeβbηαβ, (7.100)
where η should correspond to the signature. As the representation of vectors is basis independent we may
rapidly write down maps relating components expanded with respect to ea and êa:
X(M) 3 V =Vaea = Vaeαaeα = Vαêα = Vαeαaea =⇒ Va = eαaVα ⇐⇒ Vα = eαaVa; (7.101)
with similar expressions for a covector ω ∈ Ω1p(M) which generalise in the obvious manner for a tensor
field of arbitrary rank.
As a simple demonstration we now map the coordinate representation of previously introduced quantities
to the light-cone frame [206] and demonstrate consistency by checking the invariance property of contrac-
tion:
1 >>> # (e0, e1, e2, e3)↔ (e−, e+, e2, e3) with e± = (e1 ± e0)/√2
2 >>> lcf = fd.typed_array([[+1, 1, 0, 0], [-1, 1, 0, 0], [0, 0, 1, 0], [0, 0, 0, 1]],
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3 ... parse_elements=True, libev=ls) # symbolic: (e+, e−, e2, e3)
4 >>> lcf[0:2, 0:2] = lcf[0:2, 0:2] / fd.sqrt(2, libev=ls)
5 >>> E, EI = lcf.T, fd.linalg_inv(lcf.T) # eα
a, eαa
6 >>> δ = fd.dot(E, EI)
7 >>> type(fd.max(δ - fd.diag(δ[δ!=0])).item()) # verify matrix Kronecker
8 sympy.core.numbers.Zero
9 >>> # verify diagonalisation of gab
10 >>> fd.multidot(EI, fd.diag(M.signature, libev=ls), E)
11 typed_array(
12 [[0 1 0 0]
13 [1 0 0 0]
14 [0 0 1 0]




19 >>> # vector-frame labels
20 >>> _ix = ('alpha', 'beta', 'gamma', 'delta')
21 >>> dα, dβ, dγ, dδ = [M.idx(l, char=-2, idx_type='vector_frame') for l in _ix]
22 >>> uα, uβ, uγ, uδ = [M.idx(l, char=+2, idx_type='vector_frame') for l in _ix]
23 >>> fd0, fd1, fd2, fd3 = [M.idx(l, char=-2) for l in (0, 1, 2, 3)] # note char value
24 >>> fu0, fu1, fu2, uf3 = [M.idx(l, char=+2) for l in (0, 1, 2, 3)]
25 >>> # add vierbein and populate it
26 >>> e = M.fields.add(name='e', idx_spec=M.idx.idx_spec(rank=2))
27 >>> e[dα, ui, 'ψ'] = {'ψ': {(M.idx(alpha, char=-2), M.idx(i, char=+1)):
28 E[alpha, i] for alpha in range(0, 4) for i in range(0, 4)}}
29 >>> # Now inverse; .T (Iij = Eik(E−1)Tjk)
30 >>> e[uα, di, 'ψ'] = {'ψ': {(M.idx(alpha, char=+2), M.idx(i, char=-1)):
31 EI.T[alpha, i] for alpha in range(0, 4) for i in range(0, 4)}}
32
33 >>> # add a new covector
34 >>> C = M.fields.add(name='C', idx_spec=M.idx.idx_spec(rank=1))
35 >>> # populate wrt. ei
36 >>> C[di, 'ψ'] = {'ψ': {(d0, ): 1, (d1, ): 2, (d2, ): -3, (d3, ): 11}}
37
38 >>> # transform A, B and C to frame representation:
39 >>> A[uα, 'ψ'] = (A[ui, 'ψ'] * e[uα, di, 'ψ']).ev_delayed()[uα.to_numerical(), 'ψ']
40 >>> B[uα, 'ψ'] = (B[ui, 'ψ'] * e[uα, di, 'ψ']).ev_delayed()[uα.to_numerical(), 'ψ']
41 >>> C[dα, 'ψ'] = (C[di, 'ψ'] * e[dα, ui, 'ψ']).ev_delayed()[dα.to_numerical(), 'ψ']
42 >>> C[dα.to_numerical(), 'ψ']
43 {'ψ': {(idx(0, char=-2),): -sqrt(2)/2, (idx(1, char=-2),): 3*sqrt(2)/2,
44 (idx(2, char=-2),): -3, (idx(3, char=-2),): 11}}
45
46 >>> # check invariance of relation: Ci(A




47 >>> ((A[ui, 'ψ'] + 7 * B[ui, 'ψ']) * C[di, 'ψ']).ev_delayed()[d_, 'ψ'] # holonomic
48 {'ψ': {(idx(None, char=-1),): 446}}
49
50 >>> ((A[uα, 'ψ'] + 7 * B[uα, 'ψ']) * C[dα, 'ψ']).ev_delayed()[d_, 'ψ'] # frame
51 {'ψ': {(idx(None, char=-1),): 446}}
Thus we see that there is a fair degree of flexibility in the selection of basis that one can choose to work
with.
7.7.1.1 Coordinatisation and operators
The object that is stored within a particular field component is left completely unrestricted in our imple-
mentation. Thus rather than simple number-like objects we can insert a (dn)typed_array (see §7.2.1.2
and §7.3.2) or to avoid having to explicitly manipulate the dimensionality (shape) of numerical data one
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can make use of the cntnr_fcn with its underlying lexicographical canonicalisation infrastructure together
with numerical data handling via cntnr_num_fcn; potentially JIT may also be used on an abstract field
expression carrying a symbolic specification via a cntnr_sym_fcn (see §7.4.6 and related). We now describe
how this all links together by providing a simple demonstration of setting up a non-trivial coordinatisation
together with partial derivative operators built upon the approach discussed in §7.6.
Let us associate toψ (spatial) spherical polar (see §7.6.2.2) and toϕCartesian coordinatisations respectively.
In the former case we have:
1 >>> ψ.coordinatization_info = M.atlas.chart.coordinatization_info(
2 ... var_lbls=('t', 'r', 'th', 'ph'))
3 >>> ψgm, ψci = ψ.coordinatization_info.grid_map, ψ.coordinatization_info
4
5 >>> # fix the numerical specification of the underlying fundamental grid
6 >>> for var_lbl, fcn in {'mt': 'poly_lattice_Legendre_P',
7 ... 'mr': 'poly_lattice_Legendre_P',
8 ... 'mth': 'poly_lattice_Legendre_P',
9 ... 'ph': 'poly_lattice_S1'}.items():
10 ... fk = {'libev': 'libev',
11 ... 'grid_type': 'G'} if var_lbl == 'mth' else {'libev': 'libev'}
12 ... ψci.grid_update_vars(fcn=M.meta_delegator.fcn(fcn),
13 ... var_lbls=var_lbl, dim_type='kp',
14 ... fcn_args=('N_' + var_lbl,), fcn_kwargs=fk)
15
16 >>> # supply maps to fundamental domains
17 >>> t_min, t_max, r_min, r_max = ('0', '5', '2', '10')
18 >>> ψgm.add_map(name='xOchi', rep_var={'chi': 'mt', 'x': 't', 'a': t_min, 'b': t_max})
19 >>> ψgm.add_map(name='xOchi', rep_var={'chi': 'mr', 'x': 'r', 'a': r_min, 'b': r_max})
20 >>> ψgm.add_map(name='xOchi', rep_var={'chi': 'mth', 'x': 'th', 'a': '0', 'b': 'pi'})
21 >>> ψgm.add_map(name='id', rep_var={'z': 'ph'})
22
23 >>> # fix (numerical) chart parameters
24 >>> ψci(N_mt=16, N_mr=10, N_mth=12, N_ph=7, libev=lm)
25
26 >>> # now supply derivative operators together with numerical implementation
27 >>> pd = M['pd'] # extract default partial derivative operator object from manifold
28 >>> d_opts = {'grid_map': ψci.grid_map, 'cntnr_grid_fcn': ψci.cntnr_grid_fcn,
29 ... 'trivial_on_missing_var_dep': False, 'allow_kronecker_split': True}
30 >>> for var_phys, var_fund in (('t', 'mt'), ('r', 'mr'), ('th', 'mth'), ('ph', 'ph')):
31 ... D = core.operators.op_derivative(var_dep=(var_fund, ), **d_opts)
32 ... if var_phys == 'ph':
33 ... core.operators.op_derivative_numerical_collocation(
34 ... D, diff_mat_fcn=M.meta_delegator.fcn('diff_matrix_Fourier'))
35 ... else:
36 ... core.operators.op_derivative_numerical_collocation(D)
37 ... pd[var_phys, 'ψ'] = D
In an entirely analogous manner we can build up φ as a product of Cartesian coordinates for each dimension
where the numerical sampling is based on a (Gauss-Lobatto) Legendre lattice with domain (t, x, y, z) =
[0, 5]× [−3, 3]× [−4, 7]× [2, 8].
We can now seed some field data based on symbolic definitions made with respect to coordinate labels
of the specified charts. In order to perform numerical evaluation symbolic definitions are automatically
mapped to fundamental grids internally:
1 >>> c_fcn = lambda sd, cn: M.fields.cntnr_fcn(sym_def=sd, chart_name=cn).num_ev()
2 >>> A[ui, 'ψ'] = {'ψ': {(u0, ): c_fcn('t ** 2', 'ψ'), (u1, ): c_fcn('r * cos(ph)', 'ψ'),
3 ... (u2, ): c_fcn('r + t', 'ψ'), (u3, ): c_fcn('r * sin(ph)', 'ψ')}}
4 >>> # specification with A[ui, 'φ'] proceeds similarly
We can apply operators:
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12 φ: ('t', 'x', 'y', 'z')
13 ψ: ('ph', 'r', 't', 'th')
14 )
15 >>> pd[d0, 'ψ'](A[u0, 'ψ']) # ∂tA
t
16 {'ψ': {(idx(0, char=1),): cntnr_fcn(
17 id(cntnr_grid_fcn)=0x7f7d2eb01080
18 var_dep=('mt',)




22 num_def.libev=libev(lib_name=mpmath, lib_type=mpf, lib_dps=30))}}
23 >>> pd[d3, 'φ'](A[u3, 'φ']) # ∂zA
z
24 >>> # ∂iA
j (abstract requires evaluation call)
25 >>> pd[di](A[uj]).ev_delayed()
26 >>> # ∂iA
i (operation restricted to ϕ chart)











Notice that automatic redimensionalisation of data and lexicographical canonicalisation is quite crucial
when performing these operations, together with the automatic inference of differential operator mapping
with respect to the physical coordinatisation and the fundamental domain associated with the operator.
7.7.2 STANDARD GEOMETRIC ENTITIES
Having introduced a mechanism to have field values represented with respect to a chosen coordinatisation
in §7.7.1.1 together with respective operator action we can now consider the calculation of standard geo-
metric entities based on their abstract definitions. From [286] recall the Christoffel coefficients are given
by:





gil (∂jgkl + ∂kgjl − ∂lgjk) ; (7.102)
with which the Ricci tensor may be introduced as a contraction of the Riemann tensor (we do not make use
of simplifications based on Γ contractions):
Ricij = Ric(ij) = Riljl = ∂lΓ lij − ∂iΓ llj + ΓmijΓ lml − ΓmljΓ lmi; (7.103)
The scalar curvature requires one further contraction R := Ricii. For later reference we also note that the
Einstein tensor is given by:





We may now for instance fix the metric to be the Schwarzschild solution [286]:
1 >>> # provide chart specific symbolic function containers
2 >>> s_fcn = lambda sd, cn: M.fields.cntnr_fcn(sym_def=sd, chart_name=cn).cntnr_sym_fcn
3 >>> g = M['metric']
4
5 >>> g[di, dj, 'ψ'] = {'ψ': {(d0, d0): s_fcn('-(1 - 2 / r)', 'ψ'),
6 (d1, d1): s_fcn('1 /(1 - 2 / r)', 'ψ'),
7 (d2, d2): s_fcn('r ** 2', 'ψ'),
8 (d3, d3): s_fcn('r ** 2 * sin(th) ** 2', 'ψ')}}
9 >>> # with inverse (contravariant form) specified analogously
Using this salient geometric quantities may be constructed as:
1 >>> M.atlas.pop('φ') # here we throw away the Cartesian chart
2
3 >>> # compact representation of numerical slicers
4 >>> Iu_sl = M.idx(M.zero_idx, M.zero_idx + M.dim, char=+1)
5 >>> Id_sl = M.idx(M.zero_idx, M.zero_idx + M.dim, char=-1)
6
7 >>> # provide variables in local scope representing abstract fields for convenience
8 >>> Γ, Ric, R = M['connection_Gamma'], M['Ricci'], M['scalar_curvature']
9 >>> pd_g = M.fields.add(name='pd_g', idx_spec=M.idx.idx_spec(rank=3, sym=(1, 2)))
10
11 >>> absDg = pd[dj](g[dk, dl]) # abstract derivative of metric
12 >>> absΓ = g[ui, ul] / 2 * (pd_g[dj, dk, dl] + pd_g[dk, dj, dl] - pd_g[dl, dj, dk])
13 >>> absRic = (pd[dl](Γ[ul, di, dk]) - pd[di](Γ[ul, dl, dk]) +
14 ... Γ[um, di, dk] * Γ[ul, dm, dl] - Γ[um, dl, dk] * Γ[ul, dm, di])
15 >>> absR = (Ric[di, dj] * g[ui, uj]) # abstract spatial curvature
16
17 >>> # evaluate abstract definitions and inject into the field objects of the manifold
18 >>> pd_g[dj, dk, dl] = absDg.ev_delayed()[Id_sl, Id_sl, Id_sl]
19 >>> Γ[ui, dj, dk] = absΓ.ev_delayed()[Iu_sl, Id_sl, Id_sl]
20 >>> Ric[di, dj] = absRic.ev_delayed()[Id_sl, Id_sl]
21 >>> R[d] = absR.ev_delayed()[d_]














Working in the above manner allows for the rapid construction of complicated abstract expressions together
with their evaluation based on a previously specified coordinatisation associated to the manifold.
7.7.3 INDEX GYMNASTICS
When a generic field with non-trivial valence possesses symmetries with respect to interchange of abstract
index slots the number of independent components is greatly reduced; it is important to leverage this fact
for efficient computation. Thus we briefly describe how a minimal representation of indices adapted for
common operations is built within our code-base.
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7.7.3.1 Numerical specification and symmetries
Consider T, U ∈ T0r(M) with dim(M) = m. Let | · | denote the number of distinct, abstract indices up to
(anti)-symmetrization. Elementary combinatorics leads to:
S :T0r(M)→ Sr(M), Ta0···ar−1 7→ T(a0···ar−1)= 1r!∑
π
Taπ(0)···aπ(r−1) , =⇒ ∣∣T(a0···ar−1)∣∣=
(




A :T0r(M)→ Ωr(M), Ta0···ar−1 7→ T[a0···ar−1]= 1r!∑
π






















By grouping distinct index slots into blocks the same results may be used to determine the order of ob-
jects with block (anti)-symmetries (see §2.2 of [223] for details on such composite indices in the context of
spinors).
As an example of specification and calculation, consider the Riemann tensor Rabcd which is antisymmetric
in the indices Rabcd = R[ab]cd = Rab[cd] and possesses the block symmetry Rabcd = Rcdab. This latter
relation we rewrite via the grouping A=̇ab, B=̇cd such that RAB = R(AB). For simplicity we exclude the













(m− 1) + 1
)
. (7.107)
This information is represented in a dict as:
1 >>> idx_Riem = {
2 ... 'rank': 4,
3 ... 'aym': ((0, 1), (2, 3)), # antisymmetry: with respect to slots
4 ... 'sym': None,
5 ... 'block_aym': None,
6 ... 'block_sym': (((0, 1), (2, 3)), ) # block symmetries
7 ... }
Dimensionality together with zero index convention is inferred from the manifold that we are working on.
Consider as before a manifold object M with attributes dim=4; zero_idx=0. We can immediately recover
the set of indices that would generate all components equivalent to R2031 together with phase information
as:
1 >>> ix_fcn = M.idx_iter_constructor.build_equiv_idxs_using_specification
2 >>> idxs_A = (M.idx(2, char=-1), M.idx(0, char=-1), M.idx(3, char=-1),
3 ... M.idx(1, char=-1))
4 >>> ix_fcn(idxs_A, idx_specification=idx_Riem)
5 {idxs_ph(idxs=(idx(2, char=-1), idx(0, char=-1),
6 idx(1, char=-1), idx(3, char=-1)), ph=-1),
7 idxs_ph(idxs=(idx(3, char=-1), idx(1, char=-1),
8 idx(2, char=-1), idx(0, char=-1)), ph=1),
9 idxs_ph(idxs=(idx(0, char=-1), idx(2, char=-1),
10 idx(1, char=-1), idx(3, char=-1)), ph=1),
11 idxs_ph(idxs=(idx(2, char=-1), idx(0, char=-1),
12 idx(3, char=-1), idx(1, char=-1)), ph=1),
13 idxs_ph(idxs=(idx(0, char=-1), idx(2, char=-1),
14 idx(3, char=-1), idx(1, char=-1)), ph=-1),
15 idxs_ph(idxs=(idx(1, char=-1), idx(3, char=-1),
16 idx(2, char=-1), idx(0, char=-1)), ph=-1),
17 idxs_ph(idxs=(idx(1, char=-1), idx(3, char=-1),




constraints are introduced [286].
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18 idx(0, char=-1), idx(2, char=-1)), ph=1),
19 idxs_ph(idxs=(idx(3, char=-1), idx(1, char=-1),
20 idx(0, char=-1), idx(2, char=-1)), ph=-1)}
Thus for the present example we see that only a component corresponding to a single element of:
Ie[(2, 0, 3, 1)] = {(2, 0, 1, 3), (3, 1, 2, 0), (0, 2, 1, 3), (2, 0, 3, 1), (0, 2, 3, 1), (1, 3, 2, 0),
(1, 3, 0, 2), (3, 1, 0, 2)};
(7.108)
need be accessed. The representative we preferentially select to serve as "canonical" from an equivalent set
of indices Ie is based on a one-dimensional reduction ρ of the usual row-major ordering of arrays:








 (ik − ı); (7.109)
where ı is the zero index offset and m is the underlying dimensionality. The canonical index is thus ex-
tracted via minimization over the set of reductions {ρ(i) | i ∈ Ie}. Thus for the present example it is R0213
which is transparently accessed with phase (sign) information applied.
Note that in the case of repetition over antisymmetric slots (R0023 for example) we enforce the equivalent
set to be the empty set and any field values extracted to be 0. Furthermore, the entire process exploits
caching such that for a given class of indicial symmetry all other fields of commensurate character on M can
make use of this information.
While we have centred the above discussion about a field with a subset of the indicial symmetries of the
Riemann tensor we emphasise that our implementation and approach is completely generic. Further func-
tionality is indicated in §11.2.16.3.
7.7.4 ABSTRACT EXPRESSIONS AND DELAYED EVALUATION
In previous sections we have made use of field expressions involving abstract indices such as pd[di](A[uj])
and simply stated that evaluation requires a call to the bound method ev_delayed. Here we provide some
brief details as to what is occurring internally when this functionality is made use of.
In order to implement abstract index functionality we make use of an abstract_delayed object inter-
nally that is automatically generated whenever abstract index slicing is performed on a field-like or indeed
abstract_delayed object itself. Indices appearing in a calculation together with the underlying field ob-
ject(s) to be manipulated and the operation that is to be performed are retained within each
abstract_delayed instance created. Furthermore (anti)-symmetry properties together with rank informa-
tion are automatically parsed. In this fashion we gradually build up an expression tree which may be
evaluated. Thus precisely what an abstract_delayed represents may range from a simple value lookup to
a complicated calculation (see §7.7.2 for example).
Internally the index parsing scheme is broadly partitioned into the following operation types:
• Unary operations with possible internal contractions: Aij, Bjj etc.
• Juxtaposed (product-like) binary operations with possible cross-term contractions: AijBkl, BklCl etc.
• Disjoint (addition-like) binary operations: Aij + Bij etc.
where consistency, (minimal) numerical representations of indices, charts required and resultant idx_spec
must be verified for each operation as an expression is constructed.
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8 CODE VERIFICATION: ABSTRACT GEOMETRY AND NUMERICAL RELATIVITY
TESTBEDS
Here we perform verification of the implementation of code described in §7.7 in the context of a physical
problem. To do this we adapt some recent proposals for testbeds in numerical relativity [6, 15]. In particular,
we explore how our (pseudo)-spectral (PS) based numerical approach and code-base performs with pro-
totype problems constructed based on the analytical solution of the vacuum Einstein field equations (EFE)
provided by the polarised Gowdy T3 space-time. This solution describes an expanding universe with a
spatial topology of the 3-torus, containing plane polarised gravitational waves [139] and is of interest in
mathematical cosmology [244] and numerical studies [31] alike.
With a view towards evolution problems, consider (M, g) as an M + 1 dimensional ambient, Lorentzian
manifold endowed with metric. Let (Σt, g) be anM dimensional (spatial) submanifold1 where t now serves
as a fixed parameter. Selecting a normal nµ to Σt allows for construction of a foliation ofM in the sense
that continuous variation of t generates a family of non-intersecting Σt which pieced together describe the
ambientM.
Decomposition of standard geometric entities is entirely analogous to the method outlined in §2.3 for a
Riemannian manifold hence we merely provide salient results (see also the exposition of [25, 137, 229]).
Set (signs now carry implicit Lorentzian structure ofM):
nµ=̇(−N, 0), nµ=̇(N−1, −N−1Nm); (8.1)
where N and Nm are the so-called lapse and shift respectively.














g=̇ −N2dt+ gmn(dxm +Nmdt)(dxn +Nndt). (8.3)
Recall extrinsic curvature (note sign):
Kmn = K(mn) = −
1
2
£n [gmn] , (8.4)
where £ is the Lie derivative (see f.n.6 of pg.21).
We particularise toM ' R × T3 and introduce an atlas comprised of a single (global) chart Ψ. Identifying
coordinate labels as xµ=̇(t, x, y, z) with t ∈ (0,∞) and x, y, z ∈ [−1/2, 1/2) where the latter coordinates






+ tdw2, dw2 = exp(P(t, z))dx2 + exp(−P(t, z))dy2, (8.5)
where the scalar fields P(t, z) and λ(t, z) are periodic in z. Furthermore, the metric is singular at t = 0
which corresponds to a cosmological singularity. On account of Eq.(8.3) we can immediately infer a lapse
and shift for g:
N =t−1/4 exp(λ(t, z)/4), Ni =0. (8.6)
To facilitate code comparison we provide the coordinate representation (with respect to Ψ) of standard
geometric quantities indicating their non-zero components.
























exp (−P − λ/2) (t∂0P − 1), Γ033 =
1
4t

























































exp(±P − λ/2) [∓t ∂3∂3P ± ∂0P ± t ∂0∂0P] ,










[∂3λ− 2t∂0P ∂3P] .
(8.8)
Scalar curvature:












K11 :=K+, K22 :=K−, K± = −
t1/4
2
exp(±P − λ/4) (1± t ∂0P) , K33 =
1
4t5/4
exp(λ/4) (1 − t ∂0λ) . (8.10)
Extrinsic curvature trace:
K = gmnKmn = −
1
4t3/4
exp(−λ/4) (3+ t∂0λ) . (8.11)











, G03 =G30 =
1
4t
[∂3λ− 2t ∂0P ∂3P] ,














We can immediately take Eq.(8.12) and write down an evolution equation together with two constraint
equations that close the system:
GEFE := ∂0∂0P +
1
t
∂0P − ∂3∂3P = 0, (8.13)
HADM :=t (∂0P ∂0P + ∂3P ∂3P) − ∂0λ = 0, MADM :=2t (∂0P ∂3P) − ∂3λ = 0. (8.14)
Following [6] a particular solution to Eq.(8.13) and Eq.(8.14) may be selected, which in turn may be evalu-
ated at t = 1, say so as to provide initial data for use in a numerical evolution together with an analytical
solution to monitor error.
Let γ, δ ∈ R and n ∈ Z then the general solution of Eq.(8.13) is a sum of terms of the form γ log t + δ
and terms of the form Z0(2πnt) cos(2πnz) and Z0(2πnt) sin(2πnz) where Z0 is a linear combination of the
Bessel functions Jn and Yn of order n = 0 (see [29] and §10 of [216]). From the aforementioned references
we make use of the results:
Cn−1(x) + Cn+1(x) =
2n
x
Cn(x), Cn−1(x) − Cn+1(x) =2
dCn
dx











where Cn ∈ {Jn, Yn}.
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As in [209, 6] we take the particular solution of Eq.(8.13) to be:
P(t, z) = J0(2πt) cos(2πz), (8.16)
Substituting P(t, z) into Eq.(8.14) and integrating leads to:















Before proceeding further with numerical calculations it is worth-while to observe that while prototype
problems based on the polarised Gowdy space-time of Eq.(8.5) avoid issues stemming from consideration
of boundary conditions (i.e., the spatial submanifold is periodic Σt ' T3) when the full EFE are viewed
as an evolutionary PDE system in time the numerical problem becomes non-trivial. In particular, with
increasing t the field P decays to 0whereas λ exhibits secular growth (which may be seen to be linear based
on the asymptotic expansion formulae for Jn of [216]). Thus, in terms of the metric coefficients (Eq.(8.5))
we see that gxx and gyy only grow linearly with time but gzz increases exponentially. Consequently ADM
based evolution schemes (see §10.1 for a brief description) that work directly with these coefficients may
suffer from numerical instability beyond what would be anticipated from the well-known issue of (weak)
hyperbolicity [243, 205].
As a first consistency check on the implementation of charts and automatic grid mapping leveraging our
function container approach convergence testing based on a direct sampling of the fields P(t, z) and λ(t, z)
of Eqs. (8.16) and (8.17) on t ∈ [1, 3] and x, y, z ∈ [−1/2, 1/2) is performed. The variable t is mapped
to the fundamental Gauss-Lobatto grid constructed from the Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind and
x, y, z are mapped to the fundamental (uniformly-spaced) grid corresponding to trigonometric functions.
Utilising Eqs. (8.13) and (8.14) we perform a convergence test by varying the number of samples Nt and
Nz and calculate
∥∥GEFE
∥∥∞, ∥∥HADM∥∥∞ and ∥∥MADM∥∥∞ the results of which are displayed in Fig.(8.1). Note
that our function container approach automatically leverages the lack of x and y dependence wherein these
dimensions are not explicitly sampled.






















Figure 8.1: Representative convergence test of Eqs. (8.13) and (8.14) at a fixed spatial band-limit of Nz = 32





∥∥∞; (green "I"): ∥∥MADM∥∥∞. Note that dashed lines correspond to numerical evaluation at
double precision with Numpy as the evaluation library whereas solid lines denote calculations with mpmath
at 100dps. In both methods of evaluation linear tails (prior to saturation) indicate exponential convergence
as expected for a PS scheme.
Next we test the full abstract geometric machinery of §7.7, that is, indicial gymnastics and symmetry re-
ductions implemented within our code so as to check for any spurious behaviour. To accomplish this we
fix metric components with Eqs. (8.5), (8.16) and (8.17) and perform a calculation of ‖Gµν‖∞ based on the
implemented definitions of Eqs. (7.102), (7.103) and (10.3) the results of which are displayed in Fig.8.2. The
convergence properties displayed ensure that no spurious behaviour is present within the abstract geomet-
ric structures implemented.
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Figure 8.2: Convergence tests associated with explicit numerical calculation of Gab. In both figures we
have: Depicted in (red "•"): ‖G00‖∞; (blue "J"): ‖G03‖∞; (green "I"): ‖G11‖∞; (black "H"): ‖G22‖∞; (cyan
""): ‖G33‖∞. We find that in contrast to Fig.8.1 a substantially higher spatial band-limit is required for
convergence which we ascribe to a mixing of components. Note that dashed lines correspond to numerical
evaluation at double precision with Numpy as the evaluation library whereas solid lines denote calculations
with mpmath at 100dps.
We now perform a preliminary calculation to test the PS collocation method in solution of Eq.(8.13) with
initial data provided by Eq.(8.16). We make use of the integrators of §10.2 with the method of lines (MOL)
approach (see [154] for a discussion in the context of spectral methods). In order to accomplish this Eq.(8.13)
is brought to first order form whereupon initial data is sampled on the associated spatial lattice giving rise







, Nz(ρz) :=32ρz; (8.18)
which is selected so as to satisfy the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) condition for stability [154]. Results
are indicated in Fig.8.3. The performance of a variety of explicit integration schemes is compared in arbi-
trary precision arithmetic. It is clear that there is no obstruction to the reduction of error with increasing
resolution indicating that our code-base does not spuriously cast between evaluation libraries during inter-
mediate calculations.
Having verified that the abstract geometric structures of §7.7 are robust together with the PS collocation
MOL approach we turn our attention to the more difficult numerical problem of ADM decomposition
based evolution with the diagonally reduced2 ADM-York scheme described in §10.1.2 and the stabilised
ADM-York-NOR variant of §10.1.4.
As in [6, 15] we consider evolution in the expanding direction (specifically on t ∈ [1, 100]) with the gauge
choice of Eq.(8.6). Based on the observation of Fig.8.3 that the oscillatory character of the solutions reduces
efficiency of adaptive time-step schemes we henceforth restrict to the fixed-duration δt of Eq.(8.18). Results
of our calculation are shown in Fig.8.4. As anticipated (see §10.1.1) ADM-York based evolution rapidly
becomes unstable whereas numerical solution of the ADM-York-NOR system is possible over the full du-
ration of t inspected. We have also verified that HADM of the RK_4 based solutions for both systems (with
values corresponding to t prior to termination due to ADM-York instability) may be rescaled in accordance
with the expected 4th order convergence in time.
It is also interesting to consider the approach towards the cosmological singularity at t = 0, that is, perform
evolution in the contracting direction. To this end we select a new lapse function based on harmonic slicing
as in [6, 15]. Harmonic slicing [126] is well adapted to this setting on account of its marginally singularity
avoiding property [45, 4] where the cosmological singularity will only be asymptotically approached upon
transforming to new coordinates. In Eq.(8.5) the coordinate transformation t = F(τ) is made whereupon
2 While performed solely for the sake of computational expediency it should be kept in mind that overall performance and indeed the
character of a formulation may be affected with such reductions; our goal however is not to rank formulations but rather show-case
features of our code-base in a variety of scenarios.
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(b) Variable time-steps (local extrapolation)
Figure 8.3: Numerical solution of Eq.(8.13) subject to Eq.(8.16) with ρt = 1, ρz = 2 and Nz = 64. Denote
the number of system function calls as ηfcn. (a) Comparison of a selection of fixed-step integrators. Error
is computed every κe = 2 × 16ρzρt time-steps. Depicted in (red ""): RK_4, ηfcn = 101376; (blue "J"):
RK_Butcher_6; ηfcn = 202752; (green "I"): RK_Cooper_Verner_8; ηfcn = 278784; (black "H"): RK_Hairer_10,
ηfcn = 456192; (cyan ""): RK_Hiroshi_Ono_12, ηfcn = 658944. It is interesting to note the relative efficiency
of methods; for the current figure the 4th order cf. 12th order method needs 6.5 times as many function
evaluations however with the latter the L∞ error is reduced by 18 orders of magnitude. (b) Comparison
of adaptive-step integrators at strict tolerances. Set εa = 101/3εr and εr = 10(−δ)/max(p, p
∗) (see §10.2.1).
Depicted in (red ""): RK_Zonneveld_4_3, ηfcn = 231335, δ = 10; (blue "J"): RK_DVERK_6_5; ηfcn = 117472,
δ = 12; (green "I"): RK_Fehlberg_8_7; ηfcn = 113815, δ = 14; (black "H"): RK_Stone_10_9_b, ηfcn = 148522,
δ = 16. On account of the underlying oscillatory character of the solution we find that adaptive-step
integrators do not gain efficiency over fixed-step in this problem. In both subfigures the numerical backend
is mpmath at 85dps.
the harmonic condition DµDµ [τ] = 0 immediately implies F(τ) = k exp(cτ). The new lapse becomes:







and shift remains fixed as Ni = 0. By selecting t0 such that λ is independent of z we may fix k and c as
constants. To probe the vicinity of the cosmological singularity (t → 0) we select t0 ' 0.38 as the first zero
of J0(2πt) with (t ≥ 0) using the root-finding techniques of §10.4. It follows that c ' 2.79 and k ' 0.59.
For numerical calculations these values were prepared at arbitrary precision. In contrast to [6, 15] we thus
induce a more dramatic "collapse of the lapse". Fixing τ ∈ [−30, 0.38] is equivalent to t ∈ [6.83×10−38, 0.38]
for the parameters selected. With Eq.(8.5) this entails that length scales in the x and y directions will be
contracted by ∼ 18 orders of magnitude. The results of a calculation based on these parameter choices are
displayed in Fig.8.5.
We find that in principle, working with the ADM-York-NOR formulation allows for numerical solutions to
be constructed that approach arbitrarily close to the cosmological singularity and furthermore there is no
apparent obstruction to the reduction of relative error in the calculated metric coefficient functions.
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Figure 8.4: Diagonally reduced ADM-York and ADM-York-NOR evolution of the polarised Gowdy T3
space-time in the expanding direction with respect to the coordinate time based on the PS MOL approach.
Initial data is prepared based on Eq.(8.16) and Eq.(8.17) at t = 1. Band-limit in z together with how the
refinement parameter tuple (ρt, ρz) controls δt is specified by Eq.(8.18). (Left) Hamiltonian constraint
(Eq.(10.10)) rescaled by numerical solution of metric components. In solid lines the integrator is RK_4
whereas dashed lines correspond to RK_Hairer_10. Refinement parameters for solutions to the ADM-York
system are in (red): (2, 1); (blue): (4, 1); (green): (2, 2); where in all cases instability rapidly destroys the
quality of numerical solutions. Parameters for solutions to the ADM-York-NOR system are in (black): (2, 1);
(magenta): (4, 1); (cyan): (2, 2). (Right) Relative error in the numerical solution for the metric component
g̃z (where we verified that g̃x and g̃y possess qualitatively similar behaviour). Legend and parameters as
in left subfigure however we only display RK_Hairer_10. The feature at t ' 19 for the ADM-York-NOR
system disappears in g̃x, g̃y and with increased resolution in z, thus we attribute this to a numerical arte-
fact. Observe that in both figures exponential growth is present. This is to be expected even for the (stable)
ADM-York-NOR formulation on account of the form of the underlying metric (Eq.(8.5)). Note: Termination














































Figure 8.5: Diagonally reduced ADM-York and ADM-York-NOR evolution of the polarised Gowdy T3
space-time in the collapsing direction with respect to harmonic slicing based on the PS MOL approach. The
numerical solution commences at τ0 = t0 ' 0.38 and proceeds towards τ = −30 ⇐⇒ t ' 6.83 × 10−38,
i.e., the evolutions follow the independent variable τ from right-to-left along the axis of both subfigures.
All calculations are performed with the RK_Hairer_10 integrator where band-limit in z together with how
the refinement parameter tuple (ρt, ρz) controls δt is specified by Eq.(8.18). (Left) Hamiltonian constraint
(Eq.(10.10)) rescaled by numerical solution of metric components. Note that the scaling applied here is
distinct to that of Fig.8.4; furthermore, the vertical axis has been broken so as to better resolve features of
disparate value. Refinement parameters for the ADM-York system when working with double precision
are denoted with solid lines where in (red): (2, 1); (blue): (4, 1); (green): (2, 2); in each case instability
sets in prior to for τ ' −14 ⇐⇒ t ' 1.54× 10−18. Refinement parameters for the ADM-York-NOR system
when working with double precision are denoted with solid lines where in (black): (2, 1); (magenta): (4, 1);
(cyan): (2, 2); in each case stable behaviour for all τ is observed. We compare in dashed lines calculations
performed with gmpy2 at a working precision of 85dps as the numerical backend. The ADM-York sys-
tem remains unstable when (ρt, ρz) is selected in (red): (2, 1); but stability is recovered for (green): (2, 2).
In contrast, the ADM-York-NOR system is stable where in (magenta): (2, 1); (cyan): (2, 2). (Right) Leg-
end corresponds to parameters of left subfigure. The two systems are clearly distinguished by ADM-York
possessing exponential growth of the relative error in g̃z as τ → −30 whereas ADM-York-NOR rapidly
plateaus. Qualitatively similar behaviour was found for g̃x and g̃y. Note: Termination of calculations due
to instability have the final point circled.
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9 DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY: PART II
In Part II we have presented our Python3 based numerical infrastructure developed in order to treat the
scalar curvature deformation problem and gluing construction of Part I. On account of the applicability to
more general classes of problems and future open-source release we elected to provide an example-driven
guide to usage with brief details on salient features of implementation.
Upon introduction of the basic objects of our package we considered as a first numerical prototype the
Hilbert problem. This simple setting served as a classical example of an ill-conditioned linear algebraic
system arising from polynomial approximation in §7.2.1.3. We demonstrated how useful solutions can be
found even when log10(κ2) & 76 based on Cholesky decomposition in just a few lines of code where the
particular numerical backend could be switched in a simple fashion. Furthermore our extension of the
distributed infrastructure of Dask was tested when operating with mpmath as a numerical backend where
excellent agreement was found with a single, local process.
For calculations where double precision is sufficient we also discussed in §7.2.1.4 how Numba may aid
in acceleration of code execution within our package. The traditional problem of slow-down in execu-
tion for code in an interpreted language is largely avoided with this on account of automatic, transpar-
ent compilation leveraging LLVM. Furthermore, we demonstrated how symbolic expressions based on the
cntnr_sym_fcn may be compiled with a simple bound method call in §7.4.1; thus when Numba based com-
pilation is useful for accelerating a given expression associated with the structures we have introduced the
procedure for accomplishing this is remains transparent and simple. It must however be stressed that per-
formance gains in the compilation based approach really require that the functions drawn from a numerical
backend or composed function be compatible with Numba. On account of mpmath being purely a Python3
based code execution speed could not be substantially improved in this case. This fundamental limitation
also presently persists with gmpy2 which however may be easier to ameliorate on account of this backend
being provided for in Python3 as bindings to an implementation in C. An interesting possibility that may
avoid these issues is however offered by the native C ball-arithmetic based library Arb [165]. Potentially
both an improvement in execution speed and indeed rigorous estimates of numerical error could be made
if functionality could be incorporated into our code-base by developing adapted bindings; however this
remains a topic for future work.
During the discussion on PS methods in §7.6.1 we demonstrated functionality that allows for a PS scheme
based on any classical Sturm-Liouville polynomial on both bounded (periodic or not) and unbounded
domains to be constructed at whatever accuracy is desired. This suggests a novel approach: precalculation
of all "spectral assets" at arbitrary precision which may then be cached and cast to double precision as
required. This alleviates the need for devising sophisticated algorithms adapted to the particulars of a given
function family during generation of such quantities using only finite precision as in [292] for example.
Finite precision aside, working with mpmath at 60dps as the numerical backend throughout we examined
the performance of a simple, weak-formulation Helmholtz SCCT where we found that maximum absolute
error of the solution could be decreased to ∼ 10−58. While in a sense this problem is artificial it is clear
that the desirable property of exponential convergence may be preserved and indeed to an extent the issue
of decreased performance when operating at arbitrary precision is offset on account of rapid convergence
of PS based methods requiring far fewer sampling points when contrasted with finite difference based
schemes. We similarly observed a dramatic increase in accuracy when working with explicit Runge-Kutta
methods of high order at arbitrary precision in §7.6.3. This latter may be of particular applicability to
problems possessing chaotic dynamics where a sensitive dependence on initial conditions is present and
minimisation of rounding error (particularly when a solution is sought over large time-scales) for each
time-step is required to preserve solution quality.
In §8 we investigated the performance of our code-base in the context of numerical relativity testbeds based
on the polarised Gowdy T3 space-time. We found that the abstract geometric structures introduced in §7.7
performed in a robust fashion when components of the Einstein tensor were sampled directly based on ex-
panded analytical solutions and compared with geometric definitions that were constructed, automatically
reduced and subsequently sampled.
Furthermore, building PS MOL schemes for time-evolution based on the Gowdy fields P and λ directly to-
gether with ADM-York and ADM-York-NOR is tenable. If the underlying numerical scheme is well-posed
we observed that numerical error may be reduced as far as desired by increasing the working precision of
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calculations. In particular we found that it is possible when working with the ADM-York-NOR formulation
adopting harmonic slicing to construct numerical solutions in the collapsing direction of the space-time to
within ' 6.83 × 10−38 of the initial cosmological singularity (at t = 0) of the model with a maximum,
absolute, relative error in metric components on the order of 10−28 which in principle could be improved
further.
This ability to arbitrarily extend accuracy within our computational infrastructure adapted to calculations
in numerical relativity may be of particular interest in accurate determination of critical exponents during
exploration of critical collapse phenomena in the sense of [69, 146] or more generally the numerical study of
the approach to space-time singularities [32]. One case related to the testbed problems we have discussed
are numerical studies of the unpolarised Gowdy T3 space-times which feature "spikes" i.e., points at which
steep features appear growing ever narrower in the approach to the cosmological singularity [33, 127].
While the phenomena of spikes is well understood for this class of space-time [242, 127] the arbitrary order
in time scheme of [33] based on symplectic integrators that exploit the (sub)-Hamiltonian structure of the
problem may be useful to incorporate into our numerical framework for consideration of recent, related
problems [81].
Another upshot of specification of evolution problems within code in a form that closely mirrors a derived
result on paper containing various geometric entities is that the barrier for numerical experimentation is
vastly reduced. This reduction in complexity together with the powerful ability to work in arbitrary preci-
sion may also be of interest when seeking new formulations in NR or indeed verifying derived properties
of well-posedness under novel scenarios.
Finally, with respect to the results of Part I., having demonstrated numerical solutions based on gluing for
both Brill-Lindquist and Misner internal data it would be of considerable interest to attempt solution of
the associated evolution problem. In particular, such numerical calculations may provide a better under-
standing of the physics contained in the gluing region Ω b Σ and indeed the composite Σ itself. The clear
difference in gluing efficiency (distinct δM required for exterior Schwarzschild matching) we observed with
respect to the two classes of initial data sets is a new question that should be addressed. As there exist well-
known and tested formulations in NR admitting a well-posed initial boundary value problem for Cauchy
data (see for instance [16, 176, 249]) it may be possible to make use of them to determine how Ω evolves
over some finite duration T by consideration of a sufficiently large (in the sense that the future develop-
ment of Ω remains well contained for the given T ) truncated Cauchy slice where boundary data along the
truncation is provided by the external Schwarzschild solution. In [96] this idea was put forth with the in-
tent to match to a hyperboloidal exterior after an initial Cauchy evolution and make use of a hyperboloidal
evolution code unfortunately however no further work appears to have been published to this end.
The question of numerical time-evolution of the glued initial data sets and their physical interpretation
thus currently remain unexplored however as we have demonstrated in Part II. our code-base provides the
infrastructure that may aid in addressing the problem which we leave to future work.
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10 APPENDIX: PART II
10.1 FORMULATIONS FOR EVOLUTION
Here we collect some details pertinent to the evolution schemes we perform numerical experiments with.
In this section (M, g) is anM+1 dimensional manifold endowed with metric and foliated by (Σt, g) where
dim(Σt) =M.
Denote by D the Levi-Civita connection compatible with g and likewise∇ for g. During evaluation, covari-
ant derivatives of quantities intrinsic to Σt may be found via the projection:
∇m [Vn] = gmµ gnνDµ [Vν] . (10.1)
The Einstein field equations (EFE) coupled to matter are:
Gµν[g] +Λgµν = 8πTµν, (10.2)
where the Einstein tensor is defined as:




The normal observer (Eq.(8.1)) may be used to introduce respectively, total energy and momentum densi-
ties, spatial stress and its trace:
ρ :=nµnνT











Following standard derivation methods allows for general relativity to be formulated as an IVP [25, 258,
229] allowing for space-time to be viewed as "evolved" in time from an initial slice. Historically, this for-
mulation arose in the Hamiltonian context, based on Ricci tensor decomposition [11] however it is the
reformulation of [300] that is referred to as the "standard ADM" system [15].
One has evolution equations1:
£t [gmn] =£N [gmn] − 2NKmn,













together with Hamiltonian and momentum constraints:
HADM :=R[g] − KmnKmn + (Kqq)2 − 16πρ− 2Λ = 0,
MADMm :=∇m [Kqq] −∇n [Kmn] + 8πSm = 0.
(10.6)
Restricting to vacuum (ρ = S = Sm = Smn = 0) with zero cosmological constant (Λ = 0) confines at-
tention to the dynamical fields (gmn, Kmn) which on account of indicial symmetries results in M(M + 1)
components that must be propagated and theM+1 quantities (N, Ni) to be prescribed as gauge conditions.
While evolution preserves the constraints for ADM-York system inM+ 1 dimensions [260] (see also [124])
unfortunately the PDE system is only weakly hyperbolic [243, 205] and hence not well-posed without fur-
ther modification. Thus, in practice, the standard ADM formulation is prone to numerical instability.
As our numerical prototype problems described in §8 are centred about the polarised Gowdy T3 space-time
we shall henceforth assumeM = 3 and that we are in vacuum.
1 We extend the derivation in [25] toM + 1 dimensions and verify the calculation using xTensor.
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10.1.2 ADM-YORK: (t, z) DIAGONAL REDUCTION
Particularising toM' R×T3 with the chart Ψ and coordinates xµ=̇(t, x, y, z) of §8 we introduce the scalar
fields γx, γy, γz ∈ F(Σt) and make the following ansatz on the spatial metric:
gmn=̇diag (gx(t, z), gy(t, z), gz(t, z)) . (10.7)
Furthermore, the shift is chosen as zero, i.e., Ni = 0. Adopting these choices in Eq.(10.5) leads to:

































































































































































The ADM-York formulation of §10.1.1 in vacuum with M = 3 and Ni = 0 may be adjusted to strongly
hyperbolic form by suitable addition of HADM, MADMm and derivatives of a new auxiliary constraint [205,










where ρ is a parameter. A new constraint must be introduced:









In the present context the ADM-York system (Eq.(10.5)) becomes:
∂t[gmn] = − 2NKmn,
∂t[Kmn] = −∇m[∇n[N]] +N
(












qr (2gmq,r − ρgqr,m) − g
qr [2 (NKmq) ,r − ρ (NKqr) ,m] + 2bMADMm ,




where (gmn, Kmn, fm, N) are to be evolved. The field F is the lapse source function taken as F = NKqq
and F = Kzz/N for the expanding and contracting polarised Gowdy prototype problems respectively. In
contrast to [15] the momentum constraint is not added – we select parameters appearing in Eqs. (10.11)–
(10.13) as:
a =1, b = 0, a ′ = 0, ρ =
2
3
, c =0. (10.14)
10.1.4 ADM-YORK-NOR: (t, z) DIAGONAL REDUCTION
With the assumptions of §10.1.2 we reduce Eq.(10.11) (and consequently Eq.(10.12)) as:








































































































































































In order to perform temporal integration (method of lines) we make use of Runge-Kutta (RK) type methods.
Following [59, 151] we briefly describe the method in order to fix notation.
Consider the initial value problem: {
ż(t) =f(z; t), t ∈[t0, tF];
z(t0) =z0, t =t0;
(10.18)
where z and f are to be interpreted as n-dimensional vector fields. The functional f is assumed to satisfy a
Lipschitz condition required for application of the Picard-Lindelöf theorem and tF is assumed to be suffi-
ciently small so that a unique solution is guaranteed to exist (see Thrm.(2.2) of [272]).
An s-stage RK method is a procedure for successively constructing an approximate solution of Eq.(10.18) for
z(t) by building up the sequence (z0 = z(t0), z1 = z(t0 + δt), . . . , zN = z(t0 +Nδt)) where t0 +Nδt = tf
(N ∈ N).
Let aij, bi, ci ∈ R (i, j = 1, . . . , s) then:












A given method is now fixed by specification of aij, bi and ci.
An RK method has order p if:
‖z(t0 + δt) − z1‖ ≤Kδtp+1 as δt→ 0; (10.20)
where z(t) is any sufficiently smooth solution of Eq.(10.18). One method to monitor error is to seek a second







where it is common for the order of the second method to be p∗ = p ± 1. This gives rise to what is known
as an embedded method which is of particular use for step-size adaptivity (see §10.2.1).
It is convenient to display all coefficients in a so-called Butcher tableau:
c1 a11 a12 . . . a1s






cs as1 as2 . . . ass
b1 b2 . . . bs
b∗1 b
∗




When constructing an embedded scheme it is on occasion possible to exploit the first stage as last (FSAL)
property wherein the last stage evaluated coincides with the first stage of the next step effectively reducing
s by one.
RK type methods taking the form of Eq.(10.22) may be broadly divided into the classes:
• Explicit RK (ERK) when (∀i ≤ j) aij = 0.
• Diagonally implicit RK (DIRK) when ∀i < j) aij = 0 and ∃aii 6= 0.
• Singly diagonal implicit RK (SDIRK) when ∀i < j) aij = 0 and aii = γ for i = 1, . . . , s.
• Implicit (IRK) in all other cases.
In the case of ERK each ki may be evaluated directly in succession. For (S)DIRK implicit equations must be
solved sequentially for each ki and in the case of IRK all ki are coupled and must be determined simulta-
neously. Note that the Lipschitz condition previously imposed implies that there exists a (local) solution to
the aforementioned implicit problems which may be found via iteration (see Thrm.(7.2) of [151]).
While complexity increases for implicit schemes the benefit is an increase in stability [151]. In practice this
entails larger δtmay potentially be used during evolution cf. ERK schemes.
10.2.1 ADAPTIVE STEPS
Adapting step-size during integration can dramatically improve efficiency. Our step-size control strategy
is a modification of a method described in [151]. Denote the absolute error tolerance associated with a step
as εa and the relative error as εr.
Two common approaches to step-size control are used: I and PI control. For I control we make use of (local)
Richardson extrapolation which for an embedded scheme leverages the fact that a solution with two known
order is constructed at each step, whereas of a scheme is not embedded we explicitly calculate two steps
with half the original size for comparison. For PI we follow the approach of [147] see also [266] where PI
parameters are denoted as κ, λ.
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10.2.2 IMPLEMENTED ERK METHODS
In a high precision environment numerical experiments indicate that high order schemes may be superior,
we thus implement the following selection of (embedded) ERK methods:
Method name Order Stages FSAL Maximum Precision [sf] Notes Refs.
Forward_Euler 1 1 − [151]
Midpoint 2 2 − [151]
Heun_3 3 3 − [151]
Runge_3 3 4 − [151]
RK_4 4 4 − [151]
RK_4_3_8 4 4 − [151]
Runge_5 5 7 − [151]
RK_Butcher_6 6 8 − [60, 268]
RK_Butcher_7 7 9 − [59]
RK_Cooper_Verner_8 8 11 − [59]
RK_Feagin_10 10 18 85 [268, 107, 106]
RK_Hairer_10 10 18 85 [149, 268]
RK_Hiroshi_Ono_10 10 18 85 [217, 268]
RK_Feagin_12 12 26 85 [268, 107]
RK_Hiroshi_Ono_12 12 26 85 [218, 268]
RK_Feagin_14 14 36 85 [268, 107]
RK_Bogacki_Shampine_3_2 3(2) 4 Y − [41]
RK_Zonneveld_4_3 4(3) 5 − [151]
RK_Cash_Karp_5_4 5(4) 6 − [65]
RK_Bogacki_Shampine_5_4 5(4) 8 Y − [42, 268]
RK_Dormand_Prince_5_4 5(4) 7 Y − [151]
RK_Fehlberg_5_4 5(4) 6 − 1 [108, 151]
RK_Merson_5_4 5(4) 5 − 2 [151]
RK_DVERK_6_5 6(5) 8 − [102, 151]
RK_Fehlberg_6_5 6(5) 8 − 1 [108, 151]
RK_Sharp_Verner_6_5 6(5) 9 Y − [256, 268]
RK_Verner_6_5 6(5) 8 − [284]
RK_Enright_7_6 7(6) 11 Y − [101, 268]
RK_Verner_7_6 7(6) 10 − [284]
RK_Verner_7_6_r 7(6) 11 Y − [268]
RK_Dormand_Prince_8_6 8(6) 12 − 3 [151]
RK_Dormand_Prince_8_7_a 8(7) 14 Y 85 [236, 268]
RK_Dormand_Prince_8_7_b 8(7) 14 Y 85 [236, 268]
RK_Dormand_Prince_8_7_c 8(7) 14 Y 85 [236, 268]
RK_Fehlberg_8_7 8(7) 13 − 1 [108]
RK_Verner_8_7 8(7) 13 − [284]
RK_Tsitouras_9_8 9(8) 17 Y − [280, 268]
RK_Verner_9_8 9(8) 16 − [284]
RK_Hairer_Stone_10_8 10(8) 21 Y 85 [149, 268]
RK_Stone_10_9_a 10(9) 22 Y 85 [268]
RK_Stone_10_9_b 10(9) 22 Y 85 [268]
RK_Stone_11_10_a 11(10) 27 Y 85 [268]
RK_Stone_11_10_b 11(10) 27 Y 85 [268]
RK_Feagin_Stone_12_9 12(9) 30 Y 85 [268, 107]
RK_Hiroshi_Ono_Stone_12_9 12(9) 30 Y 85 [218, 268]
RK_Stone_12_11 12(11) 32 Y 85 [268]
Table 10.1: Implemented ERK methods. Embedded schemes have additional order indicated within paren-
theses. The order of the scheme propagated may be controlled with a (local) extrapolation setting. Notes:
(1): Suffers from identically zero error estimates for quadrature problems. (2): Indicated order for linear
problems with constant coefficients otherwise of order 3. (3): Derived using a method described in [151].
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Butcher tableaux coefficients are stored within JSON files as strings which during initialisation are parsed
with SymPy wherein further conversion to a desired numerical evaluation library is performed. For methods
with no maximum precision indicated exact, analytical expressions are stored for each coefficient. This
approach allows one to rapidly add and experiment with new methods. Additionally, (local) Richardson
extrapolation is available for those methods that are of single order in Tab.10.1.
10.2.3 IMPLEMENTATION VERIFICATION: PROTOTYPE PROBLEMS
While it is beyond the scope of this work to thoroughly examine the characteristic behaviour of each inte-
grator it is still important to qualitatively inspect behaviour by performing convergence tests on prototype
problems so as to ensure implementation consistency. In the absence of any post-processing evaluation
time during integration is dominated by time spent during function calls. On account of this we inspect
how the L∞ norm of the difference between exact and numerical solutions behaves as the number of func-
tion evaluations ηfcn is varied. Note that ηfcn also serves as a proxy for the total number of time-steps taken
as for a given integrator a single time-step requires a fixed number of stages to be evaluated (see Tab.10.1).
Our first prototype is the Kepler problem in first order form [150]:











subject to initial conditions:




, e ∈ [0, 1). (10.24)
We fix the eccentricity parameter in what follows as e = 3/10. In order to examine the precision of numeri-
cally constructed solutions we exploit the fact that Eqs. (10.23) and (10.24) satisfy z(t) = z(t+2nπ) ∀n ∈ Z).
In particular, with T := 2π an evolution over t ∈ [0, T ] is known (analytically) to reconstruct the initial data
at T . We thus compare the behaviour of a selection of integrators at T in Fig.10.1.
Our next prototype is the Brusselator problem [151]:
ż0(t) =1+ z
2
0(t)z1(t) − 4z0(t), ż1(t) =3z0(t) − z
2
0(t)z1(t); (10.25)




, z1(t0) =3. (10.26)
For the Brusselator problem we do not make use of any symmetries intrinsic to the system to monitor
error, rather we choose an integration range of t ∈ [0, 20] and make use of RK_Feagin_14 with a time-step
δt = 2× 10−4 (corresponding to ηfcn = 3.6× 106). The numerical solution thus constructed we consider to
be "exact" (denoted z) and utilise for comparison. Results of our calculation are displayed in Fig.10.2.
Our final prototype is the Lorenz-Saltzman problem [151]:
ż0(t) = − σz0(t) + σz1(t), ż1(t) = − z0(t)z2(t) + rz0(t) − z1(t), ż2(t) =z0(t)z1(t) − bz2(t); (10.27)
subject to the initial conditions:
z0(t0) = − 8, z1(t0) =8, z2(t0) =27. (10.28)
We fix σ = 10, r = 28 and b = 8/3. Again we do not make use of any symmetries intrinsic to the system
to monitor error, rather we choose an integration range of t ∈ [0, 16] and make use of RK_Feagin_14 with a
time-step δt = 3.2 × 10−5 (corresponding to ηfcn = 1.8 × 107) to construct z. Results of our calculation are
displayed in Fig.10.3. Qualitatively similar behaviour for all prototypes described in this section provides
confidence that our implementation is robust and allows for one to rapidly gauge the performance of a
newly derived method or select an appropriate method for a problem of interest.
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(b) Variable time-steps (local extrapolation)
Figure 10.1: Kepler problem (Eqs. (10.23) and (10.24)) precision–work comparison for a selection of explicit
integrators from Tab.10.1. Numerical solution is denoted z̃. (a) Initially we set N = 5 for all integrators so
that we have a time-step of δt = T/N. Upon integration ‖ · ‖∞ and the number of function evaluations ηfcn
are computed and retained. The number of steps is then doubled and the entire process repeated until ηfcn >
105. Depicted in (red ""): RK_4; (blue "J"): Runge_5; (green "I"): RK_Butcher_6; (black "H"): RK_Butcher_7;
(cyan ""): RK_Cooper_Verner_8; (red "•"): RK_Hiroshi_Ono_10; (blue "N"): RK_Hiroshi_Ono_12; (green
"×"): RK_Feagin_14. (b) Initially we set δ = T/50, εa = 10−20 and εr = 10−4. Upon integration ‖ · ‖∞ and
ηfcn are computed and retained whereupon εa → εa/10 and εr → εr/10 are set and the entire process is
repeated until ηfcn > 105. For variable time-steps rejected steps are taken to contributed to ηfcn. Depicted
in (red ""): RK_Cash_Karp_5_4; (blue "J"): RK_Verner_6_5; (green "I"): RK_Dormand_Prince_8_7_b; (black
"H"): RK_Verner_7_6; (cyan ""): RK_Hiroshi_Ono_Stone_12_9; (red "•"): RK_Stone_10_9_a; (blue "N"):
RK_Stone_11_10_a; (green "×"): RK_Tsitouras_9_8. In both figures we find that log(‖ · ‖∞) decreases
linearly with an increased log(ηfcn); this (as anticipated) indicates convergence that obeys a power-law. In
particular, the power is controlled by the order of the integrator. Observe that when high solution precision
is required then high-order schemes become more efficient as less function evaluations are required to
achieve a desired error tolerance. Note that in order to inspect behaviour at high-precision we make use of
mpmath as the evaluation library with 85dps.
10.3 DISCRETE FOURIER TRANSFORM
In order to have fast, arbitrary precision discrete Fourier transform (so-called fast Fourier transform FFT)
capability we have implemented (from-scratch) the Cooley-Tukey radix-2 decimation in time (DIT) algo-
rithm [85] together with a split-radix transformation of arbitrary decomposition. In order to avoid the
restriction of data to a size of N = 2p (p ∈ N) we also implement Bluestein’s algorithm [39, 80]. Thus for
all choices of N we have a transformation that scales with an algorithmic complexity of O(N log(N)). On
account of the success of the library FFTW [123] (see also [167]) we follow a similar approach wherein for
a given transformation size a plan is first constructed caching various auxiliary quantities. For a listing of
implemented functionality see Tab.11.27.
With the FFT one can construct a simple, fast analogue of the discrete cosine transformation (DCT) [275] or
more directly as in [189]. The DCT facilitates fast transformation schemes adapted for Chebyshev polyno-
mial based spectral methods [52]. We have made use of this latter, however it is not exposed within our
code-base.
10.4 FUNDAMENTAL LATTICE GENERATION AND ROOTFINDING
Internally we implement Gatuschi’s matrix eigen-system approach to finding roots associated with orthog-
onal families based on [257]. This is done solely for the sake of simplicity and may be contrasted with
Boyd’s Chebyshev proxy and "root polishing" strategy [53, 51]. Numerical experiments with the latter in-
dicate another robust approach to the extraction of roots for more general functions however we have not
included it in the code-base.
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(b) Variable time-steps (local extrapolation)
Figure 10.2: Brusselator problem (Eqs. (10.25) and (10.26)) precision–work comparison for a selection of
explicit integrators in Tab.10.1. Numerical solution is denoted z̃. (a) Initially we set N = 200 for all in-
tegrators so as to have a time-step of δt = tF/N. Upon integration ‖ · ‖∞ and ηfcn are computed and
retained. The number of steps is then doubled and the entire process repeated until ηfcn > 106. Depicted
in (red ""): RK_4_3_8; (blue "J"): Runge_5; (green "I"): RK_Butcher_6; (black "H"): RK_Butcher_7; (cyan
""): RK_Cooper_Verner_8; (red "•"): RK_Hiroshi_Ono_10; (blue "N"): RK_Hiroshi_Ono_12; (green "×"):
RK_Feagin_14. (b) Initially we set δt = tf/200, εa = 10−20 and εr = 10−6. Upon integration ‖ · ‖∞ and
ηfcn are computed and retained whereupon εa → εa/10 and εr → εr/10 are set and the entire process is re-
peated until ηfcn > 106. Depicted in (red ""): RK_Cash_Karp_5_4; (blue "J"): RK_Sharp_Verner_6_5; (green
"I"): RK_Dormand_Prince_8_7_c; (black "H"): RK_Feagin_Stone_12_9; (cyan ""): RK_Stone_10_9_b; (red
"•"): RK_Stone_11_10_b; (blue "N"): RK_Tsitouras_9_8; (green "×"): RK_Verner_7_6_r. We find precision–
work behaviour qualitatively similar to Fig.10.1 and therefore direct the reader the discussion there. Note
that in order to inspect behaviour at high-precision we make use of mpmath as the evaluation library with
85dps.
10.4.1 GENERAL ITERATIVE METHODS
On account of working within an arbitrary precision environment we implement a variety of high order
root-finding schemes which may potentially improve efficiency at strict tolerances.
Method name Order Required function data Notes
Newton 2 f, f(1)
Newton_mr 2 f, f(1), f(2) Raise convergence for roots with multiplicity.
Halley 3 f, f(1), f(2)
Chebyshev 3 f, f(1), f(2)
Traub_Ostrowski 4 f, f(1)
Jarrat 4 f, f(1)
Jarrat_if 4 f, f(1) Inverse-free.
Grau_Ostrowski 6 f, f(1)
Kou_Ostrowski_I 8 f, f(1)







Table 10.2: Implemented iterative root-finders. Derivative ([282, 174]) and derivative-free ([163] and refer-











































(b) Variable time-steps (local extrapolation)
Figure 10.3: Lorenz-Saltzman problem (Eqs. (10.27) and (10.28)) precision–work comparison for a selec-
tion of explicit integrators in Tab.10.1. Numerical solution is denoted z̃. (a) Initially we set N = 500 for
all integrators so as to have a time-step of δt = tF/500. Upon integration ‖ · ‖∞ and ηfcn are computed
and retained. The number of steps is then doubled and the entire process repeated until ηfcn > 106. De-
picted in (red ""): RK_4_3_8; (blue "J"): Runge_5; (green "I"): RK_Butcher_6; (black "H"): RK_Butcher_7;
(cyan ""): RK_Cooper_Verner_8; (red "•"): RK_Hiroshi_Ono_10; (blue "N"): RK_Hiroshi_Ono_12; (green
"×"): RK_Feagin_14. (b) Initially we set δt = tf/500, εa = 10−20 and εr = 10−7. Upon integration ‖ ·‖∞ and
ηfcn are computed and retained whereupon εa → εa/10 and εr → εr/10 are set and the entire process is re-
peated until ηfcn > 106. Depicted in (red ""): RK_Dormand_Prince_5_4; (blue "J"): RK_Sharp_Verner_6_5;
(green "I"): RK_Verner_8_7; (black "H"): RK_RK_Feagin_Stone_12_9; (cyan ""): RK_Stone_10_9_b; (red
"•"): RK_Stone_11_10_b; (blue "N"): RK_Tsitouras_9_8; (green "×"): RK_Verner_7_6_r. We find precision–
work behaviour qualitatively similar to Fig.10.1 and therefore direct the reader the discussion there. Note




11 APPENDIX: PART II, CODE-BASE
The purpose of this appendix is to detail the user exposed functionality of our code-base described in §7.














Table 11.1: Package dependencies: Note that more recent versions may break compatibility.
11.2 FUNCTIONALITY
We provide a listing of exposed public methods of our package comprised of function signatures and pur-
pose. A more verbose description is available by calling the bound attribute info on a method if it exists
otherwise help(...) may be used.
11.2.1 LISTING OF core
abstract Storage of general abstract mixins used internally.
cntnr_common_methods Auxiliary functions associated with function containers.
cntnr_fcn Combined numerical and symbolic function container.
cntnr_grid_fcn Grid specification container.
cntnr_num_fcn Numerical function container.
cntnr_sym_fcn Symbolic function container.
dn Collection of distributed layer functions.
dn_typed_array Distributed analogue of typed array.
fcn_delegator Collection of built-in delegated mathematical functions.
geometry Collection of functions related to geometry.
integrators Collection of functions related to (paramter) integration.
libev Specification and manipulation of evaluation libraries.
meta_delegator Convenient switching between local and distributed functions.
operators Collection of operator methods.
typed_array Array for use with libev (numpy.ndarray subclass).
var_spec_manip Variable specification manipulator (for use with function containers).
Table 11.2: Classes within core.
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dn_compute(dn_input, *args, squeeze_to_scalar=False):








Execute a function on every known worker.
dn_setup_defaults():
Setup distributed with defaults.
fcn_delegate(*arg_types, fcn_name=None, libev_attrs=None, libev_lib_info=None,
kw_defaults=None, broadcast_as=None, wrap_output_slot_typed_array=None,
**kw_types):
The (syntactic) magic of function library delegation.
fcn_delegate_compiler(*arg_types, fcn_name=None, libev_attrs=None, libev_lib_info=None,
kw_defaults=None, broadcast_as=None,
wrap_output_slot_typed_array=None, **kw_types):
The (syntactic) magic of function library delegation. For JIT compilation.
num(*x, libev=None, allow_type_promotion):
Generation of numbers by numerical backends.
num_as_str(x):
Convert numerical quantity to libev agnostic str representation.
num_from_bytes(x, libev=None):
Convert to numerical quantity from bytes.
num_to_bytes(x):
Convert to bytes from numerical quantity.
sym(names=None, mk_fcns=False, **kwargs):
Convenience wrapper to sympy.symbols constructor.
sym_array_symplify(A, libev=None, squeeze_to_scalar=False, return_typed_array=False,
return_fcn_handle=True):
Simplification of an array with symbolic entries.
sym_as_str(*inp, to_bytes=False):
Conversion of input symbol to str representation.
sym_cntnr(fcn_delegator=None, sym_def=None, var_dep=None):
Convenience function for building multiple instances of cntnr_sym_fcn rapidly.
sym_matrix(zero_idx=0, dim=3, diagonal=False, symmetric=False, antisymmetric=False,
sym_lbl='a', construct_inverse=False, simplify_inverse=False, libev=None,
squeeze_to_scalar=False, return_typed_array=False, return_fcn_handle=True):
Construction of symbolic matrix with symmetries.
Table 11.3: Methods within core.
11.2.2 (INSTANCE) LISTING OF core.libev AND core.libev.lib_info
Note that for a fixed specification of core.libev instances are singletons.
known_libs Known (defined) numerical backends.
lib_bytes_minimal The minimal bytes representation of the current libev.
lib_eps IEEE specification of numerical eps.
lib_name Name (as str) of current numerical backend.
lib_type Type (as str) of current numerical backend.
lib_type_as_class Type (as class) of current numerical backend.
lib_type_equiv_numpy Equivalent Numpy type.
lib_type_equiv_width_real Equivalent (as str) real type.
lib_type_equiv_width_real_as_class Equivalent (as class) real type.
Table 11.4: Common bound attributes of libev instances.
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as_bytes_minimal():
Construct minimal bytes representation.
from_bytes_minimal(bytes_minimal=None):
Construct libev instance from minimal bytes representation.
Table 11.5: Common bound methods of libev instances.
Instances of core.libev additionally contain a lib_info class with:
types All known types (as str) for current numerical backend.
types_as_classes All known types (as class) for current numerical backend.
types_as_idx_bytes_dict dict for mapping between bytes and class representations.
types_complex All known complex types (as str) for current numerical backend.
types_float All known float types (as str) for current numerical backend.
types_int All known int types (as str) for current numerical backend.
types_real All known real types (as str) for current numerical backend.
types_symbolic All known symbolic types (as str) for current numerical backend.
Table 11.6: Auxiliary information contained within bound attributes of libev.lib_info. Internal parame-
ters generated based on the selection of kwargs during instantiation of libev.
is_type_complex(*args):
Check whether input represents complex type.
is_type_h5py_native(*args):
Check whether input represents compatible h5py type.
is_type_h5py_native(*args):
Check whether input represents compatible h5py type.
is_type_numba_native(*args):
Check whether input represents compatible (native) Numba type.
is_type_real(*args):
Check whether input represents real type.
is_type_real(*args):
Check whether input represents real type.
is_type_scipy_native(*args):
Check whether input represents compatible scipy type.
to_bytes(*args):
Map input to bytes representation.
to_class(*args):
Map input to class representation.
to_dtype(*args):
Map input to numpy.dtype representation.
to_name(*args):
Map input to str representation.
type_to_equiv_width_complex(*args):
Map input to equivalent width complex representation.
type_to_equiv_width_real(*args):
Map input to equivalent width real representation.
Table 11.7: Auxiliary information contained within bound methods of libev.lib_info. Internal parame-
ters generated based on the selection of kwargs during instantiation of libev.
11.2.3 (INSTANCE) LISTING OF core.fcn_delegator
For bound methods of a fcn_delegator instance we attempt to mirror as closely as possible Numpy naming
conventions where applicable. Methods that are implemented from scratch (instead of direct delegation to
extant numerical backends) have their summary prepended with (?); (†) corresponds to equivalent meth-
ods also implemented for the distributed interface that require a further chunks kwarg. We also indicate
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methods that can involve expensive calculations and are hence cached by default with (‡). To reduce clutter
in what follows we assume function signatures have been expanded with:
def_kwargs = {'libev': None, 'squeeze_to_scalar': True, 'return_typed_array': True,
'return_fcn_handle': False}
libev_convert(to_convert, allow_type_promotion=True, libev=None):
(?, †) Convert array to a new evaluation library representation.
mk_fcn_from_expr(expr=None):
(?) Make lambda expression adapted for fcn_delegator from an input Sympy expression.
typed_array(*args, **kwargs):
See core.typed_array.
Table 11.8: Miscellaneous methods of fcn_delegator.
E(**def_kwargs):
(?, ‡) Euler’s constant exp(1).
I(**def_kwargs):
(?, ‡) Complex unit.
inf(**def_kwargs):
(?, ‡) Representation of +∞ utilised by selected numerical backend.
nan(**def_kwargs):
(?, ‡) Representation of NaN utilised by selected numerical backend.
num(*x, **def_kwargs):
(?) Generation of numbers by numerical backends.
pi(**def_kwargs):
(?, ‡) π.
Table 11.9: Methods of fcn_delegator pertaining to fundamental and numerical constants.
arange(*start_stop_step, **def_kwargs):
(?, †, ‡) Evenly spaced values with a given interval.
constant_array(constant_value, shape=None, order='C', **def_kwargs):
(?, †) Construct array populated with a constant value.
empty(shape=None, order='C', **def_kwargs):
(†) Construct empty array.
eye(N, M=None, k=0, order='C', **def_kwargs):
(†) Construct identity array.
linspace(start, stop, num=50, **def_kwargs):
(?, †) Construct array with linearly spaced entries.
ones(shape, **def_kwargs):
(†) Construct array with entries populated by 1.
zeros(shape, **def_kwargs):
(†) Construct array with entries populated by 0.
Table 11.10: Methods of fcn_delegator pertaining to array prototypes.
logical_and(x1, x2, **def_kwargs):
(†) Element-wise truth value of x1 AND x2.
logical_not(x, **def_kwargs):
(†) Logical NOT applied to elements of x.
logical_or(x1, x2, **def_kwargs):
(†) Element-wise truth value of x1 OR x2.
logical_xor(x1, x2, **def_kwargs):
(†) Element-wise truth value of x1 XOR x2.
Table 11.11: Methods of fcn_delegator pertaining to array logical operations.
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abs(x, **def_kwargs):
(†) Absolute value: |x|.
arccos(x, **def_kwargs):
(†) Invere cosine: cos−1(x).
arccosh(x, **def_kwargs):
(†) Inverse (hyperbolic) cosine cosh−1(x).
arcsin(x, **def_kwargs):
(†) Inverse sine: sin−1(x).
arcsinh(x, **def_kwargs):
(†) Inverse (hyperbolic) sine: sinh−1(x).
arctan(x, **def_kwargs):
(†) Inverse tangent: tan−1(x).
arctan2(x, y, **def_kwargs):
(†) Inverse tangent mapped to appropriate quadrant.
arctanh(x, y, **def_kwargs):
(†) Inverse (hyperbolic) tangent: tanh−1(x).
ceil(x, **def_kwargs):
(†) Ceiling of a number: dxe.
conj(x, **def_kwargs):




(†) (Hyperbolic) cosine: cosh(x).
exp(x, **def_kwargs):
(†) Exponential function: exp(x).
floor(x, **def_kwargs):
(†) Floor of a number: bxc.
imag(z, **def_kwargs):
(†) Imaginary part of complex number.
isclose(A, B, rtol, atol, **def_kwargs):
(†) Check element-wise equality to within tolerance returning bool array.
log(x, **def_kwargs):
(†) Natural logarithm: log(x).
log10(x, **def_kwargs):
(†) Base-10 logarithm: log10(x).
log2(x, **def_kwargs):
(†) Base-2 logarithm: log2(x).
mod(x1, x2, **def_kwargs):
(†) Remainder of division.
power(x1, x2, **def_kwargs):
(†) Power operation xx21 .
real(z, **def_kwargs):
(†) Real part of complex number.
recip(x, **def_kwargs):
(?, †) Reciprocal of number.
round(x, **def_kwargs):






(†) (Hyperbolic) sine: sinh(x).
sqrt(x, **def_kwargs):




(†) (Hyperbolic) tangent: tanh(x).
trunc(x, **def_kwargs):
(†) Drop decimal part of numerical input(s).
Table 11.12: Methods of fcn_delegator related to elementary functions.
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all(A, axis=None, **def_kwargs):
(†) Test whether elements along a given axis evaluate to True.
alltrue(A, axis=None, **def_kwargs):
(†) Check if all elements of input array are True.
allclose(A, B, rtol, atol, **def_kwargs):
Check equality to within a tolerance.
any(A, axis=None, **def_kwargs):
(†) Check if any element of input array is True.
concatenate(A_seq, axis=0, **def_kwargs):








(†) Extract diagonal part or build diagonal array.
dot(x1, x2, **def_kwargs):
(†) Dot product of two arrays.
dstack(A_seq, **def_kwargs):
(†) Stack arrays in sequence depth-wise.
hstack(A_seq, **def_kwargs):







moment(A, order=2, axis=None, ddof=2, **def_kwargs):
(†) Compute moment over array.
multidot(A, **def_kwargs):
(?, †) Dot product distribution over an ordered sequence.
prod(A, axis=None, **def_kwargs):
(†) Product over array elements.
ravel(A, **def_kwargs):
(†) Flatten an array.
reshape(A, newshape, **def_kwargs):
(†) Reshape an array.
stack(A_seq, axis=None, **def_kwargs):
(†) Stack arrays in sequence along a new axis.
std(A, axis=None, ddof=2, **def_kwargs):
(†) Standard deviation of array elements.
sum(A, axis=None, **def_kwargs):
(†) Sum over array elements.
tensordot(A, B, axis=None, **def_kwargs):
(†) Tensor-like contraction.
trace(A, offset=None, axis1=None, axis2=None, **def_kwargs):
(†) Return sum along diagonals.
transpose(A, axes=None, **def_kwargs):
(†) Transpose.
tril(A, k=0, axes=None, **def_kwargs):
(†) Lower triangular part of array.
triu(A, k=0, axes=None, **def_kwargs):
(†) Upper triangular part of array.
var(A, axes=None, ddof=2, **def_kwargs):
(†) Compute variance of array elements.
vstack(A_seq, **def_kwargs):
(†) Stack arrays in sequence (vertically) row-wise.
Table 11.13: Methods of fcn_delegator pertaining to array manipulation and operations that modify struc-
ture.
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get_sliced_passthrough(slice_info_tuple, *args, name=None, **def_kwargs, **kwargs):
(?) Pass (kw)args to a function and return a sliced subset of the output.
reshape_output_to_args(*args, name=None, **kwargs):
(?) Evaluate a function and reshape output based on how input arguments are broadcast;
Falls back to raw.
Table 11.14: Methods of fcn_delegator used implicitly by the distributed layer.
linalg_cond(A, norm_type=None, mat_inv=None, **def_kwargs):




Calculate eigenvalues and eigenvectors relatively ordered.
linalg_eigvals(A, is_hermitian=False, **def_kwargs):
Calculate (unordered) eigenvalues; repeated according to multiplicity.
linalg_eigvals_tridiagonal(D, o, **def_kwargs):




(?, †) Compute matrix norm.
linalg_norm_vector(v, axis=0, norm_type='2', p=None, **def_kwargs):
(?, †) Compute vector norm.
linalg_residual(A, x, b, **def_kwargs):
(?, †) Compute r := Ax− b.
Table 11.15: Methods of fcn_delegator pertaining to linear algebra (generic).
linalg_decomp_Cholesky(A, is_lower=True, **def_kwargs):
(†) Decompose symmetric (Hermitian) A as A = LL† or A = U†U.
linalg_decomp_Hessenberg(A, is_lower=True, **def_kwargs):
Decompose orthogonal (unitary) A into Q and upper-right Hwhere Q†AQ = Hwith Q†Q = I.
linalg_decomp_LU(A, **def_kwargs):
(†) Decomposem× n array A into (P, L, U) where A = PLU.
linalg_decomp_QR(A, **def_kwargs):
(†) Decomposem× n array A into (Q, R) where A = QR.
linalg_decomp_SVD(A, **def_kwargs):
(†) Decompose A into (U, S, V) where A = USV , U†U = I and VV† = I. Singular values of A in S.
linalg_decomp_SVD_values(A, **def_kwargs):
(?) Extract singular values of A.
linalg_decomp_Schur(A, **def_kwargs):
Perform Schur decomposition of A.
linalg_solver_Cholesky(C, b, is_lower=True, **def_kwargs):
(†) Solve linear system based on input Cholesky L (U) and sequence of vectors b.
linalg_solver_LU(P, L, U, b, **def_kwargs):
(†) Solve linear system based on input LU factorisation and sequence of vectors b.
linalg_solver_QR(Q, R, b, **def_kwargs):
Solve linear system based on input QR factorisation and sequence of vectors b.
linalg_solver_lower_triangular(L, b, **def_kwargs):
(†) Solve linear system Lx = bwhere b is a sequence of vectors.
linalg_solver_upper_triangular(U, b, **def_kwargs):
(†) Solve linear system Ux = bwhere b is a sequence of vectors.
Table 11.16: Methods of fcn_delegator pertaining to (linear algebra) decompositions and solvers.
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linalg_proto_Hadamard(N, **def_kwargs):
(?) Build Hadamard matrix with Sylvester’s method.
linalg_proto_Hankel(c, r, **def_kwargs):
(?) Build Hankel matrix.
linalg_proto_Hilbert(N, **def_kwargs):
(?, †) Build Hilbert matrix.
linalg_proto_Toeplitz(c, r, **def_kwargs):
(?) Build Toeplitz matrix.
linalg_proto_Circulant(c, **def_kwargs):
(?) Build circulant matrix.











(?, †) Add caching to a bound function by name.
Table 11.18: Methods of fcn_delegator used to modify internal functionality.
numthr_gcd(a, b, **def_kwargs):
(?) Find integer solution tuple (x, y) of ax+ by = gcd(a, b).
numthr_generate_primes(n, **def_kwargs):
(?) Return all primes less than or equal to n using an optimised sieve of Eratosthenes.
numthr_get_num_divisors(num, **def_kwargs):
(?) Find the number of divisors of an input integer based on prime factor decomposition.
numthr_get_prime_factors(n, as_repeated=True, **def_kwargs):
(?) Exploit the fundamental theorem of arithmetic to get all prime factors of a number.
numthr_is_prime(n, **def_kwargs):
(?) Check whether input is a prime number or not.
numthr_lcm(a, b, **def_kwargs):
(?) Compute least common multiple of two integers using the relation gcd(a, b)lcm(a, b) = ab.
numthr_next_pow2(N, **def_kwargs):
(?) Given input N find the next p such that 2p ≥ 2N+ 1.
numthr_prime_sqrt_min(N, P_N=None, alpha_N=None, **def_kwargs):
(?) Perform prime factor decomposition of N finding iN such that:
min |iN − pa11 p
a2
2 · · · | (1 ≤ iN ≤
√
N ).
numthr_solve_lin_Diophantine(a, b, ret_gcd=False, **def_kwargs):
(?) Find integer solution tuple (x, y) of ax+ by = gcd(a, b).
Table 11.19: Methods of fcn_delegator pertaining to number theory.
root_finding(fcn, x0=None, x_tol=None, max_iter=100, method='Newton',
**def_kwargs, **kwargs):
(?) Interface for derivative-(free) based, iterative root finding methods.
Table 11.20: Methods of fcn_delegator pertaining to root finding.
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poly_quad_wei_Chebyshev_T(N=None, grid_type='GL', **def_kwargs):
(?, †, ‡) Compute quadrature weights associated with a particular T lattice.
poly_quad_wei_Chebyshev_U(N=None, grid_type='GL', **def_kwargs):
(?, †, ‡) Compute quadrature weights associated with a particular U lattice.
poly_quad_wei_Chebyshev_V(N=None, grid_type='GL', **def_kwargs):
(?, †, ‡) Compute quadrature weights associated with a particular V lattice.
poly_quad_wei_Chebyshev_W(N=None, grid_type='GL', **def_kwargs):
(?, †, ‡) Compute quadrature weights associated with a particularW lattice.
poly_quad_wei_Fourier(N=None, grid_type='GL', **def_kwargs):
(?, †, ‡) Compute quadrature weights associated with trigonometric polynomials.
poly_quad_wei_Gegenbauer_G(N=None, l=None, grid_type='GL', **def_kwargs):
(?, †, ‡) Compute quadrature weights associated with a particular C(λ) lattice.
poly_quad_wei_Hermite_H(N=None, grid_type='G', **def_kwargs):
(?, †, ‡) Compute quadrature weights associated with a particular H lattice.
poly_quad_wei_Jacobi_P(N=None, a=None, b=None, grid_type='GL', **def_kwargs):
(?, †, ‡) Compute quadrature weights associated with a particular P(α,β) lattice.
poly_quad_wei_Laguerre_L(N=None, a=None, grid_type='G', **def_kwargs):
(?, †, ‡) Compute quadrature weights associated with a particular L(α) lattice.
poly_quad_wei_Legendre_P(N=None, a=None, grid_type='GL', **def_kwargs):
(?, †, ‡) Compute quadrature weights associated with a particular P lattice.
poly_quad_wei_Ultraspherical_U(N=None, a=None, grid_type='GL', **def_kwargs):
(?, †, ‡) Compute quadrature weights associated with a particular P(α,α) lattice.
quadrature_weights_ClenshawCurtis(N, **def_kwargs):
(?, †, ‡) Calculate weights for Clenshaw-Curtis quadrature.
Table 11.21: Methods of fcn_delegator for calculation of quadrature.
poly_lattice_Chebyshev_T(N=None, grid_type='GL', **def_kwargs):
(?, †, ‡) Compute lattice associated with T .
poly_lattice_Chebyshev_U(N=None, grid_type='GL', **def_kwargs):
(?, †, ‡) Compute lattice associated with U.
poly_lattice_Chebyshev_V(N=None, grid_type='GL', **def_kwargs):
(?, †, ‡) Compute lattice associated with V .
poly_lattice_Chebyshev_W(N=None, grid_type='GL', **def_kwargs):
(?, †, ‡) Compute lattice associated withW.
poly_lattice_Gegenbauer_G(N=None, l=None, grid_type='GL', **def_kwargs):
(?, †, ‡) Compute lattice associated with C(λ).
poly_lattice_Hermite_H(N=None, grid_type='G', **def_kwargs):
(?, †, ‡) Compute lattice associated with H.
poly_lattice_Jacobi_P(N=None, a=None, b=None, grid_type='GL', **def_kwargs):
(?, †, ‡) Compute lattice associated with P(α,β).
poly_lattice_Laguerre_L(N=None, a=None, grid_type='G', **def_kwargs):
(?, †, ‡) Compute lattice associated with L(α).
poly_lattice_Legendre_P(N=None, a=None, grid_type='GL', **def_kwargs):
(?, †, ‡) Compute lattice associated with P.
poly_lattice_S1(N=None, **def_kwargs):
(?, †, ‡) Compute lattice associated with trigonometric polynomials.
poly_lattice_Ultraspherical_U(N=None, a=None, grid_type='GL', **def_kwargs):
(?, †, ‡) Compute lattice associated with P(α,α).
Table 11.22: Methods of fcn_delegator for calculation of lattices associated with orthogonal functions
arising from the (singular) Sturm-Liouville problem.
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poly_values_Chebyshev_T(n=None, x=None, **def_kwargs):
(?, †) Compute values associated with Tn(x).
poly_values_Chebyshev_U(n=None, x=None, **def_kwargs):
(?, †) Compute values associated with Un(x).
poly_values_Chebyshev_V(n=None, x=None, **def_kwargs):
(?, †) Compute values associated with Vn(x).
poly_values_Chebyshev_W(n=None, x=None, **def_kwargs):
(?, †) Compute values associated withWn(x).
poly_values_Chebyshev_dT(m=None, n=None, x=None, **def_kwargs):
(?, †) Compute values associated with ∂mx Tn(x).
poly_values_Chebyshev_dU(m=None, n=None, x=None, **def_kwargs):
(?, †) Compute values associated with ∂mx Un(x).
poly_values_Chebyshev_dV(m=None, n=None, x=None, **def_kwargs):
(?, †) Compute values associated with ∂mx Vn(x).
poly_values_Chebyshev_dW(m=None, n=None, x=None, **def_kwargs):
(?, †) Compute values associated with ∂mx Wn(x).
poly_values_Gegenbauer_G(n=None, l=None, x=None, **def_kwargs):
(?, †) Compute values associated with C(λ)n (x).
poly_values_Gegenbauer_dG(m=None, n=None, x=None, **def_kwargs):
(?, †) Compute values associated with ∂mx C(λ)n (x).
poly_values_Hermite_H(n=None, x=None, weighted=False, denorm=True, **def_kwargs):
(?, †) Compute values associated with Hn(x).
poly_values_Hermite_dH(m=None, n=None, x=None, **def_kwargs):
(?, †) Compute values associated with ∂mx Hn(x).
poly_values_Hermite_dpsi(m=None, n=None, x=None, **def_kwargs):
(?, †) Compute values associated with ∂mx ψn(x).
poly_values_Hermite_psi(n=None, x=None, **def_kwargs):
(?, †) Compute values associated with ψn(x).
poly_values_Jacobi_P(n=None, a=None, b=None, x=None, **def_kwargs):
(?, †) Compute values associated with P(α,β)n (x).
poly_values_Jacobi_dP(m=None, n=None, a=None, b=None, x=None, **def_kwargs):
(?, †) Compute values associated with ∂mx P(α,β)n (x).
poly_values_Laguerre_L(n=None, a=None, x=None, **def_kwargs):
(?, †) Compute values associated with L(α)n (x).
poly_values_Laguerre_dL(m=None, n=None, a=None, x=None, **def_kwargs):
(?, †) Compute values associated with ∂mx L(α)n (x).
poly_values_Laguerre_dlambda(m=None, n=None, a=None, x=None, **def_kwargs):
(?, †) Compute values associated with ∂mx λ(α)n (x).
poly_values_Laguerre_lambda(n=None, a=None, x=None, **def_kwargs):
(?, †) Compute values associated with λ(α)n (x).
poly_values_Legendre_P(n=None, a=None, x=None, **def_kwargs):
(?, †) Compute values associated with Pn(x).
poly_values_Legendre_dP(m=None, n=None, a=None, x=None, **def_kwargs):
(?, †) Compute values associated with ∂mx Pn(x).
poly_values_Ultraspherical_U(n=None, a=None, x=None, **def_kwargs):
(?, †) Compute values associated with P(α,α)n (x).
poly_values_Ultraspherical_dU(m=None, n=None, a=None, x=None, **def_kwargs):
(?, †) Compute values associated with ∂mx P(α,α)n (x).
Table 11.23: Methods of fcn_delegator for calculation of orthogonal functions and derivatives arising from
the (singular) Sturm-Liouville problem.
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diff_matrices_generic_nodal(M=None, x=None, alpha=None, beta=None, **def_kwargs):
(?, †, ‡) Differentiation matrix adapted to an arbitrary numerical lattice.
diff_matrix_Fourier(M=None, N=None, **def_kwargs):
(?, †, ‡) Differentiation matrix in the nodal representation adapted to a periodic numerical lattice.
diff_matrix_Hermite(N=None, grid_type='G', basis_type='H', **def_kwargs):
(?, †, ‡) Differentiation matrix in the nodal representation adapted to
Hermite (functions) polynomials.
diff_matrix_Laguerre(N=None, a=None, grid_type='G', basis_type='L', **def_kwargs):
(?, †, ‡) Differentiation matrix in the nodal representation adapted to
Laguerre (functions) polynomials.
Table 11.24: Methods of fcn_delegator pertaining to numerical differentiation.
special_Besseli(nu, z, **def_kwargs):
(†) Modified Bessel function of the first kind.
special_Besselj(nu, z, **def_kwargs):
(†) Bessel function of the first kind.
special_Besselk(nu, z, **def_kwargs):
(†) Modified Bessel function of the second kind.
special_Bessely(nu, z, **def_kwargs):




(?, †) Falling gamma: (x)k = Γ(x+ k)/Γ(x).
special_Gamma_rising(x, k, **def_kwargs):
(?, †) Rising gamma: (x)k = Γ(x+ 1)/Γ(x− k+ 1).
special_binomial(x, y, **def_kwargs):
(?, †) Binomial factors.
special_exp_log_frac_sum(N, f1, f2, f3, f4, g0=1, ret_all=False, **def_kwargs):










(?, †) Calculate log(Γ(z)).
Table 11.25: Methods of fcn_delegator for calculation of special functions.
sym_array_simplify(A, **def_kwargs):
(?) Simplify an array with entries comprised of symbolic terms.
sym_matrix(zero_idx=0, dim=3, diagonal=False, symmetric=False, antisymmetric=False,
sym_lbl='a', construct_inverse=False, simplify_inverse=False, **def_kwargs):
(?, ‡) Construction of symbolic matrix with symmetries.
Table 11.26: Methods of fcn_delegator for symbolic calculation.
11.2.4 LISTING OF core.fcn_delegator.FFT_methods
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build_plan(N, split_N_fcn='split_N_balanced', nc_fcn=None, N_naive_trunc=2,
test_radix2_hierarchy=True, dit=True, plan=None, heuristics=False,
store_internally=True, automatic_mode=False, libev=None):
(?, ‡) Prepare a divide-and-conquer plan for a DFT transform.
dft(data, axes=None, plan=None, s=None, normalized=True, use_naive=False, libev=None):
(?) Evaluate discrete Fourier transform via divide and conquer approach.
idft(data, axes=None, plan=None, s=None, normalized=True, use_naive=False, libev=None):
(?) Evaluate (inverse) discrete Fourier transform via divide and conquer approach.
Table 11.27: Methods of fcn_delegator pertaining to discrete Fourier transforms; see also §10.3.
11.2.5 (INSTANCE) LISTING OF core.fcn_delegator.geometry
See core.geometry (§11.2.16).
11.2.6 (INSTANCE) LISTING OF core.fcn_delegator.operators
See core.operators (§11.2.18).
11.2.7 LISTING OF core.dn
We largely attempt to mirror the function syntax and naming conventions that appear in bound methods
of a fcn_delegator instance (see §11.2.3). In general an additional keyword specifying chunks is required.
Methods common to fcn_delegator and core.dn are indicated with a (†) in §11.2.3. Note however that
there may be some restriction on possible behaviour when making use of a distributed analogue function
(use help for a more verbose description).
linalg_decomp_tsqr(*args, compute_svd, libev=None, **kwargs):
Direct "Tall-and-Skinny" QR algorithm.
map_blocks(map_fcn, *args, apply_fcn_delegator=True, libev=None, libev_out=None,
ghost_point_specification=None, **kwargs)
Map a function blockwise over input arguments.
rechunk(a, chunks=None):
Change the chunk size for a distributed array.
Table 11.28: Methods unique to core.dn.
11.2.8 (INSTANCE) LISTING OF core.meta_delegator
fcn_delegator Local function delegator instance.
use_dn Control bool for switching between distributed and local layers.
Table 11.29: Bound attributes of core.meta_delegator instances.
fcn(name, force_local=False):
Get function by name from (local) distributed layer.
fcn_cache(force_local=False, **kwargs):
Add caching to (local) distributed layer functions.
fcn_inject(force_local=False, **kwargs):
Inject function to (local) distributed layer.
process_chunks_kwargs(to_process, force_local=False):
If not using distributed then filter out all 'chunks' keys that appear in to_process.
Table 11.30: Methods of core.meta_delegator instances.
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11.2.9 LISTING OF core.typed_array AND core.dn_typed_array
The objects core.typed_array and core.dn_typed_array are subclasses of numpy.ndarray together with
dask.array.core.Array respectively thus there are additional bound methods and attributes inherited
from those classes which are not listed here.
libev_convert(libev=None, allow_type_promotion=True):
Convenience method for conversion to new numerical backend.
del_pickle():
Remove any internal pickle and hash information.
to_bytes_array():
Convert to a bytes array.
to_np_array():
Convert to a Numpy array.
Table 11.31: Bound methods of typed_array; each instance also has libev and libev_minimal attributes.
to_dask_array():
Convert to a dask array.
Table 11.32: Bound methods of dn_typed_array; each instance also has chunksize, libev and
libev_minimal attributes.
11.2.10 LISTING OF core.var_spec_manip
get_dim_lbl(var_lbl=None):
Extract internal dim_lbl based on input variable label.
get_dim_type(var_lbl=None):
Extract internal dim_type based on input variable label.
infer_broadcast(var_dep_A=None, var_dep_B=None, gr_spec=None, var_spec_part=None):




Infer variable dependency canonicalisation when preferred variables are split-off.
mk_slicer(var_dep=None, is_can_tuple=False):
Given a variable dependence construct slicing information for redimensionalisation.
strip_vars(var_strip=None):
Strip an internal variable dependency.
update_vars(var_spec=None):
Specify variable labels and character.
use_broadcast_info(broadcast_info, data_A=None, data_B=None, use_getitem=true):
Using broadcast information from infer_broadcast perform transposition and
redimensionalisation.
use_sl_info(vars_num=None, sl_spec=None):
Broadcast input variables for function evaluation.
var_to_idx_parser(var_to_idx=None, var_dep=None, assume_canonicalised=False):
Parse input variables to index positions.
Table 11.33: Bound methods of var_spec_manip instances. Note that each instance also contains a var_dep
attribute.
11.2.11 LISTING OF core.cntnr_common_methods
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are_chunks_commensurate(cntnr_fcn_a, cntnr_fcn_b):
Check whether internal chunking (if present) of numerical data is compatible.
cntnr_rechunker(cntnr_fcn_mutate=None, cntnr_fcn_other=None,
finx_idx=tools.find_elem_idx):
Rechunk numerical data within a function container based on shared variable dependency.
Table 11.34: Methods of core.cntnr_common_methods
11.2.12 LISTING OF core.cntnr_grid_fcn
grid_label Specified grid label.
have_dn_typed_array Equivalent to an OR reduction of isinstance(..., core.dn_typed_array).
have_typed_array Equivalent to an OR reduction of isinstance(..., core.typed_array).
libev Internal evaluation library.
var_dep Internal variable dependency.
var_dep_distributed Internal (distributed) variable dependency.
var_dep_local Internal (local) variable dependency.
var_spec_manip Internal core.var_spec_manip instance.
Table 11.35: Bound attributes of cntnr_grid_fcn instances.
ev_gr_fcns():
Evaluate any internally specified (grid) functions over internally specified arguments.
get_zero_broadcast_vars(var_broadcast=None, var_dep=None, are_can_tuples=False):
Given a codomain variable dependency construct a zero array for broadcasting to
target dependency.
num_vars_for_fcn(var_dep=None, is_can_tuple=False):
Return appropriate broadcast (and canonicalised) numerical data associated with variable labels.
set_fcn_args(**kwargs):
Match function (kw)args making replacements as specified by input.
strip_vars(var_strip=None):
Strip an internal variable dependency.
update_vars(var_spec=None, **kwargs):
Update internal variable specification.
Table 11.36: Bound methods of cntnr_grid_fcn instances.
11.2.13 LISTING OF core.cntnr_num_fcn
fcn_delegator core.fcn_delegator instance used for definition lambdification.
have_dn_typed_array Indicate whether num_def is a distributed array.
have_fcn_delegator Indicate whether core.fcn_delegator instance is present.
have_num_def Indicate presence of numerical definition.
have_typed_array Indicate whether num_def is a local array.
have_var_dep Indicate presence of variable dependency.
have_var_spec_manip Indicate presence of core.var_spec_manip instance.
num_def Current numerical definition.
var_dep Current (canonicalised) variable dependency.
var_info Current numerical (canonicalised) variable dependency.
var_spec_manip Internal core.var_spec_manip instance.
Table 11.37: Bound attributes of cntnr_num_fcn instances.
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are_chunks_commensurate(other):
Convenience function for core.cntnr_common_methods.are_chunks_commensurate.
canonicalise():
Given internal var_dep, num_def and var_spec_manip canonicalise numerical data.
rechunk_from_other(other):
Convenience function for core.cntnr_common_methods.cntnr_rechunker.
Table 11.38: Bound methods of cntnr_num_fcn instances.
11.2.14 LISTING OF core.cntnr_sym_fcn
fcn_delegator core.fcn_delegator instance used for definition lambdification.
have_fcn_delegator Indicate whether core.fcn_delegator instance is present.
have_sym_def Indicate presence of symbolic definition (as str).
have_sym_def_as_sp_expr Indicate presence of symbolic definition (as sympy expression).
have_var_dep Indicate presence of variable dependency.
parse_to_sp_expr Indicate automated parsing of sym_def to sympy expression.
rep_var As in var_dep with additional __call__ processing on assignment.
sym_def Current symbolic definition (as str).
var_dep Current (canonicalised) variable dependency.
Table 11.39: Bound attributes of cntnr_sym_fcn instances.
as_compiled_fcn(inj_to_fcn_delegator=False, inj_to_dn=False, method_name=None,
fcn_delegator=None):
Compile internal symbolic expression with possible injection of method by name.
as_str():
Return sympy expression as str.
sym_diff(diff_pars=None, store_result=True, der_replacements=True, **kwargs):
Symbolic differentiation of function definition.
sym_ev(**kwargs):
Symbolic evaluation of function container.
sym_integ(integ_pars=None, store_result=False, **kwargs):
Symbolic integration of function definition.
sym_simplify(**kwargs):
Symbolic simplification of function definition.
Table 11.40: Bound methods of cntnr_sym_fcn instances.
11.2.15 LISTING OF core.cntnr_fcn
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cntnr_grid_fcn core.cntnr_grid_fcn instance used for canonicalisation and evaluation.
cntnr_num_fcn core.cntnr_num_fcn instance used for numerical data.
core.cntnr_sym_fcn core.fcn_delegator instance used for symbolic data.
fcn_delegator core.fcn_delegator instance used for definition lambdification.
have_fcn_delegator Indicate whether core.fcn_delegator instance is present.
have_num_def Indicate presence of numerical definition.
have_sym_def Indicate presence of symbolic definition (as str).
have_var_dep Indicate presence of variable dependency.
num_def Current numerical definition.
sym_def Current symbolic definition (as str).
var_dep Current (canonicalised) variable dependency.
Table 11.41: Bound attributes of cntnr_fcn instances.
are_chunks_commensurate(other):
Convenience function for core.cntnr_common_methods.are_chunks_commensurate.
num_ev(*args, inject_vars={}, dn_persist=False, dn_compute=False, **kwargs):
Evaluate internal symbolic function definition.
rechunk_from_other(other):
Convenience function for core.cntnr_common_methods.cntnr_rechunker.
Table 11.42: Bound methods of cntnr_fcn instances.
11.2.16 LISTING OF core.geometry
11.2.16.1 Listing of grid_map from core.geometry.build_grid_mapping()
fcn_delegator core.fcn_delegator instance.
have_chain_rule_tools Check for existence of internal chain_rule_tools.
have_fcn_delegator Check for existence of internal fcn_delegator.
have_grid_specification Check for existence of internal grid_specification.
inv_map_names Names associated with inverse mappings.
inv_var_args Inverse of var_args.
Map_names The names of grid mappings.
var_args Independent variables with dependent variables as arguments.
var_dep Current variable dependency.
var_independent Current independent variables.




Compute the Jacobian of a transformation.
add_map(name=None, rep_var=None):
Add a new map replacing variable labels.
chain_rule_terms(deriv_spec=None, use_inverse_map=True, simplify=True, remap_vars=True):
Generation of chain rule parameters.
chain_rule_tools():




Extract grid mappings that have been specified within JSON file.
infer_post_map_var_dep_codomain(var_dep=None, lex_canonicalisation=False,
restrict_inference_assigned=True):
Given an input variable dependence infer what it will be post grid_map application.
partition_var_dep_by_type(var_dep=None):
Partition input variables into (co)domain sets.
Table 11.44: Bound methods of grid_map.
11.2.16.2 Listing of core.geometry.grid_specification
add_transformation(name=None, var_map=None, var_independent=None, var_dep=None,
sym_def=None, name_inv=None, notes=None):
Add a new grid transformation.
build_grid_mapping(name=None, rep_var=None, fcn_delegator=None):
Build symbolic function containers from grid mappings.
get_inverse_transformation_name(name=None):
Return the name of the inverse transformation associated with that of the input name.
get_known_transformations():
Return the currently defined grid transformations.
get_transformation(name=None):
Get the variable dependencies and symbolic definition of a particular grid transformation.
save_current_mappings():
Save currently known grid transformations.
Table 11.45: Methods of grid_specification.
11.2.16.3 (instance) Listing of core.geometry.abstract_geometry.manifold
atlas Each manifold deserves an atlas instance.
dim Numerical dimension of manifold.
fields Collection of field construction and manipulation methods.
idx Collection of index construction and manipulation methods.
meta_delegator Manifold specific meta_delegator instance.
name The name of the current manifold.
operators Collection of operator construction and manipulation methods.
signature The specified signature of the current manifold instance.
zero_idx The minimum numerical value indices may take on the manifold.
Table 11.46: Bound attributes of manifold instances.
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add(name=None, coordinatization_info=None):
Add a new chart.
coordinatization_info(var_lbls=None, symmetry_type=None, dim=None):




Given input iterable(s) of chart names parse to a subset.
Table 11.47: Bound methods of manifold.atlas.chart a chart manipulation object associated with the
atlas. Additionally there are names together with num bound attributes with the obvious meaning.
add(name=None, idx_spec=None, field_type=None, def_field_value=None):
Define a new field on the manifold.
add_dummy(name='dummy', idx_spec=None, field_type=None, def_field_value=None):
Construct a temporary field that is not explicitly bound to the associated manifold.
cntnr_fcn(sym_def=None, num_def=None, var_dep=None, chart_name=None):
Build new container function attaching internal fcn_delegator and (chart-specific) cntnr_grid_fcn.
cntnr_num_fcn(num_def=None, var_dep=None, chart_name=None):
As in cntnr_fcn but with (chart-specific) cntnr_grid_fcn.var_spec_manip.
pop(name=None):
Remove a field currently associated to the manifold.
Table 11.48: Bound methods of manifold.fields a field manipulation object. Additionally there is a names
bound attribute with the obvious meaning.
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build_idx_equiv(idxs=None, manifold=None):
Given input tuple of indices and idx_specification construct all equivalent
(up to symmetry) indices.
build_idx_iter(char=None, manifold=None):
Construct minimal index collection based on specified slot (anti)-symmetries.
construct_raw_slots_ym(ym_rank, dim=None, is_aym=False, char=1):
Minimal index representation for (anti)-symmetric slots.
convert_idx_abstract_to_dense_numerical(idxs=None, rank=None):





As in convert_idx_abstract_to_dense_numerical but using auxiliary information.
convert_idx_common_iter(A_idxs=None, B_idxs=None, contraction_slots=None,
is_juxtaposition=True):
Given input abstract indices and contraction slots convert to numerical indices for iteration.
convert_idx_to_canonical(idx_spec=None, idxs=None):
Given input tuple of indices together with index specification infer canonical form of indices.
flat_Cartesian_product_over_singleton_idxs(*idxs):
Convert any indices representing numerical ranges to singletons.
generate_abstract_idx_labels(idx_str_spec=None, numerical_subscript_num=None):
Construction of abstract index labels.
idx_abstract_parser_binary(idxs=None, idx_spec=None, is_juxtaposition=False,
canonicalise=False):




As in idx_abstract_parser_binary but one (or both) inputs must be scalar field-like indices.
idx_abstract_parser_unary(idxs=None, idx_spec=None, canonicalise=False):
Construct minimal slicing set for a unary operand treating possible internal contractions.
idx_abstract_parser_with_aux(idx_spec=None, parse_for_contractions=True, abs_ix=None,
abs_va=None, num_ix=None, num_va=None):
Parse abstract expression extracting any internal contractions and infer reranking.
idx_field_value_storage(def_field_value=None):
Construct object for storing raw field values associated with indices.
idx_info_parser(idx_info=None, idx_spec=None, err_on_incom_sym=False, field_name=None):
Parse idx_info to canonical form.
idx_spec(**kwargs):
Generate new index specification for an abstract field with implicit sanitization.
is_idx_iter_diag(idx_iter):
Infer whether passed iterable of indices represents only diagonal elements.
operation_idx_spec_parser_contraction(idx_spec=None, abstract_slots=None,
numerical_slots=None, contraction_slots=None):
Infer new index specification (for use with contractions).
operation_idx_spec_parser_disjoint(idx_spec_A=None, idx_spec_B=None, abs_va_A=None,
abs_va_B=None, flip_order=False):
Parse field index specification for disjoint entities.
operation_idx_spec_parser_juxtaposition(idx_spec_A=None, idx_spec_B=None,
flip_order=False):
Parse field index specification for juxtaposed entities.
rebuild_idx_spec_from_common(idx_spec=None, numerical_slots=None):
Construction of idx_spec from reduced (numerical slots removed) idx_spec.
sanitize_idx_abstract(idxs=None, idx_spec=None):
For a collection of indices incorporating idx_abstract check specification is well-formed.
sanitize_idx_info(*idx_info, field_name=None, rank=None):
Sanitize index information from (get)set item dunder on fields.
sanitize_idx_spec(idx_spec, implicit_idx_sort=True):
Ensure a provided idx_spec is sane.
sanitize_idx_spec_ym_zero_reduction(aym=None, sym=None, block_aym=None,
block_sym=None):
Given (anti)-symmetry specification infer whether (trivial) zero-reduction is possible.
Table 11.49: Bound methods of manifold.idx an index manipulation object. Note that calling
manifold.idx builds a new index object which may be used in conjunction with fields.
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add_derivation(name=None, derivative_type='pd', **kwargs):
Add an operator to the manifold that behaves as a derivative (rank increased by 1).
add_integrator(name=None, integrator_type='quadrature', **kwargs):
Add an operator to the manifold that behaves as a integral (rank fixed, fields reduced to value).
pop(name=None):
Remove an operator.
Table 11.50: Bound methods of manifold.operators a operator manipulation object. Additionally there is
a names bound attribute with the obvious meaning.
range_to_singletons():
Conversion of range specification to tuple of singleton indices.
to_kwargs(update_kwargs=None):
Extract internal attributes as dictionary.
Table 11.51: Bound methods of idx instances.
char Index character.
is_numerical Is index numerical or abstract.
is_singleton Is index a range or a single value.
start Numerical value index starts at.
step Numerical value index steps by (for ranges).
stop Numerical value index stops at (for ranges).
Table 11.52: Bound attributes of idx instances.
to_numerical():
Build numerical range associated with abstract index.
Table 11.53: Bound methods of idx_abstract instances (also incorporating methods of Tab.11.51).
abstract_idx Abstract label associated with object.
idx_type The type of index the object represents.
Table 11.54: Bound attributes of idx_abstract instances (also incorporating those of Tab.11.52).
11.2.17 LISTING OF core.integrators
integrator_field_collection(**fields):
Convenience object for providing elementary arithmetic over collections of abstract fields.
integrator_field_collection_err_fcn_adapted(z, zhat, zold, abs_tol=None, rel_tol=None,
control_err_with_fields=None,
libev=None, meta_delegator=None):
Adapted error calculation function for use with integrator_field_collection object.
integrator_from_Butcher_tableaux(name=None, meta_delegator=None, libev=None):
Build a system integrator object from a known Butcher table by name.
Table 11.55: Classes of core.integrators.
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adapt_steps Control whether adaptive scheme is used.
extrapolate Control whether extrapolation is used.
libev Control which numerical backend is used.
meta Auxiliary information associated with the current integrator.
meta_delegator core.meta_delegator instance.
sys_adapt_stagnation_num Control number of steps before scheme deemed to stagnate (adaptive).
sys_err_PI_alpha PI controller parameter.
sys_err_PI_beta PI controller parameter.
sys_err_fac Adaptive error factor.
sys_err_facmax Adaptive error factor (prevent steps getting too large).
sys_err_facmin Adaptive error factor (prevent steps getting too small).
sys_err_fcn_adapted Control function used for error calculation.
sys_err_par_abs Adaptive error factor.
sys_err_par_rel Adaptive error factor.
sys_err_use_PI Control error controller used.
sys_fcn System function to evaluation during solution construction.
sys_fcn_kwargs Keyword arguments to pass to the system.
sys_par_configuration_ini Initial configuration of the system.
sys_par_fin Final value of integration parameter.
sys_par_ini Initial value of integration parameter.
sys_par_step_num Number of steps to take.
sys_par_step_size Size of steps to take.
sys_post_step_fcn Function to call after a step is calculated.
sys_post_step_fcn_kwargs Keyword arguments to pass to the post-step function.
Table 11.56: Bound attributes of core.integrators.integrator_from_Butcher_tableaux instances.
get_known(order=None, is_embedded=None, is_explicit=None, name=None):
Return known (implemented) integration methods.
solve_system():
Construct numerical solution.
Table 11.57: Bound methods of core.integrators.integrator_from_Butcher_tableaux instances.
11.2.18 LISTING OF core.operators
Note that all operator methods are also available from fcn_delegator.operators which can be more con-
venient as then specification of fcn_delegator explicitly via kwargs is not required.
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Numerical derivative via collocation matrix - product.




Numerical implementation details for integral operators (subclass this).
op_integral_numerical_quad_wei(integ_op=None, var_dep=None, quad_wei_fcn=None,
quad_wei_dN=None, **kwargs):
Numerical integration via quadrature weights.
Table 11.58: Classes of core.operators.
action_drops_var_dep Control which variables are dropped with the action of this operator.
allow_kronecker_split Control if Kronecker grid splitting is permitted.
cntnr_grid_fcn core.cntnr_grid_fcn instance.
deriv_num_fcn Numerical specification of operator action.
fcn_delegator core.fcn_delegator instance.
grid_map Instance of result of core.geometry.build_grid_mapping.
have_cntnr_grid_fcn Check for existence of internal cntnr_grid_fcn.
have_deriv_num_fcn Check for existence of internal numerical specification.
have_fcn_delegator Check for existence of internal fcn_delegator.
have_grid_map Check for existence of internal grid_map.
trivial_on_missing_var_dep Control whether action kills terms with missing var_dep.
var_dep Internal variable dependency.
Table 11.59: Bound attributes of operators.op_derivative instances.
parse_deriv_spec(deriv_spec=None, cntnr_grid_fcn_eval=True, filter_dim_types={'c'}):
Parse derivative specification and assemble any requisite domain containers.
prepare_for_num_def(cntnr_num_var_dep=None):
Prepare canonicalisation information for numerical data.
process_num_data(*args, num_data=None, var_dep=None, fcn_num=None **kwargs):
Process input numerical data; canoncalise and apply numerical action.
resultant_var_dep_on_drop(var_dep):
Compute the (canonicalise) variable dependence after dropping variables.
Table 11.60: Bound methods of core.operators.op_derivative instances.
fcn_delegator core.fcn_delegator instance.
have_fcn_delegator Check for existence of internal fcn_delegator.
var_dep Internal variable dependency.
Table 11.61: Bound attributes of operators.op_derivative_numerical instances.
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imp_num(*args, num_data=None, num_data_info=None, deriv_spec=None, cntnr_grid_fcn=None,
**kwargs):
Default dummy numerical implementation.
Table 11.62: Bound method of core.operators.op_derivative_numerical instances.
allow_diff_mat_persist Control whether differentiation matrices should be cached.
diff_mat_fcn_req_args Specify required differentiation matrix function arguments.
Table 11.63: Additional bound attributes of operators.op_derivative_numerical_collocation instances
(see also Tab.11.61).
diff_mat_fcn(...):
Differentiation matrix generation function (user specified).
Table 11.64: Additional bound method of core.operators.op_derivative_numerical_collocation in-
stances (see also Tab.11.64).
action_drops_var_dep Control which variables are dropped with the action of this operator.
allow_kronecker_split Control if Kronecker grid splitting is permitted.
cntnr_grid_fcn core.cntnr_grid_fcn instance.
fcn_delegator core.fcn_delegator instance.
grid_map Instance of result of core.geometry.build_grid_mapping.
have_cntnr_grid_fcn Check for existence of internal cntnr_grid_fcn.
have_integ_num_fcn Check for existence of internal numerical specification.
have_fcn_delegator Check for existence of internal fcn_delegator.
have_grid_map Check for existence of internal grid_map.
have_refinement_options Check for existence of internal refinement_options.
integ_num_fcn Numerical specification of operator action.
refinement_options Control how refinement (if applicable) should be performed.
trivial_on_missing_var_dep Control whether action kills terms with missing var_dep.
var_dep Internal variable dependency.
Table 11.65: Bound attributes of operators.op_integral instances.
parse_integ_spec(integ_spec=None, cntnr_grid_fcn_eval=True, filter_dim_types={'c'}):
Parse integral specification and assemble any requisite domain containers.
prepare_for_num_def(cntnr_num_var_dep=None):
Prepare canonicalisation information for numerical data.
process_num_data(*args, num_data=None, var_dep=None, fcn_num=None **kwargs):
Process input numerical data; canoncalise and apply numerical action.
resultant_var_dep_on_drop(var_dep):
Compute the (canonicalise) variable dependence after dropping variables.
Table 11.66: Bound methods of core.operators.op_integral instances.
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fcn_delegator core.fcn_delegator instance.
have_fcn_delegator Check for existence of internal fcn_delegator.
var_dep Internal variable dependency.
Table 11.67: Bound attributes of operators.op_integral_numerical instances.
imp_num(*args, num_data=None, num_data_info=None, integ_spec=None, cntnr_grid_fcn=None,
**kwargs):
Default dummy numerical implementation.
Table 11.68: Bound method of core.operators.op_integral_numerical instances.
quad_wei_dN Control (optional) band-limit offset.
Table 11.69: Additional bound attribute of operators.op_integral_numerical_quad_wei instances (see
also Tab.11.67).
quad_wei_fcns(...):
Quadrature weight generation function(s) (user specified).
Table 11.70: Additional bound method of core.operators.op_integral_numerical_quad_wei instances
(see also Tab.11.68).
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11.2.19 LISTING OF _utilities.tools
In order to facilitate the writing of cleaner code and recycle common idioms our package makes use of a
small utilities module _utilities.tools.
as_merged_list_of_sets_by_intersection(lst_iterables):
Merge list of iter using non-empty set intersections.
as_merged_tuple_of_sorted_tuples_by_intersection(lst_iterables):
Convenience: combines tools.as_merged_list_of_sets_by_intersection with
lexicographical sorting.
as_one_d_idx_reduction(num_tuple=tuple(), dim_sz=None, zero_idx=0):
Reduce input numerical tuple together with dimension information to a one dimensional index.
as_partitioned_by_predicate(predicate, seq, convert_to_type=None, return_seq_idx=False):
Partition iterable by truth values associated with a predicate.
bind_to_class_methods_public(bind_to=None, draw_from=None, req_bound_attrs=None,
map_drawn_attrs=None, **kwargs):
Higher order method - we bind public methods of an import to a target object.
conv_nested_iter_to_type(iter, type_conv=tuple, _iter_types=(list, tuple, set, dict)):
Given an input iterable of nested iterables convert character based on input.
conv_slices_to_slice_obj_tuple(shape=None):
Convert slices as defined by accessing directly via "[...]" notation to a sanitized tuple.
conv_w_ord_dict_to_tuple(parse_dict, ord_tup=None, def_value=0,
lex_canonicalisation=False):
Convert a dictionary to a tuple dropping keys and inserting defaults.
conv_w_ord_int_tuple_to_tot(int_tup, ord_tup=None, drop_value=0):
Convert tuple of integers to tuple of tuples based on auxiliary tuple
conv_w_ord_tot_to_tuple(parse_tot, ord_tup=None, def_value=0,
lex_canonicalisation=False):
As in tools.conv_w_ord_dict_to_tuple but with input tuple of tuples
find_and_replace_in_nested_seq_by_dict(seq=None, rep_dict=None, deepcopy=True):
Replace elements in a (possible nested) sequence.
find_elem(search_in, search_for=None, exhaustive=True):
Wrapper for tools.find_elem_key and tools.find_elem_idx.
find_elem_fuzzy(search_in, search_for=None, metric_fcn=None, short_circuit_ratio=0.8):
Wrapper for tools.find_elem_key_fuzzy and tools.find_elem_idx_fuzzy.
find_elem_idx_fuzzy(search_in, search_for=None, metric_fcn=None,
short_circuit_ratio=0.8):
As in tools.find_elem_key_fuzzy but search over an indexed sequence.
find_elem_key_fuzzy(search_in, search_for=None, metric_fcn=None,
short_circuit_ratio=0.8):
Perform a fuzzy search over data associated with keys returning the closest element.
flatten_seq_to_canonicalised_by_seq_as_tuple(seq, can_seq=None, **kwargs):
As in tools.flatten_seq_to_canonicalised_by_seq_as_list but with tuple.
flatten_seq_to_unique_list(to_flatten=None):
Flatten a sequence and drop duplicate entries while preserving the order in which they appear.
flatten_seq_to_unique_tuple(to_flatten=None):
As in tools.flatten_seq_to_unique_list but return a tuple.
get_fcns_from_module_by_prefix_dict(module_handle=None, prefix_dict=None):
Extract function handles from a module grouping by common name and specified prefixes.
is_seq_bool_native(seq, check_len=None, seq_types=(tuple, list, dict, set),
element_types=(bool,), empty=False):
As in tools.is_seq_of_types but with adapted defaults; sublength checking disabled for bool.
is_seq_numerical_native(seq, check_len=None, seq_types=(tuple, list, dict, set),
element_types=(int, float, complex), empty=False):
As in tools.is_seq_of_types but with adapted defaults; sublength
lex_canonicalise_seq_by_seq_to_tuple(can_seq=None, seq=None, flatten=True):




Parse str (or tuple or dict) of vars. to tuple of tuples with optional caching..
Table 11.71: Miscellaneous methods.
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are_equal_len(*args):
Check whether input arguments are of equal length.
as_merged_sorted_list(*args, **kwargs):
Merge collections into sorted list.
as_sorted_list(to_sort=None, **kwargs):
Make use of built-in list sorting to sort a list.
class_method_hack_attrs(func, attrs):
Update function attrs when using syntactic sugar
conv_bytes_to_mapped_iter(inp, delimiter=',', type_mapper=int, as_generator=True):
Convert a bytes representation of a delimited iterable.
conv_seq_to_bytes(it, delimiter=','):
Convert an iterable into a comma delimited bytes representation
count_seq_elem_freq(seq=None):
Count the number of times elements appear in an input sequence.
drop_duplicates(seq):
Dedupe with order preserved
ensure_is_type(inp, is_type=None, to_type_map=None):
Ensure an input object is of a specified type. Optionally convert.
find_elem_idx(search_in, search_for=None, exhaustive=True, return_on_missing=tuple()):
Inspect an iterable returning all indices for which a target element is found.
flatten_seq_to_list(to_flatten):
As in tools.generator_over_seq_flattened but with list output.
flatten_seq_to_tuple(to_flatten):
As in tools.flatten_seq_to_list but with output of type tuple.
generator_over_seq_chunks(seq, chunk_sz):
d generator over a sequence partitioning elements into chunks.
generator_over_seq_filtered(seq=None, exclusions=None):
Construct a generator over a sequence with elements excluded.
generator_over_seq_flattened(to_flatten):
Flatten an arbitrarily nested list using a generator idiom.
generator_over_types(types=(tuple, list, dict)):
Construct a generator over types.
get_elem_nested_by_seq(nested_obj=None, key_idx_seq=None):
Given a nested container-like object extract a value based on a mixed key-index seq.
get_permutation_parity(seq=None):
Given a permutation of digits in an ordered seq. return parity (signature).
get_permutations_as_generator(seq=None, gen_signature=True, perm_seq=None):
Generate all permutations of a sequence together with (optionally) the parities.
is_container_native(seq, check_len=None, types=(tuple, list, dict, set), empty=True):
Check if input is a container. Optionally check length.
is_numerical_native(inp, types=(int, float, complex)):
Check if input is a native python numerical type
is_of_type(inp, types=None):
Check if an input element is of a particular type.
is_seq_container_native(seq, check_len=None, check_sublen=None,
types=(tuple, list, dict, set), empty=False):
Check if a provided sequence is comprised of selected types
is_seq_member_numerical_native(seq, check_len=None, types=(int, float, complex),
empty=False):
Check whether a sequence contains elements of specified types.
is_seq_of_types(seq, check_len=None, check_sublen=None, seq_types=None,
element_types=None, empty=False):
Check if a provided sequence (and its elements) are of a specified type
is_str_like(inp, check_types=(str, bytes)):
Check if an input is string-like.
reduce_bool_and(bool_seq):
Given a (possibly nested) input boolean sequence compute the reduction with and.
reduce_bool_or(bool_seq):
Given a (possibly nested) input boolean sequence compute the reduction with or.
reduce_num_mul(num_seq):
Given a (possibly nested) input numerical sequence compute the product.
reduce_num_sum(num_seq):
Given a (possibly nested) input numerical sequence compute the sum over elements.
set_elem_nested_by_seq(nested_obj=None, key_idx_seq=None, value=None):
Given a nested container-like object set a value based on a mixed key-index seq.
Table 11.72: Common methods.
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are_rank_n(are_rank_n):
Given a collection of array-like objects check whether each has a rank of n.
arr_are_close(a, b, rtol=1e-7, atol=1e-10):
For generic types. Returns a bool array with element-wise equality indicated.
arr_broadcast_transpose_from_args_to_target(arr, target_shape=None, arg_shapes=None):
Broadcast and transpose input array based on sequence of argument shapes.
arr_commensurate_dim_slicer_from_var_lbls(have_vars, match_vars):
Construct slicing object based on str variables for resulting commensurate dimensions with Numpy
broadcasting.
arr_get_first_elem(array=None, default_value=None):
Return the first element from an array.
arr_increase_rank_at_position(arr, pos_inj_ax=None):
Given an input array insert numpy.newaxis at an arbitrary position thereby increasing rank.
arr_kill_near_zero(arr, small_value=1e-13):
Round small values in an array to 0.
arr_redim_slicer(idx_loc, ndim, inj_idx_arr=slice(None), new_ax_slice=None):
Construct slicing tuple that redimensionalises an array.
arr_reshape_axis(arr, axis=None, new_shape_of_axis=None):
Reshape: (n1, n2, . . . , ni−1, m, ni+1, · · · ) −→ (n1, n2, . . . , ni−1, m1, m2, . . . , ni+1, . . . ).
arr_resize(arr, new_shape=None, fill_value=0):
Pad or truncate an input array, optionally fill with custom value.
arr_swap_ax_with_last(arr, axis=None, preserve_type=True):
Swap a given axis of an input array with the last axis of that array.
contract_matrix_array(matrix=None, multidim_array=None, axis=None):
Contract input matrix with shape (m, n) and array with shape (a1, . . . , ai−1, n, ai+1, . . . , ak).
ensure_is_numpy_array(inp, embed_str_like=True):
Ensure an input is an numpy.ndarray performing conversion as necessary.
get_axis_size(arr, axis=None):
Return the size of specified axes for an input array.
get_max(seq_vals, axis=None, return_idx=True):
Find maximal element in a sequence.
get_min(seq_vals, axis=None, return_idx=True):
Find minimal element in a sequence.
get_numpy_common_dtype(*args):
Given arbitrary input infer the common Numpy dtype.
get_rank(array_like):
Given an n1 × n2 × · · · array-like object return the rank.
get_shape(array_like):
Safe computation of the shape of a particular input.
get_shape_after_slicing(slice_spec=None, shape=None):
Given a slice specification and original array compute resultant shape after slicing.
new_Kronecker_product_grid(*arrays, sparse=True):
Use None slicing to create extra empty dimensions on input seq. of array.
new_arr_from_flat_seq_collection(*seq_collection, pad_fill=0, dtype=None):
Stack a collection of iterables to a single numpy.ndarray.
new_arr_obj(*args, shape=None, fill_value=None, **kwargs):
Create a new array with dtype of numpy.object.
new_slice_tuple_injected(sl_len, start=None, stop=None, step=None,
fixed_val=None, pos=-1, preserve_scalars=False)
Construct a tuple of slice objects for indexing as arr[:,:,...,:,sl1_obj,:,...:]
based on input parameters.
new_slice_tuple_injected_direct(sl_len, idx_arr_inj, pos=-1, preserve_scalars=False):
As in tools.new_slice_tuple_injected but with user specified idx array inserted at pos.
sanitize_slices_with_shape(slice_spec=None, shape=None):
Parse slice specification replacing None with numerical values based on input shape.
Table 11.73: Methods related to numpy.ndarray.
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decorator_call_internal_method(method_name=None):
When decorating a class call the specified internal method.
Table 11.74: Methods related to class.
ctx_mpmath_dps(dps=None):
Manipulate global mpmath dps using context manager.
Table 11.75: Methods related to contexts.
dask_collective_monkey_patcher():
Perform monkey-patching to change internal functionality for package.
dask_graph(input, filename='eval_graph.pdf', format='pdf',
defaults={'rankdir': 'LR', 'node_attr': {'fontsize': '30'},
'edge_attr': {'arrowsize': '2', 'arrowhead': 'vee'}}):
Modify slightly Dask graph output.
get_slice_info_from_chunks(shape=None, chunks=None):
Extract slice information rather than directly construct tuples of slice objects.
Table 11.76: Methods related to Dask.
as_merged_dict(*dictionaries):
Merge arbitrarily many input dictionaries.
ensure_dict_has_key_hierarchy(inp=None, key_hierarchy=None, set_item=None):
Ensure a dict has a key hierarchy.
find_elem_key(search_in, search_for=None, exhaustive=True):
Inspect a dict-like returning all keys for which the associated data matches a value.
get_dict_elem_or_None(inp=None, key_hierarchy=None):
Return data from a dict using a key hierarchy.
new_dict_on_missing_elem_default(*args, default_element=None, **kwargs):
Subclass default dict returning a specified element on lookup failure.
Table 11.77: Methods related to dict.
bind_to_class_methods_meta_info(bind_to=None, bind_names=None, draw_from=None):
Set __doc__ and __name__ of bound methods.
set_fcn_docstrings_from_seq(to_mutate=None, seq=None, injection_str=None):
Append docstrings to a function based on a sequence of supplied functions or str.
Table 11.78: Methods related to docstrings.
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are_args_in_fcn(fcn, *args_to_check, ret_partial=False):
Check if a function has a sequence of named arguments.
generator_over_args_filtered_by_types(types, *args, **kwargs):
Construct a generator over input args that matches and yields elements of a specific type.
get_args_by_type(types, *args, short_circuit=True, **kwargs):
Parse (keyword) arguments extracting all elements that are of specified type(s).
get_fcn_kwargs(fcn, ret_defaults=True.):
Given an input function handle extract the kwarg names and default values.
get_from_args_by_attr_type(*args, attr_label=None, find_type=None, **kwargs):
Extract an object by attribute or type from specified arguments.
get_method_handles_filtered(imp, as_ord_dict=True,




As in tools.get_methods_filtered but rather than an str return the method handles.
get_method_handles_public(imp, as_ord_dict=True, **kwargs):
As in tools.get_methods_public but rather than a str return the method handles.
get_methods_filtered(imp, as_ord_dict=True,
ignored_names=('np', 'mp', 'sp', 'nu', 'lru_cache'),
filter_prepend=None, filter_containing=None, filter_excluding=None,
exclude_containing=None, exclude_prepend='_'):
Given a module return method names as str.
get_methods_public(imp, **kwargs):
Given an import variable or seq. of str filter out all elements prepended with '_'.
help(obj):
Fail-safe lookup for '__doc__' and 'func.__doc__'.
is_str_in_args_recursive(find_str, *args, **kwargs):
Recursively parse input *args and **kwargs until an str is found or exhausted.
parse_arguments_with_OrderedDict(*args, ordered_params=None, **kwargs):
Parse (keyword) arguments based on an ordered dictionary.
profile(exec_str, sort_param='tottime', print_num=20):
Convenience method to profile execution.
trace(exec_str=None, ignoremods=[], **kwargs):
Convenience method for tracing execution.
Table 11.79: Methods related to function.
get_gmpy2_dps():
Return current dps of gmpy2.
set_gmpy2_dps(dps=None):
Set dps for gmpy2.
Table 11.80: Methods related to gmpy2.
imp(imp_as_str=None):
Attempt import based on str; correct for cyclic problems.
imp_reload(imp=None):
Attempt reload of an import based on str.
Table 11.81: Methods related to import.
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conv_bytes_to_int_list(inp, delimiter=','):
Convert bytes representation of a comma delimited input to an integer list.
conv_seq_of_delimited_var_to_list_of_int_lists(seq, var_delim=',', num_delim='=',
strip_char=' '):
Given input of multiply delimited alphanumerical data extract ordered numerical data.
ensure_is_list(inp, embed_str_like=True):
Ensure an input is a list performing conversion as necessary.
find_and_replace_componentwise_in_seq_as_strs(seq_parse=None, seq_find=None,
seq_rep=None)
Replace each element in a seq. based on componentwise (str) comparison with two other seq.
flatten_seq_to_canonicalised_by_seq_as_list(seq, can_seq=None):
Given a nested seq. of seq. flatten and dedupe, then canonicalise based on another, input seq.
flatten_seq_to_canonicalised_list(seq, **kwargs):






Remove elements from a sequence and return a list. See tools.generator_over_seq_filtered.
Table 11.82: Methods related to list.
get_mpmath_dps():
Return current dps of mpmath.
set_mpmath_dps(dps=None):
Set dps for mpmath.
Table 11.83: Methods related to mpmath.
numba_flexible_jit_compilation(fcn, nopython=False, cache=True, nogil=True,
**kwargsto_process=None):
Provide flexible type-based compilation via numba.generated_jit.
numba_infer_nopython(*args, libev=None, allow_native_python_numbers=False,
allow_native_python_containers=False, **kwargs):
Infer whether nopython mode can be enabled.




Extract fcns based on name from modules and bind to globals(). Optionally provide broadcasting.
Table 11.85: Methods related to Numpy.
remove_from_seq_to_set(seq=None, exclusions=None):
Remove elements from a sequence and return a set. See tools.generator_over_seq_filtered.
Table 11.86: Methods related to set.
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is_seq_bytes(seq, check_len=None, check_sublen=None, seq_types=(tuple, list, dict, set),
element_types=(bytes,), empty=False):





is_seq_str(seq, check_len=None, check_sublen=None, seq_types=(tuple, list, dict, set),
element_types=(str,), empty=False):
As in tools.is_seq_of_types but with adapted defaults.
lex_canonicalise_strs(strs=None, split_strs=None, prepend_term='*', cached=True):
Canonicalise input variable labels lexicographically.
lex_merged_commensurate_str_tuples(args_1=None, args_2=None, as_dict=None):




seq_types=(tuple, list, dict, set),
element_types=(str,), empty=False):
Extremal distance between str and a collection of str.
parse_iterable_to_multiline_str(iter_to_parse=None, max_len=78, obj_delim=', ',
prefix=None):
Parse an iterable to a multiline str.
replace_simultaneous_in_str(rep_in=None, rep_dict=None):
Simultaneously perform replacement in str.
Table 11.87: Methods related to str.
conv_Mathematica_str_to_sympy_expr(mma_str=None):
Convert Mathematica expression (as str) to sympy expression.
conv_seq_to_sympy_symbols(seq=None):
Convert iterable of str to SymPy symbols.
conv_sympy_str_to_sympy_expr(sympy_str=None):
Convert str representation of SymPy expression to a SymPy expression.
conv_tuple_to_sympy_diff_pars(diff_pars=None, var_dep=None):
Convert derivative parameters for use with sympy.diff.
get_sympy_symbols_from_expr(inp):





Table 11.88: Methods related to SymPy.
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JSON_dict_key_parser(to_parse={}, to_json=False):
Map between dictionary and parsed JSON representation.
JSON_load(filename=None, directory=None, return_on_fail=None, conv_fcn=None, **kwargs):
Load information from a JSON file.
JSON_save(filename=None, directory=None, data_obj=None, conv_fcn=None, **kwargs):
Save to JSON file.
get_hash(obj=None, use_murmurhash=True, use_str_repr=True):
Construct hash of an object with murmurhash or hashlib.
get_script_path(file_attr=None, drop_depth=None, append_path=None):
Get CWD optionally returning path to script.
Table 11.89: Methods related to system.
as_merged_sorted_tuple(*args, **kwargs):
As in tools.as_merged_sorted_list but with a final conversion to a tuple.
as_sorted_tuple(*args, **kwargs):
As in tools.as_sorted_list but with a final conversion to a tuple.
conv_bytes_to_int_tuple(inp, delimiter=','):
Convert a bytes representation of a comma delimited tuple to an integer tuple.
ensure_is_tuple(inp, embed_str_like=True):
Ensure an input is a tuple performing conversion as necessary.
flatten_seq_to_canonicalised_tuple(seq, **kwargs):
Given a nested sequence flatten to unique elements with depth of 1; (lexicographically) canonicalise.
flatten_seq_to_tuple(to_flatten):




Remove elements from a sequence and return a tuple. See tools.generator_over_seq_filtered.
Table 11.90: Methods related to tuple.
is_type(inp):
Check inp is a type.
Table 11.91: Methods related to type.
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